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Introducing House & Garden's Colors for 1970

COLOR
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COOK BOOK: International Curries
A time to celebrate. Dining on the terrace of a Portuguese Palazzo takes on an exhilarating glow against the glitter of Lenox hand-cut lead Crystal and the ivory warmth of Lenox fine China. Have it in your home.

LENOX CHINA • CRYSTAL

For McCall's new "You-Do-It Entertaining Ideas"—102 pages of hints for the hostess—send 75¢ in coin. For free pattern booklet, write Lenox, Dept. 6, Trenton, N.J. 08605.
This coupon brings you up to 6,000 recipes or only $1.00

Choose any 3 book(s) below

Join now and agree to get only four issues or alternates the next two years.

How often do you ask yourself, "What shall I cook tonight?" Are you bored with the same kind of basic meals week after week? If you would like to try some new dishes, then take advantage of this opportunity to get any 3 of the 736 titles listed in the catalog. Write to us--or order by mail--or call our toll-free number.

(Include $3.50 shipping and handling, or $2.50 for orders within the continental U.S. and Canada.)

Casseroles

Feather light pastries. Napoleonos, croissants and brioches (from The French Chef Cookbook)...or win raves at parties for tasty cannelloni alla romana (from Leonia's Italian Cook Book).

This is just a sample of what The Cook Book Guild offers. For here is a club devoted exclusively to seeking out the world's outstanding cook books and making them available to you at guaranteed savings of at least 30%.

As a member, you'll learn what great chefs look for when selecting ingredients...budget-stretching tips...family and regional cooking secrets. You will also discover delicious ways to diet...ways to save time and trouble...how to set an elegant table for gracious dining.

Selections are described in the free monthly bulletin, The Cook Book News. You may take as few as four selections or alternates within two years. With every fourth book you accept, choose a FREE bonus book on cooking, gardening, decorating, etc.

SEND NO MONEY! To join The Cook Book Guild and get any three of these books for only $1.00 plus shipping and handling, just mail the coupon today. Your two free gifts will be included with trial membership.
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The Sunshine Room

It's wherever you put an Armstrong vinyl floor.

Sunny, bright, shining. That's what Armstrong Vinyl Corlon® does for any room.

This floor is from our Coronelle® Collection of romantic designs that catch the light and add another dimension to your room. Designs that make any room a sunnier place.

Isn't there a place in your home for a sunny room? Create one with a Coronelle vinyl floor that's easy to keep sparkling clean.

See the entire Coronelle Collection in beautiful, full-color scenes like this one in our new portfolio. Send $1 to Armstrong, 6909 Maple Ave., Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

Armstrong

creators of THE INDOOR WORLD
Build your bath around an Empire

Make your own beautiful beginning with Empire. A truly inspiring towel. You can revive the white-on-white bath. The pattern so lush that even white can excite. Choose your color scheme from the glow of petal pink (as shown) or from the splendor of parrot green. Or the blaze of bronze. Or the glory of sungold. Each color played against its own background hue.

The bath towel about $3.50.

DUNDEE
Towel Makers since 1888
1075 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK 10018
MILLS AT GRIFFIN, GEORGIA.
During the great Renaissance, European craftsmen were busy designing the most beautiful furniture the world had ever seen. Although they inspired one another, each made his own significant design contribution. Now — we’ve gathered a number of their most beautiful ideas into one furniture collection called Renaissance. From Italy come the basic architectural shapes. And from England, the delicacy of matched veneers. The heavy, baroque carvings and imposing brass hardware are Spanish-inspired. And the fine wood inlays and door carvings are as French as Louis XV. For the first time, we’ve put it all together into one of the most timelessly beautiful collections you can buy. If you’d like to see the entire 68-piece group, and our other versatile thru-the-home designs, please send 50¢ to Carolyn Langley, Dept. HG-969, American of Martinsville, Martinsville, Va. 24112.
Pure wool pile carpets bloom in the Arizona desert:

KARASTAN CREATES
THE GREAT INDOORS

This is how architect Bennie M. Gonzales and his family live close to nature. In a modern hacienda that rises like a mirage in the desert.

Outside, walled gardens are filled with date palms and olive trees. Inside, airy spaces are filled with natural textures—especially pure wool in carpets by Karastan.

Because they feel so good underfoot, after the sunbaked landscape. Because they're such refreshing splashes of color.

And because they give a house, anywhere, anytime, that special feeling of the Great Indoors. Let your Karastan dealer help you create it in your home.

For free color folder, write Karastan Rug Mills, a division of Fieldcrest Mills, Inc., 295 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016.

* Slightly higher in the West.
* Also available in authorized 1970 House & Garden colors.
* Interior Designer: Everett Brown F.A.I.D.
* Photography: Lionel Freedman
* Fashions, Sofa, Accessories: Dos Cabezas, Scottsdale
This is deeply shaggy Dinameau, one of the many great Karastan shags, Kara-loc® woven in pale Pentelic Marble. Or have it in 26 other colors, at $14.95 a square yard. As a fringed area rug at $225 for the 9' x 12' size.

In the gallery, Karastan’s Kirman design area rugs, woven with pure worsted wool, create a rich contrast against the polished adobe floor. $450* for the 9' x 12' size. Runners from $95 to $209*. Special sizes to order.

The Woolmark is your assurance of quality tested carpets made of pure wool pile.
An invasion of gold creates a gracious casual look designed for a broad gamut of Fall/Holiday entertaining. Credits (prices approx) Poppytrail Antique Grape, $9, 5-pc platselling. Supreme gold-plated Cane design, $15, 6-pc platselling. Hazelware's ring-handle tankards, $5 for four. Columbia Continental Tapers, $2 for 12, with holder. Braidwater's Cliveden Gold tablecloth $7 for 52" x 52". Ask for these delightful tabletoppers where you shop. Or, write for name of your nearest retailer: TABLETOP, Pan Am Bldg. 200 Park Ave, Suite 303E, NY, NY.
Now! Enjoy tape cartridges through your present stereo record system!

8-Track Tape Cartridge Player

OUR REGULAR PRICE $69.95
Yours $1495 when you join the Columbia Stereo Tape Cartridge Service by buying three cartridges now and agreeing to purchase only six additional cartridges during the coming year.

The richness of full stereo sound — with the convenience of 8-track cartridges!

- Push-Button Program Selector
- Push-Button Program Selector
- Completely automatic Operation
- Rich walnut graining

Y's the most advanced, most convenient, most pleasurable way for you and your family to enjoy stereo in your home — a way that frees you forever from records that scratch, warp and wear out ... from reel-to-reel tapes that tangle and break. It's the famous, exact Columbia 8-Track Tape Cartridge Player now yours at a truly fabulous bargain price!

With the Columbia 8-Track Player, you'll be able to enjoy full stereo fidelity, plus the effortless conveniences of 8-track cartridges in your home. Cartridge playback is continuous — switch automatically from one track to another — and the Player provides superb stereo sound reproduction right through your present stereo record system!

Your only obligation as a member is to purchase six additional cartridges during the coming year ... music you'd probably buy anyway. Every four weeks, you will receive a copy of the Service's buying guide. Each issue contains scores of cartridges to choose from — the best sellers from many different labels!

If you want only the regular selection of your musical interest, you need do nothing — it will be shipped to you automatically. Or you may order any of the other cartridges offered ... or take no cartridge at all ... just by returning the convenient selection card by the date specified. What's more, from time to time the Service will offer some special cartridges which you may reject by doing nothing — the choice is always entirely up to you!

Your Own Charge Account! Upon enrollment, the Service will open a charge account in your name. You pay for your cartridges only after you've received them.

They will be mailed and billed to you at the regular Service price of $6.98 (Classical and occasional special cartridges somewhat higher), plus a mailing and handling charge.

Free Cartridge! You'll get an additional cartridge of your choice FREE for every two cartridges you buy, once you've completed your enrollment agreement. That's like getting a 33 1/3% discount on all the 8-track cartridges you want, for as long as you want!

Fill in the coupon now, and mail it with your check or money order for only $14.95. Your Player and the three stereo cartridges of your choice will be sent to you promptly (along with a bill to cover mailing and handling charges and your first three cartridges).

ATTENTION CREDIT CARD HOLDERS:
If you prefer, you may charge your Player and cartridges to your credit card. We honor six different plans. Simply check your preference and include your account number on the coupon below.

COLUMBIA STEREO TAPE CARTRIDGE SERVICE
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808

Please enroll me as a member, and send me the Columbia 8-Track Cartridge Player described here. I am enclosing $14.95. (Complete satisfaction is guaranteed or my money will be refunded.)

Also send me these three cartridges, billing me $6.98 each, plus mailing and handling for the Player and cartridges.

Fill in numbers:

My main musical interest is (check one box only):
[ ] Easy Listening [ ] Young Sound [ ] Country

As a member of the Service, my only obligation is to purchase as few as six additional cartridges during the coming year at the regular Service price under the headings listed on the Service's buying guide. You may reject by doing nothing — the choice is always entirely up to you! As a member of the Service, you may purchase any of the special cartridges which may be offered from time to time.
1,001 ways to cover
All in an exotic store called Sears.

Maybe your room needs some history. An oriental design from the past. Or maybe the sunshine of tile, the charm of an Early American braid.

Maybe your room needs a pattern inspired by the stained glass windows of Cologne. Or maybe the soft warmth of florals, the drama of furry throws.

Maybe your room needs excitement. The kind wild geometrics bring. Or maybe the elegance of shag carpeting spread wall to wall.

Maybe your room needs color. One of the 838 carpet colors at Sears. Colors in textures ranging from nubby to velour.

Maybe your room needs a floorcovering from the thousand and one at Sears. Something elegant, outlandish. Something classic, something cozy. Something from the greatest floor show in town: Sears, Roebuck and Co. stores or by catalog.

You've changed a lot lately.
So has Sears.
**WE MAKE THE MOST OF TIME!**

We make every chime... gear... weight... each piece, as though there will never be another clock. And you'll never forget it. On the quarter-hour a rich cathedral chime will brighten your home. Each precise swing of the pendulum, every line of exquisite cabinetry will add grace and charm. And the Haverford is just one of eleven fine Herschede floor clocks. Write for a complete catalog of Herschede floor and mantel clocks.

**HERSCHEDE HALL CLOCK COMPANY**

**STARKVILLE, MISS.**

*Maker of gold medal winning clocks since 1885.*

**ANTIKUES: QUESTIONS & ANSWERS**

**BY LOUISE ADE BOGER**

The name inscribed on the sleeve of this gilded silhouette-on-glass portrait of my great, great grandfather is C. P. Polk. Please tell me what you can about this artist. **M.F.K.—Ridge, Md.**

**COLONIAL SILHOUETTE**

Charles Peale Polk was born in Maryland in 1767. Orphaned in 1777, he grew up in the home of his famous uncle, the artist Charles Wilson Peale (1741-1827). Trained by Peale, Polk first advertised as a portrait painter in 1785 in Baltimore; then in 1787 at Philadelphia as a house, ship, and sign painter. From 1791 to 1793 he again painted portraits in Baltimore. Polk died in 1822.

These sketches are of a portion of the design on the border and center of an eight-sided platter and also of the marks on the back of it. Can you identify the platter? **C.H.—Waverly, N.Y.**

Staffordshire potters Francis Morley & Co. were active at Shelton, Hanley, England from 1845 to 1858. Your platter bears one of their accepted printed marks. “Aurora” is the pattern name. **STAFFORDSHIRE PLATTER**

I would appreciate information on the period and style of this side chair with oak leaves and acorns carved on the top of the back. **S.A.B.—Waco, Tex.**

Your chair is in the revived Louis XV style, which is the same as Victorian rococo. It was made either in England or America around the mid-nineteenth century. The cartouche-shaped back and cabriole legs are marked features of this rococo style. **ROCOCO CHAIR**

Can you estimate the age of this silver bowl that has belonged to my family for many years? **D.J.K.—Harper Woods, Mich.**

Your bowl was made by the Barbour Silver Company of Hartford, Conn. (1892-1898). The word “quadruple” in the mark means that the base metal (usually nickel) was coated with silver four times. “Quadruple” is the best quality of silver plate made in America.

Continued on page 20
Inlaid paneling is for the kind of woman who appreciates the difference between crystal and glass. One glance at the real wood, separated by richly contrasting inlays, and you know Georgia-Pacific's Inlaid is no ordinary paneling. Of course, these fine woods are protected with a family-proof Acryglas finish.

INLAID PANELING IS AVAILABLE IN PECAN WITH WALNUT INLAY, WALNUT WITH PECAN INLAY, CHERRY WITH WALNUT INLAY, OR ELM WITH WALNUT INLAY. SEE YOUR G-P REGISTERED BUILDING MATERIALS DEALER. PRICES START AT ABOUT $30 FOR A 4' x 8' PANEL.
In the Mood

The irresistible light of romance twinkles in each facet of handcrafted Treasured American Glass by Viking. The woman who loves her home loves to grace it with beautiful accessories . . . such as these from the new designer selection from Viking. So striking! So colorful! So reasonable at fine stores near you.

Treasured American Glass

VIKING GLASS COMPANY
New Martinsville, West Virginia

Send 50¢ for our new illustrated book, "Beauty is Glass from Viking".
Celebrate everything with it.

New Year's Day.
St. Valentine's Day.
Ground Hog's Day.
St. Patrick's Day.
Mother's Day.
Arbor Day.
Father's Day.
Graduation Day.
Flag Day.

(With J&B Rare Scotch, the rest of everything is up to you.)

Cheers.

J&B Rare Scotch. It only costs a few cents more.
What Weldwood won't do for an addition to your house

Weldwood paneling makes it easier to add on a new room or remodel an old one.

Once the outside walls are up, you just apply the prefinished paneling straight onto the framing or furring. Then add our prefinished molding for the final touch. You can even use U.S. Plywood Panel Adhesive to speed the job. That's it. No painting. No plastering. No papering. No mess.

The paneling shown here is Weldwood Hickory: about $17 per 4' x 8' panel from your local Weldwood Headquarters Dealer. He's in the Yellow Pages under Plywood. And he can show you over 70 kinds of Weldwood paneling, too. Some as low as $8.95 a panel.

While you're there, pick up our six free remodeling booklets with ideas for your den, living room, family room, kitchen, bedroom, and dining room. Or write to U.S. Plywood, Box 61, Dept. C 90 New York, N.Y. 10046 and tell us which Idea booklets you're interested in.

Weldwood paneling by U.S. Plywood

U.S. Plywood is a division of U.S. Plywood-Champion Papers Inc.
For years smart home-makers have been buying "PATWIN" carpet in solid colors. NOW... for the young and the young in heart we have Tweeds in the same famous "PATWIN" quality. Here are color combinations you have to see to believe. Soft, muted pastels... gay, happy, vibrant mixtures... dramatic, distinctive blendings. Made of 100% DuPont nylon—the deep, luxurious pile and saxony yarn texture resists wear, crushing and soiling. Make sure you see the new "PATWIN" Tweeds of 100% DuPont nylon. You'll live happily ever after with them!

PATCRAFT MILLS, INC., Dalton, Ga.
The age-old mystery of the Signs of the Constellations has been captured forever by Imperial's Zodiac pattern. It's beautifully handcrafted in a variety of items... each in Crystal, Verde or Amberglo... each moderately priced. Look for Zodiac in leading stores near you... it's new from Imperial Glass!
THE $150 DIFFERENCE

When a table is designed so that each of its leaves adds to its beauty as well as its length, only more money can buy it.

You might be able to find a table that looks a little like this for about $270. It won't be as roomy. You might have to hide its leaves with a cloth. But if all you want is a table that will squeeze in the occasional ten you have over for dinner, you'll be happy with it. This Heritage dining table will cost you about $420. Or $150 more than its look-alike. With no leaves in, this table seats six. With all three leaves in place, it easily seats twelve. But with each leaf you add, you add more than just room. You accentuate its design. Above the oak base and legs of this table is a top of pecky pecan veneer. Set so its parts form a bond that's stronger than solid wood. Selected so its patterns of grain flow the length and breadth of this table. So unique is each grain of the pecan veneer, we label each table with a registry number that corresponds with its leaves. So subtle are the grain's variations, we number each leaf with its order to make sure the match will always be perfect once our table is yours. The higher price on this Heritage table, or any other piece of furniture we make, buys something that only more money can buy. Whether it's the way we'll work with a wood to take a table out of the realm of pure function. Or the way we'll shape a sofa from the inside out to support the look you select. When you see work like this, you'll find the Heritage name. Swinging on a hang-tag from this table from our new Transcept Collection. Hiding under the cushion of a wing chair from our Distinguished Upholstery Collection. If you'd like to know more about Heritage and see how it could fit into your home, send two dollars for a Heritage catalog collection and room planning kit to Dept. HG-9-69 Heritage Furniture Company, High Point, North Carolina.
Just one nice thing after another.
Do you enjoy beautiful things? Indulge yourself in a visit to the Knapp & Tubbs' galleries. Here you'll find beauty in every nook and corner. The loveliest of furniture by American, English and European craftsmen. Documented antiques. And marvelous accessories. Just ask your interior designer or furniture dealer for your introduction. Then come and be inspired.
From the complex control centers of your brain to the nerve endings in the tips of your toes—you'll find it all fully explained and illustrated in

**THE BODY**

Borrow it for 10 days free from the LIFE Science Library

While we marvel at our giant data processing machines, we tend to forget the incredible powers of the human machine which created them...the body. Consider your own brain. It weighs about three pounds, yet a computer big enough to process its daily activities would have to be the size of the Empire State Building. Or consider your fist-sized heart. It pumps 5,500 quarts of blood through 60,000 miles of "tubing" every day.

In recent years, science has made spectacular breakthroughs in probing the body's secrets. Now you can learn about the promise and the problems of transplanting living organs...how artificial kidneys actually work...why arteries harden and what happens to your body when they do. You can read about the new "dry surgery" and the machine that makes it possible.

The Editors of TIME-LIFE Books have brought together all these findings—and more—in *The Body*, introductory volume of the LIFE Science Library. You'll find 200 pages of absorbing information, with 180 illustrations (80 in full color). There's a unique tabulation of human variables, a life span world map, a sex differences guide, and a 9-page board game to teach you physical processes.

Because of its large print orders, TIME-LIFE Books can offer you *The Body* at much less than you'd normally pay for a book of this size, scope, and quality—only $3.95 plus shipping and handling.

**SEND NO MONEY**

You and your youngsters are invited to enjoy *The Body* for 10 days, absolutely free. If you're not delighted with it, just return it and owe nothing. If you want to own *The Body*, you pay only $3.95 plus shipping.

If you keep *The Body*, you will have the privilege of previewing future volumes in the LIFE Science Library, sent every two months at the same low price. The 10-day free trial applies to all volumes, and you may end this arrangement any time simply by notifying us.

The subject is your body. You'll find it fascinating.

So fill out and mail the coupon today.

---

**More than 1,600,000 families have already ordered volumes from the LIFE Science Library**

---

**Muscles: The Power of Pull**

- The body's 644 muscles are the driving force behind all human movement, from stretching and bending to running and lifting. Muscles use the chemical energy in food to do work. They are made of long, thin fibers called sarcomeres, which contract and relax to perform movements.
- A muscle is controlled by the brain through nerves. Nerves carry messages from the brain to the muscles, causing them to contract or relax.
- Branches of the nerves grow along the muscles, sending messages to the muscles to contract or relax.
- Muscles are divided into three types: voluntary, involuntary, and cardiac. Voluntary muscles are under conscious control, involuntary muscles act without conscious control, and cardiac muscles are found in the heart.

---

**Actual book size: 4-3/4" x 8-1/2"**

200 pages
Over 160 photographs, illustrations, maps in full color

---

**EMEMBER, 1969**

---
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New: Kitchen-Proof™ Blades in 4 sharp colors by Gerber


Gerber Kitchen-Proof quality blades are made specifically for hard kitchen use. The super-hard 440C stainless blades won't rust, pit, or stain. They take a razor edge—hold it longer than any other kitchen blades available.

**Fashion-color, non-slip Armorhide handles**

Beautiful handles are comfortable in your hand, hold firm even when your grip is wet and slippery. Won't chip, won't fade, won't come loose—ever. They clean up in dishwashers like a dream.

Six legendary blades and a fork in 4 delightful handle colors. Available in walnut shield sets or individually packaged. From $4.95 to $59.50. At fine stores everywhere or write GERBER, Portland, Ore. 97223, for free selection catalog and names of nearest dealers.
OURISTAN

KASHIMAR

Beautify your home with a genuine Couristan Oriental Design Rug for less than you ever dreamed! A luxurious 9 x 12 size Kashmir by Couristan is just $299*! Persiamar by Couristan in a similar size, $269 . . . Omar, $199 . . . Turkomar, $159 . . . and a regal Ultramar by Couristan, $429! Each magnificently power loomed of 100% Pure Virgin Worsted Wool...woven clear through to the back with Couristan’s patented ‘LOCKED IN WEAVE’ to bring you the elegance and durability of costly hand made Oriental Rugs. See Couristan in Classic and Antique Oriental designs (each with hand knotted fringe) at a fine furniture, department or carpet specialty store near you!

For "The Story of Kashimar" including 25 designs in full color, please send 50¢ to Couristan, Inc., 300 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10001.

IN AMERICA, MORE HOME-MAKERS BUY COURISTAN THAN ANY OTHER IMPORTED ORIENTAL DESIGN RUGS!

Pattern shown is Kashimar’s “Polonaise”
I find Fall exciting. No last-rose-of-summer blues for me. Fall is a time for new beginnings, for looking ahead, for sorting and shifting plans, for furnishing. This is the time of the year for lists, so I’ve made up a list of house presents to gather together for future donations (all of the type I love arriving guests to bring me): personal bookmarks; a collection of all-purpose gift papers and ribbons; everyday writing paper with a zip-code book and a fair assortment of stamps; tennis balls; golf balls; playing cards; smashing paper cocktail accessories; and always special cheeses.

Fall may signify the descent of the sun’s path, but it elevates my spirits, takes in the summer slack. Away with easy living, on with expertise. By now I rather crave elegant cooking after a period of casualness. The new season is a challenge.

A friend of ours, in company with six other men, becomes so challenged every year about this time that he masterminds a kind of Chevaliers de Tastevin in miniature. These amateur chefs (there is nothing amateur about their artistry) gather together once a month for the production and consumption of a four star meal, each man producing part of the menu, each man, in turn, taking the role of chief cook and planner. Everything must be perfect to the last detail—the aptness and attractiveness of the table setting; the creation of enchanting, sometimes splendid, menus; the serving and recording of great wines. A few guests are invited to share in all this glory which goes beyond mere culinary proficiency into the realm of the imagination.

One of their triumphs was an operatic dinner. The menus—beautifully hand-lettered on music manuscript paper slipped between a piece of operatic sheet music—offered Tosca-Tortes (bite-size chicken and cheese soufflé appetizers); Tournedos Rossini; salade Mozart; Guinea Hens Smetana; Peach Melba.

That started me thinking. How about a Napoleonic feast? You could take your choice of Filet Wellington, Tournedos Metternich, Saddle of Lamb Helena, Saddle of Veal Metter­nich, Schnitzel Modena, Chicken Taille­rand, Steak Marengo, and, if you include fish, Sole Walewka or Sword Fish Mira­beau. What else for a beginning but Russian caviar? What else for endings but Napoleons and Napoleon brandy? And the table setting could be very Empire—a discreet use of red, white, and blue perhaps, with victory wreaths, bees, ribbon cocardes—all to create a Congress-of-Vienna atmosphere.

In radical contrast, I am toying with the idea of giving a cloister supper: Capuchin Soup; Eggs Benedict to be followed quite naturally by that elaborate filled tart and éclair concoction called Les Religieuses; or for those who prefer something more simple, angel cake. I could hardly overlook Benedictine and Chartreuse as liqueurs. The table appoint­ments would be very plain but the menus might be illuminated, if I could find someone to do it.

Fall isn’t all formality. There are lots of Sunday nights and Saturday noons when effortlessness is in order—football pic­nics, après-ski suppers, after-the-concert snacks. That’s where
The newest candle decorating concept in the nation!

Inner-Glow

Candles by Gibson

Gibson captures the glamorous, glowing, gleam of newness in this magnificent candle concept. Each candle is surrounded by a sheath of rich radiant color that glows gently as the candle burns, adding beauty to every room and every occasion. You will find Inner-Glow plus a complete selection of Gibson Candles at your favorite department store or gift and card shop.

Gibson GREETING CARDS, INC., CINCINNATI, OHIO

Which is the real you?

The woman who chooses Gorham's King Edward likes its regal quality. On the other hand, a woman who prefers Gossamer feels more at home with a design that is all pure line, enhanced by elegant hand texturing. Buttercup's appeal is in its wealth of delicate detail and informal charm.

Every Gorham Original is as different as night and day. But all are alike in one very important aspect. Each is a total design that expresses the person who selects it. Every spoon bowl, every fork tine, every knife blade is in perfect balance with its handle both in design and weight.

There's a perfect balance between ornamentation, shape and function. Between the timely and the timeless. To really understand what we mean by total design, visit your nearest silverware store. See, feel, touch, hold, balance Gorham Sterling. Or write for the informative booklet prepared for you by Gorham, the world's leading maker of solid sterling since 1831. Just mail 10¢ for handling to The Gorham Company, P.O. Box 2325-X, Providence, Rhode Island, 02907.

Then you'll understand what makes a Gorham Original original. And you won't want to own anything else.

Do you own a Gorham Sterling Original?

Gorham Sterling designs from left to right: La Scala, Gossamer, Buttercup, Rondo, King Edward
UNITED HAS FAMILY TREES IN SPAIN, ITALY, MEDITERRANEA AND OTHER BEAUTIFUL PLACES
UP OFF YOUR KNEES, GIRLS. THE NO-WAX FLOOR IS HERE.

(INTRODUCING SHINYL VINYL. IT HAS A BUILT-IN POLISHED SURFACE THAT TAKES THE PLACE OF WAX!) If you're a member of that sad sisterhood who have to get down on their knees to care for their floors, arise! Your floor-flunky days are over. Now you can throw away your wax. Give up stripping down. And toss your rug shampoo into the trash can. Now there's Shiny Vinyl from Congoleum. With a beautiful No-Wax shine. To last for the life of the floor. A finish that can't be greasy-gravy-ed to death. Heeled-and-toed-away. Or matted down by accidental egg-drops. And no harm done if you can't clean up instantly. Even kids can't hurt Shiny Vinyl. With their pull 'em, yank 'em, drag 'em along toys. Or their thundering feet. Because Shiny Vinyl is Kid-Cushioned. It has a sound-proofing cushion of foamed vinyl underneath. That "gives in" under pressure from above. And then bounces back fast. To look the way it looked when you bought it. Undented. And undaunted. A thing of beauty forever. Untouched by human knees.

Shiny Vinyl by Congoleum

Comfortflor* Masterpiece* Pacemaker* Cushionflor* Spring*

In authorized 1970 House & Garden colors.
Redecorate any room in your home for under $100

All you need is a new lighting idea from Progress, world’s largest manufacturer of home lighting fixtures. It’s the easiest, most inexpensive way to rejuvenate a room.

For instance, this unique Granada iron chandelier with cracked amber glass cylinders and hobnail wood column in antique oak finish. Less than $95.

Use it to transform a corner. Dress up a dining area. Or be different. Show it boldly in a foyer, a playroom or a bedroom. You’ll find hundreds of interesting ideas in all styles and prices at any Progress showroom. And you’ll find an imaginative lighting expert to discuss them with.

Look in the Yellow Pages under “Lighting” for your nearest Progress showroom.

For a full-color 116-page catalog of lighting styles, send 50¢ to Progress Lighting, Department M, Box 12701, Philadelphia, Pa. 19134.

NOTES FOR THE HOSTESS
continued from page 26

my Danish teak servers for smørbrød (open-faced sandwiches) come in. They have a holder that keeps them in neat stacks, easy to store, easy to use. Great not only for sandwiches but also for small steaks or individual assortments of cheese.

Magnificent, beautiful, heirloom material yet not astronomical in price are the hand-painted botanical plates from Scandinavia that I recently saw at Tiffany’s. A nifty wedding present for a dearly beloved young friend, if you can bear to give them away. On a pale yellow cloth with a centerpiece of dried grasses and small fresh flowers, they would certainly bring spring to the table the year round.

Part of the unique aura of a house, a place, a person is often an elusive aroma, a special perfume as evocative as a melody. Most of the time, this is unpremeditated, yet it is possible to create a fragrant aura deliberately. P. Fioretti & Co. (very aptly named) at 1472 Lexington Avenue, New York City purvey all manner of extracts to delight both the senses of smell and of taste. They also provide the additives that you need if you want to create your own perfume. Their culinary extracts are capable of turning potable spirits into excellent instant cordials, and their pure food extracts—mint, vanilla, cherry, raspberry, and many more—can make marvelous additions to your personal cuisine. Upon consultation, the Signori Fioretli will help you devise your own house liqueur and your own individual house fragrance. Their single dried extracts—jasmine, sandalwood, rose, lavender, carnation—can also be used in a linen closet, or sparingly in a room to give your whole ambiance a pleasing aromatic individuality.

If you have the kind of kitchen in which you can give a party, I don’t see how you can get along without a charcuterie or sausage rack. Even if you can, it is great to have. Not pragmatic and for its mouth-watering looks. The wooden base or cutting board supports a frame that holds a cleaver, two knives, and several hooks from which you hang the succulent sausages of your choice. Then your guests, if so inclined, can serve themselves at their leisure. The base board might also hold a variety of breads and cheeses.

Have you ever thought:

Of whipping together oil and vinegar plus Calavo’s frozen avocado dip to produce a delicious dressing for green salad that has all the taste of the fruit to boot?

Of using anchovy paste as a seasoning instead of salt? For example: a mixture of whipped sweet butter, blue cheese, and anchovy paste—a terrific topping for boiled meat. Or anchovy paste beaten into the pan drippings from lamb, then combined with cream to make an out-of-this-world gravy. Or fresh-sliced tongue spread with anchovy butter, then put back into shape and baked.

Of giving a bride’s shower at which all of the presents are handmade? Needlepoint initial coasters, dried flower arrangements, brandied preserves, a poem—all depending upon the gifts of the giver.

Of renting potted trees—fuchsia, lantana, orange, fern—to give stature to a gala gala party?
The End of the Search
You'll find 156 colors of Imperial Satin fabric at Sears.

You've changed a lot lately. So has Sears.
WHICH OF THESE BOOKS HAVE YOU

259. Retail price $8.95
260. Retail price $10
250. Retail price $5.95
484. Retail price $10

236. AN AMERICAN MELODRAMA: The Presidential Campaign of 1968 (Retail price $10)
247. THE TRAGEDY OF LYNDON JOHNSON (Retail price $16.95)
233. THE JOYS OF YIDDISH IN LINDA ROSSEN (Retail price $10)
241. THE KINGDOM AND THE POWER IN GAY TALESE. Photos (Retail price $10)
304. THE AMERICANS (U.S. Postage) (Retail price $12.95)
227. ON BOATWAIN: How World War II Inflamed the Motion Picture Photographers (Retail price $8.95)

257. THE AMERICAN COLLEGE DICTIONARY (Retail price $2.95)
303. THE NEW ROGET'S THESAURUS IN DICTIONARY FORM (Retail price $5.95)
485. KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES BY BENJAMIN J. MOLER (Retail price $7.95)
279. KENNEDY IN PICTURES BY JAMES A. MICHENER (Retail price $10)
381. ROUSSEAU AND THEODORE C. SORENSEN, LL.D. (9th revised edition) (Retail price $10)
234. THE OXFORD DICTIONARY OF QUOTATIONS (Retail price $7.95)
An Invitation to Readers
WHO MAY HAVE CONSIDERED MEMBERSHIP IN THE Book-of-the-Month Club

CHOOSE ANY THREE FOR ONLY $1

IN A SHORT EXPERIMENTAL SUBSCRIPTION
You simply agree to buy three additional Club Selections or Alternates within the next year at the special members' prices

All books distributed by the BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB are identical to the publishers' editions

LIBRARY-BUILDING PLAN EVERY READING FAMILY SHOULD KNOW ABOUT

THE PURPOSE of this suggested trial membership is to demonstrate by your own experience, three things highly important for every reading family. First, that membership in the Book-of-the-Month Club is a splendid way to keep from missing, through oversight or overbusyness, the important new books you fully intend to read; second, that an experienced Club member has a wide choice always available—more than 200 books a year; and third, that under the Club's unique Book-Dividend system, you can continually acquire useful and beautiful volumes—and fine high-priced, multivolume sets—for trifling sums.

Since the inauguration of this unique plan, $73,000,000 worth of books (retail value) has been earned and received by Book-of-the-Month Club members—probably the most economical means ever devised for building a well-rounded personal library.

* HOW CAN IT BE DONE? The answer to that natural question is that the Club's Book-Dividend system is comparable to the traditional profit-sharing systems of consumer cooperatives. A portion of the amount members pay for books is invested in entire editions of valuable books and sets through special arrangements with publishers. These are the Club's Book-Dividends.

* YOU HAVE A WIDE CHOICE OF BOOK-DIVIDENDS • If you continue after this short experimental membership, you will earn, for every Book-of-the-Month Club Selection or Alternate you buy, a Book-Dividend Credit. Each Credit, upon payment of a nominal sum, often only $1.00 or $1.50—what more for unusually expensive volumes and sets—entitles you to a valuable Book-Dividend which you may choose from over a hundred fine library volumes now available.

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, INC., 280 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
When you wish upon a star...

Celebrity Dreams Come True!

Snow White won her prince. The modern Celebrity (you) awakens each morning with the freshness and vitality that helps make modern dreams come true. The secret of successful asleep-or-awake dreams is a good mattress — one that gives you the correct, healthful, comfortable support that assures a good night's rest . . . the kind that puts a spring in your step and a sparkle in your eye for the entire day.

We recommend the Celebrity mattress made with famous Holland Maid Innersprings for that extra measure of comfort and sleepability. Finer, yet priced to fit every modern-day "Celebrity" budget. Available in twin, full, queen and king sizes. Choose the Celebrity Mattress to fit your needs . . . for your better comfort.

Your Celebrity Mattress with Holland Maid Innersprings gives you these 4 Vital Values: A Supple Surface that's completely flexible for long lasting comfort; Twin Bed sleeping; Automatic Adjustment to Weight to give the individual support that is correct for each sleeper; Live Wire Support with the extra buoyancy that's assured by 50% more turns of wire in every spring. Four Vital Reasons why the Celebrity should be your first choice for comfort and durability.

Write for free folder to:
CELEBRITY
955 Brooks Ave.
Holland, Michigan 49423

Tickings available in House & Garden colors

LOOK FOR THE HOLLAND MAID INNERSPRING LABEL ON THE GOOD MORNING, YOUNG MARRIED SET, VITA WAKE AND OTHER FINE MATTRESS BRANDS.
LYSOL Spray makes the great indoors even greater.

Eliminates the ugliest odors. When odors just hang in the air — take them out of the air with LYSOL Spray. It seeks out and eliminates cooking odors, pet odors, all sorts of household odors. And it kills bacteria that cause odors when you spray garbage can, laundry hamper, pet areas.

Takes staleness out of air-conditioned air. Take the staleness out of closed-in, air-conditioned rooms by spraying the intake vent of your air-conditioner. And for extra freshness, spray around the room, too. LYSOL Spray has a fresh, clean scent — but never leaves a telltale odor of its own.

Freshens your bed between changes. Every time you freshen your bed, give sheets, pillow, blanket, mattress a once-over lightly with LYSOL Spray. It keeps bedding smelling fresh and clean. Also spray drapes and upholstery to get rid of stale tobacco odor.

When you travel, kills germs others leave behind. Use LYSOL Brand Spray Disinfectant to kill germs on showers, basins, other surfaces in public washrooms, motel rooms, wherever you go. It does so much more than ordinary air fresheners, more people use it than any other.

More people use it because it does so much more.
You've no idea how good a shower can feel until you've tried the Alsons Personal Shower. Now you can actually direct soothing hot water to any part of your body. Just hold the hand shower where you want it for brisk, sparkling clean refreshment. Or place the hand shower on its adjustable wall bracket, at the height you prefer, for conventional showering without wetting your hair. On the wall or in your hand, your Alsons Personal Shower can be quickly and easily added to your present bath. Enjoy the freedom of an Alsons Personal Shower...you'll never just shower again. 19 attractive models to choose from at your plumbing or hardware dealer.

Alsons Personal Showers
America's freshest new bathroom ideas

SOME NOTES ON GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH

BY REBECCA WARFIELD

TO BE UPTIGHT OR TO HANG LOOSE, THAT IS THE QUESTION... What is straight, curly, shaggy, wispy, braided, bird's-nes-ty, gleaming, powdered, long, short, raty, a pride and glory, tangled, matted, fleecy, shining, flowered? Hair of course (grass too, whole gardens in fact, parks, places, faces, all manner of things). Hair's wherever it's at. Isn't it?

Like this summer that has just passed, for instance, uptight people ran a tight ship in their gardens, giving their grass a crew cut, taming the little trees, pruning, cutting back, madly rooting out dandelions. While on the other hand the people who look at things with seeing eyes let everything grow (and there were enough of them to constitute quite a trend, particularly in city gardens). They allowed trees to stretch tall, bushes to grow wide, dark, dense, and mysterious. They were deliriously happy when dandelions starred their lawns and most of all they let the grass grow, cutting it only occasionally with big shears. Tossed by the wind into billows and waves, it was wispy, shining, gleaming, tangled, flowered, and confettied. It was proof that one scene slips imperceptibly into another. That fashion isn't just one place or thing. It's no more nor less than the presence of the present.

A FEW THINGS TO DO WITH YOUR FACE

GIVE IT UP.
TELL YOURSELF YOU'VE TRIED.
PUT ON A PUT-DOWN FACE to make up for the fact that you haven't done enough about make-up. So many people have been wearing this disagreeable face lately they must think it's sexy.

EXPERIMENT OR GET LUCKY. You could do what most outstandingly good-looking people do with their faces, experiment until you get lucky.

LATCH ON TO THE LONER LASHES. This is a tip, especially if you have been a loser in the fake eyelashes sweepstakes (one into the vichyssoise, one into the chocolate mousse). These new lashes that come in a grab-bag box (some separately, some in clumps, some in strips) are for you to control, place where you want, take your time with, be in charge of. Much less nerve-wrecking than fake eyelashes, they are as easy to apply as mascara and ten times as flattering.

BRIDGE THE CREDIBILITY GAP. Now that fashion is freer, franker, it's time to examine the eye liner situation. Actually that wide black line was a purely theatrical device intended to seduce the last row in the balcony, never for one-to-one confrontation. It always telegraphed the punches. Now, shadowy gray and an easy light brown almost aren't there. But most secret-

Continued on page 44
Fashion a room that reflects the woman in you.

When you're adding to your wardrobe, you don't simply select something lovely. You select something that makes you look lovely. Why not furnish your home the same way? Choose colors that flatter. Select furniture that reflects superb quality. And by all means, create a setting that best expresses your personality.

With upholstered furniture by Shaw, you can do it with ease. Shaw's complete collection of sofas and chairs, loveseats and ottomans represents many moods to help you express your individuality. And many more different fabrics to help you carry out the theme. Extroverted patterns. Dignified stripes. Bold or sophisticated solids. And almost every texture and color imaginable.

But whatever style you choose, Shaw promises you classic styling that's never out of date and luxurious lasting comfort that signifies excellence of construction—the look that distinguishes you as a woman of exceptional taste. If you'd like to learn more about Shaw's fashionable collection of upholstered furniture, send one dollar for a brochure to Shaw, Box HG-9, Charlotte, North Carolina 28210.

Shaw
General Electric’s P-7® Automatic Self-Cleaning Oven put the joy back into cooking because they take one chore women hate most: cleaning a gooky oven.

And ovens get that way. The culprits are the dishes your family loves most. The stick-em-up casseroles; fruit pies. The splatter-drip meats au jus. The brown sugar Clinging Delights.

What a relief to let your oven clean them away automatically. No messy hand scrubbing. Just set the oven control to "clean," latch the door, and set the timer.

Off come the spatters, the crusted-on juices, spills, the drips. And from some spots you could reach by hand.

The P-7 Self-Cleaning Oven feature is available on every kind of range we make. Built-ins and free-standing 30" and 40". Conventional and electronic. And in color, too. Harvest, Avocado, Coppertone or White.

Your GE dealer will be happy to show them all to you. He won’t have to show you GE’s rugged construction. You probably grew up with it.

So get a GE Self-Cleaning Oven and cook to your heart’s delight. And let the spatters fall where they may!

The J797 vs Meatloaf Suburbioso

Delicious as it is, nothing spatters like the traditional American meatloaf. And nothing fears meatloaf less than a GE Self-Cleaning Oven. The range is our classic double-oven Americana. The lower oven has the P-7 self-cleaning. Other features: dependable solid-state oven temperature control, Sensi-Temp® automatic surface unit, automatic rotisserie, meat thermometer, infinite heat surface units, two picture window doors. All colors. Similar Americana-styled model, our Versatronic® Range, features the amazingly fast GE electronic oven.

The J757 vs Casserole Cum Laude

Leave it to a casserole to bubble over and stick up an oven something fierce. Don’t worry. The GE Self-Cleaning Oven is more than a match for the stickiest casserole. The J757 is a free-standing 30" model. Other features: dependable solid-state oven temperature control, no-drip cook-top, easy-to-clean, high-speed Calrod® units, picture window door, infinite heat controls. All colors. Similar model now available with electronic oven, in most areas.
In-glue a world of sticky foods.

The J487 vs Apple Pie Americana

An oven "glues" can match an apple pie. But not even the syrupy juice of half a dozen pies can crust for long in a GE Self-Cleaning Oven. The range is a double-oven, inch free-standing model. Features: dependable solid-state oven temperature control, infinite control surface units (one of them the automatic Sensi-Temp unit), picture window, meat thermometer. All colors.

The JK 29 vs Les Spuds et Boeuf Nebraskus (upper oven) vs Curiositas Caribe (lower).

Prefer to each cook your own thing? The GE JK29 built-in double oven has not one, but two Self-Cleaning Ovens. While the top one takes care of the rotiss drippings, the bottom oven cleans away the bubble-over from the covered dish. Other features: dependable solid-state oven temperature control, picture window doors in both ovens, easy-set oven timers, rotisserie, matching exhaust hood and surface units with pushbutton controls.

The JM99 vsuck d'Amor

A spattery wine-basted duck. Don't duck out on this licentious fowl. Baste away and let a GE Self-Cleaning oven pay the oven-cleaning piper. The oven is a custom built-in JM99. Other features: handsome picture window door and interior oven light, trim-looking backsplash, dependable solid-state oven temperature control, automatic oven timer, meat thermometer, convenient eyeivel controls mounted on the matching hood. All colors.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Classical Renaissance oil lamp adaptation.

A graceful table lamp finished in slightly golden, aged brass with soft old black enamel paneling. Translucent shade in champagne silken slub texture. 39½ inches, about $95*.

The Stiffel Lamp

For brochure of selected Stiffel Lamps, send 25¢ to The Stiffel Company, Chicago 60610. *May be higher west and south.

service-y of all—a marvelous new shade from Max Factor the color of a just-baked biscuit. The name’s quite a mouthful too—Monochromatic Brush-on Cream Liner from the Geminiess Collection in Bisque #62.

GIVE YOUR EYES SOME MAUVE EYESHADOW. They’re still the seat of power.

GIVE YOUR LIPS SOME LAVENDER or mauve or lilac or violet. Or pink that is inclined that way. These nostalgic, slightly poignant, rather 1913, Colette kind of colors are all in the air. More romantic and melting than the rusty shades of summer, they are more becoming to more complexities and more shades of hair. Two circumstances could make finding these colors a challenge: First, almost all of these colors, though pale on the lips, are deep in the stick and that’s off-putting. The other hurdle is that names are often no clue. Take one of the great new lilacs: Revlon calls it Polo Pink and has echoed it in a shimmering lip glosser with the same name (further intelligence: a new Revlon nail blusher called Blush of Pink is in reality a pale and perfect mauve). Estée Lauder has a charming lavender called Pink Mauve and two other mauves called Mayberry and Sandberry. Bonnie Bell’s Grape Freeze is mauve and so is their Pink and a Half. And Charles of the Ritz Gala Pink is truly lavender.

TRY A FOOLING LOTION. The tingle will tell you it’s working, otherwise you would never know you had it on. It’s as clear as water from a country spring, smells like fresh air. This is Bye-Lines—a brand new idea from Elizabeth Arden both for the purpose of pretending that you haven’t any wrinkles and working on the actual fact. There are light whipped oils in Bye-Lines and something that tightens up everything that shouldn’t hang loose. To wear under make-up all day and be thankful.

FIND THE NO-FOOLING POTIONS. If you have let yourself go, as they say, this plan—put up in a series of silver glass bottles and jars—could be just what your complexion has been holding out for. It’s new and from Kenneth, which is reassuring. Everything about it is simple and attractive, thoughtful and graceful, and to the point. Even the name—Kenneth’s Skin Potions. The bottles themselves have labels that slip off with easy good manners to blend with the decoration. There are two of everything—one for dry, one for normal skin, a choice of cleaners and smoothers, and even some changers. Out of the nine, a woman will probably choose three or four, among them very likely the one that Kenneth is craziest about—the Special Area Oil. Light as breath seen in the air on a freezing day, it manages to incorporate seven organic oils covering all bets—among them sunflower, safflower, avocado. The whole line is interesting enough to make you watch it eagerly at work.

PUSH A BUTTON. We always knew it had to happen, but when? Now. A new face comes instantly whooshing out of a bottle, a whole new texture and face color, anyway. This is what Coty calls Sheer Puffery Foam Foundation—an aerosol.

Continued on page 266
CHOOSE A PATTERN FOR LIVING

inspired by ROYAL WORCESTER

engraved by Montag

"Serenade" and "Allegro" interpreted into the notes and writing papers that reflect your good taste in stationery as well as fine china. Royal Worcester inspired, Montag designed to add elegance to your life and letters.

Gift Box Papers and Notes from $1.25

At Stationery Counters Everywhere
Should a guest look for the Quality Mark?

By all means:
It's just plain good manners.
It flatters the hostess. It shows that you're interested in the elegance of her table. It also reveals a certain knowledge on your part.
Lunt Sterling, be it classic or contemporary, lends a brilliant air of authority and taste to a small buffet or a sit-down dinner in the grand manner.
Hold a Lunt design in your hand. Feel the balance.
Examine the carving with a critical eye. Turn it over.
You'll discover that all this perfection surrounds the small letters LUNT STERLING.
Style leadership doesn’t just happen.
It comes about by design.

Pennsylvania House

Style leaders are leaders because they truly enjoy showering others with love and good feeling.

The reward for all this, as you’ve probably discovered, comes from the delighted way people you care for react to your unique taste, your talent, your personal excitement.

We understand this at Pennsylvania House. For you, we’ve brought together the highlights of four centuries of furniture craftsmanship in a superb collection embracing the “bests” of the most creative periods.

These designs are so fundamentally good, so timeless, they tend to blend, not only with each other but with any fine pieces you own. You can’t imagine (but you, of all people, would surely appreciate) how hard we work on each detail of the finish and hardware, with you in mind. Few other makers even try to offer such a comprehensive program of quality custom construction and finish.

Your style leadership, you see, is very important in our design.

Write for the Pennsylvania House Collection of Traditional American Furniture that can help you design a more exciting life. Send a dollar to Pennsylvania House, Dept. HG 969, Lewisburg, Pa. 17837.
A challenge to music lovers who don't care for "great" music

YOURS TO ENJOY
FOR 10 DAYS FREE-
GREAT SPANISH MUSIC

AN EXCITING 4-RECORD ALBUM AND BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED BOOK FROM TIME-LIFE RECORDS

Now you and your family can discover the delights of Spanish music in an enjoyable experiment—at Time-Life Records' risk and expense.

Just mail the attached postpaid card and we will send you without obligation a magnificent book-and-record album of Spanish songs and dances—yours to listen to and examine free for 10 days! No matter how "ordinary" you may consider your taste in music, we believe you'll discover you can appreciate and enjoy great music if you learn how to listen to it... and understand it. And the secret to understanding this great Spanish music is in the beautiful Time-Life book, "The Spanish Style," that comes with the four records... and gives you the background of the music, the composers, the country itself.

THE SPANISH SPIRIT

When you receive your album, browse through the colorfully illustrated book, "The Spanish Style," especially written to give you an insight into Spain's art, her history and her people... into the heart of the Spanish spirit... so that you can fully appreciate the melodies and rhythms that make Spanish music so captivating.

Then listen to this exciting music. You'll thrill to the exhilarating rhythms of flamenco dances, the haunting melody of gypsy guitars, the curling of a dreamy Spanish folk song on the breeze. You'll discover that the heart of this marvelous music is in the unique blend of melody and rhythm that makes Spanish music perhaps the most enjoyable music in the world—never pretentious or heavy, always stirring or exciting. You'll get the "feel" of the Spanish style... from the supple rhythms of the fandango to the clashing of castanets and shouts of "Olé, Olé" which are part of the music itself.

In addition to the records and book, you'll also receive a "Listener's Guide" that adds to your enjoyment and understanding of the music by telling you how the music came to be composed, how it's played and what to listen for.

AN EXCEPTIONAL OFFER

Once you listen to these records and read the book, we believe you'll want to keep this superb album in your home—to enjoy again and again.

If you do decide to keep it, you'll have another pleasant sur-
prise. This magnificent Spanish music is on Angel Records, considered by many collectors to be the finest recordings in the world. You might expect to pay up to $20 for the records alone, because of the large pressing made especially for Time-Life Records, you get the complete 4-record stereo album (play on both stereo and modern monaural phonographs), plus book, plus the "Listener's Guide," at an unbelievably low price—only $12.95 (plus postage and handling). And remember, you can't buy this album at any price in a store. It's available only through Time-Life Records.

ENJOY OTHER GREAT MUSIC

"The Spanish Style" is the introductory book-and-record album in a special series called "The Story of Great Music" which will give you and your family a new appreciation of the world's greatest music. If you subscribe, these albums will be shipped to you, on approval, every second month. Any album may be returned, and you may cancel your free audition privilege at any time. You risk nothing. And we believe you'll have a lifetime of new listening pleasure... by discovering that really are a family that enjoys and appreciates truly great music.

Fill out and mail the attached postpaid card today—before you forget. Available only in the United States.

Time-Life Records, Time & Life Building, Chicago, Illinois 60601

The Spanish Style

* UNFORGETTABLE MUSIC by de Falla, Bizet, Granados, Albéniz, Chabrier, Turina, Victoria.
* GYPSY SONGS AND DANCES
Tossers-and-turners, readers, eaters, sprawlers, and just plain sleepers—in any shape and size. The Spring Air Back Supporter mattress handles them all like a dream. It's the one mattress that can accommodate every body comfortably, because it's the one mattress with exclusive Karr® Spring construction.

This means you get the ultimate in surface comfort and deep down support. You see, the ends on Adapta-Flex springs aren't tied down so that the springs can provide a quick responding surface for just the right amount of support you need—no more, no less.

And only Spring Air has Health Center® construction—specially designed springs to give extra support to those parts of your body that carry the most weight—the area from your shoulders to your knees. As a matter of fact, we use different kinds of Adapta-Flex springs all through the Back Supporter mattress, each with its own support function... for corners, edges, head or foot zones. And we alternate left and right turn springs to prevent slope and sag.

Make a date to visit your Spring Air dealer soon, and try on a Back Supporter mattress for size. It's one mattress that everyone can take to. Suggested retail prices from $89.95, Twin or Full size, mattress or box spring. Also available in foam rubber.
see your own ideas to life in a St. Charles Custom Kitchen. Shown here is our Country Manor styling in traditional Colonial Blue pecan wood. The softly glowing pewter-finished handles are our exclusive design.

Our St. Charles kitchen is planned just for you? to your ideas, to your tastes, for your way of life. You have complete freedom of choice. You may have the warmth and charm of fine woods or the unmatched qualities of furniture finished in decorator colors and textures, or a combination of both. You choose the features, the materials, the textures—your St. Charles dealer-designer blends them all into a kitchen that is uniquely your own. There is no kitchen so pleasant as a St. Charles Custom Kitchen planned to your own ideas.

St. Charles Custom Kitchens
515 Tyler Road, St. Charles, Illinois 60174

I have my own ideas of what I want in a kitchen. Please rush my copy of "St. Charles Custom Kitchens" color folio. Enclosed is $1.00.

We plan to: □ Remodel □ Build

NAME: __________________________ (Please print)
ADDRESS: ________________________
CITY: _____________________________ COUNTY: ____________
STATE: ____________ ZIP: ____________
O'Dome is an instant and copious roof over one's head that can be assembled by two people in three hours. Its eighteen grooved orange-segment sections, floor panels, and pop-in skylight can be hauled to a vacation site on a boat trailer. The cost? $2,500. 2. Stitch Witchery is a gauzy wisp of tape that—in essence—is a sewing machine. Place it between two layers of fabric, then press with a steam iron; the “seam” won't lose its grip through washing or dry cleaning. 3. In Ernst Lurker's water/light kinetic sculpture, five gallons of water are sent bubbling up through light-filled plastic rods and spheres, then over the top and down 2 feet to a black Lucite base. Within a small scale, all the delightful things about a fountain are magnified. 4. Futuro was created in Finland as mass-produced fiberglass housing to be flown by helicopter to difficult sites; now it's manufactured in the United States. With built-in plastic molded furnishings, bathroom and kitchen, it weighs 5,500 pounds, will sleep eight. Perched high on steel tubing with a drop-down, airplane-like stair door that locks from either inside or out, Futuro is an unbreachable fortress. 5. Most all the prints fit as news are supergraphics. New from Environmental Graphics is a batch of 3-to-10-foot-long scenes like the pure graphics of numerals, above. The paper panels go up on the wall as easy as wallpaper. 6. Being afloat in a “Glasshopper” feels like being able to walk on water. The transparent plastic dinghy—ideal for fishing—is almost unbreakable and its urethane foam seats make it virtually unsinkable. 7. This coffee service designed for Rosenthal China was one of the last efforts of the late Walter Gropius, founder of the Bauhaus. His earlier work can be seen when the exhibit, "50 Years Bauhaus," at Chicago's IIT, August 25.
I am an architect.  
This is my home.  
I built it of redwood.

good choice. Because this home is built on San Francisco Bay.  
and the Bay is notorious for eating houses alive.

It won’t rot. Or warp. Or decay. And it’s resistant to underground attack by termites and fungi.

Sure, redwood has a natural beauty unmatched by any other wood. But you need more than beauty to turn an architect’s head. You need strength. Permanence. And logic.

Redwood has them all. That’s why 3 out of 4 architects use redwood in their homes.

And that’s why—at the water’s edge or on a snow swept prairie—your home should be redwood.
1. To let one appear like Venus on the half shell comes a bath-tub fit for a levee from the PolyKrystalon Company in Houston. All 400 pounds of the slant-back Roman tub are of marble-like plastic. 

2. Glasses—beaded to keep them from frosting moistly—were designed for Finnair’s inflight sipping by Tapio Wirkkala, the Finn who invariably walks off with an important prize from the Milan Triennale. So many passengers begged the stewardesses for them that now they are imported to the U.S. 

3. Sculptured layered panels of highly polished black anodized aluminum reflect and distort the surrounding world and create the rippling reflective quality of water seen through a glass darkly. Conceived by artist Jan Peter Stern to dramatize an interior of Alcoa Aluminum’s Chicago headquarters. 

4. A ribbon of plastic is Italian designer Bernini’s fresh-eyed look at America’s favorite, the rocking chair. Quite in keeping with today’s zippy grandmas.

The Beautiful Things. To make things happen around your house. With the savoir faire that distinguishes your way of dress. "Objets" of er... handcrafted by Fostoria. For flowers... fruit, for pure decoration. For candles... candy, for delicious surprise. The wink... ruby urn in the bath. The wit of... Henry Ford Museum Collection pieces in contemporary decor. Or—the magic vice to Opposite: a bit of the infinitely impr... excitement by Fostoria. To covet. And be. If you wish to give the ultimate compl... At finer stores everywhere. Or, send 10... color brochure of Fostoria’s glam... handblown stemware and smashing handcr... colors: Fostoria Glass Company, Dept. A... Moundsville, West Virginia 26...
This is Keller's frankly luxurious Formal Mediterranean

**BILANCIA** isn't just "something for the dining room" ... it also satisfies your feminine soul! Rich carved detailing, an air of handcrafted quality—a delightfully expensive look! All protected by washable Armor-Gard plastic tops and Guardsman finish. So beautiful. **BILANCIA!**

**KELLER MANUFACTURING CO., INC.**
**CORYDON, INDIANA 47112**

America's Fine Dining Furniture Specialists including Modern, Early American, Italian Classic and Mediterranean styles.

---

**ON THE BOOKS**

**BY JAY HERBERT**

Those were the days, my friend. A lovely lark of a book, *American Manners & Morals* (American Heritage, $14.95 through December, then $18) is, as the subtitle proclaims, "a picture history of how we behaved and mishandled" from the Colonial Days to the Confrontation Days (the nineteen-sixties). What it teaches, I suppose, is that the old saw about nothing ever changing is really correct. Listen to this description of some cavorting in Plymouth Colony: "... quaffing and drinking both wine and strong waters in great excess. ... They also set up a May-pole, drinking and dancing about it many days together, inviting the Indian women, for their con­sorts, dancing and frisking together ... and worse practises."

Except for the somewhat eccentric spelling it might be a report of a hippie love-in.

Illustrated with marvelous drawings, paintings, and photographs, many in brilliant color, the book is a delight to the eye. The text by Mary Cable and the editors of "American Heritage" is kept light, tongue never too far from cheek. Every attempt has been made to keep this volume from being a stuffy cultural history—in fact, it goes so far the other way that it is at times downright racy (see page 253, for instance).

If this is a scholarly book (and it is), it is also a merry one. Many of the illustrations are hilarious (the patent medicine posters or the flapper cartoons of the twenties, for instance), but while the book is meant to make you chuckle and keep you entertained, you also learn a good deal about the manners and mores, the do's and don'ts of the various periods of American history. Ample attention is given to the furnishings and decoration, the cooking utensils, the musical instruments, the clothes and cosmetics of the times. The games people played (both outdoors and parlor), the dances they liked, the type of theatrical entertainment that was popular, where one went for fun, for edification, for release from tension (yes, every era has been ulcer-making)—it's all there.

The book ends with the America of today. The last pages are entitled "Search for Self" and the final photograph, taken at California's Esalen Institute, is of two nude people, tortu­ously bent over in some unique and poignant effort to "find meaning and joy in the anxiety-ridden modern world." Perhaps a foreboding finale to an otherwise jubilant history.

**ICONOCLAST-OF-THE-MONTH AWARD:** To Jane Jacobs, author of *The Economy of Cities* (Random House, $5.95). Miss Jacobs, who aroused such a storm with her previous best­seller *The Death and Life of Great American Cities* is at it again. Her latest attack upon our preconceived ideas of how cities evolve begins with the pronouncement that agricultural areas grew out of cities (not the opposite, as we have all been led to believe) and she proceeds to prove it—to her satisfac­tion at least. I must admit that to this tyro in the subject she makes it sound very reasonable. For Miss Jacobs is a convincing, no-nonsense woman. Then she announces that cities develop and become prosperous economically not out of efficiency, but rather out of inefficiency, and cites many a
Beauty is a state of mind. That also means making up your mind to do something about whatever it is that makes you prettier. Like those “hippy” hips ... that “wandering” waistline ... the tummy and thighs that have become unbecomingly flaccid.

But exercise, you say, is just not your bit. Takes too much time ... too much effort. Yet somewhere along in your busy day you probably have about 30 minutes or so that you spend reading ... watching your favorite TV show ... or just dreaming.

Know what? You could be reducing the size of those unbecoming figure areas at the same time! How? With Relax-A-cizor... the no-work beauty exerciser that tones your muscles while you take it easy!

It's Effortless! While you rest, read, watch TV, talk on the phone ...


Here's Why Relax-A-cizor Works!
Many women lack good muscle tone because they don't get enough exercise. Relax-A-cizor gives effortless, concentrated exercise to such figure areas as hips, waistline, tummy and thighs. Regular use causes these areas to reduce in size measurably to the extent these muscles lack tone because of insufficient exercise. And the less the muscle tone the greater the degree of size reduction.

©Relax-A-cizor, 1969

FREE! Send coupon for free illustrated "Your Figure," by Burton Skiles.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE: LA CIERA, CALIF. NO. 90203, LA CIERA BROADWAY, OX. LOS ANGELES, NEW YORK, N.Y., 177 BROADWAY, N.Y. CHICAGO, IL., 504 BROADWAY, 212-9009. REPRESENTATIONS IN OTHER MARKETS AVAILABLE IN CANADA, MEXICO CITY, HONG KONG, JAPAN, AUSTRALIA. (SUBJECT TO FAIR TRADE LAWS.)
Wake up every room with the fresh, bright beauty of Cotton. SCHUMACHER offer two dramatically different fabrics with identical ancestry. Both are cotton. Each gloriously luxurious in its own way. Each complementing the other. One, a rich, deep textured velvet called Belgravia, covering the sofa from BAKER FURNITURE. The other, Liverpool Birds, alternates patterned stripes with an infinitude of birds. Coordinates for draperies and furniture. In colors that only cotton can capture. Belgravia in royal blue (as shown) and 30 other colors; Liverpool Birds in Copenhagen blue and six other colors. At distinguished stores.

Cotton Producers Institute, Box 12953, Memphis, Tenn. 38112.
When you told him eight-thirty and he brings them at six

and there you are in curlers... eye make-up... and a this-can’t-be-real-s-a-nightmare look on your face—stifling homicide whizzes through your mind. But you smile sweetly, shoot him a bison-arrow look, and go switch into your niftiest crepe creation. Thanking your lucky stars that at least your table will be set... beautifully set with elegant Oneida. Every piece affirming what good taste you have. Every piece designed to make graceful showing however you use it—for formal dinner or impromptu buffet. Yes, Oneida has a way of making a girl look good in any situation. Isn’t it time you began... began to set it right with Oneida?

Set it right with Oneida

Community® Stainless patterns (l. to r.) Venetia, Cantata, Frostfire, Paul Revere, Woodmere. 50-piece service for eight, $69.95 at fine jewelry and department stores.
...and all that mischief is just a memory.
Shaving foam, water spills, and dirty footprints are just a memory, too. And a whisk of a damp cloth was all it took to make this bathroom come clean...sparkling clean!
That's because walls, floor, and countertop are all kid-proof ceramic tile by Pomona. Soap stains and scuff marks wipe right off—and fast. What surfacing material could be easier to care for?

And what surfacing material could be more lastingly beautiful. Just look at the rich blue and crisp white of the walls and floor, the elegance of those decorated tile borders, the satiny finish of that countertop.
Decorator flair...kid-proof durability. That's what you get when you choose ceramic tile by Pomona. See for yourself. Visit one of our showrooms (see listing on facing page). Or write for our two idea-packed booklets.

**Pomona Tile**
A DIVISION OF AMERICAN CLEAN
ON THE BOOKS
continued from page 58

cogent (and fascinating) case history to prove her point. The balance of the book is devoted to a detailed explanation of how cities grow and prosper by creating new work from old and new exports from old. Lest you fear you have to be an economist to understand and enjoy Miss Jacobs, forget it. She is crystal clear, argumentative, vitriolic, lucid, usually bitter, sometimes optimistic, and always vastly entertaining.

This is a controversial and important book—really required reading for anyone trying to comprehend what makes some cities thrive and some die.

A WORD FROM THE WISE. David Hicks is undoubtedly one of the world's most noted interior designers (for an example of his work, see page 118). He is also one of its most articulate designers and in his latest book, *On Living—With Taste* (Macmillan, $12.95), he continues to expound his theories. Mr. Hicks states as his reason for writing the book: "Taste cannot be taught to those who are unable to sense it, but by showing examples of my personal taste I hope people will find it sympathetic, will benefit from it, and will develop their own variations on my theme." While Mr. Hicks' "theme" may not please everyone, it surely is worth studying, and the many illustrations of rooms he has designed are filled with trend-setting high-fashion ideas. If one must carp at the book, I would say the author's style, to this reader at least, seemed somewhat pompous, the color illustrations are garishly reproduced, and the typeface the book designer chose is somewhat not please everyone, it surely is worth reading, and the many illustrations of rooms he has designed are filled with trend-setting high-fashion ideas. If one must carp at the book, I would say the author's style, to this reader at least, seemed somewhat pompous, the color illustrations are garishly reproduced, and the typeface the book designer chose is somewhat difficult to read. But the ideas are there—many of them controversial and/or eyebrow-raising. For anyone seriously interested in the world of interior design, this is a stimulating addition to the growing library.

COOKING LIKE A PRINCESS. The latest kick of the gourmet set is so-called Soul Food. Restaurants featuring these Afro-American dishes are springing up throughout the U.S., and many a hostess is somewhat self-consciously serving a dinner made up entirely of Southern-style foods. Let's face it, chitlins and grits have hit the big time. There are also recipes to choose from. Try a copy of *Princess Pamela's Soul Food Cookbook*. (A Signet paperback. At 95¢, what have you got to lose?) Princess Pamela is a colorful lady who owns and cooks in a very successful Soul Food restaurant in New York City's East Village, patronized by many of the *haute monde*, so she knows whereof she speaks. In her little handbook you'll find such mouth-watering (and often hilarious) recipes as fried salt pork, cracklin's, pork spoon bread, ham hocks and turnip greens, black-eyed peas and ham hocks, roast 'possum with sweet potatoes (shades of the Beverly Hillbillies), catfish stew, turnip greens 'n corn dumplings, hog jowl, sweet-potato pie, grits pudding—but you get the idea. There are also recipes for many less "exotic" but never run-of-the-mill dishes. The recipes are easy to follow, easy to prepare. You can try these unusual entrées, side dishes, or desserts to spark up a menu.

Extra bonus: Princess Pamela has included one of her pithy sayings opposite each recipe. Example: "Fresh pork sausage is like a sweet prayer. It may not bring you anything good but it makes everything had a mite easier to swallow."
These colors are for the birds.

Introducing Masland’s Plumage Collection—an array of elegant and luxurious carpets of pure wool pile.

We took a cue from the birds and created a fresh look in carpeting. Colors like the vivid green of the parakeet. The rich burgundy of the cardinal. The exciting orange of the oriole. The crisp blue of the bluebird. The sunny yellow of the goldfinch. And others too subtle for words.

Each carpet is as bright and clear as a brand new spring morning. And crafted to look that way for years and years. And each carpet carries the Woolmark.

Come visit a Masland showroom soon, and bring your favorite feather along. We’ll match it. Even if it’s a pigeon’s.

The Plumage Collection is made of Pure Wool Pile. By Masland.
Finally, paneling that captures the romance of the Old World!

It's Georgia-Pacific's Old World paneling. The paneling with the mellow, distressed look of antique furniture. It's warm. Charming. As elegant as a Mediterranean villa. Expensive? This antiqued look costs as little as $25 for an 8' x 12' wall.

Available in Pecan, Oak, Birch, and Cedar, at any Georgia-Pacific registered building materials dealer. Old World paneling: it sets the mood that makes the room. Any room! Limited time offer: four large full-color football prints featuring great moments in the NFL for only $1 at your G-P Dealer during his Fall Fixup Festival!
**LOOKING AND LISTENING**

**WHAT'S NEW IN STEREO**

This year's refinements give you better sound from less bulky equipment.

Autumn is the time when stereo equipment manufacturers traditionally introduce their latest wares. The new models are usually unveiled at the annual New York High Fidelity Show, but this year—because of some unresolved conflicts in scheduling—there will be no show. The cancellation, however, has had no effect on the usual seasonal surge of electronic goodides: the deluge is already approaching flood tide.

**Stereo compacts** continue to dominate the scene, and there is now an almost dizzying abundance of models from which to choose. The stereo compact is a three-piece component system comprising an integrated electronics module for two or more sources of music (radio plus records and/or tape) plus two matching speakers. Because of its neat cases and minimal dimensions, a compact system is excellent for installation on open bookshelves or even tabletops.

Until recently, the compacts were designed exclusively for radio and records—the central module consisting of an automatic record player, an AM-FM tuner, and a control-amplifier. This is still the most popular combination and the one most manufacturers make. Prices range from under $200 to almost $600, depending on power, selectivity, size of speakers, quality of turntables, and so forth. A typical inexpensive new model is the Denon MX-1030 ($179.95), which packages a four-speed record changer and a transistorized AM-FM tuner/amplifier in its trim walnut module. Despite the low price tag, the system delivers more than adequate power for its smallish speakers and offers such conveniences as head-phone jack, auxiliary power outlet, and separate bass and treble controls. At the top end of the compact scale you will find the 110-watt Benjamin 1610A ($599), which has push-button controls and incorporates such prestigious components as the Miracord 50 turntable and EMI 105 speakers. Between these extremes there is a large assortment of medium-priced models, including such new arrivals as the KLH Model 26 ($249.95), the Panasonic SE-1519 ($279.95), and the Harman-Kardon SL-1312 ($349.95).

**Cassette compacts:** By far the biggest news in the compact field is the emergence this year of a new generation of models equipped with cassette tape recorders instead of, or in addition to, record players. The cassette, in case you've tuned in late, is a remarkably easy-to-use tape cartridge that can store up to two hours of music in a plastic case measuring a mere 2½-by-4 inches. The cassette's fidelity isn't quite up to that of the best records yet, but improvements are being made steadily, and some soothsayers predict that the cassette will eventually supersede the disk. Almost every record company is putting out new releases in cassette form, and there are already more than 4,000 cassette albums in the catalogue. But of course the chief attraction of the cassette lies in the fact that it allows you to make your own recordings, either live or off the air. Thus, the new cassette compacts serve the dual function of both recording and playback.
The breed is well represented by the Ampex Micro 87R ($259.95), a compact stereo system incorporating cassette player/recorder and AM-FM tuner plus a pair of speakers. The central module—with its smoked plastic façade, its sliding controls, and its impressive array of pushbuttons—makes a handsome appearance. Other cassette-tuner compacts worthy of investigation are the Concord HES-35 ($279.95) and the Scott 2560 “Cassiver” ($339.95) that is mounted horizontally on a good-looking wood base. If the choice between cassettes and disks is too hard to make, you can have the best of both worlds with the Fisher 127 ($499.95) that holds an automatic-record turntable and cassette deck cheek-by-jowl on top of the main module.

**Stereo receivers:** If you have a little more shelf space to spare and a little more money to spend, separate stereo components continue to yield the highest dividends in fidelity and flexibility. The heart of any component system is the stereo receiver that combines tuner and amplifier in one integrated unit. No striking innovations in the receiver category are forthcoming this year, but the choice of models is more bountiful than ever. A representative sampling of new arrivals includes the Pioneer SX-440 (40 watts, AM-FM, $189.95), the Marantz 26 (48 watts, AM-FM, $195), the Electro-Voice 1282 (80 watts, AM-FM, $266), the Scott 306 (170 watts, AM-FM, $349.95) and the Fisher 500-TX (190 watts, AM-FM, $419.95).

Along with the stereo receiver, you need a record player and/or a tape deck, a pair of speakers, and perhaps a set of headphones as well.

**The best automatic turntables** continue to come from England and Germany. Among this year's new arrivals is the Garrard SLX-3 ($99.50), which now comes with its own cartridge, and the Dual 1212 that sports some new refinements and a new lower price ($79.50, without cartridge).

**Tape decks** now come in three varieties—the classic open reel; the cassette that encloses two tiny reels in a plastic wafer; and the eight-track cartridge originally designed for automobiles. The open reel or “reel-to-reel” still gets the highest marks for fidelity and versatility, while cassette and eight-track win top honors for compactness and ease of operation. Good reel-to-reel decks begin at about $100 (for example, the Sony 252-D at $119.50) and go all the way to $700 or more (for example, the Teac A-7030 at $749.50). The variations in price reflect the number and quality of the tape heads and drive motors as well as such refinements as automatic reverse; sound-on-sound capability (important for certain types of rock); and pause control that permits you to catch your breath while recording without having to turn off the machine. In the medium-price range, from $200 to $350, there are models galore from Ampex, Bell & Howell, Craig, Grundig, Telefunken, Wollensak, and other well-known firms. Cassette and eight-track decks of component quality (as distinguished from the inexpensive portables) fall in the $100 to $200 range—for example, the Norcoo 450A (cassette, record, and playback, $139.95); and the Telex 811-R (eight-track, record, and playback, $189.95). If you’re susceptible to both the convenience of cassettes and the potentialities of open-reel, you’ll find an answer in the Roberts Model 778X ($429.95) that integrates the two configurations in one unit.

**Stereo speaker systems** are still housed for the most

---

This new Hotpoint jumbo drum automatic dryer really cuts other dryers down to size.

It's much bigger inside. So it does big items better (like permanent press sheets, table cloths) because the extra space keeps everything from cramming together.

And the extra big door opening lets you see inside better and get clothes in and out more easily.

---

**New Hotpoint jumbo dryer gives you more than you pay for.**

Another big thing about this dryer is the electronic control that "feels" when the clothes are dried just right, then shuts the dryer off automatically.

And it has six fabric-keyed drying selections with two especially for permanent press.

And this big, beautiful dryer will stay beautiful for years and years because the top work surface and that jumbo drum inside are porcelain enamel finished.

**New Hotpoint dryer is bigger in size, bigger in features.**

This electronic dryer is more dryer for your money. It's bigger in size to do big jobs better. It's bigger on features to do more things for you.

See it at your Hotpoint dealer, now, during Feature Festival Month.

Hotpoint quality is backed by Hotpoint service. Look for the Hotpoint Difference.

---

General Electric Company
Louisville, Kentucky 40225
Kroehler sofas and chairs go into more homes than any other furniture name in the world. That says a lot about Kroehler craftsmanship and a lot about people's preference for the in-depth comfort of furniture that's been cushioned with cotton.

When a piece is carefully constructed with layers of soft, fluffy cotton—like a Kroehler sofa—it's crafted to keep its good looks and give you years and years of solid relaxation. No squishy edges; no mushy surface. Cotton innerspring construction never lets you down. Insist on it.

NATIONAL COTTON BATTING INSTITUTE in cooperation with National Cotton Council and Cotton Producers Institute, Memphis, Tennessee.
Nobody but nobody had the courage to use these outrageous colors 40 years ago. These somebodies did. They were years ahead of their time. Magee's got these outrageous colors and more in their Freeway carpet group, made for moderns. Now we ask you, have you got the courage for a carpet that's years ahead of your time?

For a Freeway decorating carpet swatch kit, send $2.00 to Magee Carpet Co., Dept. M, 295 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.
Even though it is the smallest state in the nation, Rhode Island has always fascinated me because of the variety and vitality of its history. Perhaps because I’m a confirmed sea lover. Certainly most of Rhode Island’s fame has been—and still is—sea born. Almost one-third of the state is water. Reaching in from the open Atlantic, the blue fingers of Narragansett Bay stretch far inland forming rivers and many beautifully sheltered, deep harbors—the best of which is at Newport, in Colonial days one of America’s five great seaports. Another is at Providence, one of the oldest and busiest industrial centers and ports of New England.

In Newport sea-changes were continuous. During the American Revolution, the French, then the British sailed in and occupied the town, and her fame as a seaport dwindled fast. But near the end of the nineteenth century, the town was reborn. Many of the wealthiest families in America turned Newport into their summer playground, and on the high cliffs beyond the town they vied with each other in erecting an incredible concentration of palatial extravaganzas.

The influence of all this diversified wealth in both Newport and Providence makes a weekend in the two towns (they lie only a forty-five minute drive apart) an architectural treat. The gilded palaces of Newport, four of which are open to the public, have long been famous. Less well known is the lovely eighteenth-century world around the harbor of the old town and the mile-long district in Providence of magnificent eighteenth- and nineteenth-century mansions and small houses on a hillside overlooking the city. Not long ago large pockets of these areas in both towns were slums. Now, with much loving restoration, they are returning to their original beauty.

Walking in Newport my first morning after a late-night arrival, I knew unmistakably I was near the sea although not a glimpse of it was visible from my window. Diamond-clear light shimmered over rooftops; seagulls swooped and cried. To get my bearings, I bought the excellent set of three maps published by the Preservation Society of Newport County (50c from the Society’s offices in the town center, Washington Square, or at any of the historic buildings open to the public). One map details sights in the Colonial town; another covers the summer mansions; the third guides you past the landmarks on famous Ocean Drive which dramatically circles the point of the island.

I headed first for the Colonial parts of town—a network of lovely, quiet streets rising up a gentle hill behind the harbor, and crisscrossing an area called The Point. Brick sidewalks, shady trees, charming, clean-boned houses boasting a wealth of pedimented doorways, gambrel roofs, hip roofs,
fanlights, mullioned windows, widows’ walks. Two houses are open to the public. The most famous is Hunter House, a fine clapboard mansion with halestradred gambrel roof built in 1748 for a wealthy merchant and privateer, and said to be one of the ten best surviving houses of pre-Revolutionary America. Beautifully proportioned, it has light-filled rooms furnished with a splendid collection of eighteenth-century antiques, many designed by Townsends and Codwards, Newport’s most famous Colonial cabinetmakers.

Six blocks or so inland stands the oldest house in town, the 1673 Wanton-Lyman-Hazard House—sleep-roofed, Venetian red, Jacobean, with modest floor plan of two rooms up, two rooms down, wrapped for warmth around a central chimney.

Other worthwhile sights: Trinity Church, an immaculately white Colonial beauty with round-arched windows set off by black shutters, and inside, the only three-tiered wingless pulpit in the country: Redwood Library, the oldest library in the U.S., designed in 1748 by America’s first professional architect, Peter Harrison, and a wonderful combination of high-ceileding, light-bathed rooms warmed by the richness of books and a collection of Colonial portraits, including several Gilbert Stuarts; Touro Synagogue, the oldest synagogue in the U.S., another Peter Harrison beauty, which on the outside looks plain, severe, and inside is the loveliest two-story, dome-ceileding space with arched windows, a gallery supported by Ionic columns, and all painted in a delicate color scheme—pure white walls and lavender woodwork; Old Colony House, an imposing, mid-eighteenth-century brick building once the State House, now a museum; and the Brick Market, another Peter Harrison design, which once housed a market in its arcaded portion and is now the home of The Newport Crafts, a shop that sells good reproductions of Colonial Newport furniture, objets d’art, fabrics, wallpapers, and so on, made by a group of top manufacturers around the country under the guidance of The Preservation Society.

Nourished by the cool, simple beauty of Colonial design, I felt ready to face the opulence of the palaces. On the way out of town along Bellevue Avenue, I stopped for a look at The Newport Casino, a Stanford White design, the site of America’s first national tennis tournament, and the scene of a highly social Tennis Week, with an Invitation Tournament.

Continued on page 78

As the party goes on, people leave Ann alone. And she doesn’t know why.

Ann is never at a loss for conversation. It’s something else that makes people slowly move away. Something that Norforms® could stop right away. What are Norforms®? Norforms® are the second deodorant that stops feminine odor before it offend. Norforms® are doctor-tested and used by thousands of women of all ages. It’s so much easier than douching! (And you stay odor-free longer, too.) So be sure of yourself. Use Norforms®, the second deodorant.

Norforms... the second deodorant.


Name ____________________________
Street ___________________________
City _____________________________
State ____________________________ Zip _________

Don’t forget your zip code.

Norforms... the second deodorant.
It's even a little hard for us to believe. And we're the ones who make KitchenAid dishwashers.

So we can imagine how you feel when you read such extraordinary claims.

The truth is, we get lots of comments like these from our customers. Unsolicited.

All we can figure is that we do make an extraordinary dishwasher.

But we should. We're dishwasher specialists. We've been making commercial dishwashers for hotels, restaurants and hospitals for over 80 years.

So if you want a dishwasher for your home that will give you maximum years of service, with minimum service problems, get a KitchenAid.

See your KitchenAid dealer soon. (He's listed in the Yellow Pages.)

Or write for colorful literature. KitchenAid Dishwashers, Dept. 9DA-9, The Hobart Manufacturing Company, Troy, Ohio 45373.
Exciting people do exciting things.
Like arranging cozy dinners that are small love affairs.
We like to help by making Cushman furniture add to their excitement. By switching on some of its own.
So we concentrate on the most outstanding design “periods.” We select the most exciting, pure designs.
We try to catch every nuance of proportion, finish and hardware in the original that contributes to its charm. And when modern requirements suggest adaptation, we try to keep everything in perfect balance and scale.
Good designs always tend to blend. That’s why Cushman works together so well with other fine furniture to help you create an exciting environment.
We’ve borrowed the best of the past for you. And done it so skillfully, you’ll think Cushman is years ahead of its time.
Would you like the Cushman Portfolio of Outstanding American Classics that can make it all happen for you?
Send $1.50 to Cushman, Box HG 969, North Bennington, Vermont 05257
Color guard your home

Unlimited Colors
Lasting Protection
So Easy to Use

Product of Sherwin-Williams Research
Acme Quality Paints, Detroit, Mich.
Karpen makes sofas for people.

That shouldn't sound unusual, but it does. Because most upholstered furniture is just not lived with. Karpen doesn't think the living room should be roped off. So they people-ized their sofas with new Scotchgard® with E.S.D. (Extra Soil Defense).

For people are kids who squinch into cushions with ice cream cones. And dogs who want to sit where people sit. And husbands who doze off with shoes on. And ladies who love little kittens.

Karpen treats their upholstery with new Scotchgard Brand Fabric Protector because no other fabric protector works as well. New Scotchgard with E.S.D. keeps things cleaner longer, because it resists soil and abrasion longer.

And when it's on furniture, you don't have to keep people away. (Even though there are times when you'd like to.)

If you're a real person, you should look for furniture with the Scotchgard E.S.D. tag. It'll keep your furniture nice, long after you stop worrying about it.
One last beautiful reason for giving West Virginia Crystal: the price tag.

a. Patricia mayonnaise server with regal gold band. For 50th (or any) anniversary. b. Sylvia footed candy dish, 25th anniversary favorite. c. Crystal footed candleholders will delight Mother on her day. d. Happy is the bride who receives this Blondie martini mixer, with matching glasses. e. Freezer jug chills without diluting. For Mother. Dad. host. f. Low candleholder. elegant Easter memento. For where to buy West Virginia handmade crystal and our Party Smarty booklet, send 25c to Dept H, Box 187, Parkersburg, W. Va. 26101

NEWPORT AND PROVIDENCE continued from page 73

Four mansions open to the public

The Elms, on Bellevue Avenue, is closest to town. An elegant white chateau, typically French, it was built in 1901 for Philadelphia coal millionaire, Edward J. Berwind. Sumptuous rooms brim with Chinese porcelains, antiques from France and Italy, tapestries, paintings, silver, Aubussons. The prize for my eye: the great staircase of superb white marble. Behind the house: a lovely park with a wide lawn and a profusion of fountains, topiary, marble gazebos, statues, box-borded paths, maples, beeches, gingkos, lindens. On Saturday evenings during the summer, the house and park are illuminated, piped with music, and open until 10 P.M.

Marble House. Resplendent wrought-iron gates open to a sweep of balustraded drive lined with tall bronze lamp and lead to a lofty entrance portico supported by four Corinthian columns. Richard Morris Hunt pulled out all stops designing this mansion for William K. Vanderbilt. Marble prevails in abundance—yellow marble from Siena lining the entrance hall, deep pink Numidian marble lining the dining room, many immense marble fireplaces.

The Breakers. Another Richard Morris Hunt giant, the one was for railroad millionaire Cornelius Vanderbilt (brother of William), and the most immense, mind-boggling palace of them all. The scale of every room makes you feel like Tom Thumb. Even the pantry is two stories high. The parade of Italian mosaics, gold-tooled Spanish leathers, Flemish tapestries, Caen stone, and much, much more are all impressive, to say the least, but I enjoyed most of all the fact that in the bathrooms you could choose between regular water & taps of hot and cold salt water.

Belcourt Castle. Also by Hunt for Oliver Hazard Perry Belmont, the “castle” is now a museum with antiques, paintings, a Gothic ballroom.

There is a $1 admission charge to the Hunter House 50c to Wanton-Lyman-Hazard House; $1.75 to $2 to the other mansions.

Providence

Entering Providence from the east across the Washington Bridge on Route 195, I followed instructions carefully to reach the historic area: Turn off at South Main Street exit then second right onto James Street and one block up hill turn left into Benefit Street. This mile-long street along the face of the hill is the spine of the restoration area. Lining most of its length, and also on many of the small cross-streets running up and down the hillside, are dozens of splendid houses, many of which are the most beautiful I have ever seen in America. A wonderful variety of styles—Georgian, Early Republican, Federal, Greek Revival, Italianate Victorian, pre-Revolutionary, Colonial. Grand mansions of brick and stone stand in large, lush gardens. Smaller houses of clapboard brightly painted red, grey-green, yellow, blue, beige, brown, white, mustard are agleam with shining brass on their front doors. Many of the houses are cloaked with thick wisteria or ivy.

I left my car and wandered on foot, which is the best way to see the area, to get the feel of its serenity and proud

Continued on page 263
16th century beauty in a 20th century floor.

A Renaissance princess might have danced on a design like this.

We call it Medallion. It's our vinyl asbestos tile with the seams that disappear. They disappear because we purposely design the tile to conceal them.

And you'll be happy to know that a tile floor like this is as economical as it is beautiful.

For example, a 9x12 foot room in Medallion only costs $35, if you do it yourself.

You can get Medallion in six splendid colors that are designed to bring into your home all the quiet beauty and magnificence of the Renaissance.

You can see Medallion at your flooring dealer*. Just ask for the brand new floor with the 16th century look. For literature, write to GAF Corporation, Floor Products Division, Dept. HSG-99, 140 West 51st St., New York, New York 10020.

© GAF Corporation

*Also available in Canada
Do you ever use your good towels on yourself?

Does it make sense to buy a big, fluffy, beautiful, four-dollar towel and stash it away in a dark old closet to wait for your company?

Whoever said that the good towels were only for company?

You deserve them too.

Stevens-Utica® makes good towels. And because they're good, they're expensive.

These Executive Line towels were designed by Bettina. They're all cotton and they cost about four dollars.

But then isn't it about time you started to treat yourself as well as you treat your company?

If you'd like to know who sells Stevens-Utica towels near you just call 800-243-1890. If you live in Connecticut, the number is 325-4336. It won't cost you a thing. J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc.

Stevens-Utica.
Expensive towels for every day.
Kroehler creates a carefree room with Naugahyde.

This wash and wear garden room was designed for the way you like to live. Elegantly. And easily.
So easily, in fact, that a damp sponge is about all you'd ever need to keep practically everything in it looking like new. The reason is Naugahyde® vinyl fabric.

Almost everything in this room is made with Naugahyde. The draperies, valance and trellis. And, of course, the Kroehler sofa and swivel chair.

Uniroyal makes Naugahyde vinyl fabric in literally hundreds of colors, patterns and textures. And every one is just as easy to care for as it is beautiful.

When you shop for furniture, look for the Naugahyde tag.
You’ll find it hanging only on products made with genuine Naugahyde.
The vinyl fabric that’s basic to the wash and wear room.

Naugahyde vinyl fabric gets around in the best of circles.
Can Mrs. Reszel’s new Maytag Dishwasher equal the record of her other Maytags?

"Wouldn’t that be something?" she writes.
"My Maytag Clothes Washer and Dryer have put in 11 hard years, with just a couple of little repairs apiece."

The way the dishes pile up at her house, Mrs. Beth Reszel of Milan, Tennessee, figures it’s a good thing she has a dependable Maytag Dishwasher.

“We need a rugged machine,” she says. “And we’ve got one, if my new Maytag Dishwasher is anything like my Maytag Washer and Dryer.”

One thing Mrs. Reszel really likes—her Maytag Dishwasher gets dishes cleaner without pre-rinsing. That’s because Maytag’s exclusive Micro-Mesh™ Filter keeps the water cleaner through the whole cycle. And only Maytag has a full-size spray arm on top, as well as one below. More water action, from more sides, means more cleaning power!

Mrs. Reszel also appreciates her Maytag’s huge capacity. It can do dinner dishes for a big family in one load. (If you have a small family, that means you only have to wash dishes once a day.)

Find your Maytag Dealer in the Yellow Pages and go see the Maytag Dishwashers. Both the built-in and the portable come in a variety of contemporary colors. The built-in also comes in stainless steel and with a Trim Kit that lets you decorate the front panel with your own fabric, wallpaper, or wood paneling.

Maytag dependability now moves to the kitchen. See the Maytag Built-In and Portable Dishwashers, and Maytag Food Waste Disposers, at your Maytag Dealer.
OSCILL puts your bedroom in the mainstream modern design. Bright with color. Bold with pattern. In the world's freshest fabric: Cotton. Long wearing, fresh, clean-washing cotton. Famous receptivity to clear color. Ask to see Houndstooth plaid bedspreads, cafe curtains and draperies in red/blue (shown), blue/green, black/white, gold/mustard. At better stores across the country.

COTTON STARS IN THE BEDROOM

COTTON

COTTON PRODUCERS INSTITUTE, 12253 MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38112.
We went quickly through rooms packed with vast ruined pieces of furniture, old clothes, chipped enamel pans, damp rugs, scraps of glass and china. I could buy the lot, I discovered, for $3,500, dead mice and all. But the broker was already fingerling his list for something better, and making toward the air and light of the street.

I looked at a house with delightful 1850 ironwork balconies; at a 1680 cottage; at several pleasant old buildings which needed above all to be moved out of the slums to a cheerfuller site. One, I remember, I could have had for $600.

But there was something about the first house of all which called me back to it, and I returned in the falling dusk when it looked its worst. Even then, there were assets, I found. The cellars were dry, with an oil-fired heating plant in order. What must have been the original kitchen still contained an enormous brick fireplace, with a Dutch oven built in at the back. The old floorboards were intact in one or two of the rooms. A general air of melancholy would go, I decided, if one cut back the hedge and pulled off the porch.

So I bought it, to the consternation of well-wishers.

At such moments, fired by the kindness of the bank and the zeal of the contractor, one overlooks a number of sobering facts. Down came the hedge and the porch, out went the junk, in flowed the fresh air and sunlight. In the first enthusiasm everyone had agreed that all essential work could be done for some $12,000. Yes, but I couldn't live with that hideous roof. And most of the window frames were rotting. And the ceilings had to be replaced. And a second bathroom added. And the first bathroom replanned. And a larger furnace installed. And a fence built where the hedge had been. And the yard bricked over. And the ground round the house leveled and reseeded. In no time we were way over the $12,000 and the dead mice were still in the second house.

Then there was the question of decor. I had not foreseen how difficult it would be to organize very small rooms so that they were both moderately comfortable and not too aggressively pretty for a bachelor establishment. Since the old plaster on the walls was irregular I decided against paint or paper and covered the lower floor with fabric mounted on battens. I had a certain amount of antique furniture in store in Europe, and I had the smaller pieces sent over. But no sooner was all in place than I found I had accidentally created a little-old-lady's bijou residence. I even contemplated spreading the legend that my grandmother had spent a long widowhood in the house and that I was making do with what she had left at her death.

The solution came when I turned to the second house. The mice, finally dealt with, presented no great problem—at one time a skunk briefly took up residence under the front-door steps but maintained perfect control of his nervous system—and I had the ground floor lined with bookshelves. By now the two little houses together contained three bedrooms and six living rooms, including the smallest dining

---

Spain sets the scene for dream bedroom luxury to give fresh, exciting individuality to your home decor. Crafted with rich canvas finishes. Antiqued brass hardware accents. Warm and mellow Aniline finishes on Pecan veneers, select hardwoods, and polystyrene composites. An exceptionally varied selection. Priced to please. At fine furniture and department stores.

For colorful style brochures, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to Johnson/Carpenter Furniture Inc., Dept. 225, Roanoke, Va. 24013.

Continued on page 196
“Right Choice” shown above, is the staunch, elegant, luxurious, economical new broadloom you don’t “baby” on your floors or high-fashion seating areas. The carpet pile made with 100% Cumuloft® continuous filament nylon retains its magnificence because it’s resilient, spot-spill-soil resistant, moth-proof, mildew-proof, even anti-allergenic. The textural design goes with any decor. The deep-dye colors stay clear and bright. And you may have them in eleven 2-tone House & Garden 1970 colors. Finally, the price is less than you imagined—much less for such beauty, durability and quality. What would you have named a broadloom of such characteristics? Right . . . “Right Choice.” See it at your nearest Downs dealer, or write us for the address.

FREE Color Folders! Write Department HGRC, DOWNS CARPET COMPANY, INC., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090 • Since 1865

DOWNNS QUALITY CARPETS
For more than a century, collectors and connoisseurs have considered pure china by Lorenz Hutschenreuther among the finest in the world. Isn’t it easy to see why?

"Fontainebleau" (shown here) is only one of many magnificent china patterns made by Lorenz Hutschenreuther in the renowned Meissen manner and prized throughout the world for the perfection of their detail and the impeccable taste of their design.

Lorenz Hutschenreuther

"Fontainebleau" is available at $22.95 the five piece place setting at fine stores everywhere. Take this advertisement to your nearest store or send 25c for an illustrated brochure to Paul A. Straub & Co., Inc., (PASCO) 19 E. 26th St., New York 10010.
Fashion your own beautiful “now” in living and comfort with Craft Originals’ new generation designs. Here’s fresh, crisp, totally Contemporary decorating drama ... furniture styled for versatility, fashioned for you. Soul-relaxing chairs and sofas that fit when you sit. Cushioned in heavenly soft Dacron® polyester fiber. Luxuriously upholstered in your choice of exciting fabrics, lush colors, patterns and textures. A brilliant variety of sofas, chairs, chaises, sectionals, ottomans, tables and accent pieces that correlate beautifully in your own custom grouping. For that distinctive custom look, see Craft Originals ... at fine stores everywhere! Send 25¢ for full color brochure to Dept. S-710.
Con-Tact: a moving experience

Con-Tact® brand, Con-Tact, fantastic self-adhesive plastic. Updates, decorates, rejuvenates. Fill your house with it. Neighbors will notice.

FREE! Our famous Packet Full of Posies: Con-Tact brand flowers in new Fall colors to plant on cars, phones, walls, whatever; plus your Con-Tact Pattern Guide.
Write Con-Tact, Dept. HG-99, 1407 Broadway, New York 10018

Con-Tact self-adhesive plastic is the registered trademark of Comark Plastics, a consumer products division of UNITED MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS, INC.
Free. A new booklet that uncovers the secret of softer carpets.

The secret is carpet cushion. To be precise, B.F. Goodrich sponge rubber carpet cushion. And not only does it make carpets seem softer, it also helps them last longer.

So if you care about comfort, and you care about costs, we've just given you two good reasons to buy B.F. Goodrich carpet cushion when you buy carpets and large rugs.

We'll give you more good reasons—plus a factual, objective look at carpet cushion as an investment—in our new, colorful booklet, "The Secret of Softer Carpets".

For your free copy, just fill out the coupon and send it to us. But hurry. Our supply is somewhat limited.

Maybe carpet cushion is a secret.

But we're willing to share it with you.

B.F. Goodrich Consumer Products
P.O. Box 2261, Akron, O. 44311
Send me my free copy of your booklet "The Secret of Soft Carpets".
Name________________________
Address_______________________
City__________________________
State__________________________
Zip___________________________
Stretch on new Sure Fit slipcovers and watch your chairs and sofa brighten your world. It's so easy, you'll wonder why you haven't tried this inexpensive fashion trick before. Washable? You bet.

And now you can see them and snap them up in your favorite home-fashion department store—in the 1969 HOUSE & GARDEN colors we show below. Write Dept. HG-9 for Sure Fit's Guide to Instant Decorating.

Sure Fit

Parrot Green  Persim Blue  Curry
Moss Green  Nutmeg  Bittersweet

Ready-to-Wear Slipcovers
16 East 34th Street, New York, N.Y. 10016
Levolor introduces the brand-new window covering 1,000 years old.

After ten centuries, somebody finally improved blinds. Levolor. The people who made blinds a household word.

Of course, we couldn't make blinds more practical (they're already the best way to control light, air and privacy). But we could make blinds more beautiful.

And now we have. With fresh ideas in tape and slat colors. With extra tapes for an exciting striped effect. We even designed an entirely new kind of blind—Riviera—which has slats and supports so slim they seem to disappear.

Look at it this way: we couldn't really make blinds a better window covering. So we merely reinvented the best.

LEVOLOR SUGGESTS YOU VISIT YOUR LOCAL DEALER TO SEE THE NEW AND INTERESTING IDEAS IN BLINDS. FOR HIS NAME WRITE TO:

LEVOLOR-LORENTZEN, INC.
720 MONROE STREET
HOBOKEN, N. J. 07030
The new book with ideas of its own.

How to make your WINDOWS BEAUTIFUL

A new and complete guide to help you create today's fashion-right window treatments.

$1.00

Kirsch DRAPERY HARDWARE

For windows people care about

Kirsch Company, Department K-969, Sturgis, Michigan 49091

Please rush my all-new copy of "How to Make Your Windows Beautiful" (Volume III). I enclose $1.00.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Allow three weeks for delivery. No stamp, please.

LIVING WITH ART

ART WORKS IN MULTIPLE

Woodcuts, engravings, and modern graphics bridge the price gap between unique paintings and mass-produced copies

BY ELEANOR MUNRO

When the Greeks wanted works of art reflecting the adventurous spirit of their age, they bought little, mass-produced clay figures of dancers, flinging out their arms, spiraling like exotic dervishes. Nowadays, and for much the same reason, many collectors have bought the "Kalliroscope," a flat plastic box in which aluminum molecules, suspended in transparent liquid, slowly spiral in exploding galaxies of form. The Kalliroscope, which is sold for $15 in many shops and galleries, is one of the most fascinating art "multiples" we're offered today as a by-product of new technology and new art.

There has been so much talk about these multiples as totally new events in the history of art, however, that it's no wonder some people are confused about the difference between "originals" and "reproductions," and, in fact, whether multiples are worth investing in at all.

Obviously there is nothing new about multiple editions of works of art. Copies have been made, for instance, in the graphic techniques since the early Middle Ages. With traditional graphics—woodcuts, engravings, etchings, and lithographs—the artist worked directly on the block or plate, and almost always, there was a variation in quality from print to print. Finally, the plate wore out and the series of multiples came to a natural end.

The first prints were made from woodblocks. Chinese and Japanese craftsmen developed this art even before European artists of the middle ages. At first, the prints were made in black and white. Later, one, then several colors were overprinted. There is a bold, jagged, woody quality to primitive woodcuts. Later craftsmen learned to incise very fine channels into the hard-end grain of a block of wood. Prints by Dürer and other Renaissance artists come close to copperplate engravings in the fineness and multiplicity of their lines.

True engravings (lines drawn with a sharp "burin" into a metal surface) and etchings (areas more softly eaten away by washes of acid) became favorite collectors' items in the eighteenth century, when not only original works of art, but also copies of Chardin, Boucher, and other popular masters were given mass circulation in the form of low priced prints (today these are often, of course, caviare to print collectors).

The craft of lithography, which developed swiftly in the nineteenth century, became the medium for original experiments by artists like Toulouse-Lautrec and Daumier, who loved the ease and fluidity of the process (drawing with a greasy crayon on a stone). It also became a mass-production industry supplying chromolithographs of popular masterpieces to the art-hungry bourgeoisie. Continued on page 98
Fortunately, the sofa won't stain.
Fortunately, it's covered with Frontera.*
Frontera is the beautiful new sculptured polymer upholstery material that looks and feels like somebody whipped up a fantastic mixture of suede and velvet.
Shamelessly luxurious.
And luxuriously practical. Because Frontera will never break out in spots from even the gooziest cake. (Which is more than you can say for real suede or velvet.)
When something spills on Frontera, just wash its face with soap and water, brush its hair, and it's ready for company again.
Which is why the country's top furniture designers are featuring Frontera.
And why Frontera won the coveted American Institute of Interior Designers Award.
But go and see for yourself.
And don't wait for your birthday.

Look for the Frontera brush and hangtag on furniture by: Chesapeake-Siegel-Land, Directional, Dux, Flair, Forecast, Founders, Franklin, Henredon, Kenmar, Lane, Maddox, Selig, John Stuart, Tech, Thayer Coggin, Tomlinson, Willow & Reed.

Fortunately, it's Frontera.

*trademark of T.M. or T.M.S. Corporation
Expressive wallcoverings in distinctive designs and textures...from Imperial, of course.

Practical you. Choose from our colorful collections of vinyl fabric wallcoverings that resist children, pets, and party-goers. Ideal for kitchens, baths, family rooms, halls. Two smart Glendura collections and the new Dimensions 1, all guaranteed for 5 years.

Youthful you. The bright, fresh look of today's young homemaker is embodied in our new Jean McLain and Glendura collections. Stunning florals, zesty stripes, and even psychedelic designs on scrubbable vinyl that zips right off the wall when you're ready for a change.

And we guarantee you... that all Imperial wallcoverings are sunfast and will clean satisfactorily, when hung and cleaned in accordance with our instructions. If they don't, we'll replace the installation without charge. You can't beat that guarantee because Imperial is the only wallcovering manufacturer that dares to make it. Our Glendura and Dimensions 1 collections are guaranteed for 5 years; all other Imperial collections are guaranteed for 3 years.

And you can decorate with assurance when you choose Imperial wallcoverings because our color program includes HOUSE & GARDEN colors. This means that your wallcoverings will complement many other furnishings in your home. There are 12,000 Imperial dealers from coast to coast. See the one near you soon.

Economical you. Would you believe you decorate a 9 x 12 room for about $12? You when you choose from our Lyndhurst, Tow or Glenstyle collections... and all these collections, too, are guaranteed for 3 years. We "Beauty on a Budget."

Elegant you. For formal moments in elegant living and dining rooms, choose graciously designed flocks, foils, brocatelles, prints and richly engraved textures from our Regence, Glencraft or Gravure collections.

Imperial Wallpaper Mill, Inc., Subsidiary of Imperial Paper Company, 3645 Warrensville Center Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44122
Guess what she found under her bed...

ugly grooves in her expensive carpet! The
on her old-style bed frame did it.
nder your bed! You might find the same sort
age done to your carpet or floor if you don’t
have a Beauti-Glide bed frame with easy-moving
rug rollers or 3-inch super-glides.
Whether you buy a bedroom suite or a bed alone,
be sure it has a Beauti-Glide guaranteed bed frame.

Beauti-Glide bed frames equipped with rug rollers
or super-glides are the only frames guaranteed not
to damage carpet or floor surfaces of any type.
Priced from $14.95.

Don’t risk damage to expensive floors or carpets. Insist on

Beauti-Glide®

GUARANTEED BED FRAMES... THEY COST SO LITTLE MORE!

LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
BEAUTI-GLIDE COMPANY
Seymour, Indiana 47274
Ah Bittersweet, what mystique is yours! Mix your own from 400 fabrics, 16 finishes, 13 stripings. Our Cabinet/Upholstery portfolios are a museum tour. $1 each to Tomlinson Furniture, High Point, North Carolina 27261.

Post a warm welcome:

These stately, durable postlights add warmth and safety as they beautify the approach to your home. In gas or electricity, they are available only from Ruby, America's Largest Manufacturer of Lighting Reproductions.

For your new 40-page color catalog of unusual American and European Postlights, Wall Brackets, Coach Lamps and Lighting Fixtures, send coupon. Postage and handling 50¢.

ART WORKS IN MULTIPLE continued from page 94

In the same way, in our time, when an original but not even characteristic Renoir brings a million and a half dollars at auction, an art industry has sprung up to serve buyers for whom great, original works of art are out of reach. Caveat emptor, however. Collecting graphics is an art in itself. No other medium makes such demands on the connoisseur. He must have an eye acutely educated to tiny variations in the quality of line, even in the inks and paper, for these spell the difference between a master print and a poor, end-of-the-run or posthumously pulled example. And the problem is compounded when one approaches the more modern graphic techniques (silkscreens, photographs, etc.) where there is no block to wear out and a series must be artificially cut short to make a limited edition.

Today just as in Chardin’s time, there are basically two kinds of multiples. Some are frank copies of popular works of art, made in unlimited numbers. These range from factory-molded plaster sculptures to dazzlingly correct color reproductions of paintings. Newest among the latter are the “chromographs,” now available in many shops across the U.S., which were developed out of the electronic photography and new ways of molding plastic. The first series ranges from a reproduction of a small Wyeth watercolor for $60 to one of a big George Bellows oil for $200.

There’s nothing wrong with owning copies like these, as long as you don’t imagine your $200 chromograph in a period frame to be anything more than a mechanical reproduction. Obviously, it will never grow in value. And, so far, these and other mechanical prints have always, by agreement with museums, been made in a different size from the original, so the true proportions are somewhat thrown off.

Multiples of the second type are made in series after an original design created by an artist specifically for reproduction. Matisse, Picasso, and many of today’s famous artists have actually worked on multiples themselves. In such cases, the prints are usually signed and numbered, and in our day of confused nomenclature, called “original multiples.” In other cases, the artist just supplies a design which a factory then produces, either in a limited or unlimited edition. Many silkscreen prints and posters are made in this way. Josef Albers, for one, refuses to sign silkscreen prints of his designs. Even if an artist has been good enough to add his signature to the sheet, a silkscreen or offset lithography color print or poster cannot really be called an “original multiple” unless the artist actually stood over the workshop table, checking inks and making sure the register was perfect.

Any kind of multiple, however, will give you a good example of the kind of thing a famous artist does, at much less than the price of one of his unique pieces. And like those old Greek Tanagra figures, multiples reflect the big themes and technology of their epoch.

Multiples Gallery in New York runs the gamut from enamel jewels by painters to cheerful felt banners designed by Larry Rivers and others and stitched up by the Betsy Ross Banner Company. Some are made in the anonymous materials of the laboratory—steel, plexiglass, light, mercury—including plexiglass tables whose ethereal shapes catch light in laser beams and glow like greenish space stations.
get carried away...

live a life of fashion with Masland Duran
VINYL FABRICS...where fashion is material

Select your own fashion flight plan via Masland Duran vinyl upholstery fabric. Destination? The heights of home fashion! A galaxy of decorative textures including colorful brocades, tweeds, silks and handsome leather effects. The easy care—longer wear fabric that gives a “lift” to fashion living. Ask for Masland Duran at your upholsterer/decorator or furniture store. Or send for our Home Fashion Ideas brochure with its colorful swatch display. Include 50c handling, please.

Masland Duran • Amber & Willard Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19134
ALABAMA
Mobile:
LUCY RAWLINS SHOP
L. S. Rawlins, A.I.D.
1972 Airport Boulevard
205 471-4612

THE TOWN SHOP
Harriet G. Kelly, A.I.D.
963 Government Street
205 432-7898

ARIZONA
Tucson:
RAY’S INTERIORS
Ray Salzman, A.I.D., N.S.I.D.
Donald Gullickson, A.I.D., N.S.I.D.
2702 N.Campbell
602 793-7658

ARKANSAS
Little Rock:
DOROTHY ROSS LAWHON INTERIORS, INC.
Dorothy Ross Lawhon, A.I.D.
5923 “R” Street at University Avenue
501 MO 3-6376

CALIFORNIA
Arcadia:
BETTY MILLIS INTERIORS, INC.
Betty Willis, A.I.D.
1110 South Baldwin Avenue
213 446-8565

La Jolla:
DONALD REYNOLDS
Virginia Stewart McLellan, A.I.D.
3433 La Jolla Blvd
1.304 421-0251

Laguna Beach:
HARPER IMPORTS INTERIORS
Claire Robinson, A.I.D.
Virginia Randall, A.I.D.
1910 South Coast Highway
714 494-6905

Los Angeles:
CAMELL & CHAFFIN
Marjorie A. Bedell, A.I.D.
3000 Wilshire Boulevard
213 380-9111

Marin County:
ELIZABETH BARKING, A.I.D.
1709 Indian Valley Road
415 897-2481

Palo Alto:
MARY C. PECI INTERIORS
Mary C. Peck, A.I.D.
720 Welch Road
415 325-1595

Pasadena:
MARY AYER INTERIORS INC.
Mary Ayer Schwyzer, A.I.D.
225 S. Los Robles Avenue
213 795-4181—681 0316

San Francisco:
ROWNA FOSTER, A.I.D.
559 Pacific Avenue
Suite 21
415 325-1595

CONNECTICUT
Hartford:
RICHARD FABRIS INTERIORS
Marilen Hoette, A.I.D.
W. Warren Kreiner, A.I.D.
60 Allyn Street
203 246-7491

New Canaan:
JANE PERIN, INC.
Jane Perin, A.I.D.
110 Elm Street
203 966-1769

FLORIDA
Coconut Grove:
COCONUT GROVE
John Dapprich, A.I.D.
3927 Douglas Road
305 448-3928

Coral Gables:
STEVE STEFFEN ASSOCIATES
Steve Steffen, A.I.D.
P. O. Box 1544
305 666-3158

Fort Lauderdale:
FORT LAUDERDALE
Thomas N. Shelton, A.I.D.
609 E. Las Olas Boulevard
305 797-9000

Marco Island:
MARCO ISLAND INC.
Dale E. Weidman, A.I.D.
Marco Lake Drive & Front Street
813 334-3421

Miami:
BLEEMER & LEVINE, INC.
Robert R. Bleemer, A.I.D.
64 N. E. 40 Street
305 754-1683

INTERIORS BY DAVE E. WEIDMAN, INC.
Dave E. Weidman, A.I.D.
4100 North Miami Avenue
305 759-4971

Miami Beach:
PEG E. GORSON INTERIOR DESIGNS INC.
Peg E. Gorson, A.I.D.
3925 Alton Road
305 353-6389

GEORGIA
Atlanta:
MAYOH NEWTON INC.—INTERIOR DESIGNERS
Mayoh H. Newton, A.I.D.
Marjorie F. Newton, A.I.D.
511 East Paces Ferry Road, N.E.
404 233-5880

ILLINOIS
Chicago:
JOHN M. SMYTH COMPANY
Mr. Barry I. Richter
Mrs. Jo-Ann Walters
12 North Michigan Avenue
312 236-9400

Newberry Fabric Co., Inc.
Albert R. Wadsworth, A.I.D.
Sophia S. Wright
71 Newbury Street
617 261-1679

MINNESOTA
St. Louis:
SIMONS-PISONI, INC.
Don C. Pisoni, A.I.D.
Warner W. Simons, A.I.D.
7731 Clayton Road
314 PA 1-5844

LINCOLN:
MILLER & PAINE GATEWAY
61st & 0 Streets
402 342-7451

OMAHA:
JOHN W. SIEVERT INTERIORS, INC.
John W. Sievert, A.I.D.
3620 Pacific
402 342-1221

NEW JERSEY
River Vale:
KAYE SILVER
Kaye Johnson Silver, A.I.D.
140 Rivervale Road
201 664-5139

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston:
LINTON INTERIORS
Melvin J. Linton, Jr., A.I.D.
166 West Brookline Street
617 267-9339

NEWBURY FABRIC CO., INC.
Albert R. Wadsworth, A.I.D.
Sophia S. Wright
71 Newbury Street
617 261-1679

REVERE:
RUTH PEAKES ASSOCIATES
Ruth Peakes, A.I.D.
315 Boston Post Road
617 899-2020

ST LOUIS:
SIMONS-PISONI, INC.
Don C. Pisoni, A.I.D.
Warner W. Simons, A.I.D.
7731 Clayton Road
314 PA 1-5844

NEBRASKA
Lincoln:
MILLER & PAINE
Claude S. Brommage, F.A.
13th & 0 Streets
402 428-8511

OMAHA:
JOHN W. SIEVERT INTERIORS, INC.
John W. Sievert, A.I.D.
3620 Pacific
402 342-1221

NEW JERSEY
River Vale:
KAYE SILVER
Kaye Johnson Silver, A.I.D.
140 Rivervale Road
201 664-5139

HOUSE & GARDEN
The following members of the American Institute of Interior Designers are eminently qualified to assist you with your decorating plans. With their particular awareness of the House & Garden Color Program, the interior designers listed below are some of the renowned professionals who can help you translate the excitement of H&G Colors, as seen in this issue, to your own home.

W MEXICO
Isidro:
LIE COX INTERIORS
Liesie Cox, A.I.D.
rt. 1 Box 55x
905 TE 5-8318

W YORK
nny:
FAR, INC.
Theodore A. Simpson, F.A.I.D.
George J. Morgan, A.I.D.
Martin I. Nayor, A.I.D.
Sidney D. Vunck, A.I.D.
Central Avenue at Lark
184 465-5261

nxc:
AIR GOSCH STEGER, A.I.D.
020 Grand Concourse—Executive Towers.
12 293-6881

nxxville:
TINE F. AHRENS, A.I.D.
10 Brooklands
14 337-1053

york:
STUART TYLER DESIGN ASSOCIATES
4 Stuart Tyler, A.I.D.
880 East 21 Street
12 645-9151

vlett, L. I.:
A LEONIE INTERIORS, LTD.
265 West Broadway
16 FR 4-6888

ington:
PRE'D OR' INTERIORS
Donald T. Hendricks, A.I.D.
Frances J. Kruck, A.I.D.
26 New York Avenue
16 HA 1-3377

York:
BOUR A. BRILL—INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Arthur A. Brill, A.I.D.
112 East 55 Street
12 PL 8-2025

ELIO, de SANTIS, A.I.D.
120 East 57 Street
12 355-4661

ARD ELLIOT ASSOCIATES, INC.
Howard Elliot, A.I.D.
18 East 60 Street
12 755-4170

LIFORD, Inc.
Ruth K. Lyford, A.I.D.
103 East 57 Street
12 PL 1-5350

New York:
NANCY MCGUETT, INC.
Mary E. Dunn, F.A.I.D.
15 East 57 Street
212 753-8376

MARGO JOY MICHEL, A.I.D.
1100 Park Avenue
212 FL 1370

WILLIAM PAHLMANN ASSOCIATES, INC.
William Pahlmann, F.A.I.D.
A. Jack Conner, A.I.D.
119 East 57 Street
212 PL 9-7306

HARRIET PAYNE PARK INTERIORS
Harriet Payne Park, A.I.D.
165 East 60 Street
212 TE 8-1543

THEOLow, INC.
Mrs. Truman Parker Handy, A.I.D.
Mr. Lyman Martin, A.I.D.
146 East 55 Street
212 PL 9-1451

Scarsdale:
MILLICENT GOULD INTERIORS INC.
Milliecent Gould, A.I.D.
44 Dorchester Road
914 GR 2-2267—GR 2-2268

Suffern:
JOHN C. COMISKEY, A.I.D.
25 Lonergrn Drive
914 357-5382

West Nyack:
J. R. Wyn, Inc.
Ruth K. Lyford, A.I.D.
135 Strawtown Road
914 358-3335

NEVADA
Reno:
ALLISON JUGELMAN, A.I.D.
1040 La Rue Avenue
702 322-0319

OHIO
Cleveland:
IRVING AND COMPANY, INC.
Philip T. Hummel, A.I.D.
Jane L. Hanson, A.I.D.
Rose L. Nichamin, A.I.D.
Andrew E. Pribala, A.I.D.
Gilbert L. Rossiter, A.I.D.
Robert M. Farinacci, A.I.D.
Susan Andrews, A.I.D.
13104, Shaker Square
216 751-2112

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City:
JOHN ROJBS, A.I.D.
GRYVLE REEVES, A.I.D.
By Appointment—Monday thru Friday
5120 North Kelley Avenue
405 424-4699

OREGON
Portland:
DICKEL - KRAMER - MOE & STEVENSON
Mirza Dickel, A.I.D.
Binnie Kramer, A.I.D.
Petter Moe, A.I.D.
Don Stevenson, A.I.D.
1205 N. W. 25th Street
503 226-4724

PENNNSYLVANIA
Haverford:
DOROTHY G. JACK, A.I.D.
P. O. Box 156
215 MI 2-6864

R. J. P. LTD., INC.—INTERIOR DECORATOR,
ANTIQUES & ACCESSORIES
Mrs. Roberta J. Pew
250 Grays Lane
215 546-5530

Philadelphia:
KUNTZ & STEELE INTERIORS
Marjorie C. Kunzig, A.I.D.
Carl L. Steele, A.I.D.
1733 Pine Street
215 546-5530

Roseto:
RALPH STAMPONE INTERIORS
Ralph Stampone, A.I.D.
125 Garibaldi Avenue
215 581-5322

RHODE ISLAND
Newport:
LINTON INTERIORS
9 Elm Street
401 849-3939

TENNESSEE
Nashville:
NEOFALAND INIERS INC.
Larry H. McFarland, A.I.D.
Jerry Webb
118 North Church Street
901 424-0762

Memphis:
LARRY VANLANDINGHAM, INC.
John Lary, A.I.D.
Margaret Vanlandingham
Carol Hitt, A.I.D.
707 Adams
901 527-5479

TEXAS
Houston:
EVELYN WILSON INTERIORS
Oyly C. Gerac, A.I.D.
3917 South Main Street
713 523-5561

UTAH
Provo:
GRANITE FURNITURE COMPANY
1134 North 500 West
801 373-3350

Salt Lake City:
GRANITE FURNITURE COMPANY
Joseph W. Lawrence, A.I.D.
1050 East 2100 South
801 484-8773

VERMONT
Woodstock:
DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Elizabeth Graves, A.I.D.
Thomas McGuire, A.I.D.
47 Central Street
802 457-1702

ELSIA ROSS, INTERIORS—RESTORATION—
ANTIQUES
Elisa Ross, A.I.D.
#7, The Green
802 457-1700

VIRGINIA
Roanoke:
REED & CUTSHALL, INC.
William A. Tingle, A.I.D.
301 Third Street S.W.
703 345-8136

Staunton:
YOUNG ASSOCIATES
Joan M. Young, A.I.D.
Wendell Young, A.I.D.
705A Richmond Road
703 866-3411

WASHINGTON
Seattle:
ARTHUR MORGAN DESIGNERS, INC.
Arthur Morgan, A.I.D.
Jack Pancratz, A.I.D.
Jan Keyer, A.I.D.
747 Bellevue East
206 EA 3-0113

CANADA
Montreal, Quebec:
MITCHELL-HOLLAND LIMITED
2060 Drummond Street
ITALY
Perugia:
M. STUART TYLER DESIGN ASSOCIATES
INTERNATIONAL
M. Stuart Tyler, A.I.D.,
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Listed here are the fine companies whose quality products for the home, matched to House & Garden's 1970 Colors, are advertised in this issue. You will find these products readily available in stores everywhere across the country; look for them when you shop. Manufacturers authorized to use the H&G Color Seal help you be sure that the exact color plan you choose can be carried out in every room in the house.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acme Quality Paints</th>
<th>Lenox Inc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American of Martinsville</td>
<td>Levelor Lorentzen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Olean Tile Co.</td>
<td>Magee Carpet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong Cork Co.</td>
<td>Masland Duraleather Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braidwater Linens</td>
<td>C. H. Masland &amp; Sons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castleton China Co., Inc.</td>
<td>Maxwell Royal Chair Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorizer Associates</td>
<td>Montag Div. (Westab Inc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia Wax Products</td>
<td>Norman's Custom Draperies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comark Plastics Div. (Con-Tact)</td>
<td>Patcraft Mills Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congoleum Inc.</td>
<td>Pennsylvania House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continental Can Co. (Hazelware Div.)</td>
<td>Philadelphia Carpet Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continental Scale Corp.</td>
<td>Pomona Tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotter &amp; Co.</td>
<td>Poppytrail Dinnerware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couristan Inc.</td>
<td>Thomas Pride Mills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. T. Cushman Mfg. Corp.</td>
<td>Rembrandt Lamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daystrom Furniture</td>
<td>Ruby Lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dundee Mills, Inc.</td>
<td>F. Schumacher &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Englander Co., Inc.</td>
<td>Shaw Manufacturing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flinthkote Co.</td>
<td>Spring Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fostoria Glass Co.</td>
<td>J. P. Stevens &amp; Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric Co.</td>
<td>Paul A. Straub &amp; Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerber Legendary Blades</td>
<td>Surefit Products Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. F. Goodrich Co.</td>
<td>Tomlinson of High Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammary Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>Uniroyal Plastic Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hickory Chair Co.</td>
<td>Albert Van Luit &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland Wire Co.</td>
<td>Vermont Furniture Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial Glass Corp.</td>
<td>Viking Glass Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial Wallpaper Mill Inc.</td>
<td>Waste King Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson of Danville</td>
<td>West Virginia Glass Specialty Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamison Bedding Inc.</td>
<td>White Furniture Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karastan Rug Mills</td>
<td>Lee L. Woodard Sons Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan Keith Corp.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pride is Color

Wild...turbulent...intoxicating...opulent Thomas Pride colors run rampant in every room of your home. Pride colors throb to the tempo of the '70s. Pride 100 is richly textured, a luxurious, deep shag of 100 per cent Pride-approved Polyester fiber...100 ounces per square yard.

Thomas Pride Mills has a complete collection of man-made fibers ranging from indoor-outdoor to luxurious shags and slushes. From $18.95 per sq. yd. In House & Garden colors. At better retailers.
Hold it elegantly. In bar crystal by Dansk.

Hold it appropriately. A glass for everything and everything in its glass. Dansk has highballs, lowballs, old-fashioneds, sours, cocktails, rocktails and all-purpose bar-beakers.

And we have them in six different smashing (oops) patterns. Never mind. They’re all open stock. **DANSK DESIGNS LTD**

To see what goes best with Dansk bar crystal, get our newest brochure of 498 things for the tabletop. Send 10¢ to Dansk Designs Ltd., Dept. TG, Mt. Kisco, New York 10549.
**Editors' Eye**

**Color is as vital to health as it is to pleasure**, says House & Garden’s Color Consultant, Faber Birren. “People whose personal world lacks lively and varied color suffer what we call ‘sensory deprivation,’” he explains, “and clinical studies have indicated that this leads to deterioration of normal perception and the ability to concentrate.” Don’t despair, readers. This issue is full of color...

**Try gray** for a new color in the kitchen (see page 116).

**Clearly on the ascendant for the Seventies**: the seventh color of the spectrum, purple. Numerologists (the kissing, sometimes kicking cousins of astrologers) say they knew it all along because any year with a seven in it runs to purple and its variations. With a whole decade of sevens ahead of us, anyone who likes purple—the color of “the royal and the mad”—just has to be lucky. Vivid proof that our new African Violet goes with anything, page 118.

Color as Pucci sees it is now appearing on furniture. Here, one of his patterns lights up linen with swirls of pink, yellow, gray, green, and white—and covers a high-backed, updated seventeenth-century Jacobean sofa of painted wood. About 80 inches long, by Tomlinson.

**For sale: Boston’s Old City Hall.** Good condition, built 1860 in French Second Empire style. Pre-empted by a new city hall, the old structure still stands awaiting rehabilitation (the exterior must be preserved in its original design). Going, going...

A special topiary collection is a “first” for New York’s Channel Gardens in Rockefeller Center. Trimmed into huge geometries, yew trees (Taxus capi- tuna) up to 12 feet tall, with September chrysanthemums at their feet. And many others...

If you want to do something different with an ordinary double-hung window, you might consider a sailcloth balloon shade like the one on our cover. A cross between the Austrian and Roman shade, its secret is flat reverse pleats inside top.

**September bouquet**: the Sixth World Orchid Conference and Show will take place in Sydney, Australia, September 12 through 18. For those of you who like to stick closer to home, the University of Rhode Island at Kingston is giving its Flower and Garden Show on the 7th, and East Orange, New Jersey its Annual Rose Show on the 13th.

A game said to have begun in the suburbs of Chicago is keeping bridge buffs moving fast and lively, as more and more adopt the Chicago bridge system. Even a fifth or sixth person can sit in for a quick round. In this variation, four deals comprise an entire game or rubber. In the first deal no one is vulnerable; in the second and third, the dealer is vulnerable; in the fourth, everyone is vulnerable. Below-line scoring is the same as in contract bridge. Above the line you get 500 bonus points if vulnerable, 300 if non-vulnerable, 100 for partial score on fourth hand only. New Yorkers William and Chessy Rayner have had special Chicago scorepads printed for their parties.

For two cooks in the kitchen, General Electric’s design group has developed a new kitchen concept. Provides for the man of the house an auxiliary area, in or out of the kitchen, with its own under-the-counter refrigerator, double burner, and mini-sink.

Crocheted and hand-knitted throws are appearing again in the handsomest rooms in town. (There are three in this issue.)
COLOR and the look of today

More tuned in, psychologically, than we used to be, we are learning that color is most pleasing when it satisfies a certain hunger. Very generally, we seem to fall into five categories: those for whom color is primarily a background to "set us off"; those who ask nothing of color but quiescence; people who adore color and can’t get enough of it; middle-of-the-roaders who like strong color cut with white; and extreme moderates to whom color is an accent and nothing more. Thus we have five "looks," all of them great, all of them completely of today. Here they are.

THE DARK WALL—handsome background for everything

A rich but non-interfering showcase for people, paintings, and flowers, the dark background—here House & Garden’s new Lacquer Green—makes everything set against it jewel-like. An effective treatment for a brightly lighted “night” room.

Interior design by Richard V. Hare for Decorator’s Showcase and the Associated Vassar Clubs of Fairfield County.
SERENITY—
one soft color everywhere

Mercury, House & Garden's new gray, completely envelops a bedroom in Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Schneider's New York apartment. Warm foil for the cool gleam of silver-leaf covered walls and ceiling; yards and yards of velvet for the bed, chaise longue, a skirted table. Interior design by Burt Wayne-John Doktor.

THE BOUQUET—

In a latter-day Regency bedroom, packed to saturation with color, nothing clashes nor is over-vibrant—a coup brought off by cutting much of the color into pattern-on-white. Interior design by Mario Buatta for Decorator's Showcase.
VIVID COLOR
cooled by white

In Mrs. Lili Ohrstrom's New York apartment, bright blue and a brilliant lacquer red are made even more intense by the contrasting coolness of white. Interior design by John Rieck.

COLOR IN A WHITE SHELF
bringing the outdoors indoors

Because of a marvelous splurge of greenery and flowers, almost all the color in a white garden room is alive and growing. To help build the outdoor mood—a flowered chintz. Interior design by Diane Tate and Marian Hall. Flowers and planting by The Greenery.

For shopping information, see page 172.
Of the thirty-six colors in House & Garden's palette for 1970, nine are newcomers to the scene, twenty-seven enjoy being established favorites, and each, as always, has been chosen with the aid of color research consultant Faber Birren. As a group, they prove these points—that deep rich colors are more in demand than ever; that pastels have either paled to faintly tinted whites or grown in intensity to a strength that cannot be called pastel.

New or familiar, the colors work as a team to help you make your decorating as painless and foolproof as possible. They can be found in practically every decorative factor that goes into a house—and no wonder: over 600 manufacturers are using the colors for everything from carpeting to candles—all available right across the country in over 300 leading stores. When shopping, do have at-hand a set of House & Garden Color Chips—either a packet of samples about as big as a chocolate bar, or a key-ringful of key-size chips. As a guide book, our Pocket Color Directory of the products in House & Garden Colors is a time-and-step saver. To order these guardian angels, see page 181.

**Making Their First Appearance:**

**BEACH PLUM**
A pungent reddish plum color coming in on the new purple wave. If you love it, it can be used extravagantly—a whole wall, a ceiling. As an accent, it melts beautifully into almost all the flower colors, the gamut of greens.

**AFRICAN VIOLET**
Half pink, half purple, wholly irresistible. Used with white and deep blue, it becomes more intense. Our Aquamarine Blue is a perfect complement.

**PINK CORAL**
A soft and luscious rose color, wonderful in silk and velvet, effective with white, gray, and—for delicious contrast—just the right yellows and purples.

**SPACE BLUE**
More vibrant than a perfect summer sky, smashing with white and Bitter-sweet. A terrific blue for a ceiling.

**LACQUER GREEN**
The color of a rain forest, born to be a backdrop for the most brilliant accents you can find. The Chinese needle it with vermillion coral, hot yellow.

**BLUE OPALINE**
The exact color of the famous French glass. Not too strong for a background, intense enough for accents, and almost unbeatable with black and white.

**LETTUCE**
Cool, sharp, succulent—a yellow gone green. Bright pick-me-up for dark blues, dazzling with all of the flower-garden pinks, oranges and yellows.

**GOLDENROD**
The flower perpetuated. Warm without sultriness, the color could imbue an entire room, or be even sunnier against a backdrop of forest greens.

**MERCURY**
A velvety new gray, the color of a blue-blooded silver Persian kitten. Soft, elegant background for gleam and glitter, precious-stone colors—ruby, emerald.
Inspiration 1970: The nine newcomers to House & Garden’s palette show their true colors in nine exciting rooms

Goldenrod, mellowest of yellows, fills Mr. and Mrs. Abbe A. Rabiner’s New York living room, above, with Indian Summer sunshine. Although lavishly used to set off the splendor of aCoromandel screen, to stretch from floor to ceiling via louvered shutters, the color enjoys a middle-of-the-road intensity that makes it neither overwhelming nor monotonous. Perfect color cohorts: a rich lacquer brown, a creamy white. Interior design by James Tillis of Mallory-Tillis.

Lettuce not only has green’s way of getting along with the entire spectrum but, paired with white, seems doubly green, fresh, and intense. In Mr. and Mrs. James H. Iselin’s Manhattan entrance hall, opposite page, the color is a delightful complement for fresh and printed flowers, for the painted finishes of “found” furniture. And since the green spells out freshness loud and clear, it makes an apt introduction to a flower bed of an apartment. Interior design, Gilman & Brown.
Mercury, our new gray, has the magically fluid quality of its namesake. In the Paul Wattenbergs’ kitchen, above, the color flows gently over cabinets, blends beautifully with polished chrome, and makes a quick-silver appearance in the wonderful Moorish pattern of the wallpaper. Interior design, Michael de Santis.

Blue Opaline, a lovely accent, can also be the whole show when used in a neutral shell. In an apartment in Milan, below, dining banquettes are on the upper level of a living room almost entirely the color of rope—a creamy backdrop for the magnificent blue punch of the dining furniture. Interior design by Carla Venosta.

Space Blue and white—as brilliant a team as the sky and its clouds—are great unifiers, smashingly used, for a small room. In the Henry Shaloms’ Deal, N. J., house, opposite page, the combination is everywhere in a bedroom jammed with lively patterns, many textures. Designed by Angelo Donghia of Burge-Donghia.

For shopping information, see page 172.
African Violet has the kind of flower power that adds a very special fragrance to multicolor schemes. In Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Horowitz's country house, top, the bright pastel carpets a bedsitting room, provides ballast underfoot for geometries gently nipped with the same color. Interior design by Melvin Dwork, an Associate of Burge-Donghia.

Lacquer Green, dark and full of intrigue, can dramatize today's vivid accents right along with yesterday's artifacts. In the Hon. Anthony Samuel's London drawing room, above, left, a silk velvet version of the color makes a superb background for pre-Columbian gold plates. To enrich the green, masses of white. Interior design, David Hicks.

Beach Plum, richest of violet accents, can also be infinitely restful when used in great swaths with medium wood tones. Aboard Richard Pistell's yacht, above, right, the combination provides color without too much contrast in a small confined space—plus luxurious relief from sun and sea sparkle. Interior design, Bennett-Portago.

Pink Coral—heady, exhilarating—can turn any room into a perpetual valentine. In Mr. and Mrs. Louis Benoist's Los Gatos, Calif., house, opposite page, its zip is calmed down by Camellia and white to make a bedsit fresh and romantic. Elegant twist: the revival of spiral carving for the bedposts. Interior design, Michael Taylor.
Living with color: BRIGHT FLASHES IN COOL SETTINGS

One of the truly dazzling looks of today is a beautiful sweep of white flashed with metal and glass and the vivid colors of paintings and painted sculpture. In the white-walled New York living room designed for Nicolas Feuillatte by Alberto Pinto, a cataract of mirrored screens fills one end with iridescence, and a constant stream of guests add a very personal dimension of color. In complete contrast, Mr. Feuillatte’s bedroom-library (see page 123) is deep gray, giving the apartment a personality amicably split between the extroverted, the introverted.

The white living room, right, seems twice its size because of the mirrored screens hung on the window wall. Grouped for non-shout conversation, sofas and chairs frame a handy island of tables floating on clear plastic bases. For small dinners, a table skirted in the same white duck that covers the walls is set up in the entrance hall, below, and surrounded with sculptured stackable chairs.
Guest bedroom, above, shimmers with white vinyl—sheets of it on walls and ceiling, tiles on the Chinese yellow bed, designed for room, is buckled with white vinyl straps matched up to the stripes on the bedside cube. Left: Across the room, an amusing vinyl-covered armchair and a writing table. Opposite page: The library-bedroom—velvety, quiet as a mouse with its Mercury covered walls and ceiling, its wall-to-wall carpeting. In the library area, a half acre of books on and-glass shelves, a comfortable reading chair, a pair of Parsons tables painted Kumquat. Bottom: The bed, covered in the wall’s gray flannel, sits in a cloistered “garret” reached by carpeted steps. Library-area windows have white flannel shades, gray-flannel covered shutters instead of curtains. Against one wall, chrome and glass table is a showcase for Mr. Feuillatte’s treasures. Vasarely...
Living with color:

WILDFLOWERS AND COUNTRY GREENS

Fresh proof that color can meet just about any challenge and come off the winner, this sprawling New York apartment is the new home of a young couple and their two little girls. Most of the rooms are king-size and, years ago, were obviously meant for a life of gilt and grandeur. Today, they are young, bright, and sparkling—completely rejuvenated by interior designer John FitzGibbons, who drummed up excitement by mixing non-shy flowery prints, roughly textured fabrics, and brilliant bouquet colors made even brighter with splashes of white. Like wildflowers growing in clusters, the colors (most of them House & Garden’s) are bedded in strategic spots—rather than spread out in psychedelic waves—where they are kept on their toes by a series of greens that not only link one room to another as lawns can link flowerbeds but, high above the city’s roar, create a country freshness.

In the living room, right, intimate seating arrangements and House & Garden’s Tangerine, Goldfinch, Bittersweet, and Lettuce make the huge room so inviting that the family uses it constantly and lovingly. The catalyst for the vivid hues is the green of the almost rustic walls. These were paneled with raw lumber, then rubbed with several colors so the green seems to have sunlight filtering through it. Painting over fireplace by John Von Wicht; over banquette, an oil by Patrick Heron. Both from the Bertha Schaefer Gallery. For more of this room’s imaginative way with color, see our cover and page 126.
Entrance hall, left, mostly Lettuce and white—the first tip-off to the apartment’s gardenish To break up the long room, a “welcoming area is defined by a baroque faience stove and arched screen—a masking baffle for a h carriage parking lot. On the windowless wall posite the draped door to the living room similarly draped mirror provides a decor echo plus a reflected view. Above: At one of the living room, pull-up chairs, a leather (called the Yellow Submarine), and a card ble and chairs make a talk-and-play cen. Behind the Louis XVI doors is a built-in Opposite page: In the dining room, living ro colors are repeated, but in different dosa more Lettuce, less Kumquat. For fun, anti plates hung like portraits of the cabbage fam.
In the master bedroom, above, one pattern is splashed about the room with a prodigal hand—and a canny one. The strawberry design never becomes tiresome because its coloring—largely Azalea and off-white—is so pretty, and because the print is complemented with broad expanses of neutrals in varied textures—the string-weave wallpaper, the popcorn-patterned rug. Another bit of strategy not obvious at first glance: the strawberry print is used in two scales—the smaller one for bench and skirted table. Left: Guest bathroom, still with its original fixtures, is zipped up by one intense color, Ultramarine Blue, leavened with white. Echoing the wallpaper motif, antlers painted white and hung as towel racks are an inspiration. Opposite page: In one of the little girl’s bedrooms, vibrant color and pattern are sent soaring right to the ceiling via the trundle bed’s fabric-wrapped posts. For a nice sense of balance, bright white window shutters stretch the entire span from ceiling molding to sill. To ground the multicolor scheme, Lettuce carpeting runs wall to wall.
LIVING IN A GARDEN
When my husband and I first thought about building our house,” says Mrs. Ted Factor, “I wanted somehow to build an old house. To try to capture the spirit of the lovely big old California houses of the thirties that were built in Beverly Hills not far from our lot. But finally we realized we wanted simply to live in a garden.” So they built a graceful pavilion and kept their life “uncomplicated by monuments.” The house is just ten minutes away from Mr. Factor’s office, and blesses them with the ultimate of openness—to sky, rolling land, swimming pool, and two distant horizons.

Their architects, Hank Webber & Associates, gave them a deceptively simple structure—one so neutral, so understated, so much a foil to the surroundings that it seems neither new nor old, large nor small. Yet the ceilings are a generous 9 feet high, and from the front door one can see more than 60 feet before the eye is stopped by a bedroom door. The chaste exterior is sheathed with rough sawn vertical cedar siding finished a mellow clay color. “In our garden, too,” says Mrs. Factor, “we wanted to escape the rawboned look of newness. Ted said that at our age he didn’t want to wait for grace and growth just to happen, he wanted it right now. So we put in fast-growing acacias and planted the front terrace with nearly full-grown evergreen pear trees. Then we planted flowers and trees in movable tubs so we could change the groupings to suit the season and the occasion. Now, two years later, the bamboo has grown up nice and shaggy and the north side of the brick has moss growing on it, but from the beginning we’ve had ‘instant garden’ with absolutely minimum maintenance.” (Continued)

The warm glow cast by lamps and candles etches the columned house against the twilight sky and reflects it in the night-smooth waters of the pool. All is still—even the wistful watchful lion—but the sound of blossoming seems to be everywhere. Indoors and outdoors interpenetrate via the mobile foliage and the nine pairs of ceiling-high glass panels that open to the terrace.
The indoors couldn’t be instant—we’re antiquers and you can’t rush that,” says Mrs. Factor. The world-traveled couple are connoisseurs of things French and Italian, of beauty in general, and of provincial furniture in particular. “Our plan was to give an edge of the very new to the very old. All our paintings are contemporary,” she says, glancing at Emerson Woelffer’s portrait of a red apple and ignoring one of her own canvases hanging above the sofa. A former art director, she sketched 200 versions of interiors and exteriors before commissioning an architect. “We wanted things of enduring goodness—good like old wood and brick, oriental rugs, the leafiness of trees and plants inside, high ceilings, old tile, shutters. The elements that make old houses pretty but freshened by a new and neutral setting.

“Most of what we have,” she continued, “we found in France, Italy, and England. The kitchen tile we sent from Portugal, small things were come upon in Greece and Japan. We have lots more traveling that we hope to do and we’ve left room to bring home other treasures as we find them.”

(Taken from House & Garden, September 1970)
The simplicity of the eighteenth-century French chairs is emphasized by navy blue denim seat cushions, and the blue-and-white fringed, for-ladies-only footstools. Hanging behind the antique Spanish chandelier is a painting by Hassell Smith. The marvelous storage wall of lowered panels conceals storage for wine and linens. At near end they fold back on both sides for access to the bar from living or dining rooms.

For just two people, over 4,000 square feet a house may seem enormous and possibly a burden to maintain. But in the Factor residence there are no waste-space halls, just six livable rooms. The rectangular plan and all storage adroitly dovetailed into it (see page 33). Simplify upkeep. The real bonus that the luxury of space affords is what could be called an anti-boredom device: there are few set places in the house confined to one activity. For example, there are three areas equipped for cooking food. Indoors and outdoors have plenty of places placed for sitting and eating. The retreats of a study as well as a studio are available when a creative urge or the need for solitude strikes. To give the option of swimming or soaking there are even two spas—a plunge alongside the big pool where the water perks to a muscle-soothing 102 degrees.

Throughout the house is a pervasive sense of being south of somewhere. Anywhere in the world Perhaps, but definitely the South. And no wonder fine fruitwood furniture and the cool brick floor redolent of the flavor of Provence, most of the pieces are from south of the Caspian Sea, and the kitchen came from the Africa-facing edge of Portugal—all places where gardens are cherished.
ABOVE: On the chopping-block-topped preparation island in the kitchen, Mrs. Factor quite appropriately stores her spoons and whips as an artist does his brushes—thrust into a wide-mouthed jar. Blue glass canisters repeat the shine and color of the wall tiles, countertops are of polished black granite. Best of all, the soul-satisfying luxury of an oriental rug on the kitchen floor.
More of the veranda-sized wicker chairs, above, filled with plump yellow cushions stand just outside the master bedroom's sliding doors. In this room, top right, louvered screens and bed-encircling draperies guard against too much or a too early sun.

A sliver of the bath/dressing area was appropriated for a kitchenette, below. Burners, refrigerators, and sink are contained in a single unit that is equal to any breakfast for two.

Right: In the middle of the bathroom stand the shared tub and steam room/shower. Along each wall are individual counters, cabinets, and basins.
In the bedroom, ABOVE, a soft spill of white canvas draperies from ceiling-attached metal rods replace rigid bedposts, a trick that makes the bed seem to float. Crimson-cushioned chairs drawn up to a crackling fire, white walls electrified by the blood-red bull's-eye of the painting by Mrs. Factor, shelves of books, a handsome writing desk—create a suite complete in the amenities.
In House & Garden's roster of colors for 1970 there are four of the most luscious oranges never to come off a tree: Tangerine, a hybrid of orange and clear red; Zinnia, an elegant sun-bronzed orange; Kumquat, orange made acerb with citrus yellow; and Bittersweet, true orange, but with a bite. Because they are cousins, you can use all four in the same room. Or for fireworks, why not ignite the scheme with red, purple, hot pink? Or use a single orange by itself to spotlight a roomful of natural woods, brick, and stone or make an all-white room come alive. You will find all the oranges ripening this fall wherever you shop for fabrics, rugs, furniture, china and linens, things for the kitchen, etceteras for the bathroom. Here and on the pages that follow, a generous sweet-and-sour sampling of the crop.
Bittersweet, Kumquat, Zinnia, and an array of reds and yellows, above, create a corridor of color in the Michael Lax's efficient kitchen, which Mr. Lax designed. On the right wall, cabinets a stroke lighter than Zinnia, a panel of mirror for sparkle, a Bittersweet countertop. On the left, cabinets of pale Kumquat. On the floor, glossy vinyl tiles in a lighter tone of Pompeian Red.

FIRST CALL FOR SPRING

THE PRIMROSES
Primroses are not prim, neither are they roses. Among the first flowers of spring—not only in time of blooming but in abundance of color and elegance of form—they up magnificently to their botanical name, *Primula* or “very first.” Not all primroses are low, either. The dozen or more winter-hardy species color the drab post-winter earth numberless shades of red, blue, and white, as well as the traditional bright mustard. Primroses grow best in a gritty soil like that of high mountainsides, but the great many prefer the rich earth of gentle slopes shaded by deciduous trees, pushing their way up through last year’s leaves. Reliably perennial, all may be grown from fresh seed sown in September. For details on primrose varieties and how to grow them, see page 260.

*Primula auricula* is not as easy to grow as some, but worth painstaking care for the sake of its oddly banded colors.

*Primula polyantha* hybrids, above, share a preference for shade and moisture with Solomon’s Seal (*Polygonatum*). *P. denticulata*, left, blooms with the first warm days and continues to lift its white or pink clusters for weeks.
I

AN ATTIC IN A LIBRARY

When Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Steel (he is one of the youngest theatrical producers on Broadway) added a story library to their apartment they almost doubled living space and, with great good sense, accommodated for storage. Rather than spoil the shape of the new room by jutting an enormous closet out from a corner, they made themselves an "attic" by taking two feet of the 24-foot room and adding banks of cabinets from the floor all the way to the ceiling. Eight basic storage compartments were installed, and the remaining space given to bookshelves. The upper level compartments (quite high, and mostly devoted to Mr. Steel's possessions) are easily reached by a regular library ladder. His wife's compartments are on the waist-high elbow-reach lower levels. All the doors are covered with teak, and shelves are stained to match the dark ceiling.

Although the Steels' storage wall holds an enormous variety of miscellany, the basic compartments were designed so that seven of them are 3 feet wide and 4 feet high, and the eighth is 3 feet wide and 8 feet high. Some of the compartments are fitted with adjustable shelves, some have drawers. All are lined with wood stained to match the bookshelves, and each compartment has its own light that clicks on (as in a refrigerator) when its door is opened.

3 great storage walls

If your mind boggles at the seemingly impossible solution of where to put all the household flotsam and jetsam most of us can't live without—take heart. Here are three examples of the kind of storage wall that organizes and accommodates without eating into precious space. All three were designed for New Yorkers—people who rarely have more than a minimum of room to spare. And although each wall is the answer to a different problem, the three solutions were arrived at in the same way: Storage was added without infringing on living space; all storables are easily accessible, and all three walls are eye-stoppers in three different and ingenious ways.
Dr. and Mrs. Richard McLanathan (he is the museum consultant and art historian) live in an apartment full of treasures they never stop collecting. When they moved in there seemed to be enough closet space for run-of-the-mill storage, but none at all for Dr. McLanathan’s manuscripts, notes, slides, and business papers. Some sort of arsenal had to be built, but where? Every square inch of wall space was needed for paintings and furniture. In time, they found the solution—an ingenious one. At the foyer end of the living room were two small closets. Their doors were removed, the closets combined, then camouflaged with a new rolling wall that is hinged on one side. Mounted on casters, the “door-wall” is 8 feet wide and 7 feet 6 inches high. Closed, it is a good-looking backdrop for a painting, a wall-mounted console, and a still life of ornaments. (The wall wheels so smoothly that nothing even jiggles.) Open, the door reveals the seemingly haphazard clutter of Dr. McLanathan’s highly individual filing system.

The McLanathan storage wall did not have to be planned with the meticulousness of a honeycomb. All that was needed was room for metal file drawers and an assortment of shelves—some adjustable, some permanent and heavy-duty. The rest of the space was left to be filled up as need be. Very casually, most things are stored away in “pop-art” grocery cartons and filed by a system—often the best one—devised and understood by Dr. McLanathan alone.
3. MUSIC-AND-MUSEUM CENTER

In Seymour Sirota's bedroom in a Manhattan brownstone, hideaway space was desperately needed for a humidifier, stereo equipment, cameras, and records—plus out-in-the-open shelves to display a collection of Oriental bibelots. Where to put this disparate assemblage without reducing the room to little more than a giant closet seemed an insoluble problem to everyone except architect Earl Burns Combs, who combined all the elements into a streamlined storage wall that made the room look even larger and vastly more interesting. The basic plan: all the equipment—stereo, humidifier, et al.—was stowed away in flush-door floor cabinets topped with a plastic-laminate counter. The wall above the cabinets was mirrored, then hung with adjustable wood-and-glass shelves spaced widely enough apart to let the mirror reflect the other side of the room. For sparkle: behind each shelf-supporting column, a tier of lights, each with its own dimmer control, floats the room and its treasures in a very special incandescence.

The entire storage wall was built by a cabinetmaker, then brought into the room by units and assembled on the spot. This procedure means that the wall will be just as easy to take down, something you have to think about when you live in an apartment. Assembled, the wall is 12 feet wide and 7 feet 6 inches high. All the wood sections are made of birch plywood which has been left unfinished to age as it will.
A bright switch from old faithfuls like carnations and baby’s-breath, a centerpiece of vegetables can provide a party table with a conversation-piece surprise. Since they come in all shapes and sizes, vegetables take naturally to sculptured arrangements. And you use them as a sculptor might, working with the nubbly texture of a cauliflower, the delicacy of a carrot top, the slick rich color of an eggplant, the cobwebby pattern of a lettuce leaf.

Simply choose the plumpest, freshest specimens you can find and assemble them imaginatively—to complement a china pattern, to repeat napkin colors, or even to match the menu. You can compose a still life with one of everything in the garden, or—set off with flower boutonnieres—treat one really spectacular cabbage or bunch of broccoli to a one-man show.

Silvery wire épergne with a tier of green peppers and broccoli, another of endive and yellow squash, and, way up on top, an artichoke on a red radish ruff.
For a dining table in Mrs. Adam Gimbel's New York City townhouse, a shallow bowl of Boston lettuce, the head gently opened like the petals of a flower, then garnished with yellow roses and perky daisies.

One fat perfect cauliflower, lordly in an antique ceramic urn, fringed with parsley and lacy mignonette.

Fresh chives, right and below, transplanted—soil and all—from the herb arden to a silver basket, then dotted with bachelor buttons. On the tablecloth of House & Garden's Parrot Green, "Belmont" china by Syracuse, Pasco's "Delight" crystal, "Dover" Sterling by Oneida.
Lilliputian vegetable trees that sprout variously: tiny string beans; tomatoes the size of marbles; patty pan squash no bigger than half-dollars; pinky-length carrots. Vegetables are toothpicking to balls of boxwood-covered Oasis on trunks of Manzanita root anchored in Styrofoam. At each tree base, potato “gravel”; nestled against the string-bean tree, four fully grown heads of lettuce.

In a Nantucket basket a bouquet of delicate, green and peas and forget-me-nots.
Inspired by the pattern of the antique plates, a centerpiece of fresh asparagus plunked in a stone crock and tied, like a county-fair prize winner, with a blue ribbon. To make the most of the blue and green, “Antique Jade” crystal by Lenox, a tablecloth of white and House & Garden’s Space Blue. “Homewood” sterling by Stieff.

For shopping information, see page 174.
In Holland and England, Cécile Dreesmann is known as an artist with needle and thread, a superb horsewoman, a TV panelist, and author. She has even had a tulip named for her, "a splendid, savage one—red with yellow streaks, almost like a lily." At Expo '67 you may have seen the huge embroidered panels of the Dutch royal family tree she was commissioned to do for the Netherlands pavilion. Next month, she will be even better known to Americans through a translation of one of her authoritative books on embroidery.

House & Garden asked Mrs. Dreesmann about her stitchery ideas and was charmed by her stress on simplicity and common sense. "It is so outdated to have hundreds of confusing names for stitches. Each stitch evolves from another. After you master the basic ones, the rest are variations. When you pass through the initial stages, things really begin to take shape and become fascinating. It's the same for any achievement—the mastering of a craft or a language, a science or a sport." Mrs. Dreesmann believes learning basic stitches need not be tedious and that a modern sampler must be more than a rigid exercise. "Originally, in the absence of printed patterns, a sampler served as a sort of stitchery notebook, much as we still use a personal recipe file. Later on, they became children's exercises, stylized and moralizing. During the nineteenth century they were elaborate pictures."

In her books, Mrs. Dreesmann presents stitches in gradual order, based on similarities in construction. Her samplers, however, serve doubly as primer and decoration, and are designed to free the imagination of the experienced embroiderer. Printed on white watered moire with colored outlines meant to remain visible, they can be embroidered as pictures or cushion covers. For information on her book and kits, and how to frame a sampler, please turn to page 181.

**How to Feather an Eagle**

Opposite page: The eagle sampler printed in red on 17-by-20-inch white moire. To make it, you use the stitches sketched on this page in different combinations and directions. **Left Wing, Top to Bottom:** Diagonal cross overlaid by vertical-horizontal cross (1); long straight stitches (2) couched down by small ones; open chain sometimes called fly stitch (3); motif (4) based on herringbone worked counter-clockwise; long straight stitches (2) couched down by small crosses; long and short straight stitches (2) worked in various directions. **Head and Body:** Buttonhole stitch (5) worked diagonally. **Right Wing, Top to Bottom:** Diagonal cross overlaid by vertical straight (1, minus horizontal stitch); long straight stitches (2) couched down by small crosses; open chain variation (7); herringbone motif (4); long straight stitches (2) couched down by small ones; small straight stitches (8) laced through by a second thread. **Tail Feathers, Left to Right:** A form of the feather stitch (9); open chain variation slightly different from (7); herringbone fishbone which is sometimes called open Cretan (10).
A Waste King dishwasher is a clean idea.

It's got what it takes to get egg off a fork, cheese off a plate, milk off a glass, or the oil-slick off a butter dish. Even when you're almost casual about how you load it. And you don't even have to pre-rinse dishes. Just scrape and load. A built-in Disposo-Drain eliminates tedious hand-rinsing. That's why a Waste King dishwasher is such a clean idea. If you're ready to buy your dishwasher, be sure and see a Waste King dealer. And see the Clean Idea one.

Quiet... just above a whisper.

A V^ste King dishwasher is a clean idea.

STAINLESS STEEL—GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. Tank, inner door, wash arms and basket rails are stainless steel, guaranteed for 20 years against failure due to corrosion.

TWIN WASH ARMS rotate in opposite directions to force hot, detergent-activated water against every dish, glass, pot and pan, what-have-you.

AUTOMATIC "SPARKLE" RINSE makes glassware gleam without spotting.

162° FINAL SANI-HEAT RINSE followed by gentle humidity-free warm-air drying.

RAPID-ADVANCE TIMER.
5 separate wash/rinse cycles. Resets itself after each use. Guaranteed 5 years.

CORKSCREW

ARE YOU A WINE WHIZ?

Test your oenological I.Q. with H&G's quiz

BY JOSÉ WILSON

At a dinner party, your neighbor, with infuriating savoir faire, sips from his glass and comments, "The wine definitely foxy, wouldn't you say?" You either give him a blank stare or fire right back, "I prefer the European variety myself." You think you know what "foxy" means, but do you Test yourself with this twenty-question wine quiz. Each correct answer is worth five points. A score of 100 rates you a wine whiz, capable of holding your own in any company; 75 is passing; 50, fair; but if you score much less, you will never be elected to the Confrérie du Tasterin. You will find the answers, and some amplification of their meaning, on page 16.

1. A sommelier is:
   (a) The French name for a restaurant's wine storage area.
   (b) A wine waiter.
   (c) A flat shallow silver cup for tasting wine.

2. A bodega is:
   (a) The wife of a Spanish wine grower.
   (b) A Spanish tavern.
   (c) The place where sherry is stored.

3. Dame Jeanne is:
   (a) An oversized wine bottle.
   (b) A white wine from the Medoc.
   (c) The legendary vigneronne whose statue stands in the square at Margaux.

4. Flor is:
   (a) The name of a Portuguese dessert wine.
   (b) The Spanish equivalent of the French word meaning "bouquet" or aroma.
   (c) The white film on the surface of a cask of sherry.

5. Punt is:
   (a) The flat-bottomed boat in which Rhine vintners skin grapes from one bank to the other.
   (b) A bottle size in between a fifth and a magnum.
   (c) The dimple in the bottom of a wine bottle.

Continued on page 16.
The origin of curry (from the ancient Tamil word *kari*) lies so far back in time it can be dated with accuracy. Although South India is almost certainly its birthplace, it very early spread all over India, and as Indian cultural influence spread eastward it reached Siam, Burma, Malaya, and Indonesia. Even Chinese cuisine has a curry or two, with, as one would expect, soy sauce among the ingredients. As long ago as 1598 Englishmen were cooking currie—defined as a preparation of meat, fish, fruit, or vegetables cooked with bruised spices and turmeric. There are probably as many curries as there are years since then, and, given the turmeric (not an essential spice as westerners often think) the definition is as good as any: one can hope to get for this kaleidoscope of exciting, varied, and eminently versatile dishes.

**THE INGREDIENTS**

All curries have fundamentally the same ingredients—strongly flavored spices or aromatic substances of vegetable origin obtained from tropical plants. It is from the permutations and combinations of these spices used with herbs, vegetables, fruits, meat, fish, and fowl that we get the variation of flavor that makes one curry so different from another.

The principal ingredients used in making curry powder and paste are anis, allspice, cardamon, coriander (both leaf and seed), caraway, cinnamon, cloves, cumin, nutmeg, mustard seed, black pepper, fenugreek, turmeric, ginger root, poppy seed, asafoetida, sesame seed, bay leaves, and saffron, as well as onions, garlic, and coconut.

Supermarket shelves carry an astonishingly wide variety of these spices, often with a choice of whole or ground seeds. Many specialty shops stock all the spices loose as well as packaged, and both fresh coconuts and ginger root are becoming easier to obtain. Dried coconut is commonplace in supermarket as is mango chutney (perhaps one can hope to get for this kaleidoscope of exciting, varied, and eminently versatile dishes). Dried coconut is commonplace in supermarkets as is mango chutney (perhaps one can hope to get for this kaleidoscope of exciting, varied, and eminently versatile dishes).

**CURRY POWDER**

There is a wide variety of good commercial curry powders in the shops, both domestic and imported. Or you can make your own curry powder quite easily with the aid of an electric blender. Curry powders differ widely—some are mild, some pungent, and some hot. Preference is purely a matter of individual taste. Many dishes do not call for curry powder at all but specify a group of spices. Some manufacturers make a hot curry powder (McCormick’s Madras Curry Powder) as well as a mild one but most commercial curry powders are not very hot. If you wish to make your commercial powder hotter, add a little Spanish (hot) paprika or cayenne pepper to taste.

**Pungent Curry Powder**

- 8 tablespoons coriander seed
- 6 tablespoons cumin seed
- 2 tablespoons mustard seed
- 1 tablespoon fenugreek seeds
- 4 tablespoons cinnamon, ground
- 8 tablespoons black peppercorns, ground
- 1 tablespoon nutmeg, ground
- 1 tablespoon cloves, ground
- 2 tablespoons cardamom seeds, ground
- 2 tablespoons turmeric, ground
- 2 tablespoons ginger, ground
- 3 tablespoons cayenne pepper or Spanish (hot) paprika

Put the coriander, cumin, mustard, and fenugreek seeds into a heavy frying pan and toast over medium flame until the mustard seed (which will be almost immediately). Do not let the spices to burn. Cool, grind, and mix with the remaining ingredients. Put through a fine sieve store in an airtight jar. Yields 10 ounces.

**Mild Curry Powder**

- 1 tablespoon fenugreek seeds, ground
- 3 tablespoons turmeric, ground
- 2 tablespoons coriander, ground
- 2 tablespoons cumin seed, ground
- 1 tablespoon ginger, ground
- 1 tablespoon black peppercorns, ground
- 2 teaspoons each of cardamom seeds, nutmeg, cinnamon, and Spanish (hot) paprika or cayenne pepper, ground
- 1 teaspoon each of cloves and mustard seed, ground

Mix all the ingredients thoroughly, put through a fine sieve, and store in an airtight jar. Yields about 3½ ounces.

**Ghee (Clarified Butter)**

Most Indian dishes are cooked with some kind of fat. Ghee is used in the north, coconut oil in the south, mustard oil in the east, and til or sesame oil in the west. Salud oil is also widely used, but animal fats are not popular.

Put 1 pound of sweet butter in a heavy saucepan and allow it to simmer very gently for 1 hour. Strain i through a double thickness of cheesecloth and store, in a glass jar, in the refrigerator.
Indians do not usually drink while eating and do not drink alcohol, so there is no traditional beverage for curry. Well chilled beer is probably the best accompaniment, and a chilled dry white wine is pleasant, too. After the meal North Indians customarily drink tea, South Indians coffee. Freshly made lemonade is also popular and so is lassi, yoghurt well beaten, diluted with water, and sweetened to taste. Coconut water, the liquid in a green coconut, is popular wherever there are green coconuts.

**SOUPS**

**Mulligataway**

The name for this robust soup comes from 2 Tamil words, moolgrass, and tamarind, and curry (water). The original “pepper water,” a South Indian soup made with onions, garlic, tamarind, chilli peppers, and a variety of spices, is both hot and pungent, and is always accompanied by rice. This Anglo-Indian version is a meal in itself.

- **2 pounds boneless lamb, cut into 1-inch cubes, fat removed**
- **Water**
- **1 cup lightly packed, dried coconut**
- **1 cup milk**
- **4 tablespoons unsalted butter**
- **2 large onions, coarsely chopped**
- **1 clove garlic, chopped**
- **1 teaspoon ground turmeric**
- **1 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper**
- **1 teaspoon ground cumin**
- **1 teaspoon ground cloves**
- **1 teaspoon ground cinnamon**
- **3 teaspoons ground coriander**
- **2 tablespoons tomato purée**
- **Salt**
- **1 lemon, thinly sliced**
- **Plain boiled white rice**

Place lamb in a large saucepan and cover with water, about 8 cups. Simmer covered until the meat is tender. Set aside.

Put the coconut, milk, and 1 cup water in a small saucepan, bring to a boil, lower the heat, and simmer covered with salt, 60 minutes, until the lamb is heated through and the flavors have blended. Just before serving, add the coconut mixture, but do not allow the soup to boil again. Serve with lemon slices and a generous amount of white rice. Serves 6.

**Note:** If you can only find sweetened dried coconut, rinse thoroughly with water before using.

**ENRÉES**

**Curried Fish**

3 pounds fillets of any non-oily white fish, such as flounder or halibut

- **Flour**
- **4 tablespoons ghee or unsalted butter**
- **3 tablespoons chopped shallots**
- **1 clove garlic, minced**
- **3 tablespoons mild curry powder**
- **1 tablespoon fresh ginger root, finely chopped**
- **½ teaspoon cinnamon pepper**
- **3 tablespoons mango chutney**
- **2 cups coconut milk (see recipe below)**
- **Salt, freshly ground black pepper**
- **1 tablespoon lemon juice**
- **2 hard-cooked eggs, sliced**

Cut the fish fillets in half and dust them with flour. Heat the ghee in a large frying pan and lightly sauté the fish. Remove to a platter and keep warm. Sauté the shallots and garlic in the fat remaining in the pan, adding a little more if necessary, then add the curry powder, ginger, cinnamon pepper, coconut milk, and salt and pepper to taste. Bring to a simmer and cook about 5 minutes. Add the fish and cook for 5 minutes longer, or until the fish is done. Add the lemon juice, decorate with the egg slices, and serve with rice, mango chutney on the side, and any green vegetable. Serves 6.

**Coconut Milk**

- **¾ cup boiling water**
- **2 cups grated coconut, fresh or packaged**

Pour the boiling water over the coconut in a bowl and allow to stand for 15 minutes. Squeeze this mixture through cheesecloth. Repeat once or twice in order to extract all the milk.
No scrub? No scour? No, never again—with the all-new Roper oven that cleans itself... automatically! Three seconds to set two cents to clean*—it's a chore no more! No smoke, no odor in your kitchen as Roper catalytic Clean-Screen traps and "absorbs" them. No outside venting. Fully automatic oven cooking, too; smokeless gas broiling. Now... Roper and gas do both—automatic cooking, automatic cleaning—better, for less! Choice of Avocado, Coppertone, or White—no extra cost.

*Average soil—average U.S. Gas Utilities' rates

More reasons than ever—the favorite of four generations of America's smart homemakers
Fish Kedgeree

Fish Kedgeree is a mixture of rice and lentils to which fish added fish, creating kedgeree, a dish that is versatile, and admirable for lunch or...
**Kofta Curry**  
(Meatball Curry)

- 1 pound round steak, ground twice
- 1 medium onion, finely chopped
- 2 cloves garlic, chopped
- 1 tablespoon mint leaves, chopped
- 1/4 teaspoon ground ginger
- 1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
- 1/4 teaspoon ground cloves

Salt, freshly ground black pepper to taste

Mix all the ingredients together very thoroughly and shape into balls the size of walnuts. Set aside.

---

**Sauce**

4 tablespoons salad oil

1 medium onion, chopped

2 cloves garlic, chopped

1 tablespoon fresh ginger root, chopped

1 1/2 teaspoons ground coriander seeds

1 medium tomato, peeled and coarsely chopped

2 1/2 tablespoons plain yoghurt

Salt; freshly ground black pepper to taste

Heat the oil in a frying pan and sauté the onion, garlic, and ginger until the onion is tender but not browned. Add the coriander and tomato and cook for 3 or 4 minutes longer. Add the yoghurt, salt, and pepper to taste and simmer for 5 minutes to blend.

Add the water and the meatballs and simmer for 15 minutes or until the meatballs are cooked through. Makes about 24 meatballs. Serves 6.

---

**Pork Vindaloo**

Portuguese settlers in India invented *vindaloo*. It can be made with pork, beef, lamb, duck, or chicken. What the vindaloos have in common is vinegar, although in chicken vindaloo, yoghurt is often substituted. The dish is popular in the South and in Goa.

- 2 large onions, minced
- 4 cloves garlic, crushed
- 1 teaspoon cardamom seeds, ground
- 2 cloves, ground
- 20 black peppercorns, ground
- 3 teaspoons Spanish (hot) paprika or cayenne pepper
- 2 teaspoons turmeric
- 2 teaspoons dry mustard
- 2 teaspoons ground ginger
- 1/2 cup white vinegar
- 2 pounds lean boneless pork loin or shoulder, cut into 1 1/2-inch cubes
- Salt
- 3 tablespoons ghee or oil

Mix half the onions with the garlic, cardamom, cloves, ginger, and enough of the vinegar to make a thick paste. Season to taste with salt and mix thoroughly with the pork. Leave for several hours or overnight in the refrigerator.

Heat the ghee in a heavy casserole and sauté the remaining onions until golden brown. Add the meat and the marinade and sauté gently for about 5 minutes. Add the rest of the vinegar, cover and simmer over very low heat until the meat is tender, 1 1/2 to 2 hours. Serve with plain boiled rice and a raita. Serves 6.

---

**Vegetable Bhaji**  
(Fried Vegetable Curry)

- 4 tablespoons ghee or unsalted butter
- 2 medium onions, finely chopped
- 2 teaspoons mild curry powder
- 3/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
- 3/4 teaspoon powdered ginger
- 12 new potatoes, scraped and cubed
- 2 medium tomatoes, peeled, seeded, and chopped
- 2 cups peas

Salt

Water

1 tablespoon lemon juice

1 tablespoon chopped fresh coriander

Heat the ghee in a large heavy frying pan that has a cover. Sauté the onions until they are golden brown. Add the curry powder, cayenne pepper, ginger, and cook, stirring for 1 or 2 minutes. Add the potatoes and tomatoes and cook, stirring frequently for about 10 minutes. Add the peas and cook for 2 or 3 minutes longer. Add salt to taste. Pour in 1 cup of hot water, adding more if necessary during the cooking process. Bring to a boil, cover and cook over very low heat until the potatoes are tender, about 15 minutes, and then check for doneness. Stir occasionally. After 45 minutes on grill, use meat thermometer. Temperature should read "Poultry", or 175° F. Approx. total cooking time: 1 to 1 1/4 hrs.

Note: Carrots, green beans, artichokes, flower and eggplant, cut into small pieces, can be cooked in the same dish as the potatoes, green beans, and carrots. In which case omit the lemon juice.

---

**Dine the Gourmet Way...Any Day—with tender, delicious Shenandoah Rock Cornish Hens**

Planning dinner for two, quite a few, or just you? Then serve tender, golden Shenandoah Rock Cornish Hens... a delightfully different dinner for small families; equally elegant and easy-to-prepare for your large parties. They're plump, meaty and small-boned. Extra-flavorful. At your neighborhood food market now.

---

**Another Recipe Suggestion**

**CORNISH COOKOUT BARBECUE**

Marinate thawed Rock Cornish Hens (one per adult) approx. 30 minutes in mixture of melted butter or margarine, lemon juice, salt, pepper, oregano, wine vinegar. (see barbecue sauce instructions) Place birds on skewers, or split and place directly on grill. Baste occasionally. After 45 minutes on grill, use meat thermometer. Temperature should read "Poultry", or 175° F. Approx. total cooking time: 1 to 1 1/4 hrs.

**Shenandoah BARBECUE SAUCE**

1/2 cup each of wine vinegar, lemon juice and salad oil. 1/2 tsp. salt; dash of fresh pepper; dash oregano. Blend and marinate as noted above; then occasionally brush on hens while cooking. Sauce serves 4 to 6.

For other easy-eating recipes, write for free booklet: Dept. HG-9 Shenandoah, 230 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

---

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

**VEGETABLES**

Vegetable Bhaji  
(Fried Vegetable Curry)

- 4 tablespoons ghee or unsalted butter
- 2 medium onions, finely chopped
- 2 teaspoons mild curry powder
- 3/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
- 3/4 teaspoon powdered ginger
- 12 new potatoes, scraped and cubed
- 2 medium tomatoes, peeled, seeded, and chopped
- 2 cups peas

Salt

Water

1 tablespoon lemon juice

1 tablespoon chopped fresh coriander

Heat the ghee in a large heavy frying pan that has a cover. Sauté the onions until they are golden brown. Add the curry powder, cayenne pepper, ginger, and cook, stirring for 1 or 2 minutes. Add the potatoes and tomatoes and cook, stirring frequently for about 10 minutes. Add the peas and cook for 2 or 3 minutes longer. Add salt to taste. Pour in 1 cup of hot water, adding more if necessary during the cooking process. Bring to a boil, cover and cook over very low heat until the potatoes are tender, about 15 minutes, and then check for doneness. Stir occasionally. After 45 minutes on grill, use meat thermometer. Temperature should read "Poultry", or 175° F. Approx. total cooking time: 1 to 1 1/4 hrs.
Bal
(Lentils)

Lentils are served as a side dish with all types of curries.

ground cumin
ground turmeric
cayenne pepper
spoon coriander leaves, chopped

Add the lentils, water to cover, and salt to taste in a pan, cover, and cook until almost done. Meanwhile heat the butter in a frying pan and sauté the onions, with tomatoes if desired, until golden brown. Add the turmeric, cumin, and cayenne pepper and mix thoroughly over a heat. Stir the onion mixture into the lentils and continue cooking until the lentils are done, 5 minutes. Just before serving, garnish with coriander. Serves 6.

Fried Vegetables

Heat the oil in a large frying pan that has a cover. Add the onions and fry until tender, then add the rest of the ingredients, stir to mix well, cover, and cook over moderate heat for about 5 minutes, to cook through. Serves 6.

Banana Raita: Cut 4 bananas into thin slices and add to 2 8-ounce containers of yoghurt with 3 tablespoons of sugar.

Sultana Raita: Add 6 tablespoons sultanas (golden raisins) to 2 8-ounce containers of yoghurt with 3 tablespoons sugar.

PICKLES AND CHUTNEYS

Lemon or Lime Pickle

Slice the lemons or limes lengthwise into quarters but do not sever them. Remove the seeds. Sprinkle with the salt, and put them in a bowl in a cool place for 4 days, turning them quite often. On the third day put the garlic, raisins, paprika, and ginger into a bowl with the vinegar and allow to stand for 24 hours. Mince the lemons and the raisins and mix together with all the liquid in a heavy saucepan. Add the sugar, bring to a boil, reduce the heat, and simmer, stirring occasionally, until the liquid has reduced and thickened. Allow to cool, bottle, and refrigerate. Makes about 4 cups.

Bengal Gooseberry Chutney

Soak the raisins and tamarind pulp in 1 cup of hot water for 15 minutes. Remove the raisins and reserve. Push the tamarind through a sieve, and add it to the water in which it soaked. Toast the mustard seeds in a frying pan until they pop. Place the mustard seeds, raisins, tamarind pulp, water, paprika, sugar, salt to taste, and gooseberries in a saucepan and cook until the gooseberries are soft and the mixture thickened. Allow to cool before bottling and refrigerate. Makes about 2 cups.

Fresh Mint Chutney

Wash the mint, drain, and grind to a paste with the onion, peppers, ginger, sugar, and salt. Add the lemon juice, mixing well. Refrigerate until ready to use. Fresh coriander leaves may be used instead of mint. Yields about 1 cup.

BREADS

India has a large variety of breads, mostly unleavened, that are traditionally eaten with curries. Chapatis, and poors are quite easy to prepare. They should be served freshly made and hot.

Chapati

Soak the raisins and tamarind pulp in 1 cup of hot water for 15 minutes. Remove the raisins and reserve. Push the tamarind through a sieve, and add it to the water in which it soaked. Toast the mustard seeds in a frying pan until they pop. Place the mustard seeds, raisins, tamarind pulp, water, paprika, sugar, salt to taste, and gooseberries in a saucepan and cook until the gooseberries are soft and the mixture thickened. Allow to cool before bottling and refrigerate. Makes about 2 cups.

2 ounces mint leaves
1 small, white onion
2 fresh hot green chili peppers
1 teaspoon fresh ginger root, chopped
½ teaspoon sugar
1 teaspoon salt
Juice of ½ lemon

Soak the raisins and tamarind pulp in 1 cup of hot water for 15 minutes. Remove the raisins and reserve. Push the tamarind through a sieve, and add it to the water in which it soaked. Toast the mustard seeds in a frying pan until they pop. Place the mustard seeds, raisins, tamarind pulp, water, paprika, sugar, salt to taste, and gooseberries in a saucepan and cook until the gooseberries are soft and the mixture thickened. Allow to cool before bottling and refrigerate. Makes about 2 cups.

1 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon salt
Water
Butter

Soak the raisins and tamarind pulp in 1 cup of hot water for 15 minutes. Remove the raisins and reserve. Push the tamarind through a sieve, and add it to the water in which it soaked. Toast the mustard seeds in a frying pan until they pop. Place the mustard seeds, raisins, tamarind pulp, water, paprika, sugar, salt to taste, and gooseberries in a saucepan and cook until the gooseberries are soft and the mixture thickened. Allow to cool before bottling and refrigerate. Makes about 2 cups.

3 cups whole-meal flour
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon salt
Water
Butter

Soak the raisins and tamarind pulp in 1 cup of hot water for 15 minutes. Remove the raisins and reserve. Push the tamarind through a sieve, and add it to the water in which it soaked. Toast the mustard seeds in a frying pan until they pop. Place the mustard seeds, raisins, tamarind pulp, water, paprika, sugar, salt to taste, and gooseberries in a saucepan and cook until the gooseberries are soft and the mixture thickened. Allow to cool before bottling and refrigerate. Makes about 2 cups.

4 large lemons or limes (about 1 pound)
2 tablespoons salt
4 large cloves of garlic, peeled
2 tablespoons ground ginger
2 cups white vinegar
12 ounces granulated sugar
Salt and freshly ground black pepper

Chapati

Soak the raisins and tamarind pulp in 1 cup of hot water for 15 minutes. Remove the raisins and reserve. Push the tamarind through a sieve, and add it to the water in which it soaked. Toast the mustard seeds in a frying pan until they pop. Place the mustard seeds, raisins, tamarind pulp, water, paprika, sugar, salt to taste, and gooseberries in a saucepan and cook until the gooseberries are soft and the mixture thickened. Allow to cool before bottling and refrigerate. Makes about 2 cups.

Salt

It's worth noting that the names of the dishes and ingredients have been translated from the original text. The recipes have been adapted to serve the desired format and are presented in a clear, readable manner.
it tastes expensive...and is.

Made from an original old style sour mash recipe by Bill Samuels, fourth generation Kentucky Distiller.

Baccarat Crystal...since 1764

Ceramène China...in the distinctive French tradition

This classically-shaped stemware, with its fine vertical and horizontal cutting, is NANCY, its full-lead crystal by Baccarat. Created in 1908, it has remained popular ever since both with hostesses and wine connoisseurs. $9.50 per glass. The translucent white china in the background, with its red and blue flowers, is Lafayette, made by Raynaud & Cie, in Limoges exclusively for Ceramène. The original, made by Sevres in 1785, is at the Louvre Museum in Paris, the five-piece place setting, $44.50.

ARE YOU A WINE WHIZ?
continued from page 156

6. A fiasco is:
   (a) A cheap Italian wine sold by the liter.
   (b) A straw-covered wine bottle.
   (c) A Chianti bottle.

7. A “foxy” wine is:
   (a) A wine with an unpleasant musky taste.
   (b) A wine made from the native American grape varieties.
   (c) A New York State wine.

8. Folle blanche is:
   (a) A light, dry Champagne made only from white grapes.
   (b) The bloom that appears on grapes in a rainy season.
   (c) A white grape variety.

9. Montilla is:
   (a) The lace shawl Spanish women drape over their heads.
   (b) A pale dry wine similar to fino sherry.
   (c) Another name for amontillado.

10. Crémant is:
    (a) A mildly sparkling wine.
    (b) An important wine-producing village in the Champagne region of France.
    (c) A rich “creamy” dessert wine.

11. Coulère is:
    (a) A wine-taster’s term for artificially tinted wine.
    (b) The process of leaving grape skins in wine to color it.
    (c) Arrested development in grapes which is due to conditions of the weather.

12. A “weeper” is:
    (a) A trick wineglass designed to dribble on the drinker.
    (b) A leaking bottle.
    (c) A grape allowed to burst before it is picked.

13. Maderisé is:
    (a) The process by which Madeira is made.
    (b) The term for a white or rosé wine that has turned brown.
    (c) The term for a wine that has turned acid.

14. A pétillant wine is:
    (a) A wine of little body or consequence.
    (b) A wine that refuses to age.
    (c) A wine with a slight degree of sparkle.

15. Bottle sickness is:
    (a) The condition a wine develops when exposed to sunlight.
    (b) The condition a wine develops when agitated.
    (c) A queasiness resulting from drinking both red and white wine at the same meal.

16. Hock is:
    (a) The English term for Rhine wine.
    (b) The professional’s term for a sale of inferior wines.
    (c) A special German wine originally produced for Britain.

Continued on page 169
GENERAL ELECTRIC SENDS YOU FREE

When you buy any GE Can Opener, Mixer, Skillet or Blender...

General Electric Portable Appliances give you the new excitement of color...to mix...to match...for kitchen, dining table, buffet "now look" when you cook...electrically! General Electric Clock has a white dial, black easy-to-read numerals. Scallop trim comes in your choice of white, avocado or flame. Diameter 7½-in.

Here's all you do to get your free GE Wall Clock: Purchase any GE Can Opener, Blender, Mixer or Skillet. Fill in the form at right and send it with the upper right-hand portion of Use and Care Book as instructed. Offer expires midnight, September 30.

A GE Variable Speed Portable Mixer maintains selected speed with any food! Drink mixer attachment. White or avocado.

B GE 3-speed Portable Mixer. Drink mixer attachment. Flame, avocado, harvest or white.

C Can Opener-Knife Sharpener opens any size or shape can. Avocado, harvest or brushed chrome with white.

D All-Purpose Stand Mixer has 12 kitchen-tested speeds. Detachable for portable use. White, avocado or harvest.


F GE Blender has 3 speeds. 32-oz. oval glass decanter. Low silhouette for easy storage. Avocado or harvest.

MAIL THIS FORM NOW!

GE Festival of Color
P.O. Box 7700 Dept. HG
Bridgeport, Conn. 06601

I enclose the model number clipped from the front cover of GE Can Opener, Blender, Mixer or Skillet Use and Care Book. Please send the GE Wall Clock in the color checked: White, Harvest, Avocado, Flame

Name
Address
City     State    Zip

Note. Offer expires September 30, 1969. Limit: One GE Clock per family. Allow at least 3 weeks for delivery.
Kitchen space precious?
Swing-A-Way builds strong, dependable can openers that are also portable and storable.

What you need to prepare, cook, and serve
A CURRY DINNER

MENU
*PORK CURRY
*GOAT CURRY
*VEGETABLE BHAJI
*CUCUMBER RAITA
SIDES: GRATED COCONUT, PINEAPPLE CUBES, CUCUMBERS
BAKED FISH, POTATOES
*CHUTNEYS, NUTS
FRESH FRUITS
LAGER BEER, COFFEE, TEA

In our World of Curry Cook Book (see page 157), House & Garden has suggested dozens of international curries for you to serve at a sit-down dinner or a large buffet. Inspired by these, we planned this menu for a complete Far Eastern dinner (recipes for starred dishes are given in the Cook Book). Here is a selection of some of the most practical cookware and utensils, to help you prepare with great ease, and present with a fine flourish, an exotic dinner fit for the most demanding of maharajahs.

TO PREPARE CONDIMENTS FOR CURRY
Teak spice wheel with twist-off glass jars for holding the spices used for curry powder. 16½-inch diameter. About $30, by Digsmed. To blend spices: automatic blender that whirrs them into fine powder. About $50 by General Electric. Or, for traditional spice-grinding, French wooden mortar and pestle. About $3.50. Slope-sided French strainer with a minuscule mesh, about $5.50, to strain curry powder into green glass airtight jars. 4½ inches high. About $3.50 each. Ceramic bowl with a bristle of tiny spikes to grate coconut, and a lip for pouring out excess juices. 7¾ inches. About $3.50.
TO HELP MAKE THE CURRIES

TO SERVE THE FAR EASTERN DINNER
Brass chafing dish, 12 1/2 inches from the base of its alcohol burner to the tip of its domed lid. About $30. Pyrex-lined brass casserole. About $17. Both, 1 1/2-quart capacity. By Morgan. Clear glass dishes, each 4 1/2 inches square, to fill with grated coconut, pineapple cubes, and other accompaniments. Dishes fit in depressions in the treillage wood tray. About $30 complete, by Dansk. Brass spoons from Turkey, each with a different Constantinopolitan design. About $3 each.

A SELECTION OF THIS CURRY EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE AT BURDINE'S, MIAMI; DAYTON'S, MINNEAPOLIS; HIGBEES, CLEVELAND; J. L. HUDSON CO., DETROIT; KAUFMANN'S, PITTSBURGH; AND SCARBROUGHS, AUSTIN. WHITE CERAMIC TILES BY COUNTRY FLOORS.

This Rembrandt masterpiece belongs to the world.

Decorative enchantment. #3686 has imported smoke glass font decorated in gold. Sculptured satin gold base toned with charcoal. Eggshell shantung shade. 38 1/2" high. About $105 at fine furniture and department stores.

Especially if it's a lamp.

For new full-color portfolio "A Treasury of Rembrandt Lamps" in decorator room settings, send 25c to:
Rembrandt Lamps
4500 W. Division St., Chicago, Illinois 60651
DIV. OF THE SCOTT & FETZER CO.
Swing with the Beautiful Aperitif

BEAUTIFUL to see—to savor! Campari, the Aperitif, exciting any way you sip it. Simply wonderful on the rocks, or with soda, or in any of the recipes, short and long, from the little gold booklet attached to every bottle.

Invent your own too! Campari swings..................

Imported, Prepared and Bottled by AUSTIN, NICHOLS & CO., INC., New York, N.Y.—48 Proof

REPETITIVE STROBOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPH BY WILLIAM MARIS.
Classic Campari Recipes

for the Adventuresome!

MERICANO
Campari
Italian Vermouth
F over cracked ice. Add twist of

non. For a long drink, add sparr­
ing water.

EGRONI
AMPARI COCKTAIL
Campari
Gin
Italian Vermouth
ake with ice. Strain into chilled

iss.

RINAL COCKTAIL
ake as Negroni but
h Dry Vermouth
id twist of lemon

MPARI COOLERS
ur 2 or more ounces
Campari over ice.
ith choice of
ARKLING WATER,
INNE WATER, or
TER LEMON

OMAN CANDLE
Campari
Cranberry juice
ice of 1/4 lemon
ist of lemon
r over ice into an Old Fashioned
es and stir. Add twist of lemon.

OUTHWEST ONE
Campari
Pure Orange Juice
Vodka
ake well and serve in cocktail
es.

MPARI GIMLET
Campari
 Lime juice
ake well with cracked ice. Strain
o chilled glass.

Assuring gold booklet of recipes
res with every bottle of Campari.
re more suggestions for Campari
f this world mixtures, short
long, hot and cold, write Austin,
holes, Dept. CHG, P.O. Box 432,
speth, New York 11378.

17. Château d’Eyquem is:
(a) A great white Sauternes.
(b) A vineyard in Bordeaux that produces run-of-the-mill
white wines.
(c) An American white varietal wine.

18. Pourriture noble is:
(a) The condition of a fine Bordeaux that, while drinkable,
has deteriorated with age.
(b) A mold that forms on the skin of grapes.
(c) The grape variety from which Cognac is made.

19. Dégorgement is the French word for:
(a) The moment when a champagne bottle pops its cork.
(b) The act of decanting a wine.
(c) A purifying process in champagne manufacture.

20. Which of the following are wines?
(a) Tio Pepe. (b) Tia Maria. (c) Monica. (d) Isabella. (e)
Bianca. (f) Ludmilla. (g) Les Amoureuses. (h) Les Amants.
(i) Santa Maddalen. (j) Santa Clara. (k) Santa Vittoria.
(p) St. Nicolas de Bourgueil. (q) Pedro Ximénez. (r) José
Jiménez. (s) Gros Plant. (t) Gros Point. (u) Marquis de Riscal.
(v) Marquis de Sade. (w) Château Talbot. (x) Château
Gloria. (y) Château d’Annoy. (z) Château de Rambouillet.

Answers to H&G’s Wine Quiz

1. (b) A sommelier is a wine waiter. The silver cup, or taste-

uine, is part of the traditional French sommelier’s uniform,
but not always worn. 2. (c) The bodega is the vast vaulted
above-ground storage room where Spanish sherry is aged and
blended. 3. (a) Dame Jeanne (anglicized to demijohn) is the
French name for an oversize bottle in which vin ordinaire is
often shipped. 4. (c) Flor, or flower, is the Spanish name for
the film of yeast that forms on the surface of sherry soon after
fermentation. It produces fino and amontillado. 5. (c) Punt
is the wine growers’ term for the deep indentation at the bot­

om of a wine bottle. 6. (b) Technically, a fiasco, or flask, is
any round-bottomed wine bottle covered with woven straw.
Some, but not all, Chiantis come in this type of bottle. 7. (b)
The flavor and perfume of wines made in eastern U.S. from
such native American grapes as the Concord, Isabella, Dela­
ware, Catawba, and Elvira are often described as “foxy.” Ac­
cording to wine expert Frank Schoonmaker, the word origin­
inated with the French who imported American vine stocks
at the time of the European phylloxera epidemic and were the
first to hybridize American and European grape varieties.
They called the unique aroma and taste of the American grapes
“queue de renard” or fox’s tail, for reasons known best to
themselves. 8. (c) Folle blanche is a minor and not highly
regarded variety of grape used for the Loire wine, Gros Plant,
and for much California “Chablis.” 9. (b) Montilla, a wine
similar to a fino but rarely fortified like sherry, is made in

Continued on the next page
Spain's Montilla-Los Moriles region, south of Cordoba. 10. (a) Crémant is French for a wine a little more sparkling than a pétillant, but not as much as a mousseux. Just to confuse things, there is a Crémant de Cramant—Cramant being the name of a town in the Champagne region noted for its exceptional wines made from the white Chardonnay grape. 11. (c) Coulure is an unhappy condition due to excessive rain or cold in the flowering season of the vines and inadequate pollination. 12. (b) Bottles that, through bad storage or corks, tend to lose or ooze their wine are known as weepers. 13. (b) A white or rosé wine that has turned brown from age or exposure to heat and air is described as maderized or maderized. 14. (c) Pétillant is the French term for a wine that is slightly sparkling, such as a sparkling Vouvray. 15. (b) Agitation makes wines bottle-sick. This occurs after the racking and filtration that precedes bottling, after a strenuous voyage or, in the case of old, fine wines, after rough handling. The cure, as for most sickness, is a period of rest, the bottles lying undisturbed on their sides. 16. (a) The British refer to Rhine wines as hock, presumably an abbreviation of Hochheimer. 17. (b) Château d'Eyquem is an ignoble pretender; Château d'Yquem is the great Sauternes. 18. (b) Pourriture noble is a “noble rot” (technically, botrytis cinerea) affecting some white grapes, causing them to shrivel until their juice is concentrated into a single drop of ineffable sweetness—the beneficent source of the great Château d'Yquem and the German trockenbeerenauslesen. 19. (c) Dégorgement is the artificially induced clearing of the throat of a champagne bottle to get rid of the sediment that has accumulated there during the second fermentation in the bottle. The neck is frozen and the cork and sediment forcibly ejected, after which the wine is dosed, recorked, and wired ready for shipping. 20. The wines: (a) Tio Pepe, a fino sherry; (c) Monica, a sweet Sardinian red wine; (d) Isabella, a New York State wine; (f) Ludmilla, a Czechoslovakian red wine; (g) Les Amoureuses, a red wine from the Côte d'Or; (i) Santa Maddalena, a red Italian wine; (l,m,n,p) red wines from France; (q) Pedro Ximénez, a wine from the Montilla, Malaga, and sherry districts of Spain; (s) Gros Plant, a white Loire wine; (u) Marqués de Riscal, a fine red Spanish Rioja; and (w,x) Châteaux Talbot and Gloria are Bordeaux reds.

The pretenders: (b) Tia Maria is no spouse of Uncle Pepe, but a Jamaican coffee liqueur; (e) Bianca may appear in a Shakespearean play but never on a bottle; (h) Les Amants starred Jeanne Moreau and the action did not take place in a vineyard; (j) Santa Clara is a California county that produces wine but has not given its name to one; (k) The secret of Santa Vittoria had to do with wine, but it was purely fictional; (o) St. Honoré is the patron saint of pastry cooks, not vintners; (r) José Jiménez, Bill Dana’s alter ego, can be found on TV, not on a label; (1) Gros Point is something you do, rather than something you imbibe; (v) The Marquis de Sade gave his name to a pastime more strenuous than drinking; (y) Château d’Annoy and (z) Château de Rambouillet are historic French mansions noted for decoration, not wine. (Each correct answer is worth one-third of a point.)
NEW HOTELS AND RESORTS

NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC CITY

FOR A VACATION
YOU’LL REMEMBER

Marlborough-
Blenheim

Completely modern with original charm. Play on our beach—splash in our pool or ocean. Adults' and children's game rooms, ocean front decks, fashionable Edwardian cocktail lounge, famous food, renowned bar, planned entertainment. Write for color brochure and rates.

5 Magic Acres on the Ocean at Park Place, Atlantic City 08404. 68 Years While Family Ownership-Management. Elliot S. Ryan, General Manager

VIRGINIA

WILLIAMSBURG

The Williamsburg Inn

Journey back into the eighteenth century at Williamsburg, Virginia. Watch craftsmen working with colonial tools, browse "round shape" display of the typical merchandise of two hundred years ago, and eat in colonial taverns. Enjoy fine accommodations at Williamsburg Inn, Williamsburg Lodge and The Motor House. Golf, tennis, swimming and other events. For information write Box C.N., Williamsburg, Va., 23185, or call Reservation Office: New York, Circle 4-8809; Washington, Federal 8-8283; ask operator in Winchester Co. for Enterprises 7801; Easen Co., W.S. 8005; Philadelphia, Enterprises 6887; Baltimore, Enterprise 9-8856.

NORTH CAROLINA

SINKERS

St. James Beach


BARBADOS

St. James Beach

Before you build, buy or remodel, send for this helpful book. See how to eliminate storm window and screen chores . . . what windows best suit the design of your home . . . and why PELLA WOOD Windows protect best against winter cold and summer heat. Available in Canada. Send for your FREE copy today. This coupon answered within 24 hours.

FREE! 24 Page WINDOW IDEAS

YES, send me your FREE book. I plan to build remodel.

Before you build, buy or remodel, send for this helpful book. See how to eliminate storm window and screen chores . . . what windows best suit the design of your home . . . and why PELLA WOOD WINDOWS protect best against winter cold and summer heat. Available in Canada. Send for your FREE copy today. This coupon answered within 24 hours.

This coupon answered within 24 hours.

Before you build, buy or remodel, send for this helpful book. See how to eliminate storm window and screen chores . . . what windows best suit the design of your home . . . and why PELLA WOOD WINDOWS protect best against winter cold and summer heat. Available in Canada. Send for your FREE copy today. This coupon answered within 24 hours.

The same setting, a swift change for dinner. Suddenly, there is a simple, quiet elegance to your table. Colors and patterns capture the rich glow of candlelight, silver and linen. Hearty breakfast to gracious dinner. Independence Ironstone plays this dual role with easy versatility. And the price will make you smile . . . a starter set as low as $14.95. Do write for the free, colorful booklet illustrating all the patterns.
What every poker wife should know.

There's a great new game that keeps wives and poker players together. It's called Strategy Poker. You'll love it. Because it's as exciting as regular poker but easier to play. And it's as much fun for two or three players as it is for four. Played on a colorful game sheet, Strategy Poker has everything: challenge, chance, the thrill of betting, raising, bluffing, calling. Get Strategy Poker and get in on the fun.

Milton Bradley Company

SHOPPING INFORMATION

ALL PRICES ARE APPROXIMATE. CONSULT YOUR INTERIOR DESIGNER OR STORE DECORATING DEPARTMENT.

COLOR AND LOOK FOR TODAY

Page 110:
Fabric, geranium floral printed, linen and cotton, $10.95 a yd., by Kent Bragaline.
Chippendale chairs painted to order, $450, customer's own material, by Yale R. Burge.
Refrigerator-freezer combination; electric double oven; 4-burner electric cooktop; dishwasher, by General Electric.
Ceramic flooring, by Ross Tile & Terracon Co.
Countertops in plastic laminate, by Formica Corporation.
Hood in pewter, fan, by PM Manufacturing Corporation.
Pyrex "Store 'n See" glass canisters, 2% qt., $1.98 ea., 1 qt., $1.79 ea.; 9-cup percolator, "Centura," $12.95; 2% qt. saucepan, "Centura," $8.95; electric 4-qt. dutch oven/skillet, $39.95, all from Corning Glass Works.
Nesting bowls in plastic, set of three, $12, by Hutzler Manufacturing Co.
Slicing/serving board of maple and walnut, $12.50, by Vast Industries.
At Burdine's, Florida.
Blender, 5-speed, push button, $37.98, by General Electric.
Grind-O-Matic electric grinder/chopper, $39.95, by Rival Manufacturing Co.

SWEET AND SOUR ORANGES

Page 138:
Channeled chair, $255 (customer's own material; horizontal channeled loveseat, $434, (customer's own material) by Shaw Manufacturing Co.
Secretary bookcase of mahogany, $1,955; tea table of mahogany, $450; mahogany cattelan, $640; bachelor's chest, $600; pair of maple armchairs, $285 ea., all by Kittinger Furniture.

Wall covering, "Esquire," 48" w., cotton with Zepel stain repeller, $3.50 a yd.; curtains, "Vogue," 48" w., cotton with Zepel stain repeller, $3.50 a yd., by Bloombracht.
Carpeting, "Cabaret," of Antron nylon deep shag, 12" w. only, $11.95 per yd., by Wunda Weave Carpet Co.
Chair fabric, "Cavalier," cotton 54" w., $3.50 a yd., by Bloombracht.
Lamp of aluminum, shade of Plexiglas, "Hagar's Tangerine, $70 by Studio 2, at Bloomingdale's, Lexington Ave. at 59th St., New York, N. Y., 10022
Pillow pack, "Iona," one embroidered floral design on white, one solid velveteen, "Ille," Hagar's Bittersweet, pack of 2, $9 by Nettie Creek.
Semainier, campaign style, lacquered Hagar's Bittersweet, $199.50, by The Brandt Cabinet Works, Inc., at Macy's, Herald Square, New York, N. Y., 10001.
Clock in Hagar's Cranberry, battery operated, $75, at Searaheaus, Ltd., 223 E. 60th St., New York, N. Y., 10022.
Towels, "Alambra," geometric print, guest towel, $1.49; "Costa Del Sol" striped towel, $2.50, wash cloth, 59c, all in Hagar's Bittersweet, by Cone.

Multiply your fun.
Play Cross Up Poker.

If one poker hand's a challenge, imagine the intrigue of playing ten hands at once. That's just what you do in this way-out new M.B. game. All the thrills and chills of conventional poker are here. Plus an everyother-minute surprise. A poor hand can beat a good hand. Beginners can beat experts. The only sure thing about Cross Up Poker is that everybody wants to play it. Again and again. And every time you play, it's ten times as much fun. For the whole family!

Milton Bradley Company
Charles Goren's brilliant new invention.

New, genius Rolomatic Bridge.

an incredible concept. Version I is the finest bridge anchor ever. Version II is the best way to sharpen the expert's game. Both versions let you play a real game once against concealed hands, then show you how the experts would have played it. Just by turning a dial. And it even keeps score. Either version will produce amazing, fascinating pleasure for anyone who says bridge or wants to learn. Like bridge? You simply must get new Goren's Rolomatic Bridge.

H&G's Kumquat, twin sheet, $6; pillowcases, $2.20 ea., by J. P. Stevens.
China dinner plate, "Tangents," H&G's Kumquat, 5-pc. pl. setting, $7.50 by Mikasa.

Fondue pot, 2 qts., porcelainized cast-iron cookware, $22, by Copco, Inc.
Cheese plates of porcelain, $27, at La Cuisinière, 903 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10021

Immersive-a-Matic fry pan, H&G's Zinnia, Bittersweet, $32.50, by Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Sheets of ultracale, "Paint Box," H&G's Bittersweet, Kumquat, 19" diameter, $30, at Scarabaeus Ltd.

Barbecue, in H&G's Bittersweet, easy-folding aluminum legs. $5.65, by Structo.


Stand of fiberglass, $67, at Morelli, Inc., 1326 Ohio Ave., Long Beach, Calif., 90804
Border braid of spun rayon designed by Dorothy Liebes, 2½" w., H&G's Bittersweet, $3 per yd., by Cone.

Earthenware dinner plate, cup, saucer, "Castle" pattern, H&G's Tangerine, Kumquat, set, $8, by Laveno Italian Ceramics.

Place mat, "Indian Sun," Belgian linen, H&G's Bittersweet, set of four, $7. Linens by Vera.

Pinch-pleated curtain, valance, "Tempo Stripe," H&G's Tangerine, $5.95 per pair, by Howard Curtains Co. Inc.

Tab chair of plywood lacquered H&G's Kumquat, upholstered in white Italian vinyl, $140, by Thayer Coggin, Inc.

Wall hanging, "Sunburst," Capron on Belgian linen, designed by Ellenbanks, $290, by Regal Rugs, Inc.
Radio designed by Marco Zanuso, H&G's Tangerine, Bittersweet, $125, at Scarabaeus Ltd.

Circular mirror with square frame, $6, H&G's Bittersweet, at Scarabaeus Ltd.
Sheet and pillowcase, "Black-Eyed Susan," Kodel and Wundercale, H&G's Kumquat, Goldfinch, twin fitted, $7, pillow case (2) $4.60, by Spring Mills.
Bar cart of molded plastic, H&G's Tangerine, Bittersweet, $115 at Scarabaeus Ltd.

Continued on the next page

Terrific for twosomes.

Goren's Bridge for Two.

You two will have a great time with this one. Bridge for Two is based on bridge, all right, but it's as much a matter of luck as it is of skill. And that's where the fun comes in. Surprises, twists, and the beginner can even beat the expert. Matter of fact, it improves your game. Get Bridge for Two. It's a whole new way to enjoy your favorite game.

Milton Bradley Company

"Esquire," by Bloomecraft.
"Cabinet," by Wunda

and 141:
set, $16; cup, $4; and saucer, springtime," by Rosenthal, Ltd., at B. Altman & Co.
mixer, 3-speeds, drink mixer included, $17.98, by Generiet.

at fabric, "Toneberg," 48" w., Bittersweet, Kumquat, $4.50 a yd. by Kaufman, Inc.
"hart," wool fiber, H&G's Tangerine, Bittersweet, Goldfinch, Zinnia, ordered, $198 one-foot round, slow-Sanford, Inc.

river knife sharpener, automatic pushbutton cleaning, H&G's $26.95, by Udico.

in stainless steel, enamel H&G's Bittersweet, 6-pc. pl. $7.50, at Bonnier's, 65 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022

covering of vinyl, "Light n' H&G's Bittersweet, Kum-

baldredy, Maple Sugar, $2.59 by Congoleum.
ztape, top is a removable tumbler, by Vincent Lippe, at Marion Inc., 909 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022

with tubular metal legs, uphol- H&G's Kumquat, customer's material, $420, by Directional Liles, Inc.


Fondue pot of Nucrel, 1¼ qts., teak handle and burner base, $35, by Eto Industries, at B. Altman & Co.

Lamp of Italian glass, frosted glass shade, H&G's Bittersweet, $179. A Raymor product.

Woven wood blinds, "Granada," custom made, $3.50 sq. ft., by Del-Mar.

Floor covering, "Bold Plaid," 12" sq., H&G's Kumquat, $2.75 sq. ft. installed, by California Custom Vinyl Corp.

Wallpaper, "Tulip Time," single roll, 20½" w. by 7 yds., H&G's Kumquat, Bittersweet, Parrot, $6.95 per roll, by The Birge Co., Inc.


Shower curtain, "Samoa," silkscreen printed pattern on moire vinyl, H&G's Bittersweet, $8, by Jackson.

Hairsetter, rollers: 6 jumbo, 6 large, 3 small, H&G's Zinnia, Kumquat, $22, by Dominion Electric Corp.

Towel containing six different recipes, linen, 19" x 27", $4.50, at La Cuisinière.

Blanket of Creslan, "Honey Weave," twin, $10.99; sheets, "Beauty-Blend,"

Milton Bradley Company
Be Your Own Decorator

Make your home the focus of your personality.

HOUSE & GARDEN DECORATING GUIDE gives you basic information on color and pattern, furniture styles and arrangement, lighting and dimension, to help you supplement your own good taste. Create a total look of comfort, quality, beauty and flexibility with exciting new ideas from HOUSE & GARDEN DECORATING GUIDE.

On sale August 28 at your newsstand—$1.35

If you are unable to obtain a copy at your favorite newsstand, you may send check or money order for $1.35, payable to HOUSE & GARDEN DECORATING GUIDE, to the following address:

HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. HGDG, P.O. Box 1910
Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017

SHOPPING INFORMATION continued from preceding page


Bedspread, quilted, "Zinnia" floral print, HaG's Bittersweet, Kumquat, Goldfinch, twin size, $120, by Nettle Creek.

Cocktail table lacquered Kumquat, made of hardwoods, $110, by Thayer Coggin.

Flooring, vinyl, HaG's Pompeian Red, by Armstrong Flooring, Inc.

Cabinets and countertops of plastic laminate, countertops in HaG's Bittersweet, by Formica Corporation.


Ventilating fan, hood, "Trade Wind," by Thermador.

Electric double oven, self cleaning, by Frigidaire.

Dishwasher by KitchenAid, The Ho- bart Manufacturing Co.

Cooktop, 4-burner gas, by Crown Stove Works, Inc.

Towel, Linens by Vera.

Skillet, $16; paella dish, 3 1/2 qt., $20; tea kettle, 2 1/2 qt., $16; casserole, 3 1/2 qt., $26, by Copco.

VEGETABLE BOUQUETS

Page 150:
Tray of glazed ceramic simulating basket weave, $55, at Tablerie. 10 W. 57th St., New York, N.Y., 10019.

China dinnerware, "Rutledge" pattern, 5-piece pl. setting, $26.95, by Spode.

Crystal stemware, "Radiance" pattern, goblet, $6.95 ea., by Lenox.

Page 151:
Bottom left:

China dinnerware, "Rutledge" pattern, 5-piece pl. setting, $26.95, by Spode.

Flatware, sterling silver, "Nov- tique," 6-pc. pl. setting, $73.25, Towle.


Bottom:


STORE ADDRESSES

BAZAAR DE LA CUISINE
160 E. 55th St.
New York, N.Y., 10022

FELDMAN'S HOUSE OF WARES
304 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y., 10021

GOOD EATS BOUTIQUE
17 King St.
Chappaqua, N.Y., 10514

HAMMACHER SCHLEMMER
145 E. 57th St.
New York, N.Y., 10022

HOUSEWARES OF ALL NATIONS
817 Lexington Ave.
New York, N.Y., 10021

LA COCCIA
5860 Kennett Pike, Centerville
Wilmington, Del., 19907

LEFKAI BY THE BARREL
1517 First Ave.
New York, N.Y., 10028

W. E. LEMMON
816 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y., 10021

PAPRIKAS WEISS IMPERATOR
1546 Second Ave.
New York, N.Y., 10028

SEASON
54 E. 54th St.
New York, N.Y., 10022

COMING NEXT MONTH:

CREAMS AND CUSTARD

COOK BOOK

By Ruth Conrad Bateman
Sure, I’d like a greener, more luxurious lawn, but it takes too much time, too much work! How often have you said that very thing to friends or to yourself? Well, now you can have a more luxurious lawn and more leisure, too! All over America, people who take pride in their lawns are finding out that Parker turf-care equipment makes lawn care an “easier” thing to do. From feeding and seeding in the spring to the last clean-up before winter, nothing saves you more time, makes the job easier and keeps your lawn so healthy and green as Parker ... America's BIG line of turf-care equipment, including self-propelled power, trailing and manual lawn sweepers, vacuums, blowers, power rakes and seeder-spreaders. Stop in at your favorite lawn-equipment dealer soon and ask for Parker ... maker of the world’s first lawn sweeper many years ago ... maker of the best lawn-care equipment today.

GENTLEMEN:
Enclosed is 25 cents. Please send a copy of your new catalog describing the time-saving Parker Turf-Care Equipment Line.

NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________
CITY __________________ STATE ______ ZIP __

MAIL TO: Parker Sweeper Co., Box 720, Dept.9903, Springfield, Ohio 45501
Poor baby.

You think a firm mattress has to be uncomfortable?
You think nothing is good for you unless it hurts?
Baby, do we have news for you.

The Englander Tension Ease.
It’s firm and comfortable.
Firm inside and soft outside.
Just like you.

Englander. The people who made the firm mattress comfortable.
Play goodnight, Dick.

The sofa you
The Sofa

ON BEDDING, INC., P. O. BOX 186, NASHVILLE, TENN. 37202. BROCHURE UPON REQUEST.
THE HOUSE
ON JOHN STREET

Firsthand report on the rejuvenation
of a 1770 relic in Old Newport

BY ALAN PRYCE-JONES

I had no intention whatever of buying a house in Newport. Amagansett, perhaps, or Watermill, but Newport never. It seemed so far from New York, for one thing, and probably a demanding city as well. I could feel the ghost of Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish and Mrs. Harry Lehr at my back, and hear the rebuking voice of Ward McAllister. No, Newport was not for me.

But two strong-minded Newport ladies thought otherwise. One of them asked me to stay, and without more ado presented me with a house-broker, transport, and a list.

What I wanted was a small old house, no matter in what state of repair. It had to be the kind of house that a bachelor—as I then was—could run with daily help. I wanted room for a married son and his children, but I did not want the kind of house that expects a constant round of summer guests.

The strong-minded ladies explained to me the vagaries of Newport real estate. I learned that unless I wanted a "cottage" of forty rooms I should have to explore a rundown area beyond the harbor which had been developed as a summer village in Colonial times—or else limit my search to one of three or four surviving streets at the point where the old city meets a statelier world culminating in a group of Vanderbilt palaces by the sea.

The very first house I visited was on one of these streets. It was a typical frame house of about 1770, to which had been added a heavy porch across the front. The house itself, glimpsed from the street, was almost invisible behind a hedge which had not been trimmed for some twenty years and rose to roof level. Two ragged little conifers added to the gloom of a building which looked, to say the least, stricken. Charles Addams? Worse. I remembered the photographs in French evening papers, on the fairs-divers page, showing la maison du crime.

The house stood on a street corner, round which I limped a still smaller house in a still worse state of repair but forming part of the same little property. I was told that both belonged to an elderly lady who had until lately lived the life of a recluse in the larger one, hidden behind a rising wall of newspapers and milk bottles.

The house-broker led me gingerly across the broken boards of the porch and opened the door. There was a quite little stairway directly in front of the door, with a room on each side of the minute hall and a third room at the back of the house. A kitchen had been built out at the side, and there was a second staircase, leading to three upper rooms and a bathroom.

Outside, a muddy yard had at least some old lilacs in it. "I wouldn't go into the other house," said the broker. "It smells too bad. Dead mice."

Continued on page 86

HOUSE & GA
es, we bring you many new friends of the Ridgeway Floor Clock collection has been a traditionalist's delight. This is as

and father, grandmother, granddaughter.

And friends.

Even clocks with velvet lined drawers; clocks with mirrors; clocks with lighted curio shelves; and one that contains complete cocktail barware. Visit your Ridgeway dealer and listen to the mellow chimes of our 34 different styles. Delight in the 6 magnificent wood finishes and the 6 very contemporary decorator colors. They all go to prove our point. That time has its place in any scheme of things.

H&G COLOR STORES continued from page 176

New Mexico
Albuquerque  Eckert's Furniture

New York
Albany  Mayfair, Inc.

Aberdeen  William Hengerer Co.

Amityville  Nassau Wayside

Babylon  Abraham & Strauss

Brooklyn  Abraham & Strauss

Buffalo  William Hengerer Co.

Garden City  Abraham & Strauss

Hempstead  Abraham & Strauss

Hampton  Abraham & Strauss

Hamptons  Wellman Brothers, Inc.

Manhasset  Abraham & Strauss

Manhasset  Parkman & Company

Nanuet  Abraham & Strauss

New York  Alman Stores

Poughkeepsie  Luckey, Platt & Co.

Rochester  Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co.

Rockville Centre  Nassau Wayside

Schenectady  The Carl Company

Shenectady  The Carl Company

Willsbrooke  The Carl Company

Sheridan  William Hengerer Co.

North Carolina
Charlotte  J. B. Ivey & Company

Fayetteville  Quinn & Miller

Greensboro  Guild Galleries

Wilmington Carolina Furniture City

And friends.
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And friends.
Every home should have at least one corner that's all his... with a big, brawny chairful of solid comfort waiting just for him. A place where he can lie back, stretch out and unwind... or sit up to read or watch TV. That's why we call this Boone Trail recliner 'The Man's Chair. As masculine as a Kentucky long rifle... as comforting as a cracking camp fire. Available in H&G colors.

Built with the kind of honest craftsmanship a man appreciates... and can keep appreciating year after year after year. There are several ways to fit The Man's Chair. As masculine as a Kentucky long rifle... as comforting as a cracking camp fire. Available in H&G colors.

Send 10¢ for brochure on complete Boone Trail Collection.

---

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
255 Gracie Station, New York 10028

Please send me the Museum's new catalogue of Christmas cards, 25 cents enclosed.

Name
Address
ZIP

---

METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART

Christmas Cards from the

The new catalogue of the famous Metropolitan Museum of Art cards - paintings by Italian and Flemish masters, drawings and sculpture, luminous medieval miniatures burnished with gold and silver, angels from an eighteenth century Neapolitan crèche, a champlevé enamel in precious colors, early woodcuts, and festive Victorian prints are among the more than 50 designs. All the cards are printed under the supervision of The Metropolitan Museum of Art in limited editions and cost from 5 to 95 cents each. They can be bought only by mail or at the Museum itself.

Mail the coupon below, together with 25 cents, for the forty-page catalogue of Christmas cards. All postpaid. The cards are printed under the supervision of The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

---

BUILDING INFORMATION

Materials and equipment used in the quiet house built for two (pages 130-137)

CONTRACTOR: Sam Curry

SIZE OF LOT: 119 by 180 feet
SIZE OF HOUSE: 4,600 square feet in house, 515 square feet in garage


Insulation: 4-inch thick batts of foil-backed rock wool in all walls and attic space.


Doors: Custom-made wood doors painted.


Exterior stain: "Rez" exterior wood stain on all exterior wood wall and trim by The Rez Co.

Interior of house:
Walls: White plaster except 4
WHAT'S NEW IN STEREO
continued from page 69

part in the familiar bookshelf enclosures, but there is a growing movement in favor of the new omnidirectional speakers that disperse sound in all directions instead of projecting it in two fairly narrow beams. Because of their superior diffusion, "omni" speakers can be placed more or less at random, without undue regard for the location of sofas and chairs. The "omni" concept, promulgated widely last year by Zenith with its "Circle of Sound" system, has now been taken up by several component manufacturers. One of the chief proponents is Harman-Kardon, with its floor-standing HK-50 ($95) and tabletop HK-12 ($44.95). Another omni-oriented firm is H. H. Scott, which has entered the field with its new Q100 Quadraion ($149.95), a four-sided system that comprises 3-inch woofers on sides one and three and mid-range/tweeters on all four sides. Further approaches to non-directional sound production can be found in the Bose 901 direct-reflecting speaker system ($476 a pair), the luxurious EPI Model 1000 (numbered to match its price: $1,000 each), and JVC Model 5303 ($199 each). The last is globe-shaped and can either be suspended from the ceiling or mounted on a floor stand.

Stereo headphones are rapidly becoming a must accessory for any up-to-date listening system. Although apartment dwellers keep them an essential appurtenance for late-night listening, their virtues go beyond merely keeping the neighbors quiet. Headphones impart an immediacy and spaciousness to stereo sound that sends you happily floating up to Cloud Nine, and many listeners like to don them just for sonic kicks. Among this year's new models are the Koss ESP-7 ($79) and Fisher's first headphones, the HP-100 ($34.95). Other excellent sets come from such suppliers as Clark, Sharpe, Supercex, and Telex.

Listening gets better all the time.

You could take scissors to a magazine, ravel the seam of a dress, pilfer a paint sample, or even press a flower...to show the color you mean to have in your home. It's not easy to carry color in your head. But when you go out to shop for a new room scheme, actual chips of the House & Garden Colors you have seen in this issue are your best allies. You can order a set of 3" x 6" chips with matte, semi-gloss and glossy surface to plot your color floor plan, and 1" x 2" chips strung on a key chain to tuck into your handbag (or his jacket) when you go out to shop. You are sure to find what you want because a Product Directory accompanies each order of color chips.

In it, more than 600 manufacturers are listed by category, with the colors they have merchandise to match.

TD: HOUSE & GARDEN, DEPT. CC 70-9
P.O. Box 1910, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017

Enclosed is my  Cash  Money order for:

□ LARGE COLOR CHIPS and POCKET DIRECTORY—$6.00 complete.
□ MINIATURE COLOR CHIPS and POCKET DIRECTORY—$2.00 complete.

NAME ____________________________________________ (please print or type)
ADDRESS _________________________________________
STATE __________ ZIP CODE ____________

Dated, 1969
**HEALTH-O-METER**

**BATH SCALES**

*Fun-Like Luxury*

**UNDER $13.00**

Now it's fun just to step on a Health-O-Meter Bath Scale! You'll love the soft, cushiony feel of the quilted linen-like vinyl platform so easy to wipe clean... the warm luxury of fur-like deep pile, elastic banded for easy removal to wash or switch to any of 7 decorator colors.

"America's Weight-Watcher Since 1919"

**CONTINENTAL SCALE CORPORATION**

5701 S. Claremont Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60636

**LITTLE BUT MIGHTY**

**KITCHEN TOOLS**

Ingenious, inexpensive, and time-saving

Each of these all but indispensable tools makes work in the kitchen a great deal less tiresome, a lot more fun. 1. To pop out a champagne cork—just squeeze and pull. Of goldish metal, 3 1/2 inches high. $1.50 by Hoffritz. 2. Chopper with serrated edge—to mince, shred, slice, chop. Stainless steel, 3 1/4 inches wide. 79c at Housewares of All Nations. 3. Egg scissors in shape of rooster. Snips off top of soft-cooked eggs. Stainless steel blade. 5 inches long. $2 at Feldman's House of Wares. 4. Cherry pitter that works like paper punch. 5 1/2 inches long, scissors-type handle. $5.75 by Hoffritz. 5. Tin cream-roll tube to make puff pastry cream horns. 19 inches long. $1.75 at Lekvar by the Barrel. 6. Server for meats, potatoes, etc. A squeeze pushes viand off fork, onto plate. 8 1/2 inches long. $4.98 at Paprikas Weiss. 7. Kitchen saw to cut through frozen food, meat, and bones. Stainless steel 6 1/2-inch blade. $1.19 at Lekvar by the Barrel. 8. Tomato slicer and server. Stainless steel, with walnut handle. 7 1/4 inches. $4.25 by Hoffritz. 9. Goose feather pastry brush or baster. 7 inches. 25c at Lekvar by the Barrel. 10. Easy-grip steel borer to take out cabbage core. 9 inches. $2.98 at Lekvar by the Barrel. 11. Italian cheese grater, twist of top does the work. 3 1/2 inches tall, in several colors. $2.50 at Seabon Scandinavian Imports.

---

**Wake up your bedroom.**

Enjoy the grace of Chippendale in Finished Antique Gold Leaf; you'll see yourself surrounded with quiet elegance. Not in keeping with your decor? Send 50c for our complete color catalog, designs to wake up any wall in your home, and list of nearby dealers.

**Carolina Mirror Corporation**

North Wilkesboro, North Carolina 28659
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12. Carrot and potato peeler. Hand-fitting handle doubles as rind or nutmeg grater. 4½ inches. 95c at Bazaar de la Cuisine.
13. Cutter that quickly strips all kernels from an ear of corn. 10 inches. $2.50 at La Cocina.
14. Stainless steel skimmer, 11 inches long. 4½-inch diameter. $5.50 at Hammacher Schlemmer.
15. Dough-cutter for ravioli. 2½ inches square, scalloped edge. $2.98 at Paprikas Weiss.
16. Trivet made of sixteen wooden spheres. 4½ inches square. $2.95 at Seabon Scandinavian Imports.
17. Grapefruit corer—a few strokes free all edible fruit. 5½ inches. $1.25 at Bazaar de la Cuisine.
18. Potato and beet slicer—one side for thick, the other for thin. 16 inches long. $3.95 at Lekvar by the Barrel.
19. Swedish fish scaler. Stainless steel, 8¼ inches. $2.50 at La Cocina.
20. French oyster opener, with squeeze and twist action. 8½ inches. $6 by Hoffritz.
21. Screw-crush nutcracker. 5¼ inches. $1 at Good Eats Boutique.
22. Springy wire whip for egg or cream beating. 11 inches. 90c at W. G. Lemmon Co.

For store addresses, see page 174.

You'll be the envy of all your friends with REICHMAN fireplace tools and equipment.

Hand forged wrought iron.

Five distinctively beautiful designs in either wrought iron black, or polished wrought iron with the new and elegant "Pewter Look".

Reichman has everything you need, fireplace tools, log baskets, stands, screens, andirons and accessories.

Your friends will marvel at the beauty and charm you've added to your home. Look for Reichman fireplace equipment at your favorite store. If they don't carry it as yet, ask them to, or send 50¢ for brochure showing complete line.

Custom Wrought Products, Greentown, Pennsylvania 18426.

The Hammary Look...

The new look of English Country, beautifully simple, crafted in the antique manner by the master furniture makers of Hammary. Just one of many lovely periods to select from. Make yours a Hammary home. For 40-page color booklet, send your name, address and 50¢ to: Hammary Furniture, Division of U. S. Industries, Inc., Dept. 33, Lenoir, N. C. 28645.
CRYSTAL BALL LAMP: Bright present, bright future. A Tyndale design with 10 inch mercury glass globe, antique black base, white accordion shade. 26 inches tall. Under $100. At fine stores everywhere.


PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN THE WEST.

BASIC EMBROIDERY STITCHES continued from page 155

Contemporary samplers to instruct the beginner and challenge the experienced embroiderer

Cécile Dreesmann has designed, in addition to the eagle on page 154, a handsome couple color-printed on watered white moiré. The pipe-smoking gentleman is worked in emerald green; the bonneted lady wears a rich red. They require only three basic stitches: cross, straight, and open chain variation.

To transform an embroidery into a finished picture, Mrs. Dreesmann suggests placing the motif in the center of a piece of cardboard and folding the fabric edges over the back of the panel. Carefully mitre the corners of the fabric, and with a needle and strong cotton thread, link the edges from left to right, top to bottom. Pull the thread as taut as possible each time.

The illustration indicates the direction of the threads but not the density; they should be spaced no more than ½ inch apart for a professional finish. The panel is then ready for hanging as is or under glass with clamps or in a frame.

Cécile Dreesmann's book, Embroidery, will be published in October by Macmillan, $3.95. Her white moiré pre-printed kits for the eagle or the figures above may be ordered by check or money order for $10.95 each, plus $1 for postage and handling, from "Dreams," P. O. Box 629, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., 10551. Kits contain thread, instructions; you supply only a needle.
A SPEEDY NEW WAY TO HOOK RUGS

With the new electric needle, it is possible to complete an entire rug in a weekend.

Rug hooking has always been one of the most pleasurable of crafts—the work itself is both engrossing and relaxing, and the results eminently satisfying and endurable. But it has also been a long, long process. Now you can get an electric hooking tool that needs only a guiding hand to help it jog across a canvas. With it you might hook a small rug in a few days or be encouraged to undertake a large project that has hitherto seemed forbidding—a whole 9-by-12-foot rug, for instance, in any combination of colors or designs that please your fancy.

About the size and heft of a small hand drill, the fast-working electric hook is easier to thread than a sewing machine, can be adjusted to make loops of four different heights. A guide on the foot automatically and neatly spaces rows.

A sturdy frame to keep the rug canvas taut is essential for the electric needle to do its best. This aluminum tilt-top frame, sturdily made to take the needle's rapid-fire thrusts, holds a small rug or surrounds a section of a larger pattern so you can work on one area while the rest hangs out of the way. You can tilt the top to any angle for hooking, flip it over to check your work. The "Yarn Painter" hook is $69.50. A kit, which includes the hook, frame, a pattern and sufficient yarn for a 3-by-4-foot rug is $100. All can be ordered from the Needlecraft Shop, 13651 Ventura Boulevard, Sherman Oaks, Calif., 91403.

WOOD FINISHING MADE EASY


Cabot's STAIN WAX
Stains, Waxes, Seals in one operation

Time was when wood finishing was a long, arduous task. Today, Cabot's Stain Wax does the job in a single application. This unique "three-in-one" finish, suitable for all wood paneling, brings out the best in wood, enhancing the grain and producing a soft, satin finish in your choice of twelve colors plus black, white, and natural. When a flat finish is desired, use Cabot's Interior Stains.

Samuel Cabot Inc.
916 S. Terminal Trust Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210
□ Send color card on Cabot's Stain Wax
□ Send color card on Cabot's Interior Stains

allan keith

Allan Keith's masterful interpretation of the Tuxedo styled sofa. Artfully executed in hand-tufted crushed velvet to lengths of six, eight and nine feet. There are over three hundred other creations by Allan Keith available at fine stores everywhere. Send one dollar for our new full color brochure: Box 120, 1933 South Broadway, Los Angeles, California 90007.
TAKE OFF FROM THE USUAL

A breath of fresh air? More than that, crystal that sings — with fresh sterling patterns. At home in modern, traditional or colonial decor. The sterling is guaranteed never to tarnish. Over a hundred items to pick from. For yourself or as a gift. At leading gift shops, department and jewelry stores.

STERLING-ON-CRYSTAL
BY
Silver City

Silver City Glass Co., Inc., Meriden, Connecticut 06450

LIVING IN A GARDEN continued from page 134

Beautifully tailored His/Her/Their storage, efficient as a computer

In the His half of the Factors' twin 8-by-10-foot dressing rooms, above, the effectiveness of the space for organizing clothing is stepped up by banks of shallow shirt and underwear drawers, plus a pull-out tie rack. Contents of both can be assessed at a glance. Left: Mr. Factor's dressing counter has a man's plenty of plug-ins for electrically-powered grooming agents—razor, toothbrushes, shaving mirror—and a pull-out shelf.

In Mrs. Factor's dressing room, above, overhead shelves store luggage and hat boxes; multi-level closets group clothes by length; shoes go into rows of matched boxes. Mirrored end wall checks the image, doubles spatial effect. In the bathroom next door there is a long dressing counter where she can sit down to make-up. It adjoins the basin and is fitted with drawers to hold cosmetics.

Books. And sometimes things.

Mementos. Reposing on this handsome occasional table. A special place.
For those quiet times. One of the many fine cabinet and upholstered pieces.
By Hickory Chair.

HICKORY CHAIR COMPANY, HICKORY, NORTH CAROLINA 28601

HICKORY CHAIR COMPANY, HICKORY, NORTH CAROLINA 28601
A slim French armoire, above, is not only a handsome and impor­tant piece of living room furniture, but a wonderful cache for out­of-sight storage. Here are kept all the stereo system components with the exception, of course, of the speakers: tuner, tape recorder, records, record player. Doors also hide the TV when not in use.

A bedspread should do more than just cover a bed.
About 20 years ago, we decided that there were just too many everyday bedspreads around. So we created an exceptional service. A service that offers fashionable, custom-tailored bedspreads and coordinated draperies. Now you can have them designed especially for your own bedroom. At leading furniture stores and design studios, you can choose from more than 1,000 Norman’s fabrics. And not one of them is run-of-the-mill.

NORMAN’S OF SALISBURY
For a full-color brochure and the name of the dealer nearest you, write: Norman’s, Dept. 28, Drawer 799, Salisbury, North Carolina 28144.

A pass-through bar at the end of wall between living and dining rooms is screened by louvered white folding doors on each side to provide easy access from both sides. The icemaker is on this, the dining room side. Next to the bar is a storage bank with racks for wine, shelves for stemware and silver hollowware. One of the stereo speakers is tucked into a floor compartment under drawers for linens.

THE WORLD’S GREATEST SLEEPING PILL
IS THE BEMCO QUILTORAMA MATTRESS

CREATE YOUR OWN WINDOW TREATMENTS

Ingenious aids to help you create your own window treatments. Trim, good-looking curtains and decorative shades can be easy to create at home and perfectly feasible even for people not overly talented with their hands. There are now scads of clever window-treatment devices—tapes, trimmings, hardware—that eliminate thorny problems and enable you to give a thoroughly professional touch to your work. With one tape, for instance, you can make a deep shirred heading on a sheer curtain—pretty as smocking on a child’s party dress—with no tedious handsewing. All you do is stitch the tape across the part you want gathered, then pull strings that are built into the tape to do the shirring. For a window wall of heavy curtaining, you can now have not only an electrically operated traverse rod but one you can open and close from anywhere in the room. This gives you pushbutton ease, and also allows you more freedom in arranging furniture, since you do not have to leave a path free to reach the curtains. Here are a half-dozen other devices that have been designed to help you take the chore out of creating your own unusual window treatments.

New duo, a special traverse track plus a tape with snaps, quickly forms gentle ripples in fabric—pretty to view from outside the window as well as from inside the room. Another plus: these graceful undulated folds require less fabric than full pleats.

The elegant Austrian shade—formerly brocade’s best friend and now enjoying a renaissance in simple fabrics—can be made at home with the help of special tapes. You sew them to the back of the fabric, above, left, then pull their woven-in strings to make soft gathers and scallops. The tape also has small rings through which you thread cords for raising and lowering the shade. Casing tape, above, right, forms a pocket for curtain rod.
Peel-and-stick tape of washable nylon velvet now comes in new and intricate cut-out patterns to quick-trim plain shades or to make a valance look as richly decorative as a frieze. This pattern in a wide selection of solid colors, is 3½ inches wide.

Metal traverse rod and finials are newly shaped in a straight-lined design and finished in black, to complement informal furnishings. The rings that match finial are made to be seen.

Dramatic for tiebacks: metal chains. Golden chain, left, has double links; silvery one, right, has textured and plain links.

New, clear plastic tieback holder makes a luxuriously full curtain swag prettily, prevents bunching or sagging. The holder is attached with screws so it extends out from the wall, left, and is composed of sections which you can adjust to the depth of the folds you want. To arrange a neat swag, first conceal the side of the holder with the outside edge of the curtain, then form the rest of the fabric into undulating folds. A fabric tieback goes on next with drapery pins (these hook into holes in the holder). The result, right: folds are kept firmly in line.

Margaret was found in a back lane of Calcutta, lying in her doorway, unconscious from hunger. Inside, her mother had just died in childbirth.

You can see from the expression on Margaret's face that she doesn't understand why her mother can't get up, or why her father doesn't come home, or why the dull throb in her stomach won't go away.

What you can't see is that Margaret is dying of malnutrition. She has periods of fainting, her eyes are strangely glazed. Next will come a bloated stomach, falling hair, parched skin. And finally, death from malnutrition, a killer that claims 10,000 lives every day.

Meanwhile, in America we eat 4.66 pounds of food a day per person, then throw away enough garbage to feed a family of six in India. In fact, the average dog in America has a higher protein diet than Margaret!

If you were to suddenly join the ranks of 1½ billion people who are forever hungry, your next meal would be a bowl of rice, day after tomorrow a piece of fish the size of a silver dollar, later in the week more rice—maybe.

Hard-pressed by the natural disasters and phenomenal birth rate, the Indian government is valiantly trying to curb what Mahatma Gandhi called "The Eternal Compulsory Fast."

But Margaret's story can have a happy ending. For only $12.00 a month, you can sponsor her, or thousands of other desperate youngsters.

You will receive the child's picture, personal history, and the opportunity to exchange letters, Christmas cards — and priceless friendship.

Since 1938, American sponsors have found this to be an intimate, person-to-person way of sharing their blessings with youngsters around the world.

So won't you help? Today?

Sponsors urgently needed this month for children in Taiwan, India, Brazil, Thailand and Philippines. (Or let us select a child for you from our emergency list.)

Write today: Verbon E. Kemp
CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc.
Box 511, Richmond, Va. 23204

I wish to sponsor □ boy □ girl in (Country)
□ Choose a child who needs me most.
I will pay $12 a month. I enclose first payment of $__________
Send me child's name, story, address and picture.
I cannot sponsor a child but want to give $__________ □ Please send me more information.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City _________ State _________ Zip __________

Registered (VFA-080) with the U. S. Government's Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Gifts are tax deductible.

Canadians: Write 1407 Yonge, Toronto 7, Ont.
When the oldest and biggest of our maple trees had to come down last spring, Tom and Tommy labored long and hard to turn that landscape disaster into a household triumph. The men that felled the tree cut it up into 18-inch logs, wheelbarrowed them around to the back of the house and dumped them beside the garage. Then the two Toms took over. They stacked the wood log-cabin style—the logs in each layer at right angles to the one below—to keep the pile from slipping as logs are removed. Then they cleared a place inside the garage where they laid up just enough wood for this fall and winter. Since it has already had four months to dry out under cover, we’re all set now for the first fires of fall. You shouldn’t store too much wood under cover for too long, they tell me, for eventually it may breed termites. One summer is really all you need to dry out a year’s supply.

Most pressing cloths or gadgets designed to protect fabric from scorch and shine have to be laid on top of the fabric, which doesn’t exactly help you to see what you are doing. But now there is a fabric protector that covers the iron instead—a perforated rigid synthetic material in a metal frame that snaps over the sole plate. It’s called the Iron-All, and you can use it on either a steam or a dry iron to press any kind of fabric including velvet. I’m not sure why it works as it does—but it does work. Found it at Sears, Roebuck.

A screwdriver and a wrench may not sound like indispensables in the kitchen, but I’d be lost without them. In spite of the impressive array of tools in Tom’s workshop, we keep in the kitchen, by common agreement, a regular screwdriver, a Phillips screwdriver, a hammer, a wrench (1/2- to 1-inch span), and a supply of faucet washers. If a pot handle comes loose, or the kitchen stove gets wobbly, or a faucet suddenly spouts a geyser, any of them can be fixed in the time it takes to talk about it.

Jenny and I have begun to put away the summer bedspreads and lightweight blankets. They survive the winter in much better shape, I’ve learned, if they hang free in the attic closet rather than being packed down in boxes. For hangers we use wire ones from the cleaners (one of the few things they’re any good for)—three to a blanket, taped together, the triple crossbar wound with a loose twist of tissue paper. We fold the blankets and spreads loosely, too—first in four lengthwise, then once crosswise. Naturally, the spreads will have...
to be pressed come June, but there will be none of those knife-edge creases to struggle with. And the blankets will be practically wrinkle-free.

What could be cheerier on a bleak morning than a shiny brass water kettle steaming on the stove, all ready for breakfast coffee? I had wanted one for ages but all I could find were a couple of antiques that seemed a little tippy and were dark and dubious looking on the inside. Now I’m the proud owner of a brand new 2-quart brass kettle made by Revere. The outside has a tarnish-proof finish and the inside is lined with stainless metal. But the whole thing might just as well be made of solid gold, it has raised my spirits so.

Nothing drives me crazier than a crooked picture (except a crooked lampshade). Since we have a houseful of pictures, I seem to have spent my life straightening them—especially the ones on the stairway that jiggle as people go up and down. No more. Every frame in the house is now secured by Holdit, a clean white plastic substance that can be kneaded like an artist’s eraser. You just pull off a piece, roll it into a small ball, put it under whatever you want to hold in place and press. It steadies pictures, holds up maps and charts, anchors glass tabletops on their frames, and small rugs on the floor. Won’t harm any surface and you can re-use it again and again.

There really is no end to the uses for Scotch tape. My latest trick is to press a strip of transparent tape across the hacks of the top rails of two Hitchcock chairs that we keep in the upstairs hall. Inevitably they get bumped from time to time, which used to leave black marks on the wall. But the tape prevents that, and you can hardly see it, even when the chairs are pulled out to sit in.

I’m convinced a desk is as essential in the kitchen as in the study. Where else can you keep the telephone book, the order pad, your recipe cards, and such literary gems as the instruction books for kitchen appliances? But since I’ve never had any place to put a desk, my conviction was strictly theoretical until I came across the little wall-hung drop-front jotting desk made by Republic Molding Corporation. I had just enough free wall space—21 by 15 inches—to hang it next to the wall telephone, and it’s only 3 inches deep when closed. Inside there are compartments for pads, post cards and such, and others for miscellany like stamps, jar labels, mending tape. The whole thing is made of plastic patterned in a walnut grain.

Manuscripts

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts, photographs, drawings or house plans.

All material must be accompanied by postage for return.

Don’t bother sticking your toe in first.

No more scalding hot shocks or freezing cold blasts. Del-Temp regulates your shower or bath water temperature by pressure equalization. A fancy term which only means that once you select your desired water temperature it stays exactly the same. No matter how many washing machines and other things are operating on the same water line.

Del-Temp faucets also feature a push-button diverter to switch from bath to shower. And it’s right at your finger tips. So you don’t have to bend and squat to find it.

Del-Temp is a single handle faucet with either a knob or lever handle for easy operation. Maintenance problems? Unheard of. Because there’s only one moving part in a Delta faucet. So you can count on years of trouble-free service.

Treat yourself to a Del-Temp faucet. And start testing your showers with your whole self.

For free, illustrated literature, write Delta Faucet Company, Greensburg, Ind. 47240.
Where will I find maps big enough to cover a major portion of an average room’s wall?

The Rand McNally Map Store, 7 West Forty-eighth St., New York, N. Y., 10020 (with branches in Washington, D. C., Chicago, and San Francisco) has a 7-by-5¾-foot map of the U. S., printed in buff with blue water areas and states outlined in brown, in two sheets for $14. The Hammond Map Store, 1 East Forty-third St., New York, N. Y., 10017 has a 12½-by-8½-foot U. S. Navy world map in sepia tones, in twelve sections for $18; political boundaries are as of 1964 and topography is indicated.

Rand McNally and Hammond also carry maps by other manufacturers, including those of The American Map Co., 347 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10017, which has a multicolored world mural map, 9¾ by 5¾ feet, in three sections for $59.95 and a smaller one, 7½ by 5¼ feet in two sections for $18.95.

The U. S. Government has an incredibly priced ($2) Jet Navigation Chart of the U. S. in shades of green to russet, with blue water areas, roughly 10 by 8 feet when the four quarters that pilots use (NW, NE, SW, SE) are put together. The map shows cities, transportation routes, topographical features, and has an overlay of aeronautical detail. To order, write: U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, Washington Science Center, Rockville, Md., 20852. Make check payable to Coast and Geodetic Survey, Department of Commerce.

Where can I have a “fishnet” bed canopy made?

We bought an old fourposter, and a heavy canopy may be overpowering in our small room.

Lacy hand-tied coverings of cotton thread are made for arched or flat canopy frames by Cohasset Colonials, Cohasset, Mass., 02025 for about $45. Include the dimensions when you write to them for detailed information.

What can you suggest in the way of inexpensive shelving?

Our apartment ceilings are too high for spring-pole units, and bookcases and cabinetry seem prohibitive to us just now.

If you check the yellow pages of your telephone directory under “Shelving and Office Furniture Equipment” you...
may find leads on used or new metal units. Some have shelves, others are structures that can support plywood shelves or colorful cardboard file boxes. A good adult version of the toy Erector set is called Dexion—a slotted angle system with which you can create your own designs, using only a hacksaw and wrench. For a pamphlet with suggestions for its use and a lead on local sources, write to Dexion Inc., Dept. HG, 39-27 Fifty-ninth St., Woodside, N. Y., 11377.

Do you know of a blackboard paint that can be used on the closet doors of a child’s room? Our apartment regulations forbid hanging anything heavy.

Many paint and hardware stores now carry blackboard paint or can order it for you. The paint works on walls, doors, closet sliding panels, or even big chests of drawers, if you don’t want a large surface. The paint comes in green or black, and among the manufacturers are Illinois Bronze, PPG Industries, Inc., Martin-Senour, Sapolin, and Sherwin-Williams. Idea for holding chalk and eraser: stock lumberyard cove molding nailed to the bottom of a door, or to the wall.

Please: Suggestions for an animal lover who wouldn’t have (and couldn’t afford anyway) a real leopard rug or one made from any other wild animal’s hide but wants a “fur” touch for a paneled family room!

A “reformed” big-game hunter has started an enterprise called HidesnThings that makes shaped hides of acrylic pile in leopard, cheetah, giraffe, tiger, and stylized zebra patterns. The largest hide, 5\(\frac{1}{2}\) by 4\(\frac{3}{4}\) feet, costs $29.95. For a leaflet, write to HidesnThings, 65-71 Eckford St., Brooklyn, N. Y., 11222.

Who repairs chipped cut glass? During a recent move my punch bowl and a cup were damaged.

Mr. Fixit, 1300 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10028 and Hess Repairs, 168 East Thirty-third St., New York, N. Y., 10016 do all sorts of repairs including grinding. Repairs are necessarily expensive, however, and objects should be of sufficient intrinsic or sentimental value to warrant the postage for sending the broken object in for an estimate and the bill for its repair.

Don’t just listen to the salesman. Listen to the piano.


Now you know. That’s how Yamaha won over the aficionados. That’s why Yahamas are in major universities and conservatories across the country. That’s why a Yamaha is the official piano at the Newport Jazz Festival.

That’s how Yamaha got to be the largest piano manufacturer in the world.
You swing from city to suburb, pad to penthouse, bungalow to brownstone, hi-riser to home. You pack up and go where the Corporation or the spirit moves you.

House & Garden's Guide for YOUNG LIVING spotlights your ever-widening circle. Here's what's happening in the latest, comprehensive issue:

...NEWS IN DESIGN AND MATERIALS...EXCITING FURNITURE...IMPORTANT TRENDS IN HOMES AND APARTMENTS...BEAUTY ON A BUDGET...SPECIAL FEATURES ON PEOPLE, PLACES AND PARTIES

You'll find hundreds of inspired and practical suggestions for decoration on the move—all geared to today's swinging, active living!

ON SALE NOW AT YOUR NEWSSTAND

$1.25

If you are unable to obtain a copy at your favorite newsstand, you may send check or money order for $1.25, payable to HOUSE & GARDEN GUIDE FOR YOUNG LIVING, to the following address:

HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. HGYL, P.O. Box 1910, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017

1. Sterling silver, gold-lined replica of Thomas Jefferson cup is excellent for a child, because he can cup it securely in his hands while he drinks. In later years it will be a good-looking container for cigarettes, flowers, candy. 8-ounce capacity. $26.50 by Stieff. 2. Sterling silver picture frames hold a lifetime of changing portraits. Oval, 3¼-inch diameter, $12; rectangular, 3½ by 4¼ inches, $14.50; circular, 3¼-inch diameter, $12. By International. 3. Compartmented silver-plated box is used for pins, cotton balls, rattles, teething ring: much later, for playing cards, cigarettes. 4¾ by 3¾ by 1¼ inches. $30 by Towle. 4. Paul Revere bowl with crystal liner is handsome for the child to eat from, and to hold fruit, candy, or whatever when he grows up. Silver plate, 5-inch diameter, 1 pint capacity. $11.95 by Gorham. 5. Pitcher holds 5 ounces of the baby's milk that he can pour himself. Use it later for syrups, sauces, even small bouquets. Silver plate, $10.95 by Reed
Although not necessarily designed for a child's use, each of these silver pieces is versatile enough to be an off-beat gift for a baby and to serve in other ways during the course of his life.

& Barton. 6. Sterling silver reproduction of an Early American goblet is wonderfully extravagant holder for swabs or cotton balls. 3-ounce capacity. $23.50 by Tuttle. 7. Apple jam jar, silver plated and lined with red glaze, makes a luscious server for strained baby foods, a handsome dining table accessory forever. 4½ inches high. $18.95 by Reed & Barton. 8. Food warmer working on the double-boiler principle keeps baby food hot while he dawdles. The adult can use it to keep hot hors d'oeuvres warm or, with the liner filled with ice water, cold soups and appetizers chilled. 4½-inch diameter. $25 by Lunt. 9. Egg cup and spoon on tray, all silver plated, make egg eating easy for an infant. Years later it can be used for spicy sauces, toppings—or even to make eating eggs easy. $18.50 by Wallace. 10. Sterling silver, 2-ounce cup holds just the right amount of orange or other fruit juices for the infant years, and the right amount of spirits for the adult years. $11 by International.

ROTO-ROOTER CORPORATION, WEST DES MOINES, IOWA 50265

THE HOUSE ON JOHN STREET continued from page 86

room in New England. The imbalance does not worry me, though it is certainly the reverse of fashionable, but it has led me lately to buy a third house next door. I spend happy hours of insomnia wondering how to treat it. Shall I take out the inside and make a big studio room with space for two pianos and a lot more books? Or shall I make my grandchildren that much more comfortable as they get older in a house to themselves? Shall I tear it down and design a more interesting garden? Shall I build it up and have an adequate dining room at last?

It is a good moment to pause and reflect. At least I do not regret what I have done so far. I find that small houses like these are delightfully easy to live in. My grander neighbors have much greater difficulty than I in keeping cool through the summer and snug through the winter. And because in old houses something is always going out of order one can find an excuse for constant tinkering. I decided, for instance, that the chimney pieces must once have been tiled, though the tiles themselves had been torn out. This gave a splendid excuse for satisfying economies, such as buying a set of Delft tiles in London and thereby saving fully $10, at the cost of painfully lugging a heavy package across the Atlantic. Only the other day I repeated the operation even more successfully in Portugal, where I also found that for a song I could have rugs made to my own design. Without leaving Newport, furthermore, I can choose from a number of papers and fabrics faithfully copied from eighteenth-century patterns found in the city.

Before I start work on the third house. I shall bear in mind a few lessons learned in converting the others. The first is allied to a study of the New England character, which is even more inflexible than I had supposed. The contractor I employed turned out to be a civilized and resourceful man. He employed, however, a variety of sub-contractors, and one of my chief problems was to keep these steadily on the job. They would begin with enthusiasm. Down came a ceiling, say, or up went the material on one wall of a living room. If I turned my back for an instant at that point, however, the workmen were likely to vanish. I never later I have never had the binding completed round the panels on one sitting-room wall; and one section of a doorframe—inescapicous. I admit—is still gray when it ought to be Etruscan red. The painters tut-tut every few months, but do not return.

Similarly, when they came to put in the Delft tiles, they smashed several without comment, put in the remainder wrong—set in cement, moreover, so that they are almost immovable without smashing the rest—and filled the gaps with brown encaustic.

At one time I moved into the house, regardless of dust, draughts, and discomfort, so as to keep an eye on detail. I ought to have been there the whole time. I ought to have supervised the quality of the paint work, external and internal, most of which had to be re-done within months.

On the other hand the contractor, with no help from me, designed a fence of delightful simplicity, based on a conventional rendering of the traditional Newport symbol of hospitality, the pineapple. And every now and again I won an unexpected little victory. Over the telephone company, for instance, which delayed in installing telephones until their

Continued on page 263
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World's First

COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC COUNTERTOP DISHWASHER

...new—engineering breakthrough...

new—engineering breakthrough...

World's First

COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC COUNTERTOP DISHWASHER

NOW EVEN if you have the smallest kitchen, you can enjoy a

fully-automatic dishwasher that works just like big, ex-

pensive models—but requires absolutely no plumbing, no in-

stallation. No pre-rinsing or scraping, either, not even for egg

d milk dishes! Washes, rinses, dries crystal-clear without

putting...and you never put your hands to water. Amazing

speed—does complete service for 6—dinner plates, salads, des-

erts, cups, glasses, silver, the works—in 10-minutes flat.

HOMEMAKERS, SEND YOUR

ISHPAN TO THE SMITHSONIAN!

in the thousands of delighted women (and

men!) who've already purchased this little mira-

cle worker since it first burst upon the scene a

short months ago. The first machine of its

class ever! 100% safe even for your best, most

crystal, even for plastic ware! Gentle,

thorough. Even gets rid of persistent food

ers. Even scrubs up pots and pans. Utilizes

water hotter than the hands can stand—steri-

izes as it washes. And hear this—you don't hear

s! Operates in complete, blissful silence.

BE A GUEST AT YOUR OWN PARTIES!

TAKE ALONG ON VACATION—LIVE!

It stands on countertop, is ingeniously designed to store right in

your cabinet. Stacking is at fingertip-level...no stooping to load,

unload. Automatic detergent disperser. Costs less than 2¢ a wash to

operate. So handy, so economical, many folks with big machines

prefer the countertop. Let's you be a guest at your own parties. See-

ru dome. 20½" x 20½" x 18½". Unit is completely portable—take

along anywhere, and really have a vacation! Precision manufac-

tured in U.S.A. for years of top-quality performance. Full-year

garantee on all parts.
THE BEST OF PERSONAL GIFTS
START YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST TODAY

SUPERLUXE WORLD-FAMOUS MARKERS
FOR MAILBOXES, GARDENS AND LAMP POSTS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
NAME PLATES FOR MAILBOXES

THE BEST OF PERSONAL GIFTS

Save up to 40%! America's finest, most popular nameplates for your home are available in stores! Your name and number shown in friends, doctors', police & for vitals in emergencies! The highway signed for any mailboxes, lawns or lamp post - installs in a minute. Satisfaction guaranteed. Try working on your local sales. Great for letters and numbers on nameplates, etc. on number plates. For charm, originality and earthy beauty. Choose from:
- Boys with Pets
- Girls with Pets
- Boys with Sports
- Girls with Sports

Your choice of Blick Red, Brown or Green baked enamel background. Includes: Rectangular plaque comes with its own walnut stand and (in some cases) mounted them on walls. Colorful round felt tablecloth, 18'' dia. - 27'' high. Holds over 100 lbs. Incomparable in design. Covered with a cloth. Satisfaction Guaranteed. In business over a quarter of a century.

KING'S CHANDELIER COMPANY
Dept. G-5A
20TH YEAR
678 Union Ave., Westbury, N. Y. 11590

DECORATOR TABLE

The best of personal gifts. Send 25c for 68 PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. Chandeleirs, sconces and candleholders of imported crystal. Incomparable in design and quality. Pewter and early American brass, $2.50 to $1250.00. Shipped prepaid, insured in U.S. Satisfaction Guaranteed. In business over a quarter of a century.

KING'S CHANDELIER COMPANY
Dept. 6-6
Eden (Leeksville), North Carolina 27288

ELEGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

Send 25c for 68 PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. Chandeleirs, sconces and candleholders of imported crystal. Incomparable in design and quality. Pewter and early American brass, $2.50 to $1250.00. Shipped prepaid, insured in U.S. Satisfaction Guaranteed. In business over a quarter of a century.

KING'S CHANDELIER COMPANY
Dept. G-5A
20TH YEAR
678 Union Ave., Westbury, N. Y. 11590

FAMOUS BRANDS GO KING-SIZE

TALL and
BIG MEN
ONLY

SIZES YOU NEED
STYLES YOU WANT

FREE 100 PAGES OF CATALOGUE
OF SMART MCGREGOR
SHIRTS, SWEATERS, ACTION-JACKETS:
ARROW PERMANENT SHIRTS: BASKET, KNITS: MANHATTAN:
MANHATTAN PREMIUM SHIRTS:
LONDON FOG COATS FOR LUXURY RETAILERS:
MAGNIFIQUE Toulouse Towels:
FRENCH BAKER'S TABLE

SPOKAN SALAS
DEPT. HG-199
NO YORKERS AVE., YORKERS, N.Y. 10704

198
ANIMAL FLAIR
Elephant hamper, the happy helper to load with laundry or as a charming catchall for nursery toys. Wicker whimsy in natural rattan to paint if you wish. 32" h., 17" dia. $18.95 ppd. Catalogue, 25c. Write to Fran's Basket House, HG9, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

COIN CLOCK

PRESTO. A PILLOW
Take this new tropical fruit pillow kit, add just 11 hours. When time's up you've created a 14" by 14" pillow cover in yellows, orange and red combined with greens and browns. Yarns, instructions, needle, cover, zipper included. $4.95 plus 45c post. The Stitchery, HG9, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

BOAT MOBILE
Bobbing boats take the breezes beautifully. It's all smooth sailing with a perfectly balanced mobile from Germany. Sailboat armada is hand-carved from natural wood, hulls are dark cork. 19" overall when hanging; four boats stand 5" high each. All aboard the breezes! For all sailors from nursery neophytes to seasoned seamen. $5.50 ppd. American Trader, Dept. 914, Norwich, Vt. 05055.

FRENCH WHISK
Prized by gourmet chefs for centuries—nothing like them for light 'n' airy whipping! Use 8" for fluffy omelets, 10" for velvety sauces, 12" for smooth batters and puddings. Heavy tinned piano-style hoops, hanging hooks. Order #8148

NON-STICK OMELET PAN
$2.98 Feather-light copper, every time—this hinged pan makes perfect omelets that can make them fall flat! You cook one side, gently turn the pan and the other side is done in a jiffy! Aluminum ends, baking, make without colored oil or fat. Makes standard recipe. Order #26112

CHEF'S WOODEN TOOLS
Fiarrinotto (nrms. and essentinl utensils—the finest chefs wouldn't stir without them! Spoons that act into turners, with holes for mixing dough, with slots for draining, paddle shapes for folding—each different and special! Natural wood, 9½" long. Plan-It-Kit, Inc.

FRENCH WHISKS
Set of 5 $1.60

NON-STICK OMELET PAN
$2.98

SWITCHPLATES
Single—3" x 5" $1.00 each
Double—4½" x 5" $3.00 each
Twin Outlet—3½" x 5" $5.00 each
Triple—6" x 5" $7.50 each

COLORFUL KETTLES
to brighten your kitchen
European enameled teapot and kettle brightly colored in Capri Blue or Avocado Green will add old-world charm to your kitchen. Cover of teakettle cleverly gold-chained to handle in true European tradition. Top quality craftsmanship. Satisfaction guaranteed. Specify teapot or kettle, color, size. 5-cup teakettle or teapot, only $2.98; 7-cup teakettle or teapot, only $3.69

CHEF'S WOODEN TOOLS

FOOD SQUIRT
$2.98

PLAN IT-KIT, INC.

PHOTO-GO-ROUND
Take treasured snapshots out of hiding. Display them in this revolving photo file! No gluing! No mounting! Simply slip photos into the protective transparent windows suspended on the sturdy wooden base. Envelopes for 160 pictures are included. $17.95 plus $5c postage. Deluxe model (not shown) has round wooden base, 2½" wooden turning knob, Plexiglas frame, envelopes for 240 pictures. $22.95 plus $5c postage. Both models will hold up to 600 photos. Envelopes for each additional 32 photos are $.25.

YANKEE DOODLE DANCER
...popular during colonial days has now been rediscovered. The Dancer is a bouncy jointed figure that dances and taps its feet when you rhythmically tap the paddle. He will put on a rousing, spirited performance which will delight everyone. With a few minutes practice you can make this new rhythm toy dance to any tune. Beautifully carved in hardwood with pole and paddle. Guaranteed. Only $4.95 ppd.

PHOTO-GO-ROUND

FLAT COOKWARE

FREE-TRONIC DEVICES

PROVINCIAL SWITCHPLATES
Switch to beauty in your home with little effort with our golden brass-pinleted switchplates. Non tarnish finish, screws included. Also in antique white.

FERRY HOUSE Dept. G-99, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522
Here's a cigarette holder which was designed to let people cut down on smoking as much as they want just by twisting the dial.

**STOP SMOKING GRADUALLY**

CUT DOWN GRADUALLY BUT edge that smoking is dangerous. Here's OFF COMPLETELY cigarette holder which was designed to

*THROAT OR JUST THE SURE, UNEASY KNOWLEDGE THAT SMOKING IS DANGEROUS. HERE'S A WAY TO CUT DOWN GRADUALLY BUT POSITIVELY*.

Keep right on smoking - but with the remarkable new Count Down* cigarette holder and so on. Simply turning the dial...

JUST TURN DIAL TO INHALE- JUST TURN DIAL TO INHALE-

...let you gradually cut down the concentration of smoke inhaled. A PROGRAM TO CUT DOWN GRADUALLY OR STOP

Set dial at 100 the first week... 80 the second week. By the end of the second week you will probably find you have accustomed yourself to a cooler, smoother, more dilute smoke. Keep cutting down 20% a week until you're at the lowest concentration that is still satisfying. No doubt about it... cutting down helps but stopping is best.

Continue cutting down gradually to such a dilute concentration of smoke that when you actually do quit it’s not such an abrupt change. But don’t cheat; Make up your mind to stop then cut down 20% each week until you’ve completed the program.

Save $1.00 Buy Two For $8.90

**ORIENTAL DESIGN RUGS**

AGE-OLD PATTERNS that blend so perfectly with modern decor. Land charm and elegance to any living room, bedroom, foyer, den, office or show-room. Also used as accent rugs on solid-colored carpeting. Excellent harmony of colors. Will last longer than most carpets you have ever had, due to our unique through-to-the-back construction. Extremely practical, too, as they hide stains and scuff marks. Require a minimum of maintenance. Painstakingly reproduced from world renowned originals in museums, out of natural yarns only. SALE PRICED FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>PRICE EACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5881</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5882</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5883</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specify red, ivory, Wedgwood blue or green background. Set of color plates 25c. Prompt delivery. Our 32nd year of satisfying service and proven reliability.

**INTERNATIONAL RUG CO.**

360 Amsterdam Ave., New York, N. Y. 10024

**SHOPPING AROUND**

FOOT FLAIR

Elastic front gore slip-on is light, flexible and soft as a slipper. Slender, 6½ to 10 for A, B, C; wide, 4½ to 10 for D and E. With smart, chunky 1¼” stacked heel. Black, chestnut brown, bone or white. Size $5.50 plus 75¢ post. Portsmouth Shoe Co., Inc., H9, 1007 Gallia St., Portsmouth, Ohio 45662.

DAISY DECKED

Abloom with daisies the ordinary toilet seat adds a touch of decorative whimsy to any bath or powder room. The vinyl-wrapped seat is in sophisticated black, moss green or orange with white daisies. Fits any regular fixture, $14.99 plus $1.00 post. Catalogue 25c. Pier 16, Inc., H999, Box 211, Central Sta., Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

FLEA-FREE BED

Cedar scent is the secret that draws a dog to his own sweet, neat bed free of fleas. Keeps pet cool in hot weather, warm in winter. No fleas and no soil from scratching. Foam mattress covered with washable acrylic 15” by 27” $4.95; 28” by 33” $6.98; 33” by 47” $12.90. Ppd. Sudbury Laboratory, Inc., Box 2682, Sudbury, Mass. 01776.

CHINA ROSES

A rose is forever fresh when it’s fine English bone china. Flowers, leaves, stems and vases—artistic arrangements in nature colors from iridescent reds to pales pinks. Three-rose cluster, $3.95 ppd. Five-rose arrangement $7.75; nine-rose arrangement $12. Add $1 post. World Art Group, H9, 2 First St., E. Norwalk, Conn. 06880.

 PILLOW PATTERN

Enter the bold daisy to create a bright new look in a room. Kit includes wide-awake daisy design on natural or gold linen for 14” by 14” knife-edge pillow; crewel wool in white, gold, green and black; cording, zipper and instructions. Make one now for a truly personal Xmas gift. $4.95 plus 45¢ post. The Stichery Group, H9, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

DECORATING PLANS

Three-dimensional room planning kit with Styrofoam forms that can represent over 150 different pieces of furniture scaled to 1" = 1 foot. Covers shapes with fabric or paint. As many as three rooms can be arranged on the graph paper equivalent to 27” by 44”. Walls, windows, doors, incl. $7.98 ppd. Plan-It-Kit Co., H9, Box 429, Westport, Conn. 06880.
PERSONALIZE SEWING, KNITTING

PERSONALIZED BATH TUB SAFETY SEAT
Bath in safety and comfort. Ideal for foot baths, sit-down showers, bathing children. Sturdy grips help elderly people get in and out of tub. White enameled aluminum; non-slip rubber feet. Four position seat. 11½" x 27½" thick. $9.98

PERSONAL STATIONERY SETS
Bill-paying envelopes. Re-inforced woven labels with name imprinted to match. For home, office, school. Gel a name for everyone in the family! $1.98

PERSONALIZED VINYL DOOR MAT
For your front door...and if you forget. Dramatic vinyl top trim sand, grass, dirt. Self-drying. Name is molded in white letters (max. 48) on blue, green, red, brown or black 19" x 30" mat. Specify color. 2-4 weeks delivery. $6.98
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PERSONALIZED BATH TUB SAFETY SEAT
Bath in safety and comfort. Ideal for foot baths, sit-down showers, bathing children. Sturdy grips help elderly people get in and out of tub. White enameled aluminum; non-slip rubber feet. Four position seat. 11½" x 27½" thick. $9.98
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For your front door...and if you forget. Dramatic vinyl top trim sand, grass, dirt. Self-drying. Name is molded in white letters (max. 48) on blue, green, red, brown or black 19" x 30" mat. Specify color. 2-4 weeks delivery. $6.98
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PERSONALIZED BATH TUB SAFETY SEAT
Bath in safety and comfort. Ideal for foot baths, sit-down showers, bathing children. Sturdy grips help elderly people get in and out of tub. White enameled aluminum; non-slip rubber feet. Four position seat. 11½" x 27½" thick. $9.98

PERSONAL STATIONERY SETS
Bill-paying envelopes. Re-inforced woven labels with name imprinted to match. For home, office, school. Gel a name for everyone in the family! $1.98

PERSONALIZED VINYL DOOR MAT
For your front door...and if you forget. Dramatic vinyl top trim sand, grass, dirt. Self-drying. Name is molded in white letters (max. 48) on blue, green, red, brown or black 19" x 30" mat. Specify color. 2-4 weeks delivery. $6.98
What can this booklet do for you?

PLenty!

Enlightening new booklet, "Adventures in Interior Design & Decoration," opens a new world of elegance for your home! Furnishings, arrangements, color schemes, wallpapers, lighting, flooring, and other professional ways to beautify your home. This booklet reveals a step-by-step learn-by-doing method under the guidance of experts, right in your own home.

Material richly illustrated with diagrams, sketches, and photographs.

As a long-established and recognized home study school, we help you teach yourself quickly, enjoyably. Tuition is low and complete home decorating kit furnished. Diploma awarded. Clip and mail coupon for your free copy of "Adventures in Interior Design & Decoration." No obligation.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION
835 Diversey Parkway, Dept. 824-019, Chicago, Ill. 60614

Name _______________________
Address ______________________
City ________________________ State ____________ Zip _________

Accredited Member National Home Study Council

PARENTS' CREED SCROLL

"If a child lives with acceptance and friendship, he learns to find love in the world." This is just one of the tenets of this decorative and thought-provoking scroll. Colorfully screened on white felt, 25" long. A charming addition to the nursery, you will ponder its truth each day.

$2.98 plus 35c postage (Ill. residents add 5% sales tax)

Dept. HG9
11 E. Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, Ill. 60604

SpectacLe SCABBARd

Handy stand for eyeglasses is free flowing and stands ready at bedside or on the desk to keep spare eyes ready for use. The stand is 5" tall in brown with natural or black with red fleece. Stand is a boon at home or in the office or both. $5 plus 35c post.

Order now from Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG9, 3023 Crane Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22042.

COlOnial FAMILY FIlE

Three-drawer file combines fine craftsmanship with practical convenience. Drawers glide on steel runners. 38" h., 19" w., 15 1/2" d. In honey tone pine or antique pine, maple or walnut finish, $46.95. Kit to assemble, $32.95 exp. coll. Index inserts, $4.95 ppd. Order from Yield House HG9, North Conway, N.H. 03860

WONDER WHEEL

Work off the girth with an exerciser that pares inches off the waistline and tightens up abdomen and back supportive muscles. It's fun to use, too. Wheel glides easily and has reinforced grips. Get two and work in tandem with hubby or tubby teenager. $3.95 plus 55c post. Sparian Sales, HG9, 945 Yonkers Ave., Yonkers, N.Y. 10704

HOROSCOPE PARTY

Handsomely designed signs of the Zodiac are printed on plastic party plates and glasses. A dozen 12 oz. glasses, $1.50; six 9 inch plates, $1.98 ppd. They're almost cheap enough to jettison after one party, but durable enough to be used lot more. West Berg Enterprises Ltd., HG9, Box 4148, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80910.

BARBECUE BONANZA

Pfaelzer's mighty meats are always a joy to cook and a treat to eat. This outdoor grill assortment is superb. 8 half-slab spareribs (10 oz. ea.); 16 oz. lamb chops; 12 8 oz. center cut boneless top sirloin steaks, $8.75; 12 8 oz. center cut boneless top sirloin steaks, $8.75 ppd. Pfaelzer Brothers, LEI 4501 W. District Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 60632.
Name and Address Labels

Your name, address, zip code are on labels made of fine white or gold gummed paper and you'll find hundreds of uses for them! Have up to four lines of printing with up to 24 letters and spaces per line done in sharp black. White labels are 1/2 x 1 1/2", gold 1/4 x 1 1/2". Padded and in plastic box. Carry a section in your purse to personalize checks, envelopes and packages.

RF365-6—White...1 pack of 1000, $1
RF452-6—Gold...1 pack of 500, $2

Twin Giant Forks

The easiest way we've found to handle big birds, roasts or thick steaks. Giant forks are 4 1/2 x 12" overall, each has four 5" long steel tines, cool wooden handle and hanging thong. Slide one under each side of the bird or roast and you can easily lift it from grill or pan. Great for carving use, too, for it will hold the bird much more firmly than an ordinary fork. Great gift for the barbecue chef!

7497-6—Twin Giant Forks...........$1.59

Preplanted Canned Flowers

In 4 x 4 1/2" cans, water, place window sill and watch'em grow! Ten varieties are preplanted in attractive illustrated with contents. You have ranunculus, anemones or lavender. It's such fun to watch the "things grow in the dead of winter"—you can thumb your nose at weather and winter winds and it is lightweight and the leaves are easily dragged away for the compost heap or burning. Bag is easily emptied—just turn it inside out. It collapses for compact storage.

XL199-6—Leaf Bag.............$6.95

Dry Wax Paper Squares

The 4 x 4 1/2" square wax paper squares will meet all your wrapping needs for a long time. They are covered with dry wax that will not stick or freeze to meat. Use them for lining the refrigerator, when you make patties for frying or freezing; make sandwiches for the big man's lunch. It's so convenient to have dry wax paper squares on hand when you want to freeze a good buy. They're the same old gong—they're the same old gong! Use them when you smoke, model or size iron. The asbestos lining lets you put a hot iron in it safely. Choose wrought iron or copper finish.

5481-6—Wrought Iron Caddy...$2.98
5482-6—Copper Finish Caddy...$2.98

Asbestos-lined Iron Caddy

A streamlined handsome way to put the iron away! No longer will it usurp closet shelf space. The sturdy steel caddy is beautifully built with brass rivets and thick asbestos lining. It is 3 x 5 1/2 x 10" long to take any make, model or iron size. The asbestos lining lets you put a hot iron in it safely. Choose wrought iron or copper finish.

Miles Kimball Company

185 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901

Dear Prospective Customer:

If you're not already familiar with us, we're proud to say that for over thirty years we've been bringing unique gifts by mail to people in every state. Because they're fine values backed up by a money-back guarantee, we've made many friends...and we'd like to number you among them.

But, try us! Order anything on this page—sure, you'll be pleased with our merchandise and our service. We'll be glad to hear from you.

Sincerely,

Albert Kimball
Simply Dreamy. Our beloved ankle-length cotton flannel nightie made by Lanz has pretty chanting blue and red print on white. Singly 204 mill, drop St 10.00. Will with arm's 0.00. Breakfast under—

COUNTRY CURTAINS
At the Red Lion Inn
STOCKBRIDGE, MASS. 01262. DEPT. 69

CURTAIN CHARM
With Ball Fringe
On Bleached Moslin

For years New England housewives have made lace charming ELIZABETH MUIR curtafis for every room in the house. Now you can buy them off with all the original simplicity, warmth and handmade look. Practical, long-wearing, these unusually attractive panels of white muslin with a 4" gathered top will add charm to your pre-strum mast with sash. The well-chosen patters retain their crisp appearance with a minimum of ironing. Send check or money order, no COD's please. Write for illustrated brochure showing other panels. Doll refills, and pillow slips in bleached and unbleached muslin as well as更新 most in printed, natural ruffles, organdy, chintz and percale.

ZODIAC SAMPLERS
Embroider beautiful Zodiac Samplers for living room, boy's room, den, or hall, or hang all twelve above. Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Pain, Capricorn, Aqur.rius, Pisces, Aries, Taurus, Gemini, or Cancer, or tell us month and date above). Virgo. Libra, Scorpio. Sagittarius.

PICTURE PAIR
Rush a favorite photo, or negative, black and white or color to personify the picture. Be sealed in clear lucite. Carry it proudly on the special key chair. Members selling 12 boxes of 60 colorful 3" by 5" recipe cards make $64.80 with stove design and room to write recipe. For sample box, complete details Current, Inc., HG9, Box 2020, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901

VICTORIA GIFTS
12-H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

SHOPPING AROUND

SCHOOLHOUSE CHARMER

BRUSH BOY
Start the parade! Colorful drummer boy leads the way in happy habits by holding tooth-cleaning gear ever on the alert. Put a brush in his hat to form a plume; his "drum" is a drinking cup. Sturdy plastic drummer stands or attaches to wall. Specify name, $1.19 plus 25c post. Standard American, HG9, 1 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

SPEEDY KETTLE
Stainless steel electric kettle boils 21/2 quarts in minutes. An award winning design, it has an automatic shut-off. Send 6806 Silverplate $2.50 for gelatins, frozen vegetables. 100 V. U.A.L. approved, $13.95 ppd. John Hardy, HG9, Box 1596, Carmel, Cal. 93921.

PORTABLE PLAYHOUSE
Play family, pet poodle and all furniture plus colorful wood and plastic family playhouse by Fisher-Price. Four rooms and even a car in the garage. Flowers in window boxes, hinged door, a bell that rings, 15/" by 81/4" by 9". Handle converts it to carry case, $12.95 plus $1.00 shipping. FAO Schwarz, Dept. 319, 745 5th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.

RECIPE CARDS MAKE $ $ $ Simple fun plan of selling recipe cards can earn money for a club or organization with little expenditure of time and energy. 12 members selling 12 boxes of 60 colorful 3" by 5" recipe cards make $64.80! With stove design and room to write recipe. For sample box, complete details Current, Inc., HG9, Box 2020, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

PICTURE PAIR
Rush a favorite photo, or negative, black and white or color to be sealed in clear lucite. Carry it proudly on the special key chair. Members selling 12 boxes of 60 colorful 3" by 5" recipe cards for $64.80! With stove design and room to write recipe. For sample box, complete details Current, Inc., HG9, Box 2020, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.
ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS
(NOT Reproductions)

Special European Art Purchase!
Comes to You on Heavy Canvas, Framed, Ready to Hang,
Large 14" x 17" overall from France, Austria, Holland!

AMAZING OFFER! Each painting originally $20, now yours for $2.95 on special sale! Now you can afford the finest. Not reproductions but original framed oil paintings you will be proud to hang in your home. Not only for their exquisite full-color beauty but for their possible increase in value. The artists finally selected (after 2 years of searching) are from Holland, France and Austria. They are fine and unusually talented craftsmen ... men who we think may achieve greatness. Each painting on extra heavy canvas is signed by the artist. Comes to you mounted and mat framed, ready to hang and beautify your home. Large 14" x 17" size. Country of origin is indicated on the back.

Offer Will Not Be Repeated!
Because our supply is limited, orders will be filled on a first come, first served basis. You must be delighted or return on our amazing 12 month exchange privilege. 100% Guaranteed. Each a $20 original value! Mail no risk coupon today!

WORLD ART GROUP, Studio 9HG
Westport, Conn. 06880

Seascape by Falini

Now Yours Only
$2.95

MOUNTED AND MAT FRAMED

WORLD ART GROUP, Studio 9HG
Westport, Conn. 06880

Please send my selections of original oil paintings @ $2.95 each on canvas, mounted and mat framed entirely free on full money back Guarantee if I am not delighted. My Choice of subject matter is:

☐ seascape ☐ fruit ☐ Holland windmill
☐ landscape ☐ floral
☐ 1 for $2.95 ☐ 2 for $5.75 ☐ 4 for $11

Please add 25¢ per painting for PP & Hdg.

I enclose $______________
☐ Add $1 per painting and we frame in antiqued gold Gallery Styro Frame shown (overall size 16" x 20"). With this frame add 50¢ per painting for PP & Hdg.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

SAVE MORE: 8 Paintings Only $20. Postpaid. (Save $4.60.) Extra paintings make exciting gifts.
AIRY SHOE TREE
Bamboo and rattan shoe tree corrals your footwear collection in a tasteful order. Add a pair of shoes, lets them breathe as they stay neat and in perfect shape on closet floor.

WINDOW WILDLIFE
Bright butterfly, shy fawn and plucky chipmunk show their colors beautifully in leaded cathedral glass to hang. Sunlight sets them aglow, $5.95; 5" chipmunk with red mushroom, $7.45; 6" h. fawn, both in natural tones, $7.95. Handmade in Sandwich, Mass. Add 35c post. Clymers, HG9, Northport, N. Y. 11768.

BIG BLOOM
For those who think big, a giant tropical plant whose bright flowers burst into the size of small grapefruits "Aechmea Fasciata" stays ablomn for six months, turns four colors: apricot, purple, rose, blue. Shipped direct from Florida, with instructions. $4.98 each ppd. Florida Nursery Sales, HG9, 55 W. 55 St., New York, N. Y. 10016.

WINDOW BEAUTY IDEAS
A set of brochures is full of excellent suggestions for unusual treatments to replace conventional curtains, draperies and venetian blinds. Imaginative innovations include open grille patterns, shoji screen effects, room dividers, luminous and folding walls. Brochure, 50c. Jaffre Products, Dept. G99, 189 First St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11215.

RING AND REMEMBER
Upright phone recalls the down right upbeat days of raccoon coats, Rudolph Valentino and the treasures. Further, the phone's complete with dial, ringer, cord and plug. Black of brass finish, $49.95. Add $1.50 post. Metropolitan Teletronics Corp., Dept. P, 35 W. 35 St., New York, N. Y. 10001.

MIRACLE MENDER
Glass in liquid form creates an iron-hard adhesive to piece together the broken fragments of porcelain, china, jewelry, glass and tile treasures. Further, the bond is permanent, washing one that scoffs at heat or cold. Each tube, $1 plus 15c post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

HOUSE & GARDEN

SHOPPING AROUND

ARRIVAL

GUARDIAN POOL COVERS
CITY OF AQUAGARD POOLS

Crewel a World
BOX 303, DEPT. HG-9
HUNTINGDON VALLEY, PA. 19006

SPECIAL SAMPLE OFFER
GENUINE 24-KT. ELECTRO-PLATED GOLD DELICACY FORKS

Pierce Your Own Ears
...SAFELY, PAINLESSLY!

OXYGEN INHALER
NEW, SAFE, POCKET-SIZE

AIRY SHOE TREE
Bamboo and rattan shoe tree corrals your footwear collection in a tasteful order. Add a pair of shoes, lets them breathe as they stay neat and in perfect shape on closet floor. A natural beauty to use as is or spray paint to match closet decor. 25" by 17" by 13" h., $12.95 postpaid. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG9, Northport, N. Y. 11768.

GO CREATIVE WITH CREWEL!
IT'S FUN AND EASY

AUTUMN LEAVES: The resplendent foliage of Autumn will grace your home throughout the year with this portrayal of October's russets and golds on a background of woody green. Kit includes everything needed to complete picture except frame: linen stamped with design, yarns in ten shades of Autumn foliage, needle, diagram and instructions. Finished size: 17" x 28".

$7.95 plus 50¢ postage and handling. Kit no. 203.

It's the Age of Aquarius... And Astrology is in! The mood of the occult is captured in this fascinating and naïve crewel kit. This Zodiac wall-hanging is handsomely edged with burlap cording and can be personalized with metallic gold thread in the names of your choice. Kit contains design stamped on non-yellow fabric; yarns of orange, flame red, black and metallic gold; needles; cordage; diagram and complete instructions. Finished size: 20" in diameter. Zodiac $9.50 plus 50¢ postage and handling. Kit #401.

Send check or money order only. No C.O.D.'s.
Send $2.50 for color brochure. Tree with order.

Pennsylvania residents add 6% sales tax to kit prices.

COOL! COOL! COOL!

Send check or money order only. No C.O.D.'s.
Send 2.50 for color brochure. Tree with order.
Pennsylvania residents add 6% sales tax to kit prices.

NEW, SAFE, POCKET-SIZE OXYGEN INHALER

BYO, BRECK'S OF BOSTON

PHOTOBURST

AIRY SHOE TREE
Bamboo and rattan shoe tree corrals your footwear collection in a tasteful order. Add a pair of shoes, lets them breathe as they stay neat and in perfect shape on closet floor.

WINDOW WILDLIFE
Bright butterfly, shy fawn and plucky chipmunk show their colors beautifully in leaded cathedral glass to hang. Sunlight sets them aglow, $5.95; 5" chipmunk with red mushroom, $7.45; 6" h. fawn, both in natural tones, $7.95. Handmade in Sandwich, Mass. Add 35c post. Clymers, HG9, Pt. Pleasant, Pa. 18950.
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Bright butterfly, shy fawn and plucky chipmunk show their colors beautifully in leaded cathedral glass to hang. Sunlight sets them aglow, $5.95; 5" chipmunk with red mushroom, $7.45; 6" h. fawn, both in natural tones, $7.95. Handmade in Sandwich, Mass. Add 35c post. Clymers, HG9, Pt. Pleasant, Pa. 18950.
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For those who think big, a giant tropical plant whose bright flowers burst into the size of small grapefruits "Aechmea Fasciata" stays ablomn for six months, turns four colors: apricot, purple, rose, blue. Shipped direct from Florida, with instructions. $4.98 each ppd. Florida Nursery Sales, HG9, 55 W. 55 St., New York, N. Y. 10016.

WINDOW BEAUTY IDEAS
A set of brochures is full of excellent suggestions for unusual treatments to replace conventional curtains, draperies and venetian blinds. Imaginative innovations include open grille patterns, shoji screen effects, room dividers, luminous and folding walls. Brochure, 50c. Jaffre Products, Dept. G99, 189 First St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11215.

RING AND REMEMBER
Upright phone recalls the down right upbeat days of raccoon coats, Rudolph Valentino and the treasures. Further, the phone's complete with dial, ringer, cord and plug. Black of brass finish, $49.95. Add $1.50 post. Metropolitan Teletronics Corp., Dept. P, 35 W. 35 St., New York, N. Y. 10001.

MIRACLE MENDER
Glass in liquid form creates an iron-hard adhesive to piece together the broken fragments of porcelain, china, jewelry, glass and tile treasures. Further, the bond is permanent, washing one that scoffs at heat or cold. Each tube, $1 plus 15c post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.
ADD SUBTRACT MULTIPLY

New, handy accurate calculator gives you instant answers. Completely automatic. It does everything that machines do, as much as $100 do. It adds, subtracts, multiplies, and even supplies Liker's, candy counter, or grocery store, etc., to 99.9999.00. Sizes: 5.2 x 9.5 x 4. Fits easily in a desk drawer. Feather weight and attractive for home or office. Sturdily constructed for a lifetime of use. Order #105.

$4.95

LOW CALORIE COOKBOOK

Baking, frying, and stewing are no longer a necessity. The use of this book and its appendices will enable you to prepare all the usual foods, but in a low-calorie form. The book contains over 1,000 recipes, and you will find that you can prepare a complete, nutritious meal for your family with it. Order #168.

SANTA SPEAKS

And welcomes your gift-laden guest with "Merry Christmas Everyone. Merry. Merry Christmas to One and All." Door decoration operates on "C" battery (not included). Nose button activates nose. Order #121. Only $1.95

MEN WOMEN

A compact, portable exercising device for men and women, to tone up all of the major muscles of the body, at home or the office. Kneel inside your workstation without diet or weight loss in less than 15 minutes. It takes your daily cap of coffee. A relaxing way to walk away tension. A few minutes a day using Wonder Wheel will give you a body you can be proud of, and tighten those important stomach muscles. A few minutes with Wonder Wheel is equal to half hour of push ups. Wonder Wheel is 23" high and long with soft vinyl hand grip to hold onto. The wheel is of semi-pneumatic rubber. Scientifically designed for maximum benefits. Unique rolling motion tightens stomach muscles, causes a lifting of those八个 stomach areas, making inches disappear. Wonder Wheel comes complete with satisfaction guarantee weight chart and instructions. Send $3.95 plus 50c pp. & handling.

GIANT 30 COLONIAL EAGLE

Luxurious look of hammered black wrought iron, yet made of weather resistant high-impact plastic for a lifetime of indoor or outdoor use. Full 30" wing span. Perfect over a garage, or overhang. At home mounted on a favorite wall

$1.98

"SLIMMER BELT"

Shape up now INSTANTLY. "SLIMMER BELT" makes your waist look slimmer and trimmer. Makes your shape and physique more attractive. Supports your back, relieves fatigue. Adjustable from 20" to 50", 2" wide. Instinct grip attachment—quick on/off operation. It's your instant-secret under shirt, or dress. You'll feel and look better with a "SLIMMER BELT," ideal for MEN and WOMEN of all ages. Only $395 ppd.

MEAT WHEEL

Wait Reducer—Muscle Relaxer—Heathful Body Builder. Rolls inches Off Your Waist: THE TOTAL BODY MIRACLE EXERCISER

CUSTOM MADE FROM YOUR ORIGINAL . . .

DECOPAGED FINE WALL PLAQUES

From any invitation, photo, certificate, drawing, degree, etc., Wall Decor by an Antique Art Technique. . . .

Custom Made From Your Original . . .

SPECIAL FALL VALUES from AMTECH Creations

27 SNOW FALLING CHRISTMAS TREE

Now Only $4.95 + 1 pp. (Reg. $9.98)

50% OFF REGULAR PRICE

Beautifully decorated tree is a full 27" tall. Its green branches are indestructible and life-like. Soft, cool looking snow recrystallizes, cascades continuously and gracefully from the top. Children and adults alike will spend many happy hours watching the continuous snow fall. Hwy. tree top golden angel adorns the tree. Rects on a sturdy, double-tiered decorated base. Operates on 2 "D" batteries (not included). Place anywhere. Will be a holiday delight all season as well as office. Buy yours now while this special price is in effect. You'll be glad you did when Christmas draws near. Order #213. Only $4.95 + 1.00 pp.

A Must For Safer Footing For Every Member of the Family

14 PC BATHTUB APPLIQUE SET

Colorful Daisy Pattern

Here's the NEWEST decorative note for your tub or shower. Lovely, safe, colorful daisy style appliques stay firmly in place with adhesive backing. Available in avocado green, blue, gold, white or pink. Complete Set Only $1.95 plus 25c pp.
Family Coat-of-Arms

Unusual heraldic gifts, researched and hand painted to order. Over 400,000 names on file: American, English, Italian, German, French, Belgian, Welsh, Spanish, Swiss, Irish, etc.

Family Coat-of-Arms

STYLE A.
3" x 12" $20.00
10" x 14" $30.00
10" x 15" $35.00

STYLE B.
5" x 8" $16.95
10" x 12" $25.00

STYLE D.
TWO FAMILY SHIELD. Husband's and wife's coat-of-arms on mahogany 10" x 12" base. $24.00

WEB Print style A, B, or D to order and paint it to order in authentic colors on embossed copper, and mount it on polished mahogany base.

Order now for Christmas. Postpaid. Delivery within 5 weeks.

Heraldic Report

$5.95

A unique document with colorful drawing of your family coat-of-arms, crest, motto (if any), heraldic description and sources. ($2 of this deductible on any custom order placed.)

“1776 House”

280 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass. 02115

MEDALS SHOWCASES FOR THE ACHIEVERS

In bronzes and official enamels. THE ACHIEVERS proudly display their medals in our stoppered SHOWCASES. Case in solid walnut or maple, also black, antique gold or white. Hand rubbed finish. Each medal sized in blank or any military or school color, 13 mm bars adjust to your designs! No cost even when medals are returned. All in stock. 15 business days delivery. Mail order only.

AWARD MAKER

12495 N.E. 8TH AVE. DEPT. 060
NORTH MIAMI, FLORIDA 33161

PERSONALIZED!

BET TALLER Instantly!!

MEMORY ALBUM

Spiral-bounded, 6½" x 9½" ivory album holds 13 envelopes, one for each year from kindergarten to graduation. Place for school name, teacher's name, health records, photo, papers, achievements and friends. Please print first name wanted. An ideal gift for any mother. A great time-saver, too.

4153 – Personalized Album $1.29
4152 – Non Personalized Album 1.00

Add 25¢ for postage and handling.

Gracious Living

D-545 BERKELEY, R. I. 02864

SHOPPING AROUND

AMAZING DEVELOPMENT

Mail your vacation Kodakolor film to Mystic and receive back 3½" by 3½" full color prints. Full credit for your unprintable negatives. Only genuine Kodak paper and chemicals used. Send film $2 for eight or 12 exposure roll; $3 for 20 exposure roll. Or send for free mailer. P.O. Box 1441, Mystic, Conn. 06355.

SKIN PROBLEM SOLVER

Triple action solution for acne blemishes works wonders for hard-to-cure skin problems. It wipes away blackheads and pimple symptoms. The solution, applied regularly, keeps skin clean and removes acne-causing oily deposits. 4-wk. size, $1.98; 8 wk., $2.98; 4 mo., $4.98. Ppd. Anne Sloane, HGB, Box 645, Great Neck, N. Y. 11022.

WILD, WACKY SLOGANS

Choose any message or slogan up to 30 letters—it's printed on swinging sweatshirt or T-shirt. Great for clubs, any "in" group. Quality cotton, machine washable, non fading printing. Navy or powder blue or black, S - M - L, XL, Sweatshirt, $3.95, T-shirt, $2.95. Add $.50 post. Holiday Gifts, Dept. HG-2098, 7047 Pesco St., Denver, Colo. 80221.

GIANT THERMOMETER

Everyone's ready for temperature surprises when recorded on just a few inches of this thermometer with big black letters, a red indicator readable 100' away. Fasten it to wall, tree, garage. It is 10 inches wide so all viewers can learn the best or worst to be expected of weather $4.95 plus 75c for postal. HBG, 242 Meachem Ave., Elmont, N. Y. 11003.

YESTERDAY'S TUNES

If you've ever heard the steam calliope when the circus came to town or a riverboat pulled into the slip recapture the rapture with a 12" 33 1/3 stereo record An 1895 calliope plays 14 nosy, nostalgic tunes with all the huff and puff of years ago! $4.95 plus 75c for postal. HBG, 242 Meachem Ave., Elmont, N. Y. 11003.

KITCHEN LABELS

If you put up your own fruit preserves, relishes or pickles for gift giving, dress up their glass containers. Handsome personalized labels printed with the cook's name and a charming design. Dressed in an old-fashioned stove or mixing bowl. 500 black on white or 25c on gold. 1½" by 1½", $.22 Ppd. For air mail add 30c. Bruce Bolinger, HGB, Boulder, Colo. 80302.
HOMESPUN HOUSE presents draperies any width without seams

Choose from three sizes—6", 10" or 16"

A great contribution to any man's wardrobe

MI-TIE HANGER
Made of solid walnut with beautiful hand rubbed finish, complemented with brass hook and cross bar. Gold plastic removable clip for individual hanging (extra included).

25 tie size $3.50 50 tie size $7.50
100 tie size $9.50 ppd.
Free Quality Gift Catalog on Request

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS
3023 Crane Drive, Falls Church, Va. 22042

BURNS TRASH Safely Outdoors!
Fire Dept. Apr. 4

ULTRASONIC ALARM PROTECTS HOME FROM PROWLERS

New device emits invisible ultrasonic waves to fill an entire room. Movement within protected zone immediately sets off system in changeable combinations of lights and bells.

ALSTO COMPANY Dept. HG-9
1102 Pearl Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44136

SHOPPING AROUND

A PLACE IN THE SUN Yield House yields to no one in the art of making your house a home. And, when it comes to Early American styling, And this expertly finessed plant stand conveys their savoir-faire to perfection. So it is with this exquisite spiral about birch turning to orange, blue, green or yellow.

DINING DAZZLERS Cellulose and nylon place sprout sporty designs in spades against white:

FUN FLOWERS Daisies don't tell their secrets. A magnet that keeps them on target for memo-mos.

PRETTY PLUSH With button-tufted padding, a lean-back comfort, the "Between" is a pretty one.

*Note: When it comes to Early American, the choice is clear. A Place in the Sun yields to no one in the art of making your house a home. For information, call 1-800-555-1212.
"speaking of slenderizing

...it took me just nine weeks
to go from an overweight
SIZE 16 to SIZE 7... just 9 WEEKS
with the fabulous methods of
MORGAN/SHANE"
says Barbara O’Neill of Sacramento, California

“I NEEDED DESPERATELY TO REDUCE,” says Barbara, “and the Morgan/Shane Method changed me from an overweight, self-conscious Size 16 to a slim, trim Size 7 in just 9 weeks.” It has achieved the same kind of results for thousands of others. The Morgan/Shane Figure Molder and Program can work wonders with any kind of figure problem.

WHAT IS MORGAN/SHANE? Morgan/Shane is an absolutely sensational figure molding program which features a remarkable exerciser called the Dream Line Figure Molder that you can use anytime, anywhere in the convenience and privacy of your own home. It takes just a few exhilarating minutes a day—and this program and exerciser make the most complete use ever of the only method yet discovered that can mold, shape and beautify every portion, every area, every curve and contour of a woman’s figure.

THE MORGAN/SHANE MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: We believe that almost every woman can achieve marvelous results from the Morgan/Shane program, however, you don’t have to wonder if this program will work for you. Morgan/Shane has a complete Money Back Guarantee. If you buy the Morgan/Shane program and you don’t see on your own figure the kind of results that have meant so much to Barbara and to so many other women, you may simply return your program to Morgan/Shane for a full refund. In fact, you can use the Morgan/Shane Dream Line Figure Molder for three full weeks and if, by that time you don’t see really exciting changes on your figure, if your mirror doesn’t tell you that thrilling new lines of beauty are reshaping your legs, your hips, your waist, your bustline, and that your whole figure isn’t getting lovelier each day, then you may return the Figure Molder and program to Morgan/Shane and your money will be promptly refunded.

THE PRICE FOR THIS REMARKABLE PROGRAM IS A REALLY INEXPENSIVE $9.95. For this you will receive the sensational Dream Line Figure Molder. You will receive the wonderful Morgan/Shane program for your own special figure problems and you will receive the Morgan/Shane money back guarantee. So don’t put off having the figure you’ve always wanted for one more day. Check the boxes on the chart for the exciting changes you want on your figure and send it with the coupon today to discover what lovely things Morgan/Shane can do for you.

MORGAN/SHANE
P.O. Box 3984, Dept. HG-2
San Francisco, Calif. 94119

Check chart below for changes you want:

Bustline: [ ] Build [ ] Reduce [ ] Lift & Firm
Waist: [ ] Reduce [ ] Trim [ ] Tighten
Hips: [ ] Reduce [ ] Lift & Shape [ ] Firm
Thighs: [ ] Reduce [ ] Trim & Firm [ ] Fill Out
Calves: [ ] Build [ ] Trim [ ] Shape
Arms: [ ] Reduce [ ] Trim [ ] Shape
Ankles: [ ] Trim [ ] Shape [ ] Firm

What is your Height? [ ] Weight? [ ] Age?

Please send me my complete Morgan/Shane Figure Molding Program, including the fabulous Morgan/Shane Dream Line Figure Molder. I understand that this course is complete and that there will be nothing else to buy, and that if I do not see satisfactory results in figure improvement after practicing this program for only three weeks, I can, at that time, return everything to Morgan/Shane and receive my money back.

For the above complete course and Figure Molder I enclose $9.95.

☐ Check [ ] Money Order (No C.O.D.’s accepted)

Name
Address...
City... State... Zip...

(No C.O.D.’S accepted)
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVER
SAFELY
REMOVES
UNWANTED
HAIR
FOREVER

PERMA TWEEZE—Revolutionary 'one-step' home electrolysis device safely and permanently removes all unwanted hair from face, arms, legs and body. This is the only instrument with special U.S. patented safety feature that destroys the hair root without puncturing skin. Automatic "reverse-action" feature gives safe and permanent results. Professionally endorsed.

DON QUIXOTE hand carved in MEXICO
From south of the border, the world's most lovable hero, remarkably hand carved in rich, dark wood. Copied from the famous illustrations of Paul Gustave Doré, here is an adventur­ous, different decoration for a den, library or living room ... or a gift for someone who appreciates fine sculp­ture. 19" high. $50 ppd.

STOVE-TOP BROILING
A barbecue for all seasons—bi-aluminum pan that does beautiful broiling right on your stove. And the sirloin, hamburgers and chops taste as if you cooked them on your outdoor grill. F-drains into specially-designed ridge. Heavy aluminum, 9" x 11". $2.99 plus $1 post. Plymouth Meeting, Dept. HG-909, Box 211, Central Sta., Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

GOLDEN SERVICE
The Midas touch from Simmon's famed for 76 years as expert sil­ver plating craftsmen. Now they've turned their masterful hands to gold plating. Send your treasured tea service for tarn­ish-proof 24k lifetime pure gold plating. Write for free price infor­mation to Simmon's Plate Works, Inc., HG9, 409 Whitley St. S. W., Atlanta, Ga. 30307.

TOP FASHION
Flattering crush-proof velv­et cloche travels around town or through the world. Bowed and brimmed, a chic bloused crown is perfect with long hair, or gamin cut. Elasticized headband fits all sizes. Black, brown, navy, caviar garnet or forest green. $7.50 ppd. Order yours from Francis Morris, HG9, Box 1270, Brook­lyn, N. Y. 11202.

Let's have a LUAU
Fun for a party is a Hawaii­luau. Kit includes recipes plus 6' fishnet, Tiki mask 18" x 24", tapa paper 24" by 6', per lei, replicas of 6 fish, 4 seahorses, 2 orchids, 3 hibiscus, cork floats, 24' garland. $5.50 plus 65c post. Catalogue of pa­ty and decorative items, 25c.

MYTHICAL WEIGHT
Romance of legend's focus upon a rock of many-faceted crystal—included with mini­ture 8" replica of King Arthur's sword turned letter opener: steel with long hair, or gamin cut. Elas­ticized headband fits all sizes. Black, brown, navy, caviar garnet or forest green. $7.50 ppd. Order yours from Francis Morris, HG9, Box 1270, Brook­lyn, N. Y. 11202.

American Trader
Department of Shopping International. Dept. HG9, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19076.

STOVE-TOP BROILING
A barbecue for all seasons—bi-aluminum pan that does beautiful broiling right on your stove. And the sirloin, hamburgers and chops taste as if you cooked them on your outdoor grill. F-drains into specially-designed ridge. Heavy aluminum, 9" x 11". $2.99 plus $1 post. Plymouth Meeting, Dept. HG-909, Box 211, Central Sta., Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

GOLDEN SERVICE
The Midas touch from Simmon's famed for 76 years as expert sil­ver plating craftsmen. Now they've turned their masterful hands to gold plating. Send your treasured tea service for tarn­ish-proof 24k lifetime pure gold plating. Write for free price infor­mation to Simmon's Plate Works, Inc., HG9, 409 Whitley St. S. W., Atlanta, Ga. 30307.

TOP FASHION
Flattering crush-proof vel­vet cloche travels around town or through the world. Bowed and brimmed, a chic bloused crown is perfect with long hair, or gamin cut. Elasticized headband fits all sizes. Black, brown, navy, caviar garnet or forest green. $7.50 ppd. Order yours from Francis Morris, HG9, Box 1270, Brook­lyn, N. Y. 11202.

Let's have a LUAU
Fun for a party is a Hawaii­luau. Kit includes recipes plus 6' fishnet, Tiki mask 18" x 24", tapa paper 24" by 6', per lei, replicas of 6 fish, 4 seahorses, 2 orchids, 3 hibiscus, cork floats, 24' garland. $5.50 plus 65c post. Catalogue of pa­ty and decorative items, 25c.

MYTHICAL WEIGHT
Romance of legend's focus upon a rock of many-faceted crystal—included with mini­ture 8" replica of King Arthur's sword turned letter opener: steel with long hair, or gamin cut. Elas­ticized headband fits all sizes. Black, brown, navy, caviar garnet or forest green. $7.50 ppd. Order yours from Francis Morris, HG9, Box 1270, Brook­lyn, N. Y. 11202.
For 23 years we folks at Yield House have designed & produced fine hand-crafted furniture in friendly pine. Yield House originals are finished, waxed & polished to a satin smooth patina, in mellow honey tone knotty pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finishes (specifics). EASY-BUILD KITS ... no special tools needed—precision cut, drilled, sanded, to complete & finish. Instructions Satisfaction Guaranteed!

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEED
IN STORES NOT SOLD NO C.O.D.'S

NAME ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP

NAME OF ITEM SPEC. FINISH KIT PRICE

PLEASE ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

TOTAL
SHOPPING AROUND

MAMMOTH SCRAPBOOK

PLANT NOW
Enjoy later; a color kaleidoscope of tulips. Bulbs from Italy and Denmark average 3½" circumference. 100, $2.98 plus 6 free Dutch Muscari bulbs (6 cm.). 200, $5.89 with 12 free Muscari bulbs. Order before Nov. 30 for 6 free Holland Snowflake bulbs (3½ cm.). Add 65c postage. Holland Bulb Co., Dept. MX-1478, Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502.

LOOK LIKE A GODDESS
Diana is noted for her arch-ery, and so is the Diana shoe. Hence good looks plus perfect fit. Baby calf: black, gray, white, filly brown, malt with chocolate, bone with malt, navy with light blue. AAAA to EE 2½ to 10, $19.95; 10½ to 12, $20.95. 50c post.
Free catalog. Solby Bayes, HG9, 45 Winter St., Boston, Mass. 02108.

WORLDLY WISE

SUMMER SAYS SISAL

MINI CANDLE LIGHT
Mini but mighty! Indoors, outdoors . . . intimate elegance or informal . . . this petite candleholder will blend with the setting and mood. Complete with 14-hour candle . . . use a scentless or insect repellent candle. Decorative thumbprint glass dish on wood base (avail. in Black, Brown) w/undressed brass key, 4½" high. Available in Cranberry, Green or Amber.

PORTRAITS, INC.
We represent 200 of today's leading portrait painters and sculptors.
Visit our gallery and find the artist of your choice.
41 EAST 57th STREET, NEW YORK
BENTWOOD BEAUTY
One of the best rockers ever, is the steam-bent beechwood developed in 19th century Europe. Spanish reproduction is in a walnut finish with natural hand-woven cane seat and back, 22" w., 41" h., seat h., 17". Ready to assemble with only a screwdriver, $49.99 exp. charges coll. Pier 16, Inc., HG99, Box 211, Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

FIT FOR HER
Lace mantilla shows up in cap-style, whose special design assures a perfect fit. She'll wear it comfortably to church or evening party, rosette edging softens and flatters the face. Comes to a lucky girl done up in a vinyl carrying case. Black, white, beige or light blue. $2.98; two for $5.50. Ppd. Ferry House, HG9, N. Y. 10822.

BOOKS-IN-THE-ROUND
Smart Susan book end table holds 60 books, large and standard size. Revolves on an extra sturdy, concealed ball bearing swivel. In mellow honey-tone knotty pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. 25½" h., 24" top. Unfinished kit, $28.25 ppd.: finished, $35.95. Exp. coll. Yield House, HG9, North Conway, N. H. 03860.

NO FUSS—NO MUSS
Ever take out a favorite frock from your closet only to find it mussed from being hung too close to the other clothes? Banish this pressing problem with even-spanning hanger aids. Bright brass finished metal, they snap on any closet rod, slide easily. Set of 10 holds 30 hangers. $1 ppd. Walter Drake & Sons, HG47, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

STRIP SIRLOINS
Superb boneless steaks are flash frozen, wrapped individually, shipped in a reusable picnic frozen, wrapped individually, shipped in a reusable picnic.
ELEPHANT TABLE—With reversible top for easy serving. Full of legend.iry luck tn lirliiB
Estimated of the ancient crafts. 25" long x 17" wide
they were handcrafted of natural rattan by the
cocktail table. Imnortod from tlic Orient, where
good tortuna to your decor. Use it as an ond or
sq. ft. Richly textured PORTUGUESE
states maintenance and easily applied m
CORK SHEETS are ideal for sound proof •
Nails. Warm, romantic tobacco brown col­
minutes vi*ith either linoleum paste or
BUY DIRECT, IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
CORK—18 X 36 X y," 72 sq. ft. per case
A corling idea ... (or as little as 14c per
HG99 Box 211 Central Station. Jamaica.
1108 Jackson Street Dept. HG-9
30" long x 18" x 18" $17.95 Plus 52.00 postage
20" long X 14" x 14" 12.50 Plus $1.00 postage
3 for $2.50 each
PLUS 4PC POSTAGE & HANDLING
P. 0. Box 1100, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10531
$1.50 each—3 for $4.25
Postpaid; immediate delivery

French Provincial Tray $1.50
Beautifully sculptared tray is cast in metal, gold plated with a rich Floren­
tine finish, 8’s B/S ,... perfect for an ashtray or candy dish, really stunning

CORK—24 X 36 X $19.95 per case or less than 28c per sq. ft
$19.95 per case or less than 14c per sq. ft.

CORK WonderLand

WICKER WONDERLAND

a most delightful pet

As a child’s pet ... for your own amusement ... for just for instance ... we can suggest nothing more suitable than a miniature donkey to ride— or simply to love. Supply limited. Order now for Spring or Christmas.

WRITE TODAY
for information about this rare and
delightful animal.

MINIATURE DONKEY REGISTRY
OF THE UNITED STATES
1108 Jackson Street Dept. HG-9
Omaha, Nebraska 68102

CORK

14¢
PER SQ. FT.

A corking idea ... for as little as 14c per sq. ft. Richly textured PORTUGUESE
CORK SHEETS are ideal for sound proofing, wall panels or bulletin boards. Elimi­
nates maintenance and easily applied in
minutes with either linoleum paste or nails. Warm, romantic tobacco brown color.
Choose from: Round
A—12 x 12" $1.44 sq. ft. per case
$16.00 per case of 125 per sq. ft.
B—18 x 18" $1.72 sq. ft. per case
$19.00 per case of 125 per sq. ft.
C—24 x 24" $2.00 sq. ft. per case
$24.00 per case of 125 per sq. ft.


GOLDEN FILIGREE

SWITCHPLATES

Add a touch of charm to your home at little
cost with our golden switchplates. Brass­
plated, antique non-tarnish finish, screws in­
cluded. Also available in wrought-iron black.
SINGLE—6" x 4½" $1.00 each
DOUBLE—6½" x 4½" 3 for $2.50
TWIN OUTLET—8" x 4½" $1.50 each
TRIPLE—10½" x 4½" $2.50 each
COMBINATION—6½" x 4½" $1.50 each
TRIANGULAR—3½" x 3½" $1.50 each
PLUS 4PC POSTAGE & HANDLING

THE ADDED TOUCH
12-H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

SHOPPING AROUND

CIRCA 1928
An up-to-date answer to the com­
munications gap. This complete­
ly reconditioned telephone from the
roaring 20’s. All ready to dial with a
standard cord and four­
prong plug. Decorator colors:
red, green, white, yellow, pink, blue, gold, beige or black, $59.95
plus $1.50 postage. Grand Com., Inc., HG9, 1152 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10036

SAFETY SEAT
A must for the tub is this sturdy
seat. Strong grips assure safety and
comfort. Aids in bathing chil­
dren, for bathshoops, sammies
and sit-down showers. White en­
zealed aluminum, non-skid rub­
ber feet. Fits any tub, assemblies
to four hrs. with 20" h. ends, 11"
by 16" seat. $7.98 ppd. Writer
Drake & Sons, HG9, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901

STILL OF THE NIGHT
Blissful quiet maintains when the
anti snore mask goes on. The
mask, with adjustable plastic
bands breaks the snoring habit
and stops talking in one’s sleep.
It re-educates jaw muscles. Many
doctors recommend it. Washable
nylon, $2.50 plus 15c post
Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 585
Market St., San Francisco, Cal­
94105

STANDING ORDER
Beautiful rosewood stands, hand­
carved in century-old Oriental
patterns are superb show-­
spots. Decorative cushion, trea­
tured figure, a flowering
plant. Shown is the low base
model at $2.50 and the footed
version at $6.75. Both are 4" in


PETIT POINT CHARMER
Gold-plated brass thimble bedecked with a petit point band of
elegantly worked flowers and leaves carefully crafted by Aus­
trian needlewomen. An elegant treasure for all who love to
deedpoint, crewel and all ma­
ner of stitchery, $3.50 each; two
for $6.85. Ppd. Downs, HG9
Evanston, Ill. 60204

THE BEAUTY OF LEATH
is more than good looks; it is long­
er, and lighter! Shrink, wrinkle, and
stretch without harm. Strong until
you put it away. Stains are no t

ered. Atemperamental pet, its cut­


THE BEAUTY OF LEATH

is more than good looks; it is long­
er, and lighter! Shrink, wrinkle, and
stretch without harm. Strong until
you put it away. Stains are no t
COMPOTES WITH CLASS

Look through this crystal glass to foretell exciting entertaining days in your future. Hand cut compotes have graceful fern design on their clear tops. Pedestals come in smoke, amethyst, other soft tones. Perfect for grapefruit, macademia of fruits or sherbet. Set of six, $9.98 plus $1 post. Harriet Carter, HG9, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

PERFECT CARVING

Some thoughtful person deserves a medal for designing this marvelous carving board especially for electric knives. Non-slip surface holds roast, won't dull or chip precious blade. Deep well catches juices and all is crafted of grained oil-finished teakwood. 15" l. $7.50 p.pd. Maison Michel, Ltd., HG9, New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

ONLY YOU

Or your jeweler knows for sure whether you're wearing man-made Kenya Gems or real diamonds. The dispersion or fire of Kenya stones is 2 1/2 times that of a diamond. Free brochure showing dramatic jewelry for men and women set with stunning Kenya gems in 14k gold. Kenya Gem Corp., HG9, Philadelphia, Pa. 19122.

BEWITCHING BOOK

But don't read it when the moon is full! "The Encyclopedia of Witchcraft and Demonology" in hardcover by Russell Hope Robins, a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature. 570 pages of startling secrets to make your hair stand on end! From barbarous tortures and vampires to poltergeists. $7.50 p.pd. Hobi, Inc., HG9, Lake Success, N. Y. 11040.

SAFETY EVERYWHERE

Anyone who has ever had a hotel room burgled while he slept, finds the keyless traveler's lock a boon to take on travels and at home too. Lock fits any door and won't mar door or jam. Easy to install and it lasts for ages. Chrome plated steel. $1.50 plus 35c post. Lillian Vernon, GSl, 560 So. 3rd Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

DOUTHOUSE

Jewelry of American Architecture from bygone days, designed by New England craftsmen who have dedicated themselves to creating original wood art for the discriminating individual. Very useful in its new role as a bar barbecue accessory. Exposure to the elements will do more than beautify it. Comes with a 4 qt. ice bucket, charcoal storage. Furnished hooks on door to accommodate barbecue tools or bar towel and accessories. Folds back to form working surface. 16" x 16" x 45" h., 2 for $8.50. Shipping charges Collect, no c.o.d.'s.

HOUSE OF MINNEL

Dept. HG-9
Deerpath Road, Batavia, Illinois 60510

SOMETHING DIFFERENT

Suddenly! There are Ready-Made Window/Wall Treatments
Suddenly! There are Fiberglas Thermal-Bonded Draperies
Suddenly! There are Fiberglas Fabric Shades & Cornices
Suddenly! There is Matching Wallpaper

Suddenly! There is a new look in Window Treatments

See it all in our FREE Drapery Book!
CUP OF COFFEE—5c!

Gone are those days but you can still drink coffee with this nostalgic wooden coffee rack decorated with turn of the century prices. Four fat mugs of white ceramic with authentic reproductions of coffee labels are colorful hang-ups. 3½" h., by 3" dia. mugs. Set, $4.95 plus 90c post. Fred Harey, Inc., HG9, 80 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 60604.

STICK 'EM UP

Super-sticky tape permanently mounts picture frames and even paper displays without nails or screws. Sticky on both sides, tape attaches to all sorts of surfaces—like brick, metal, wood, glass. Removes with lighter fluid. Six yards long, ½" wide. $1.19 ppd. Walter Drake & Sons, HG40 Drake Blvd., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

FOR EARLY BIRDS

Look fresh and pretty at breakfast in a polished cotton coffee-coat. Pink or blue paisley print robe has three-quarter push-up sleeves, extra-full wrap-around skirt, front sash closing. Sizes 10-20 and 14-24. $5.95 plus 35c postage. Order from Vicki Wayne, 610-HST So. Country Club Road, Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

SET A PRETTY TABLE

Homespun cotton tablecloth to brighten up a meal or informal party. Machine-washable, no-ironing! Reversible. Red, green, or gold, 52" sq.; 42" by 70", $5.52; 52" by 88", $7; 60" by 86", $9.60; 86" by 105", $11; 67" fringed round; $9.17" napkins for 4 for $3. Pod. Stamps—25c. Old Colony, Dept. HG99, Box 232, Westfield, N. J. 07090.

FLOWER SHOW

SAVE YOUR BATTERY

How many times have you forgotten to turn off your car headlights with the dire results? Attach this auto light buzzer and banish the dead battery problem. If lights are on after the ignition is turned off, buzzer goes on. Saves you time and money of a service call. Easy to install. $3.95 ppd. Collier, GE 99-933 Lawler Ave., Skokie, Ill. 60076.

FUR FINERY

Turn a tired fur into a fabulous fashion by sending it to a remodeling service that shapes, cleans, glazes, repairs, monograms, adds new lining and interlining. Style shown: 18" to 20" L., notched collar, slash pockets, cuffless ¾ sleeves, $34.95; mink, ermine or beaver higher. Free catalogue.

I. R. Fox, Dept. B-8, 146 W. 29 St., N. Y. 10001.

LILACS IN CREWEL

Spray of lilac blossoms and cool green leaves makes a charming bit of embroidery to do in crewel stitch on white linen. The piece measures 12" by 16" and adapts admirably to a picture or a pillow. The kit includes linen, crewel yarns and instructions. $4.50 plus 35¢ post. The Stitchery, H9G, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

SHAPELY SHOE

Double buckled two strapper with winged tip. For tweedy types and pant suiters alike. Sturdy stack heel; handsome leather in black, russet or gray. Sizes 9 to 12; slim, narrow, medium, and wide (specify). $23.85 ppd. Free catalogue of smart styles for larger sizes. Shoecraft, Inc., HG2, 603 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 10017.

ROLLING SHOE RACK

Store it in your closet; roll it where you will. It holds 24 pairs of ladies' shoes or 20 pairs of men's plus polish. Moves on large, silent, freewheeling casters. 22" by 16" by 26½" h. Knotty pine in honey or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. $29.95 exp. coll. Easy home kit, $21.95 ppd. Yield House, HG3, No. Conway, N. H. 03860.

MEALTIMES ARE MAGIC

Eager eaters are made when you pile the vitamins on these appetite builders. White unbreakable Melmac feeding set decorated with vivid circus and seal design. 10-oz. tumbler with child's name, plate 7½ dia., cereal bowl 6½ dia. Dishwasher safe. Set, $2.99 plus 35¢ post. Specify child's name. Bon-A-Fide, HG9, One Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.
PITCHER OF DAISIES

Only two simple stitches are used to complete this delightful picture of gay yellow and white blossoms in a deep green pitcher. Kit includes design on 26" x 26" gold linen (also available on natural); embroidery yarns in yellows, greens and white; needle and complete instructions. Only $8.95 plus 50c pstg.

SHOPPING AROUND

GOLDEN SERVERS

Craftsmen in Sheffield, England made a superb salad or fruit set of fork and spoon in the handsome King's pattern. Design, with shell and scroll handle and motif of fruit in the bowl, is 24k gold plated. 8 3/4" long. Gift boxed set, $4.95 ppd. West-Berg Enterprises, Ltd., HG9, Box 4148, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80910.

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY

Here's your chance to own beautiful Vermeil, 23k gold-plated plates in graceful octagon shape with bamboo border. Smaller size is a candy or nut dish; the larger serves for hors d'oeuvres or cookies. Service plate, 11 3/4", $25; bread and butter, 7 3/4", $17.50. Add 50c post. Harriet Eisenberg, Dept. PL, 8 Valley St., South Orange, N. J. 07079.

TILE TALE

All aglow with color, terrific trivets come in four Early American motifs; Kettle and Cup, Welcome Sign, American Rooster, Dutch Colonial Birds in avocado green, sunshine orange, turquoise blue and Colonial red. 6" sq. Cast iron with rubber legs. $1.98; four for $7.50. Add 35c post. World Co., HG9, 1 Park Ave., N. Y. 10016.

BUTTERFLY BEAUTY

Mount this perfect beauty of a butterfly on your bath or kitchen wall and let your imagination soar! Natural rattan with solid wood bar to show off your colorful towels at their best. 26" h. by 16" w. $7.95, ppd. Catalogue, 25c. Fran's Basket House, Dept. HG9, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

THERE'S GOOD NEWS

The "Antique Quarterly" has become so popular it's now a monthly paper. And no wonder. This interesting collection of antique facts and doings is chock full of information for the young collector who wants to learn. $4.50 for one year; $8 for two; $11 for three years. Antique Monthly, HG9, P. O. Drawer 440, Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35401.

Make Your Own BOTTLED WATER FROM ANY FAUCET!

New! Every home, office, shop, bar, etc., can have Crystal C Pure Water. The Imperial Water Filter utilizes Activated Charcoal and a series of filters and sediment screens to eliminate impurities, odor and bad taste. Snaps on any faucet, ideal for Richer, Better Tasting Coffee, drinking water, baby formulas, steam iron, Also for boats and campers. Get one for every faucet.

Only $395 ppd.
2 for $7.75 ppd.
Dept. G99, 9333 Lawler Ave.
Skokie, Illinois 60076.
SHOPPING AROUND

ROSE MARKS THE SPOT
Cast metal rose dipped in 18k gold holds a place card prettily in its petals. 3" high in its own golden basket. Exquisitely detailed and a lovely compliment to fine napery, delicate china, elegant sterling or vermeil. Set of four, $2.98 plus 25c postage. Lillian Vernon, GSl, 560 So. 3rd Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

NEATNESS TO BOOT
A must for the college crowd to take back to school. Essential for the at-home crew. Practical boot caddy takes the mess off the floor. Stores all sizes with a hanger for the closet and a carrying strap for toting. Black-trimmed white vinyl in the popular "wet" look. $2.95 a pair. Ppd. Artisan Galleries, HG9, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204.

PATRIOTIC PAIR
As handsome a pair of birds as ever corralled a desk-top library. Heavy cast aluminum eagles with golden finish weigh five pounds the pair. They are perched atop your choice of red, black or olive bases decorated with stars. 8 1/2" by 5 1/2". $11.95 plus 95c post. Creative House, HG9, 221 W. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

THE WEST THAT WAS
The last Liberty silver dollar "Cartwheel" is a smart investment. Steadily increases in value. Brilliant circulated condition. $4.98 each. Special: 10 mixed dates, $47.50; 20 mixed dates, $89.50. Add 50c post. Free 16-page illustrated catalogue included with order. Matt Numis, HG9, 2928 Steet Ave., Long Island City, N. Y. 11101.

LACEY PLACES
Mats with the look of exquisite Alençon lace are wipeable vinyl plastic. 17 1/4" by 11 1/2", a splendid size for informal luncheons or family dinners. French lace look is lovely with pretty china, crystal or tinted glassware and a graceful floral or porcelain centerpiece. Set of 6, $3.50 postpaid. Edith Chapman, HG9, 2928 41st Ave., Long Island City, N. Y. 11101.

OLDEN TREASURY OF BELS.
Stock up on a supply of giant address labels. This set features variety: 250 black-on-gold script address labels [1 1/4" x 1/2"] & 125 matching gold initial emel seals [1 1/2 x 1 1/2"]. Packed in 2" plastic box. Complete set for $3 a air, add 30c]. Write for fund raising folder, too. Bruce Bolind, 29 Ind Bldg., Boulder, Colorado 802. Thank you kindly.

DAISY FANTASY
Brighten a room with this sun drenched Daisy Fantasy. Only two simple stitches are required to work the all-over design using triple strands of crewel wool. Kit includes design on 22" x 25" gold cotton homespun; crewel yarns to work daisies in brilliant yellows, golds, orange and blue. Needle and directions. Only $9.95 plus 75c postage.

MUSHROOM AND LADYBUG PILLOW
This whimsical scene features a ladybug and fuzzy mushroom in bright red, brown, green and black stapled on chocolate-brown material. Crewel embroidery kit contains fabric for front and back of pillow, yarns, needle, instr. Size 12" x 12". $4.95 plus 45c postp. Send 25c for next 3 issues of Our Exciting Art Needlecraft Catalog.

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS"
Water plants while you're away. Amazing wicks feed moisture to plants for up to 8 weeks. Insert one end of wick in soil, other end in water. Will not rot or mildew. Set of 4. PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" $1.98 Mailing 13th Calif., residents add 5% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed. Anthony Enterprises 585 Market St., Dept. HG-91 San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS"
Water plants while you're away. Amazing wicks feed moisture to plants for up to 8 weeks. Insert one end of wick in soil, other end in water. Will not rot or mildew. Set of 4. PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" $1.98 Mailing 13th Calif., residents add 5% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed. Anthony Enterprises 585 Market St., Dept. HG-91 San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

Burglar's Horror
First made in England about 1844, now handsomely reproduced here entirely by hand. Known as Fairy Lights as well as "The Burglar's Horror", these treasured night lights are lovely for hall or any room. Diamond point pattern sparkles as needle flickers inside. 3 1/4" in dia., complete with 10-hour candle, in true Vintage Ruby. $3.95 plus 50c postage. New Hampton General Store 927 Main St., Hampton, N. J. 08827 Write For Free Catalog
Amazing Sample Offer—From the Famous Golden Ware People!

Genuine 24-Karat Electro-Plated Gold Flatware
Your First 5-Piece Place Setting Below Cost!

Imagine! Only $45.50 for All 5 Pieces (Save Over $189.50)

It is to IntroducE you to the Beauty, the Splendor of Exquisite Rose Royale Pattern that we Make this Practically Give Away Offer. Your First 24-Karat Gold Electro-Plated 5-Piece Place Setting... Never a Value. Open Stock is Always Available, Plus Many Special Sale Offers. You also receive Free Golden Ware Brochures Crammed Full of Fascinating Golden Gifts Not Available Anywhere in Stores in Your Area! Easy Credit Terms, as Low as $10 Down. (Only One Sample Offer per Customer!)

24-Karat Mediterranean $18.88

Planters

It is Actually Only Half of a Bird Cage—So Designed to Fit Flush Against Your Wall. Use with Fresh or Artificial Flowers or Plants for a Unsual Wall Treatment. Made of Rigid Iron and Finished in Matte Black. 17½" x 9". Flowers Not Included.

24-Karat Queen of the House

Terry Goes Glamorous and Turns Up in Style

24-Karat Meissen Blue Onion Staffordshire From England

Dinner for Eight—Polished Mahogany and Fine Linens—Needs This Lovely "Blue Onion" Ware from England to Complete the Picture. Service for Eight Includes: 8 Dinner Plates, 8 Salad/Dessert Plates, 8 Soup Bowls, 8 Cups and Saucers, 8 Fruit Dishes, 2 Vegetable Servers, 2 Gravy Boat, 2 Nut and Creamer. Also Available in Old Red or Green. Complete 33-Piece Set, $24.95

Creative Crafts

Walnut or Cherry, Adjustable Table

Use Now the Creativity of This Charming Woodcraft Kit to Create a Two-Tiered Table, in Your Choice of Walnut or Cherry. Table Top to 16" x 24". Complete Kit: $32.50 (Shipping Charges Collect)

26 Linen Design Embroidery Floss, Instructions. $3.95 plus 35c post. The Stitchery, HG9, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

Exclusive Handbag

Needlepoint and beaded bags expertly mounted and restored. Exquisite custom made bags created. Tweeds, silks, furs, etc., used—also your own materials. Ask for illustrated folder and estimates.

Martha Klein Handbags

3785 Bway, N.Y., N.Y. 10032, Phone: Amsterdam 6-7700
SHOPPING AROUND

Your child must memorize all his multiplication tables to pass in NEW MATH

Help your child do better in arithmetic—especially in the New Math—by getting him these new multiplication records. Modern Math teachers insist on children memorizing their tables. Now even children of pre-school age can easily learn all the tables from 2's through 12's simply by playing these records.

No urging needed from parents. Children love these records. Each table has its own catchy tune and jingles. And the man on the record quizzes your child so the tables stick in his memory. He must know his tables to learn long division, fractions and decimals.

Send No Money. Just send coupon and the records will be mailed to you postage prepaid. If returned within two weeks after receipt, you owe nothing. If kept, pay only $9.85, price in full. Bremner Records, Dept. N-9, Wilmette, Illinois 60091.

TWO WEEK FREE TRIAL
Just send name—no money!

Musical Multiplication Records

Teach all the tables from 2's through 12's as easily as the words of a song!

School Principal writes: "Your records have a unique teaching approach and a good one. Our pupils are taking new interest in their tables. Excellent as a home-tutoring aid."


Parent writes: "All three of my children used your records and in 6 weeks had learned all the tables from 2's through 12's. Best investment I ever made."

A. J. Perez, Parent, Kansas

SOMEWHERE MY LOVE

Tune from the beautiful motion picture DR. ZHIVAGO. Wood, hand-painted in Italy. Music boxes shown have Swiss movements. Synchrony revolves as music plays. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

CATALOG 50c, showing music boxes from $8 to $140. Bremner Records, Dept. S-1, Wilmette, Illinois 60091.

Parents' Creed

Each

$3.30

PPO.

Two for

$6.45

PPO.

This is a formula for parents on how and how not to act in front of their young 'uns. What the child sees and learns in his formative years can affect his entire life. This Creed, if followed faithfully by Ma and Pa, can't help but make better men and women out of the young people. Written by Dorothy Law Nolte, "printed in black and tan on white felt, 25½" long x 14 with tan wood top and bottom for easier hanging.

Parents: Out 10c. Two 20c. Customize. Send 10c for Gift Catalog.

Clymer's of Bucks County

Dept. HG99, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950

Civil War Cannon

In our new 128 page fully illustrated catalog, Historic cannon, and ship models—more than 40—are shown. They are available in kit form, and some as finished models. Also more than 100 pictures of Ships and Sea: ships figureheads, carved whales, brassware—and a host of unusual nautical gifts. Price $25. Send check or M.O. to:

PRESTON'S

101 E. Main St. Wharf
Greensport, L. I., N. Y. 11944

This model of a Civil War gunboat — the "Iowa" — has a salved brass barrel, pan cover of real metal. Nice 7½" b. x 15½" l. Comes with all decals, water batteries, record and all parts. $8.50 plus 25c ship.

This is a formula for parents on how and how not to act in front of their young 'uns. What the child sees and learns in his formative years can affect his entire life. This Creed, if followed faithfully by Ma and Pa, can't help but make better men and women out of the young people. Written by Dorothy Law Nolte, "printed in black and tan on white felt, 25½" long x 14 with tan wood top and bottom for easier hanging.

Parents: Out 10c. Two 20c. Customize. Send 10c for Gift Catalog.

Clymer's of Bucks County

Dept. HG99, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950
PIGSKIN SUED CAP
Ivy League styling in strong, rugged pigskin. Extremely comfortable, it's lined, has a wide band, and is Scotchgard treated. Retains shape in any weather. Color choice of LODEN GREEN or MAVERICK BROWN. Send Head Size. (6^4-band, and is Scotchgard treated. Retains shape Extremely comfortable, it's lined, has a sweat-Ivy League styling in strong, rugged pigskin. These gloves always fit. The deerskin palm and back are joined by an elasticized lidewall that gives" with the size of the hand. Saddle Tan or Off-White. Dark Gray. Dark Brown. Sizes 4-9.

ACCESSORIES ELEGANTE
A trio of accessories that are luxuries in design, yet economical in appeal. The handcrafted gold-filled "Jewelled Eyeglass Stand of dull goldtone metal with appliquéd jeweled trim and velvet lining to keep sans scratch free. Boxed. $3.50 ppd. Folding Lorgnette with jeweled handle and frame. Magnifying lenses make fine print look big. Silk brocade case. $6.25 ppd. Mahon Pen stands waiting to cheer a busy lady. 6" high, in lovely filigree brass and daz­

FREE CATALOG
DEERSKIN TRADING POST
P. O. Box 371, Belmont, N. C. 28012

ROSEWOOD STANDS
for vases, statues, and other decorative items. Your most hastily arranged flowers will look as if they just placed first in the Garden Club Show. Use one for dramatizing a treasured figurine. Black rosewood bases are hand-carved in traditional Oriental motifs. Low base, 4" inside dim., $28.95; tall pedestal base with 4" inside dim., $67.50. Ppd. Other sizes available. Send for free brochure.

FOUR CASES TO CHOOSE FROM

DEAL US IN
Poker dice with honor cards and a joke on the sides lets play roll the right hands of 5-card poker. Full house, three of a kind, and straights make it great for the American, HG9, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

COMMENORATIVE CASE
Hand-crafted case to display in a morial flag, etc. Walnut or maple frame is black/color velvet lined. Hinged glass door with lock. Dimensions: 24" by 38" by 16" deep. $90. Add $30 for finish. Exp. coll. Brochure.

DEAL US IN
POKER DICE WITH HONOR CARDS

THE COUNTRY STORE
AT CENTERVILLE

FREE CATALOG

BEAUTY AT THE BAR

BE A REAL BLOND
Cosmetics circle this ageless fashion's new creme that bleaches hair on face, arms, legs in a few minutes. Safely! Dermatologist give the green light to Jolen lightens dark hair so it's barel visible as pale blond. Package with spatula. Great big economy size. 10 oz. bottle. If you'll get for $5.50 ppd. Jolen, HG9, Fairlaid Conn. 06430.

BONDVILLE EAGLE
Even the eagle-eyed in our SHOPPING AROUND departmen
couldn't tell the difference be­ tween this detailed replica and the hand-carved Vermont origi­ nal. Mount it at mantel top or barn door. Durable, weather proof, finished in antiqued chestnut 25" by 19 1/2". $24.95 ppd. Jennifer House, G-99, Great Barrington, Mass. 01230

DEAL US IN

FASHION'S NEW CREME

BONNIVELLE EAGLE
Even the eagle-eyed in our SHOPPING AROUND department couldn't tell the difference between this detailed replica and the hand-carved Vermont original. Mount it at mantel top or barn door. Durable, weatherproof, finished in antiqued chestnut 25" by 19 1/2". $24.95 ppd. Jennifer House, G-99, Great Barrington, Mass. 01230

DEAL US IN

ACCESSORIES ELEGANTE
A trio of accessories that are luxuries in design, yet economical in appeal. The handcrafted gold-filled "Jewelled Eyeglass Stand of dull goldtone metal with appliquéd jeweled trim and velvet lining to keep sans scratch free. Boxed. $3.50 ppd. Folding Lorgnette with jeweled handle and frame. Magnifying lenses make fine print look big. Silk brocade case. $6.25 ppd. Mahon Pen stands waiting to cheer a busy lady. 6" high, in lovely filigree brass and daz­

FREE CATALOG
DEERSKIN TRADING POST
P. O. Box 371, Belmont, N. C. 28012

ROSEWOOD STANDS
for vases, statues, and other decorative items. Your most hastily arranged flowers will look as if they just placed first in the Garden Club Show. Use one for dramatizing a treasured figurine. Black rosewood bases are hand-carved in traditional Oriental motifs. Low base, 4" inside dim., $28.95; tall pedestal base with 4" inside dim., $67.50. Ppd. Other sizes available. Send for free brochure.

"ON THIS DAY, Mend a quarrel. Search out a forgotten friend ..."—modern golden rules which lend daily strengths to a world. Lovenly natural lines hanger with stained pine top and bottom—chain hanger. 14"x18". Only $29.95 ppd. 2 for $57.95 ppd. Mail Order, Box 593, Dept. HG, The Country Store, Centerville, Mass. 02632

“FREE CATALOG
THE COUNTRY STORE
AT CENTERVILLE

AGGIE’S P. O. Box 371, Belmont, N. C. 28012

HOUSE & G
SHOPPING AROUND

WINGED VICTORY
Over balky corks every time with corkscREW imported from Italy. Place corkscREW in center of cork, lift wings to drive in cork; over them and out it pops without a drop spilled. Top opens to ordinary bottle caps. Solid brass. $1.98 plus $25 postage. Imported by Country Gourmet, Dept. GS, 45th Ave., Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10550.

COME SEE, COME SAVE
96 pages in an idea inspiring catalogue. All in favor of home shopping, sitting down and relaxing. Beat the mad Christmas rush. Choose now from 2000 items from the U.S. and abroad and make perfect purchase for each one on your list. Free from Miles Wimbali, 98 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

H'RES A TEAM
That comes in mighty handy for extra seating, as end tables or to rest weary feet. Nesting taboret is made of natural rattan, light but remarkably sturdy. Large, 18" h., $5 dia.; medium, 17" h., 14" a.; small, 16" h., 13" dia. $4.95 plus $2 post. Catalogue rattan items, 25c. Fran's Basket House, HG9, 89 W. Main St., Hackaway, N.J. 07866.

CHRISTMAS PLANS
SHOPPING AROUND believes in a pinch in time and recommends at there's no time like the present to order Christmas labels for your display mail. Any message you have for or lines and 20 characters per line. Red letters and green tree. $1.50.

HORT BED PROBLEMS?
6 inches can be added to a mattress by using a bed extender. It's inscriptions, foam padding, just to match any mattress. owns. Gives tall people better comfort. Side rails to extend wooden bed frames 6", $5.95 a pair. Twin bed extender, $10.95. Double, $12.95. Ppd. Better Living, HG9, New Providence, N.J. 07974.

GOLDEN FRAGONARD
Beautiful Vermeil, 23 kt. gold plated flatware. Artistry in the finest French tradition, combined with highest quality craftsmanship, to bring you elegant gold flatware in this most admired floral pattern. Golden Fragonard has permanent lustre that never requires polishing. All matching accessory pieces are available. By Supreme Cutlery. A five piece place setting, plus an extra teaspoon is only $12.50. Add $1 for mailing, please.
All orders of 8 place settings, or more will receive 2 serving spoons on our gift.

HarrH Eisehenberg
Gifts Dept. G99, 8 Valley Street, South Orange, New Jersey 07079

Wee Crystal Vases
Darling for buds or short stems flowers, to put at each guest's place with a single posy or 2 cigarettes . . . to hold toothpicks, for display on a shelf or for prism color on a windowsill. Lead crystal, imported from West Germany; cleverly shaped to reflect brilliant sparks of light. 2½" tall; set of 3 in assorted shapes. Perfect for gifts! No. 6454...1 Set, $2.50 ppd.
Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.
Please, your zip code is required.
Downs
Dept. 1404-A, Evanston, Ill. 60204

Delft Christmas Tile
Blue Delft represents the oldest and one of the most solid existing ceramics in the world. Original Delft was largely Oriental, but over the years gradually acquired characteristics of its native Holland. All decorating and art work done entirely by hand, by skilled craftmen. Scene changes each year—in famous Delft blue and white. 4" x 4", with handle on back.

CHRISTMAS TILES
Send for FREE catalog of unusual items.
Please, your zip code is required.

Famt Chui Paine, Dept. HG9, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950

IRISH ELEGANCE
Here is a gift for the man who chooses his handkerchiefs as carefully as he does his suit. Exquisite Irish linen handkerchiefs 11½ x 11½ with full-name cut into lint in. Each one being 3½" long to give you a good firm grasp. Exceptionally well made, they will last for years and years. A set of 4 (pair) is $8.00 which includes mailing.
SorY, no C-D's.

FOR A FIRM HOLD
... on your steaming, succulent ear of corn. Satin finished stainless steel corn spears imported from Italy. An elegant simplicity of design. These are good sized, each one being 3½" long to give you a good firm grasp. Exceptionally well made, they will last for years and years. A set of 8 (4 pair) is $8.00 which includes mailing.
SorY, no C-D's.

Edith Chapman
Dept. 21 • Route 303
Rockland County, Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913
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World Famed BREVETTATA TEAR GAS PISTOL

Assurance of this tear gas weapon is similar to real gun. Ideal for personal protection. Useful in family, farm,垱 квартиры, public places as a protection for self & others. Many industrial applications. Aiming off step up without permanently in juring him. No permit or license needed, but is not told to minors.

- 2 Gun-units at $29.00 ($14.50 ea.)
- 1 Gun-unit at $15.00

Extra blanks for practice and is shipped prepaid. Gun juridical license required. Application fee for each gun to be paid by the owner. No permit or license needed, but is not told to minors.

- 3 Gun-units at $42.00 ($14.00 ea.)
- 4 Gun-units at $52.00 ($13.00 ea.)
- 6 Gun-units at $72.00 ($12.00 ea.)

BIG BLAST CARBIDE CANNONS

These rights granted, mild droid imported shock-valves for appearance (of any shell. The handy teargs abdominal is deeply cared for in a understandable narcotics made) the backs have concealed hanging loops for professional type installation that eliminates smoke. The handles are custom made for each gun and the inside has adjustable and removable parts.

$5.95

CHEROKEE INSTITUTE

10" LONG 1" wide x 5" deep at base $7.95 postpaid

CREATIVE HOUSE

Dix Hghy • 39 W. 8th St. • Kansas City, Mo. 64105

NEW SLEEP COMFORT

Raise the full width of your mattress for more healthful, restful sleep. Just place NO-SLANT under your mattress at either head or foot of bed. 7 adjustable positions allow you to preset the height from 5 to 14. Better than extra pillows. Folds, invisibly flat when bed is made. Customer approved for 12 years. Plywood construction. Head Elevation comfort. Adjustable ring size, $6.50 ppd. Allow three weeks delivery. Please underline initial of last name.

Turn To Silver

... when you're looking for a gift that's personal to give with love and kisses to a pretty girl. It's so luxurious, it's scandalous. Oval in shape, it's that's flattering from any angle. An absolutely crushing present, beautifully packaged with a stretch insert that fits like a dream over any hairdo, adjusts to any head-size. Black, brown, navy, gold, beige, forest green, gray or white in silky double knit. We pay postage. Money back guarantee.

SHOPPING AROUND

WATCH THE WATCHMAKER

Fabulous Felix watches your watch. He takes time between ears, guards it cleverly. With the wrist watch, he's sleek and slinky. Gold-plated, mounted, stained and beveled wood base. Over 4" tall; base, 3 1/2" x 2 1/4". $1.99 plus 25c post. P.O. Box 138, Neub, N. Y. 10960

PHOTO FINISH

Newest picture show in town this endearing new charm. A black and white photo is reproduced to fit 1 1/4" charm, a process preserves it for a lifetime in 24k gold finish. Great for weddings, birthdays, Xmas. Wear on your golden chain. $7.95 plus 5c post. The Mail Box, HOG, 6 Union, Westminster, N. Y. 11597.

OVER 100


THE ANIMAL FAIR

Just iron these bits of whimsy on curtains, bedspreads, T-shirts, blouses or skirts and create new scene. Two each of life-size 5" lion, elephant, giraffe, and rhinoceros felted appliques. In blue, red or gold, black or white. Set of 8. $1.98 ppd. Whipple House, HG, 4 E. 45th St., New York, N. Y. 10017.

SQUEEZE EASY

Juicer for citrus fruits square and strains simultaneously. Halved fruit in, press down handle and there's the vita rich juice. Cast aluminum, easy to clean, on rubber feet to protect counter. 5" by 5" by 9" $7.95 $1.00. Packed in gift carton.

SHOES TIGHT?

Stretch your shoes the pro- al way. Just line up all "closset shoes", insert this custom made contoured stretcher, overnight, shoes a- large. Indicate size, and when men's or women's. $4.98 p.p. post. ($1 Liquid Shoe Str for included FREE.) Mahara Dept. HG99, 116-19 101 Jamaica, N. Y. 11419.
ICE SLICES

Fabulous French slicer works like a charm on tomatoes, cucumbers, hard-boiled eggs and fruits. Cuts them thinner and neater, turns every salad into a work of art. Easy to use; easy to clean. 50¢ ppd. Order yours from tech Creations, HG9, 3511 W.4th St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90230.

THE NARROW HEEL" FINISHING

Your man will call.

He can try it for himself on hour on level ground. He needs eight steps to make it. Twenty steps to make it. For his heart's sake, he should be jogging... on a regular schedule.

A HEALTH WALKER® is the answer. With a Health Walker, he can jog indoors, any time. No weather worries, no special clothes. Just 15 minutes a day relaxes, revitalizes and shapes up today's overexercised, underexercised man.

Health Walker's inclined track multiplies effort four times: 15 minutes on a Health Walker equals an hour on level ground. Small, compact—even folds to store. Precision-made by 83-year-old firm that makes equipment for gyms and YMCAs.

He can try it for himself on 10-day money-back trial plan. Send coupon for details. No obligation; no salesman will call.

ORDER BY MAIL

Widths from AAAA sizes to 13 *

WATSASKET KIT

HAND RACK KIT

MONOGRAM

VICTORIA GIFTS

12-H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

MONEY BACK if returned unworn within 10 days. FREE CATALOG HG-9 shows styles in widths from AA to AAAA, scales from 6 to 13, widths to 6A's. No weather worries, no special clothes. Just 15 minutes a day relaxes, revitalizes and shapes up today's overexercised, underexercised man. With a Health Walker, he can jog indoors, any time.

For his heart's sake, he should be jogging... on a regular schedule.

A HEALTH WALKER® is the answer. With a Health Walker, he can jog indoors, any time. No weather worries, no special clothes. Just 15 minutes a day relaxes, revitalizes and shapes up today's overexercised, underexercised man.

Health Walker's inclined track multiplies effort four times: 15 minutes on a Health Walker equals an hour on level ground. Small, compact—even folds to store. Precision-made by 83-year-old firm that makes equipment for gyms and YMCAs.

He can try it for himself on 10-day money-back trial plan. Send coupon for details. No obligation; no salesman will call.

BATTLE CREEK EQUIPMENT CO. Dept. 284, 330 W. Jackson St., Battle Creek, Michigan 49016

Rush free information on Health Walker to:

NAME __________________________

ADDRESS _______________________

CITY STATE ZIP

This could literally be a lifesaver for your husband (and it can do great things for your figure, too).
This simple coin never lets you forget that "with God all things are possible!"
HAVE YOU TRIED ANAGLYPTA?

Now you can enhance your home with high relief ornamentation that will enrich your surroundings at surprisingly low cost. Add decorative moldings to doors and walls, grace ceilings with anaglypta centers. Can be painted or gilded to resemble wood, plaster or stone. Send 35c today for complete catalog of anaglypta decorations and price list to nearest W.H.S. Lloyd office.

W.H.S. LLOYD COMPANY, INC.
979 Third Ave. (Suite 1022)
New York, N.Y. 10022
730 North Franklin Street
Chicago, Ill. 60610

W.H.S. LLOYD CO., INC.
HG-769
(See Above for nearest address)

Send me complete Anaglypta catalog and price list. Enclosed is 35c.

Name
Address
City & State

Window Bubble
KEEPs OUT RAIN, SNOW, LEAVES, MICE, SNakes

Just slip it over your window. The heavy white fabric will not buckle under heavy wind or storms. Practically indestructible and washable. Will fit semi-circular windows up to 30" L. 22" H with 36" projection. Complete with metal stiles.

$15.95 SHIPPED EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT NO C.O.D.'s Please

FREE:
For rectangular windows and custom build outs.

COMPLETE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Hundreds of buyers tell us that they are delighted with our Window Bubble!

DILWORTH MANUFACTURING
Box 23, HG9, Edgewood, Pa. 19028

SHOPPING AROUND

REPLETE WITH PLEATS

But never a seam! Woven taffeta feet wide to "up end" to drape the widest windows floor to ceiling. And there are no seams to sew or show. New "Fan pleating" or regular pinch pleating. All airy open weaves, Pearlspun stout cottons that tumble down Catalogue, swatches, 25c. Homespun House, HG9, 9026 Linwood, Culver City, Cal. 90230.

KITCHEN CAPER

Finally, friends of SHOPPING AROUND, the Grip 'n Whip box designed for portable electric mixers! Safe for stove or storage too. Gleaming stainless steel a cinch to clean. Durable with convenient self-handle, pour lip and measuring marks. 3½ size, $3.98 ppd. Maison Michel Ltd., HG9, Michel Bldg., No Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

WINGED STITCHERY

Favorite birds come to color life with cross-stitch in subtle shadings and bright tones of wool. 7" by 8" wood frame mahogany or maple, $1.25 each. Choose blue jay, cardinal, robins, chickadee, titmouse, includes stamped linen, wool, instructions, $1.50 each. 35c postage. The Added Touch, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

TRIM TOTER

Handsome book and magazine rack holds 10 to 12 hardcover lots of paperbacks and a month's supply of magazines. 13½" h., 1½" w., 9½" d. Grand to carry out autumn days, leave by hearth any time. Kit, $7.95; finished honey, maple, pine or walnut, $11.25. Ppd. Add 60c post. W. Miss. Yield House, HG9, North Conway, N. H. 03860.

PARTING BLESSING


SLIM SLIM SLIM

No Diet No Exercise No Medication For particulars please send stamped, self-addressed envelope with One Dollar, Cash or Money Order to:

ZANNA
Post Office Box 5964, Reno, Nevada 89503

SLIM SLIM SLIM
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SHOPPING AROUND

BED-Y-BUY
Try this practical bed table to any angle. It’s perfect for serving Mom breakfast in bed and a must to have on hand with back to school bugs in the offing. Tops for typing or snack tubbing. Adjusts from 27” to 42” h. $14.95 per.
Colonial Garden, HGE-9, Alley Stream, N.Y. 11582.

PHOTO PLAY
Self-mounting album takes the work out of organizing photos by anishing paste and corner tabs. Place photos on page, cover with acetate film, and photos are secure. Hard-cover album opens at with spiral binding; 9½” by 1½”, 20 pages. Available personalized (specify). $5.95 plus 50c post. World Co., HG9, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

JURNITURE FIND
A charming 19th century reproduction of a roll-top desk. Two drawers, pigeon holes, two shelves. 27” w., 16½” d., 41” overall. Gold-tooled brown leather writing surface with red finish; black with Colony green or yellow lacquer. Kidn fired inlaid colors. Other finishes are polished bronze, green or yellow lacquer, and high-impact styrene top 17½” by 24”. Heavy-duty steel tubing. Adjusts from 27” to 42” h. $14.95 pod. Colonial Garden, HGE-9, Alley Stream, N.Y. 11582.

LUIGI CRYSTAL
SHELL OF ABUNDANCE
LATTICE URN, in lead, with spiral light incl. $199 plus $15 for shipping. Pompeian lead, 41½” high—11” dia­

FACIAL CARE
Zeigler facial care really works, it says. It’s a “firm believer”, but only by your own evaluation. And if you are like so many other Zeigler facial users, you will know that when we say Zeigler facial care really works, it simply does work. For you. Send today for complete details.

Join the Firm Believers
There are so many things to be said in favor of Zeigler facial care. How it was developed with the supervision of doctors to make it scientifically correct. How it has been proved effective in clinical studies. How we prove it in actual unrehearsed photos, like these...

FROM THIS...TO THIS

In answer to that, we say try it at our expense. Give it a good 30 days try with return privilege completely guar­anteed. How we carefully craft our facial care unit and back if with a five-year war­ranty. How we really do care and care. And care.

What you really want to know is — will it make you look younger by dimin­ishing fine lines and fine wrinkles — improve contours about the eyes, cheeks and chinline — and improve your skin texture — give you a better complexion?

In order to get the best out of our guarantee, we need your cooperation. We will bend over backwards and forwards to give personal service to Zeigler users. We will meticulously answer every question that may arise. We will carefully craft our facial care unit and back it with a five-year warranty. We will really do care and care. And care.
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slim with -out diet

20 18 16 14

Which is your figure? Would you like to slim down to a more shapely "you" without strenuous dieting, calorie counting, drugs or weight loss? All it takes is 3 minutes night and morning with the XER-HI CUSHION—without even getting out of bed. No vigorous exercises—no vibrations—but effortless muscle toning. At a serious new answer, this scientifically designed exerciser works directly on fatty tissue of hips, waist, tummy and thighs. Firms, tones and shapes them into a slimmer silhouette. in just 60 days or your money back. Full directions and progress chart come with each speed slimming XER-HI Cushion for only $4.29. We pay postage, ship in 4 hours and mail gifts direct. Send Check or Money Order to:

Better Sleep Inc. BOX 6J

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

"make it mine" SHIRTWAIST

by

Meticulously tailored in an equal blend of no-care polyester & cotton; buttoned front, d-d ring-string style sashed waist. Every beautiful detail marked with white on Cameo, Red, Green or Navy. Sizes 6-20.

$25.00

plus 60¢ post. Please allow 3 wks. for monogramming.

VICKI WAYNE

610-HSS Box 6305, Tucson, Ariz. 85716

BOUQUETS OF LIGHT

Hand-cut crystal showered with flowers displays paisleys, florals, flock designs; explains how to measure, suggests where to put with Do-it-yourself booklet. 25¢ post. Color Studios, Dept RP-11, 20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 10603

“HOW-TO”

Serendipitous sampling of up-dated wall coverings and ideas takes the worry out of decor. "Wallcoverings and Ideas for a Smaller House," 80p. with charts. only $1.25. plus 60c post. Perpetual publishing, 201 E. 41st St., N. Y. 10017

HAPPY POTS

What is a Happy Pot? A Happy Pot is Happiness

In an historic moment of deliciuos inspiration, Clive Brook of England’s most celebrated studio potters—created the Happy Pot. The purpose of the Happy Pot? Simply to make people laugh. Not only could it hold a miserable frown, but the happy face was concealed by the cry of England’s most celebrated studio potters—created the Happy Pot. The purpose of the Happy Pot? Simply to make people laugh. Not only could it hold a miserable frown, but the happy face was concealed by the cry of England’s most celebrated studio potters—created the Happy Pot. The purpose of the Happy Pot? Simply to make people laugh. Not only could it hold a miserable frown, but the happy face was concealed by the cry of England’s most celebrated studio potters—created the Happy Pot. The purpose of the Happy Pot? Simply to make people laugh. Not only could it hold a miserable frown, but the happy face was concealed...

MURAL ART CENTER

4461 Birch St.

Dept. 1539, Newport, Calif. 92660

Converting Instantly!

Your typewriter and writing material concealed in 19” x 20” x 3½” high closed Spring operated. French Provincial shown, also Early American, Oriental, Heirloom Provincial or Contemporary $19.95 and up for portables. Matching File. WRITE FOR INFORMATION.

Ask about models for standard type-writers. Also the "Little Home Theatre" console for movie and slide projectors.

little home office

1566 Ink Rd., S. E. Grand Rapids, Mich.
SHOPPING AROUND

COUNTRY CHARM
With Bleached and Unbleached Muslin

...pillow sham, bleached and unbleached muslin in
...pillow sham, bleached and unbleached muslin in
Write for brochure showing full line of Country
Write for brochure showing full line of Country
Curtains in many sizes and styles. Specify size,
curtains in many sizes and styles. Specify size,
and style. 5" w. plus 45c post. The Stitchery,
and style. 5" w. plus 45c post. The Stitchery,
49, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.
49, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

CREWEL TRICK
To house a doorstop or paperweight, embroider a delightful
To house a doorstop or paperweight, embroider a delightful
brick house. Kit includes design
brick house. Kit includes design
with tile roof in red, blue shutters,
with tile roof in red, blue shutters,
kitten, eiderdown over door,
kitten, eiderdown over door,
flowers, pots, chimney and es-
flowers, pots, chimney and es-
altered tree on white linen; yarn
altered tree on white linen; yarn
and directions. Use two kits for
and directions. Use two kits for
air of bookends. $4.50 each plus
air of bookends. $4.50 each plus
45c post. The Stitchery,
45c post. The Stitchery,
49, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.
49, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

TOUCH
read softly, snuggly in genuine
read softly, snuggly in genuine
leather, soft and supple, arts and
leather, soft and supple, arts and
craftsmen's creations. 
craftsmen's creations.

ROMANTIC DUO
Hollow-stem champagne goblets present the perfect treat for
Hollow-stem champagne goblets present the perfect treat for
bride and groom or an anniversary couple. First name and date of
bride and groom or an anniversary couple. First name and date of
the wedding's engraved on each bowl. Highlight gift's
the wedding's engraved on each bowl. Highlight gift's
wrapped with symbolic fly-of-the-valley and dressy white bow.
wrapped with symbolic fly-of-the-valley and dressy white bow.
$7.95 per set, ppd. Reizensteins.
$7.95 per set, ppd. Reizensteins.
H99, Room 260-M, 300-6th Ave.
H99, Room 260-M, 300-6th Ave.
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

ULTRA TOUCH
read softly, snuggly in genuine
read softly, snuggly in genuine
leather, soft and supple, arts and
leather, soft and supple, arts and
craftsman's creations. 
craftsman's creations.

COUNTRY CURTAINS
At the Red Lion Inn
STOBBRIDGE, MASS. 01262, DEPT. 63
FLIP TOP
with molded rawhide sole and
with molded rawhide sole and
fantastic buy in this superbly designed willow
fantastic buy in this superbly designed willow
kit. Includes design
kit. Includes design
of your choice. Willows available in a
of your choice. Willows available in a
more colors: red, blue, green, brown, orange, yellow
more colors: red, blue, green, brown, orange, yellow
(please specify magazine size). $5.00
(please specify magazine size). $5.00
per set. The Stitchery,
per set. The Stitchery,
49, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.
49, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

COUNTRY CHARM
With Bleached and Unbleached Muslin

JEWEL CHEST
from Italy, cut velvet and leather, suede-lined, approx.
from Italy, cut velvet and leather, suede-lined, approx.
9" long, $19.75 (postage $1.00).
9" long, $19.75 (postage $1.00).
Duty, if any, payable on receipt.
Duty, if any, payable on receipt.

P.O. BOX 1226 No. Fuller
Los Angeles, Cal. 90046

HAIR-AGAIN
Treatment kit of special ingredients
Treatment kit of special ingredients
including Probe removes coarse,
including Probe removes coarse,
brown hair from face, arms, legs or
brown hair from face, arms, legs or
upper chest and for all other types,
upper chest and for all other types,
also actually does the roots: no bristly regrowth.
also actually does the roots: no bristly regrowth.
er Stiff's compounded of natural
er Stiff's compounded of natural
ingredients. Stiff's is smooth, soft, and it's pure.
ingredients. Stiff's is smooth, soft, and it's pure.
$0.14 day money-back guarantee.
$0.14 day money-back guarantee.
O.D. Order from
O.D. Order from
ANNE JAMES
Dept. 5, 1226 No. Fuller
Los Angeles, Cal. 90046

TELEPHONES READY-TO-USE!
OWN IT AND SAVE MONEY ON
PHONE BILL EVERY MONTH!

STANDARD HOME PHONE
ASSORTED STYLES

STANDARD HOME PHONE
ASSORTED STYLES
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"Time Tellers"...

Need not be drab or small; why not different, gay, and great? Tell time with "Numbered" or "Love" on your wall. Use in any room. One year guarantee. Electric parts. Plastic face. Approx. 12". $10.95 plus $1.50 postage and handling. Sorry no C.O.D.'s.

THE GIFT TREE
P. O. Box HG-53
Kentington, Md. 20793

DO-IT-YOURSELF
DINOSAUR
4 ft. long! $5 ft. High!

Introduce your child's interest in natural history, now with this kit! Made of extra-durable, moisture-proof plastic, this dinousaur is made up of 15 plastic pieces easy to assemble and take apart. It's like bringing a museum into your home.

DINOSAUR KIT $8.95
Add 95c for postage and handling. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Made in U.S.A.

JOHN BROOKS
1620 Woodward Rd.
Dept. HG-9, St. Louis, Mo. 63114

SHOOPING AROUND

ORIENT OPULENCE
Chinese shadow box with a history is hand-molded copy of deity niche. 4½" x 5¾" in 14" w. Holds Kwan Yin, an 8¼" goddess of molded white glaze porcelain. Shadow box, black, red trim, $6 plus 75c post. Kwan Yin, $3.95 plus 55c post. Both, $9.95 plus $1 post. Zip Co., Box 3072 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill. 60654.

HUMMEL HIDEAWAY
Charming cache for tiny possessions—this enchanting Hummel treasure chest. Choose the unbrella girl and hear "Somewhere My Love" from "Dr. Zhivago." "Edelweiss" from "Sound of Music." Walnut-finished; it's 6" by 3" h., sections $1.55 post. 210 E. 50th St., New York, N.Y. 10022.

SLICE OF LIFE
And just as natural, too, in refrigerate fruits. Citrus slice rug washable nylon, polyester a cotton to toss in machine a dryer. For the kitchen or any room where you want a bit of whimsy and a touch of color. 20" by 36" Slice of lemon is yellow a white; orange, orange and white; $6.50 ppd. Jeredth Manor, HG9, Nyack, N.Y. 10960.

SING A SONG OF 4 X 4
Multiplication can be a delight! There's a musical quiz to help children remember the lesson. Own youngsters learned easily from our set and enjoyed it! Bremner Records, HG9, Carmel, Calif. 93921.

SUPER-SIZE EGG
Ostrich eggs are now the largest variety of egg known; they are beauties, measure 5½" by 4½" Hunting World syphons out contents and mounts each in a clear lucite base. Tough durable; not fragile like hen's. $12.95 each plus postage. Hunting World, HG9, 220 E. 50th St., New York, N.Y. 10022.

TAROT CARDS
Cryptic astrological signs make fortune telling easy. The meanings of the signs are printed right on the 78 Tarot cards for fortunetelling. deck is actually a four decks in one. Instruct book plus Tarot cards, $3.50 ppd. Free catalogue of exciting gifts. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG9, 3023 Crane Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22042.
SHOPIING AROUND

BLACKBOARD LOVE NOTE

DANISH-STYLE BENCH
Like on all fine furniture, a bench mark indicates craftsmanship and character. This solid hardwood beauty is in walnut finish. 16" h.; 18" d. Its uses include: extra seating; TV set; coffee table. 30" $6.95; 36" $9.95; 48" $12.95; 60" $15.95; 72" $18.95. Exp. coll. Danish catalogue, 25c. Genada Imports, HG9, 1201 Ave. of the Americas, New York 10036.

FLIGHTS OF FANCY
A hunting we did go and what an artistic pair we found. Ducks and geese trapped on natural bur rush, covering a handsome metal wastebasket. Everything hand done as always from this fine shop. $12 ppd. Catalogue of mountain crafts, 25c. Creative Crafts, Dept. 372, Route 1, Box 1115, Morristown, N. J. 07950

GENUINE LEATHER SWIVEL-BACK CHAIR
Complete comfort. A real challenge to the skill of the chair maker. When inflated, a natural rubber balloon is inserted in the cushion to equalize and soften the seating surface. Genuine Leather Swivel-Back Chair, $22.99. Specify name in gold. 80c for rush delivery. House of Margo, Dept. B99, 7501 Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221

SCHOOL SPECIAL!
ALL 3 PERSONALIZED SETS $8.00 ppd.
12 BLUE STICK PENS with name in white on one-size fits all plastic button pouch. Ink that lasts. 6¼" L. 12 for $1.75

NYLON TIP MARKERS
with name in gold, a prefab. safety with nib so that you won't rub off your name. Send order in writing: "I Love You." 8 for $3.25

24 HEXAGON PENCILS
Finest quality, smooth writing with eraser. pro-sealing cover. 24 for $1.50

CATHEDRAL CANDLESTICKS
CREATE DRAMATIC BEAUTY
Imported from Italy, our Cathedral candlesticks are massive, pieces (13" High) that create a spectacular decorative effect. As light shines through their translucent glass, it brings out the rich colors and highlights design details. Candle cups are removable, enabling you to use the hollow stems as design details. Candle cups are removable, enabling you to use the hollow stems as

RELY ON THE "JITTERBALL"
Running out of gas can be inconvenient and dangerous. "JITTERBALL"—a unique sight-seeing, new patented device warns you when fuel is low. Simply drop it into your gas tank. It's safe! It's soft on top and ideal hard as a rock on the bottom. Makes no sound until your gas is low—then it raps on the bottom, rolls around and really raises a fuss. To turn off the warning, just stop for some gas. Simple?—yes, bet, and safe! Only $1.50—plus 25c postage & handling. Guaranteed for the life of your car.

NEW EXCITING 3D CHESS
First chess innovation in 1000 years. What stereo has done for music and spices have done for cook- ing—3D has done for the age-honored game of chess. Minor rule changes (endorsed by Larry Evans, U.S. Chess Champion) permit 3D play ing. A real challenge to the skill of the chess player.

LOWEST PRICE EVER!
Now a Full Size
Chair for
the Price of a Cushion! The
ONLY $19.98

Genuine Leather
Swivel-Back
British Officer's Chair
Distinctive in bearing, distinguished in breed ing, a chair for an officer and a gentleman— your gentleman. Unique swivel-back conforms to his every movement. Padded seat, back, and seat pad guaranteed to turn flat into luxury. Built to last a lifetime of use. Soft, mellowed, natural black leather combines with handsome walnut finished hardwood frame. Reinforced with clothed black leather buckle, slipstream back. Will bring importance and comfort to office, den, family room, bedroom quarters, and more. Assembly in minutes—no tricky instructions. When ordered shipments are in, please due to us. Order today! Only $19.98. Add $1.98 shipping.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Prompt shipment. Send check or money order—no C.O.D.'s. Write for FREE catalog of unique gifts.
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Satisfaction guaranteed. Prompt shipment. Send check or money order—no C.O.D.'s. Write for FREE catalog of unique gifts.
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For $4 you can have a luau in your house without Leilani Rum.

But an Hawaiian luau without the only rum made in Hawaii is like a clambake without the clams. So if you supply the Leilani, for $4 we'll supply the rest of the luau:

- 6 balloons in lots of colors.
- 8 plastic lanterns in lots more colors.
- 2 leis in lots, lots more colors.
- 8 paper plates in a special aloha pattern.
- 16 matching paper napkins.
- 1 matching (naturally) paper tablecloth, 60" x 102".

I will supply the Leilani Rum; please send me the luau. Enclosed is my check for $4.

Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: 

(Offer void where prohibited by law)

HAWAIIAN RUM • 80 PROOF • CALVERT DISTILLERS CO., HONOLULU, HAWAII

Pineapple Cutter
Fresh Pineapple is easy to prepare with this stainless steel cutter that slices 6 perfect wedges and leaves the shell intact for a server. Gift boxed $4.95 p.p.d.

Send check or money order to

Personal Shopper
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
P.O. Box 3770, Honolulu, Hawaii 96811

Meet the friendly natives at the KAUI SURF
Kalapaki beach, Island of Kauai

Because Islanders have a special talent for having fun, you'll find them at this 100 acre tropical resort. Swimming, Surfing, Golfing, Dancing. Or maybe just lazing on the golden sand beach. Come join them soon.

See your travel agent or write

INTER-ISLAND RESORTS
KONA INN / KAUI SURF / THE NANILOA
Phone 922-1656 / P.O. Box 8539
Honolulu, Hawaii 96815

PRIMO PAIR

Sears, H99, Box 3770, Honolulu, Hawaii 96811.
PINEAPPLE FOR PUPUS

Pupus, we discovered, are Hawaiian hors d'oeuvres. And to serve them or your favorite mainland snacks, this handsome pineapple. Nicely crafted of beautifully grained monkeypod, a mellow brown wood native to the Islands. Pineapple server measures 10" long and 2" deep and you may order yours at the pleasant price of $3 postpaid. Hawaii South Sea Products, HG9, Box 7526, Hawaii Kai, Honolulu, Hawaii 96821.

ANGELSKIN CORAL

Maui divers of Hawaii dive 1,800 feet to capture blush pink coral found only in Island waters. They then create distinctive jewelry combining hand-carved Angelskin coral, pearls and 14k gold. Pretty pin of rose and pearls, 2" long, $42.50; ring, $42.50; earrings, $28.50. Add $1 for air post. Security Diamond Co., HG9, 2003 Ala Moana Center, Honolulu, Hawaii 96814.

HAWAIIAN HARLOW

Island designers inspired by the Thirties movie legend came up with this fabulous pants pair, gathered sleeve top, appropriately pinky, with wide, wide pants—and all in a fantastic Kaikoo swirl print of acrylic crêpe. Olive and yellow, pink and yellow or pink and blue. Sizes 6 to 12, $32 postpaid. Tahiti Imports, HG9, Box 571, Waikiki, Hawaii 96815.

HALIEKA AND FRIEND

Hawaiian playmates for mainland mommies. Halieka, Hawaiian for Hattie and little Kela, which means Sarah dress delightfully in brightly printed muumuus. Hattie is 22" tall, $5.98; Sarah stands 15" $3.98. Add $1.50 postage each. Holiday for Children, HG9, 2418 Kalakaua Ave., Honolulu, Hawaii 96815.
PHOTO MOBILE
Favorite photos can fly! Mount them yourself on seven twi-sided photo discs, each 2½" by 2½". Self-adhesive patches make it easy to show off 14 prized pictures. Ready to use with decorative ring for top. Order one for photos, another for gay cut-outs for the nursery crowd. $1.95 ppd. Amtec, HG9, 3511 Lawson Blvd., Oceanside, N. Y. 11572.

CHERRY STONER
Can she bake a cherry pie? Indeed she can and not a stone sight with this kitchen wizard—only the superb flavor of the juicy fruit. Made of sturdy metal, heavily tinned, it's the old favorite that even modern methods can't improve. $7.95 plus 80¢ postage. John Brooks, Ltd., Dept. B9E, 1620 Woodson Rd., S. Louis, Mo. 63114.

BIRD SONG
"Beep, beep"—the unmistakable cry of Road Runner, the popular cartoon creation, gives voice to horn that attaches easily to any car. 4" by 5½" by 6½" with horn button control, instructions for mounting. Just a tap on the button tells the slow driver ahead you get the message! $8.98 plus 75¢ postage. A Man's World, Dept. HG9, Lake Success, N. Y. 11042.

STITCHABLE ART
Pretty poppy and butterfly picture on 13" by 13" natural Belgian linen for you to embroider with two-ply crewel wool. Also available: companion buttercup picture. Each kit with linen, wool needle, instructions, $2.95. Additional nut finished 13" sq. wood frame, with gold trim, $1.95. Add 45¢ postage. What's New Shop, 12 Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

CURRIER & IVES MUGS
Especially nice for apres-ski drinks before the fire, or after dinner coffee. Currier & Ives mugs have reproductions of century-old American countryside scenes both fore and aft. Solid blue and white on fine-glazed ceramic. Fluted bases stack Big eight-oz. size. Set of 4, $1.95 plus 25¢ postage. Breck's, N65 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

MAKE A FOUNTAIN
Easy to shape to oval or kidney 5' by 7½', round, 6' dia. Kit includes rustproof aluminum side wall, 18' by 4½", plastic line 15 clips. Brass sprayhead with 16 sprays 3-tier pattern. Submersible, recirculating pump hermetically sealed. 6' wire with molded plug. $24.95 plus 50¢ postage. Canal Electric, HG9, 31 Canal St., N. Y. 10013.
Chaperone Says, Keep Off!

A FEW PUFFS KEEP PETS WHERE THEY BELONG

Bashful telltale hairs, doggy odors, prevent pets soiling upholstery and rugs. Keep kitty from clawing furniture, puppy from chewing slippers, etc. Humane, invisible, long-lasting. Pet-proofs clawing furniture, puppy from chewing slippers, soiling upholstery and rugs. Keep Kitty from Banish telltale hairs, doggy odors, prevent pets spraying; people seldom notice its faint fragrance. 

Outdoor Chaperone, Protects Plants, Lawns

It's so repelling dogs and cats avoid what you spray. (U.S.D.A. reg. 731-23).

SPECIAL — 2 Giant Triple Size Cans for $3.00

Outdoor Chaperone, Protects Plants, Lawns

Reproduce the grandeur of the original by Edmund Pearce.

CRYSTAL FLOWER HOLDERS

Put one at each place, group several for sparkling centerpieces. Blossom shaped to hold small posies with stems wrapped in damp cotton; with a drop or two of colored water, with tiny artificial blossoms. Or use as an elegant centerpiece. Make wonderful paperweights. Nicely finished in golden brass. $1.00 each, 3 for $1.98 plus 25c post. (write for free catalog)

WINES

Dept. HG99, Box 241, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530

WOOL ARM BANDS

To serve. Sparkling white individual ironstone servers are as agreeable with hot fare as we frosted berries. Retain heat cold. 7" diameter. Set of 4, $5.50 plus 50c post. Majestic Celebrations, Inc., HG9, 1201 Aves. New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

STOOP STOPPER

Sagging shoulders get a loving lift with the Pi Peer shoulder brace, a lightweight device that takes on the job of minding your children's manners. They're official trainers, The Pi Peer shaped cup stays put magically, though it lifts up eas.

OH, GRATIN GREATS!

French inspired au gratin dishes go into the oven; come out ready to serve. Sparkling white individual ironstone servers are as liable as hot fare. Use them in the summer flower garden. Use and enjoy every minute of the season...as a fruited centerpiece, a sparkling centerpiece. Blossom shaped to hold small posies with stems wrapped in damp cotton, with a drop or two of colored water, with tiny artificial blossoms. Or use as an elegant centerpiece. Make wonderful paperweights. Nicely finished in golden brass. $1.00 each, 3 for $1.98 plus 25c post. (write for free catalog)

MEAT MULLERS

Specify whale or cat and child's name. Ppd. Brack's, Q12 Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

Golden Keys of the Kingdom $1 each

Antique gold plated keys make interesting wall decorations. Use them in groupings or alone. 5" cast metal keys made from antique molds, hand-finished in golden brass. $1.00 each, 3 for $1.98 plus 25c post. (write for free catalog)

ACHERON

Dept. HG-99

733 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. 60611

Magically Yours

The blue whale or the orange fish, you choose. Ten on these white metal trivets are as appealing to the eye as they are to the hand to hold sparkling white plates. Each will be attractively branded with a whale name. Ppd. Breck's, Q12 Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

ZEBRA STENCIL

Trompe l'oeil zebra in all its boldness and beauty. This exciting stencil is marvelously detailed. Use it to wall hangings, and posters. Use and enjoy every minute of the season...as a fruited centerpiece, a sparkling centerpiece. Blossom shaped to hold small posies with stems wrapped in damp cotton; with a drop or two of colored water, with tiny artificial blossoms. Or use as an elegant centerpiece. Make wonderful paperweights. Nicely finished in golden brass. $1.00 each, 3 for $1.98 plus 25c post. (write for free catalog)

CRYSTAL FLOWER HOLDERS

Put one at each place, group several for sparkling centerpieces. Blossom shaped to hold small posies with stems wrapped in damp cotton; with a drop or two of colored water, with tiny artificial blossoms. Or use as an elegant centerpiece. Make wonderful paperweights. Nicely finished in golden brass. $1.00 each, 3 for $1.98 plus 25c post. (write for free catalog)

COME MAKERS

102 S. Broad Thomasville, Ga. 31792

Golden Keys of the Kingdom $1 each

Antique gold plated keys make interesting wall decorations. Use them in groupings or alone. 5" cast metal keys made from antique molds, hand-finished in golden brass. $1.00 each, 3 for $1.98 plus 25c post. (write for free catalog)

ACHERON

Dept. HG-99

733 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60611

STOOP STOPPER

Sagging shoulders get a loving lift with the Pi Peer shoulder brace, a lightweight device that takes on the job of minding your children's manners. They're official trainers, The Pi Peer shaped cup stays put magically, though it lifts up eas.

OH, GRATIN GREATS!

French inspired au gratin dishes go into the oven; come out ready to serve. Sparkling white individual ironstone servers are as agreeable with hot fare as they are to the eye. Use them in the summer flower garden. Use and enjoy every minute of the season...as a fruited centerpiece, a sparkling centerpiece. Blossom shaped to hold small posies with stems wrapped in damp cotton, with a drop or two of colored water, with tiny artificial blossoms. Or use as an elegant centerpiece. Make wonderful paperweights. Nicely finished in golden brass. $1.00 each, 3 for $1.98 plus 25c post. (write for free catalog)

MEAT MULLERS

Specify whale or cat and child's name. Ppd. Brack's, Q12 Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

Golden Keys of the Kingdom $1 each

Antique gold plated keys make interesting wall decorations. Use them in groupings or alone. 5" cast metal keys made from antique molds, hand-finished in golden brass. $1.00 each, 3 for $1.98 plus 25c post. (write for free catalog)
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French inspired au gratin dishes go into the oven; come out ready to serve. Sparkling white individual ironstone servers are as agreeable with hot fare as they are to the eye. Use them in the summer flower garden. Use and enjoy every minute of the season...as a fruited centerpiece, a sparkling centerpiece. Blossom shaped to hold small posies with stems wrapped in damp cotton, with a drop or two of colored water, with tiny artificial blossoms. Or use as an elegant centerpiece. Make wonderful paperweights. Nicely finished in golden brass. $1.00 each, 3 for $1.98 plus 25c post. (write for free catalog)

MEAT MULLERS

Specify whale or cat and child's name. Ppd. Brack's, Q12 Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

Golden Keys of the Kingdom $1 each

Antique gold plated keys make interesting wall decorations. Use them in groupings or alone. 5" cast metal keys made from antique molds, hand-finished in golden brass. $1.00 each, 3 for $1.98 plus 25c post. (write for free catalog)
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733 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60611

STOOP STOPPER

Sagging shoulders get a loving lift with the Pi Peer shoulder brace, a lightweight device that takes on the job of minding your children's manners. They're official trainers, The Pi Peer shaped cup stays put magically, though it lifts up eas.

OH, GRATIN GREATS!

French inspired au gratin dishes go into the oven; come out ready to serve. Sparkling white individual ironstone servers are as agreeable with hot fare as they are to the eye. Use them in the summer flower garden. Use and enjoy every minute of the season...as a fruited centerpiece, a sparkling centerpiece. Blossom shaped to hold small posies with stems wrapped in damp cotton, with a drop or two of colored water, with tiny artificial blossoms. Or use as an elegant centerpiece. Make wonderful paperweights. Nicely finished in golden brass. $1.00 each, 3 for $1.98 plus 25c post. (write for free catalog)

MEAT MULLERS

Specify whale or cat and child's name. Ppd. Brack's, Q12 Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.
MAKE-A-LAMP KIT

Brightly decorative are Danish oiler lamp bases. Originally used to print fine wallpapers, so no two are alike. Choose from floral, geometric or abstract patterns. Solid brass base, harp and printing “teeth” on roller. Overall 35”. Kit (shades not included), $29.95. Ppd. Eastchester Lighting, HG99. 288 Columbus Ave., Larchmont, N. Y. 10707.

ANTIBOOT


MOTION MAGIC

The sixties version of worry beads—a set of swinging pendulums that demonstrate Newton’s Law of Motion. You relax as you etch. Handsome desk accessory, too—black and clear plastic with gold and silver trim. 8¾” h. $6 plus 50c post. mech Creations, HG9, 3511 w. 8th Ave., Oceanside, N. Y. 11521.

FLOWERS FOREVER

Special mixture of silica gel anuses and magic-acting blue flts create permanent bouquets of fresh flowers that last for years. Used material in a paper bag, leave from 3 to 5 days; fresh flowers are preserved. 1 pack, $2.95; 2, $5; 6, $13.50 pppd. by Morris Corp., QE-2, 31 Hanse Ave., Freeport, N. Y. 11520.

UYGLOT PLAN

Whether or not you want to sound like the United Nations and learn all languages, records let you learn Spanish, French, German, Russian, Hebrew, Italian, Portuguese, Norwegian, Danish or Dutch. Each set of 5 records with instructions. $2.70 per set pppd. W. Books, Language Record Div., Dept. HG9, Box 707, Grand Intra Sta., New York 10017.

WORLD ARTS

It’s Instant Profits for your treasury when you introduce this unique Gothic style candle with velour finish. Light glows through quaint windows that look like stained glass. Lends a warm highlight to mantel, buffet table—brightens any drab corner.

Guaranteed Profits

For Your Group or Organization

$60 to $450

or I will make up the difference myself!

CATHEDRAL CANDLE

It’s Instant Profits for your treasury when you introduce this unique Gothic style candle with velour finish. Light glows through quaint windows that look like stained glass. Lends a warm highlight to mantel, buffet table—brightens any drab corner.

Abigail Martin, Fund-Raising advisor, says: “If you don’t raise the sums below, I’ll make up the difference between your cost and your guaranteed profit!”

Order...

15 Sales Kits $ 61 Profit $ 81 Profit
30 Sales Kits $122 Profit $162 Profit
50 Sales Kits $202 Profit $270 Profit
100 Sales Kits $405 Profit $600 Profit

Many Groups Make Up To $2,000 in A Week.

ORDER 1 KIT FOR EACH MEMBER SELLING Individually gift boxed. 12 candles in carrying case.


FREE SAMPLE

To: Abigail Martin, 1113 Washington, Dept. 17, St. Louis, Mo. 63101

SEND... CATHEDRAL SALES KITS (PLUS FREE SAMPLE) Retail $1.25

Date Needed

Organization Name

City State Zip

Address*

Ship to (Name)

Area Code & Phone

Guarantee... and Make...

$ 60 Profit $ 81 Profit
$121 Profit $162 Profit
$202 Profit $270 Profit
$405 Profit $600 Profit

For a Free Sample Mail Coupon Today

NEW YORK, THE FALL

November 1969
No child's Christmas is complete without an F.A.O. Schwarz toy catalog

Over 2,000 exciting, imaginative ideas for youngsters — toys, games, books, children's clothes. Many exclusive. New, different, for year-round shopping — the world's greatest toy catalog. Send coupon today.

Schwarz Children's World
Dept. 079, 745 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10022

Please send me your 1969-70 Toy Catalog. I enclose 25c to cover postage and handling.

Name
Please Print
Address
City
State
Zip

THE DIAMOND HAS A RIVAL
THE KENYA GEM

The only man-made jewel that can be worn side by side with the diamond: expertly cut in 58 facets, its beauty lies in its prismatic fire. Men's and women's rings priced from $50. Terms.

KENYA GEM CORP.
Division HG99 / Philadelphia, Pa. 19122

NEW! SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL's 56-page Fall Magazine-Catalog

Over 600 Gifts from 30 Countries
NOW... 20 pages in glorious Fall Color
Take a fantastic around-the-world trip from the utilitarian comfort of your living room and see the finest handicrafts of the world.

This fall we take a trip to
crystal, pewter, task and Christmas inspirational. Then on to Italy, Austria and Germany for an exciting array of leather, Florentine wood, pewter and mail boxes. Shop inside for its rich
unusual jewels, silver and crystal jewelry, porcelain teapots, unique handmade gift ideas from Japan, Hawaii, India, to order from their handsome new catalogue. A Bentwood bonanza, great gourmet items, lots of lamps and leather, wonderful wicker. Send 25c to Pier 16, Inc., HG9, Box 211, Central Sta., Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

JUST LANDED!
Marvelous imports from Pier 16 to order from their handsome new catalogue. A Bentwood bonanza, great gourmet items, lots of lamps and leather, wonderful wicker. Send 25c to Pier 16, Inc., HG9, Box 211, Central Sta., Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL, INC.
515 Shopping International Bldg.
Norwich, Vermont 05055

Mail this coupon to Miles Kimball Co., 580 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901

SEND ME—FREE—
the 40-page Miles Kimball special catalog of unique new Christmas Card ideas — some deeply religious, some light hearted, all completely personal and guaranteed to express your originality.

My Name__________________________
Address____________________________
City & State________________________ ZIP________________________

OREGON ABUNDANCE

A goldmine of goodies in this color-splashed booklet from famous Harry & David, the Fruit-of-the-Month Club originators. Great gift ideas of fruit, as well as preserves, fruit cake, candies, nuts — even smoked meats and cheeses. Catalogue is free. Harry & David, Bldg. J10, Bear Creek Orchards, Medford, Ore. 97501.
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NOW... 20 pages in glorious Fall Color
Take a fantastic around-the-world trip from the utilitarian comfort of your living room and see the finest handicrafts of the world.

This fall we take a trip to
crystal, pewter, task and Christmas inspirational. Then on to Italy, Austria and Germany for an exciting array of leather, Florentine wood, pewter and mail boxes. Shop inside for its rich
unusual jewels, silver and crystal jewelry, porcelain teapots, unique handmade gift ideas from Japan, Hawaii, India, to order from their handsome new catalogue. A Bentwood bonanza, great gourmet items, lots of lamps and leather, wonderful wicker. Send 25c to Pier 16, Inc., HG9, Box 211, Central Sta., Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

JUST LANDED!
Marvelous imports from Pier 16 to order from their handsome new catalogue. A Bentwood bonanza, great gourmet items, lots of lamps and leather, wonderful wicker. Send 25c to Pier 16, Inc., HG9, Box 211, Central Sta., Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL, INC.
515 Shopping International Bldg.
Norwich, Vermont 05055

Mail this coupon to Miles Kimball Co., 580 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901

SEND ME—FREE—
the 40-page Miles Kimball special catalog of unique new Christmas Card ideas — some deeply religious, some light hearted, all completely personal and guaranteed to express your originality.

My Name__________________________
Address____________________________
City & State________________________ ZIP________________________

OREGON ABUNDANCE

A goldmine of goodies in this color-splashed booklet from famous Harry & David, the Fruit-of-the-Month Club originators. Great gift ideas of fruit, as well as preserves, fruit cake, candies, nuts — even smoked meats and cheeses. Catalogue is free. Harry & David, Bldg. J10, Bear Creek Orchards, Medford, Ore. 97501.
CARDS, CARDS, CARDS
40 pages of original Christmas cards pleasantly priced in Miles Kimball's famous card catalogue. From dignified religious designs to whimsical greetings. All personal, and personalized if you wish. Free. Miles Kimball, 630 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

ATHER LODE
Apaper aplenty and lots in other—catalogue shows sule sued, sturdy cow­des, lots more. Hats, ches, footwear, jackets: t ideas galore, plus plen­ of woolens. 72 colorful pages. Free. Sears Post, HG9, Rte. 1 at 4, Danvers, Mass. 01923.

ANKEE TREASURES
ne thousand choices— na, glassware, lamps, oware, vanes, name­ns, pictures, clocks. Fine niiture in cherry, pine, onkle. Pewter and iron­one, too. 72 pages. 25c.

ROMANTIC STORY
Tufted velvet, rich mahog­any, period reproductions of chairs, love seats, tables, many marble topped. Sever­al rich fabric samples included with 24-page catalogue, $1. Magnolia Hall, HG9, 726 Andover, Atlanta, Ga. 30327.

ULL FAVORITE
appy shopping ahead with Johnny Appleseed's. Send for 8-page color catalogue of Rassic fall and winter clothes all. Great quality! Gifts and accessories, too. Order for free catalogue from Johnny Appleseed's, HG9, Box 4, Beverly, Mass. 01915.

FATHER'S DAY
Great gifts for the men in your life—many to choose from—send for catalogue.

2,000 EARLY AMERICAN REPRODUCTIONS
Direct by mail, huge selection of hand-to-find items. Colonial furniture, early colored glass, pewter, dinnerware, hand-forged latches and hinges, chandeliers, candle holders, clocks, fire-tools, switch plates, much more! Great way to gift-shop for Early American fans. Send 25c for 80-page catalogue, many full color illustrations.

Old Guilford Forge
95 Broad St., Guilford, Conn. 06437

...collector's item!
SEARS
ROEBUCK
1908
CATALOG
FULL-COLOR, only $6.95
LAMINATED, BOUND
Full-size, full-color, a treasure house of Americana. This is history in a book! Order for $ 6.95 (no C.O.D.'s). Satisfaction guaranteed.

FREE! 38-page Christmas Wish Book of Timeless Furniture made by your local carpenter. Since 1935 and we still prepay all shipping charges.

Carl Forslund
(Father and Son Team)
222 Fuller Road, North Attleboro, Mass. 02760
GOLD MINE RELICS

RARE • BEAUTIFUL • DIFFERENT

Own a piece of your country's heritage, the foundation of iti wealth. Candleholders that or give it as a very special gift—but be sure that you are one of the select few. tirnbers removed from the California Gold Mine workings. Each one is unique—no two are alike. The wood supply is naturally very limited so get your own little piece of history to-day and accessory.

GOLD MINE RELICS
P.O. Box #658, Dept. 7667, Belvedere, California 94920

EXCLUSIVE . . .

11 decorator COLORs

Yellow • Fresh Green • Bristol Blue • Wedgewood Blue • Hot Pink • Raspberry Olive • Orange • Red Black • White

WILLOW CHEST
15 x 24 x 15
$14.50

Has self handles, but also sports black wrought iron on base handles on lid (specify). Use as coffee table, linen or sweater storage, toys, desk-stand . . . as you name it. 16 x 20 x 56.
$18, 15 x 30 x 18 $23. Comes poly wrapped, already professionally painted in your color choice.

SHIPPED EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT
Immediate service, in excellent condition. Painted Wicker Furniture and Accessories

Colorful WICKER GARDEN
401 Jacksonville Rd., EGG, Watters, Pa. 19006.

BAMBOO
MATCHSTICK WINDOW SHADE CURTAIN

Very beautifully hand-woven bamboo window shades can be used as wall or door shades. Eight

55 x 25 x 25

$3.25. When measuring, include 1½" each for pleats. These shades are available in the following colors: White, natural, ivory, tan, dark green, light green, yellow, brown, blue, and red. Each one is unique—no two are alike. They have been painted in your color choice, as well.

Widths available up to 12 feet, 1½" inches. Any width above 30". Width 10-12 feet, 25¢ per square foot. Width 12-30 feet, 30¢ per square foot. With valance, bamboo back and slat and $2.00.

LEARN FLOWERING ARRANGEMENTS

Arrange professional corsages, arrangements, wedding designs. Use a spare full time money making opportunities, or hobby. Free information on exciting home-study course.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Norm & Sue Morris
LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS DEPT. B-820
311 Barry Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024

Please send me your free information "Opportunities in Floristry".
Name
Address
City State Zip

THE CHRISTMAS PLATES 1969
Since 1895 when the plates were first issued, they have become a symbol of Christmas, to be given or collected and displayed with fine porcelains. Royal Copenhagen commemorates "THE OLD FARM YARD" (shown here). Also available, Bing & Grondahl's ARRIVAL OF CHRISTMAS GUESTS. U.S. $8.25 plus $1.00 handling & postage.

THE GIFT SHOP LTD.
HG-9, 46 Fabrique, Quebec, Canada

SUE and ED send warmest Christmas Greetings.

When the Sheelov heard you were ill,

PERSONALIZED GREETING CARDS

Unique and original. The first truly personal studio cards ever offered. We print either your first or your first names into the messages of our delightful Occasion Studio Cards (Birthday, Get Well Card). All cards in good taste printed on Hi-Gloss steiff perfect gift! Money refunded if not delighted. Instructions and $1.50 for our "Connoisseur's Assortment" to:

COLLEGE HALL CARDS Dept. L
199 Hickory Dr. Larchmont, N.Y.

MAKING A PAPERWEIGHT

A favorite snapshot, a treasure coin, a tiny flower, an heirloom watch—any keepsake becomes a very personal paperweight. Rounded glass top magnifies keepsake dust-free. Removable silver frame.

CHOCOLATE CHOPPER

Serve as a pro pastry chef with your unique kitchen tool that shreds chocolate chunks into ribbon twirls. Finished hardwood handles. 5" long, 3¼" diameter, with spring steel blades, chromed plated parts for expert decoting. Instructions, recipes, $3.48 ppd. Suburbia Mail Shipping Service, Dept. 1056.

FONDUE FUN
Serve a fondue in south of border style! Bright pottery has chunky, easy-grip handles gaily decorated cover, brought wrought iron stand. Mexican style ware set comes with fondue forks, four white bibs printed with recipes. $5.75 plus $1 post. Write Eliza McCaffrey, HG9, Northport, L.I., 11768.

TIMESAVING TOTALIZER
Ever lost count in the middle of wrapping coins after a church bazaar or PTA cookie sale? Convenient coin counting tray makes easy to sort, count, wrap in onds. Four marked slots for cents, dimes, nickels and pennies. The treasurer do it in jig time. $1.98 plus 15c post. Anthorp Enterprises, HG9, 585 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal. 94105.
BUY UNITED STATES SAVINGS BONDS

**SWIMMING POOL COVERS**

Made of tough durable lightweight Polypropylene!

Easy to handle, new plastic mesh pool covers. Will last for years. Supplied with heavy duty brass grommets. Keep trash, leaves, animals out of your pool. Ideal for above and below ground pools. Covers sizes and prices, prepaid:

- 26' x 25' $19.50
- 25' x 48' $41.75
- 22' x 38' $33.50
- 25' x 48' $49.50
- 25' x 50' $49.50

Immediate delivery.

J. A. CISSEL CO. INC., Dept. 17
P. O. Box 774, Freehold, N. J. 07728

**FRENCH EGG POACHER**

New easy way to Make delicious Poached Eggs

Here's the perfect solution to that "age-old problem"—how to make delicious and digestible poached eggs the easiest way possible. It's our newly imported French Egg Poacher. Just butter it, drop in the egg, put in boiling water—and lift out in a few minutes by the handle. Made of durable, French elements to last for years. Get one for every member of the family, and a few more for thoughtful gifts.

$1.00 ppd. (4 for $3.49 ppd.)

Colony Glass Company
P. O. Box 404, Inglewood, Calif., 90306

**ANTIQUE TOUCH.**

- Add the "antique touch" to furniture, kitchen cabinets, doors, drawers, mirrors—any smooth surface.
- Use on woods, light woods, painted surfaces, glass—any smooth surface. Create decorator ideas.
- No wetting or gluing. Set of 16 designs. Only $5.00.

P.O. BOX 404. INGLEWOOD. CALIF. 90306

**FOLDBACK LOCKER**

Add a touch of Spanish flair to your table with this filigreed and finished wrought iron bowl. It flamed red and black to blend with ramen or Contemporary. An unusual decorative piece for fruit or fries. 8" diameter, 6" high.

**MEDITERRANEAN BASKET BOWL**

Add 75c to your order.

**BABY POTTEE SEAT**

The SAFE 2-Way PET DOOR


**FlexPort**

Paterned FOLDING BABY POTTEE SEAT

It's New—It's Portable—It's Patented—Folds to fit in purse or car glove compartment. Sets on any adult-size seat. Washable, sanitary, safe. IDEAL GIFT. Only $2.98 plus 35c postage, travel case included. Indicate color choice—blue or pink. Guaranteed to please or money back if returned postpaid in 30 days.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

A director's chair always gives us a heady sense of power. This is a relaxing beauty. Canvas in olive, black or white. Walnut, oak, birch, maple, cherry, mahogany, rosewood, cherrywood, walnut. From $13.99 each. Stock in four or more, $13.99 each. Add $2 post. Pier 16, Inc., HG9, Bothell, Wash. 98011.

**THING OF BEAUTY**

For picture or pillow top, charming design that's a piece in crewel. Kit includes violet pansy pattern in exquisite shades of violet, olive green, blue-lavender, old blue and gold on natural Belgian linen; finest yarns; needles and easy instructions. 17" by 17". $3.95 plus 35c postage. The Stitchery, HG9, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

**STORAGE STRETCHERS**

Make storage magic with stacking shelves that take the clutter out of crowded corners. Instantly locking styrene shelves snap together, and presto! Order out of chaos. Sandalwood-color shelves are 11 3/4" w., 5 1/2" d., 6 1/2" h. $3.45 ppd. Two units (shown), $3.45 ppd. Suburbia Shopping Service, 9GE, 31 Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

**FROHE WEIHNACHTEN**

And a Merry Christmas to all '69. Special spoon 5 3/4" long, a holiday design of pine bough and candles tied with ribbon to your table with this 6" diameter, 11" high. Black to blend with ramen or Contemporary. An unusual decorative piece for fruit or fries. $4 ppd. Downs, HG9, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

**ADD $2 POSTAGE TO ALL ORDERS**

Add 75c to your order.
Cucumbers and Beauty

by ANA MAHER

Every woman, at some time in her life, faces the specter of an aging skin. Most women never solve the problem, and finally become resigned. A fortunate few find the answer and are rewarded with a complexion that remains fresh and youthful all their lives.

Eight years ago, I had this skin problem. Nothing very serious, but when I took my mirror over to a bright light I could detect evidence of dryness and faint little lines in those areas where wrinkles have a tendency to show first. And I didn't like it. I knew that there were dozens of signs that warned of an aging skin.

I was also very bewildered. I had always taken the best care of my skin. I used expensive night creams, lotions and highly touted astringents. So I tried other creams, with no improvement.

Finally I became resigned. After all, everybody gets older and most of us show our age.

Then one day I had a visit from an elderly widowed neighbor. This charming lady was about seventy, but she had the most beautiful, smooth, young skin. I remarked about it and mentioned my own skin problem.

She told me she used a marvelous cream which had been formulated by her late husband, a physician, and that she made it herself, "Try it," she said, and then she left and returned with a jar of this cream.

So I tried using her neighbor's cream. In only three weeks, I began to see a marked improvement. My skin was fresher, cleaner, smoother. After two months, my former dry, dull skin was revitalized. The lines and puffiness had been erased away. My skin now had a youthful, almost translucent quality. I was thrilled with my neighbor's formula.

It had a base of pure cucumber juice, two super-moisturizers and three natural lubricants. It also contained vitamins A and D and a special component to keep the cucumber juice fresh. My chemist told me that the formula consisted of only safe, pure ingredients—no hormones, estrogens or steroids. I made a batch of cream for myself, following the chemist's instructions. Then my friends and relatives began using it. And in every case, the results were absolutely astounding.

Soon friends began insisting that the cream should be made known and available to all women, since the problem of aging skin is universal.

So my neighbor's cream was put on the market a year ago, with the financial help of an uncle. It is called Cucumbre Frost.

The same wonderful results experienced by me, my friends and relatives were repealed time after time by women all over the country. I have in my file hundreds of letters from grateful women telling of the remarkable results obtained with Cucumbre Frost.

Treatment is not a complicated ritual. I don't have time for that and the chances are you don't, either. You apply Cucumbre Frost at bedtime. Leave it on all night. It feeds, protects and nourishes your skin while you sleep.

This same wonderful results experienced by me and my friends and relatives were repeated time after time by women all over the country. I have in my file hundreds of letters from grateful women telling of the remarkable results obtained with Cucumbre Frost.

I know what Cucumbre Frost can do for you. Therefore, I offer you this UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE. Try it. See for yourself. If it is not a marked improvement above and beyond any other cream you have ever used, send it back for a complete refund. This is my personal guarantee to you. You have nothing to lose.

I have the original formula for Cucumbre Frost. I am offering it for the first time to an American magazine. The cost of the analysis was enormous, but I got what I wanted. I had the wonder cream formula. I know what Cucumbre Frost can do for you.

The same wonderful results experienced by me, my friends and relatives were repeated time after time as women all over the country. I have in my file hundreds of letters from grateful women telling of the remarkable results obtained with Cucumbre Frost.
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A unique total point ninne nr in n wnll grouping! All 12 nf the nncienl symbols of the Zodiac ore represented on the spokes of this antiaue black & gold metal plaque. In the cen­ter is n radiant sun. Large 23 " diameter overall.

We make old Quilts into new

The burglar blast is the all-new intruder's ter-r-o-r-r-r. Without tools, lightweight, durable, re-...
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ZODIAC Wall Plaque

$2.98

Add 75¢ Postage

not for sale (in any market, that is)

These primset of filet mignon are not sold in any market. Yet, you've probably enjoyed them in luxury restaurants. They're Prime Plaezer steaks—tender, flavorful, aged. Enjoy them at home, or have them sent as gifts with personalized card. Quick-frozen, packed in dry ice for guaranteed perfect arrival. Box of 16—

8 oz. each, 1/4" thick.

Shipped Prepaid

Write for free catalog listing more than 200 gift Items

Harriet Carter

Desks Organization

With a desk file and organi...

SCENT-SATIONAL

Delightful air freshener—decen...

SMASHING SEXTET

Scarfes are in the center of fa-...
FANCY FRUIT

Looks like stained glass, shapes like apple, pear, lemon and plum— in catchy cathedral-window colors. Point is to put ornamental fruit in the window for summer bright colors all year round. Plastic life-size pieces average $3.50 by 5". Nice choice from geraniums and suchlike. Set of 4, just $1.49 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

TIME STUDY

Once upon a time telling time was a squinty strain. But modern times brought the digital clock, which replaces clock face with numerals that flash hour, minute and second. Dual lighting for bright clarity, soothing night light. In walnut or white. $17.95 plus $1 postage. Peers, HG9, 242 Meacham Ave., Elmont, N. Y. 11003.

MUSEUM PIECE

Set up a dramatic display of family treasure in a glass-topped curio table that shows them martily. Queen Anne table in mahogany solids and veneers has hinged top, velvet pad; measures 34" w., 22" d., 21" h. $129.95 exp., charges col. Catalogue, 25c. Ephraim Marsh, Dept. 693, Box 266, Concord, N. C. 28225.

GO DUTCH

Invest in hurricane ceramic candlesticks with decorative pattern in Old Dutch Blue on white. Design graces a mantel; pair's height, 5". Nice switch from geraniums and suchlike. Set of 4, just $1.49 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

DIAL "M" FOR MUST

that's what this Presto-Dial automatic dialer is for the busy one or office. Saves time, prevents mis-dialing. Patented memory disks are easily encoded, numbers change in seconds. Black, white, beige or green. $99.95 plus $1.50 post. The Ferry House, HG9, 310 B irritation Ave., New York, N. Y. 10014.

SHOECRAFT

Choose from "14 rich, vivid colors including 8 interesting tints. Easy and Economical to use. Use Your ZIP Code

Draperies
Wall Covering
Curtains
Wearing Apparel
Arts & Crafts
Decorative Accessories
Choose from 44 rich, wood colors including 8 interesting tints.

Send for 44-Color Swatch & Information

18" width or 60 yd. TOWELS $5.25 52" width or 99 1/2"d $2.95 78" width or 39 1/2" d collect

Easy and Economical to use

For BON BAZAR

BON BAZAR

DEPT. 93, 149 Waverly Pl., N.Y.C. 10014

SHOECRAFT

803 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK 10017

DIE LEFT HANDNOW, PLEASE


NEW ZEALAND SHOWROOM OR WRITE FOR FREE 76-PAGE CATALOG

HUNTING WORLD

Dept. 142, 537 E. 86 St., New York, N.Y. 10028

LEGACY STERLING CLUB

Now it's easy to own the Sterling Silver you've always wanted

LEGACY STERLING CLUB

605 South Water Ave., New Bedford, Mass. 02740

BOO NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1

Send today for FREE 64 page Shoe Booklet H See how easy it is to be fitted Direct From Marlin in Shoe-craft Famed Fifth Avenue Shoes. Great Values now priced as low as $7.20.

NO RISK TO YOU! Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back.

SAVE MORE MONEY! No Extra Charge for Any Sizes 9 to 13 RENATA $25.00 Mood lighting... with some real soft shading. Leather is artistically antiqued with ebony. Some stretches and goreds give that extra room for expansion. Made in Italy for "good pantsmanship".

ELEPHANT IS THE NAME OF OUR GAME!

LET OUR SKINNY ELEPHANT TAKE THAT LUMP OUT OF YOUR SUIT! Our famous soft, supple, luxurious Genuine Elephant leather, superbly fashioned into the element wall let imaginable! Slips off, slips into card case organizes your credit cards, photos, documents sensibly In 12 windows. Money clip secures cash compactly. Two pockets for business cards. Black only. $12.95 add 50c post satisfaction Guaranteed. N.Y. Residents Add Tax.

VISIT YOUR SAFELAND® SHOWROOM OR WRITE FOR FREE 76-PAGE CATALOG

BLUE DAIIES PILLOW

Erica Wilson crewel design for 14" x 14" x 2" box pillow. Shipped complete with design stamped on 100% cotton; pure wool yarns; needle; zipper; easy instructions and illustrated stitch chart. Pillow form not included. Only 95.00. Add 80 cents for postage and handling.

ASHBY NEEDLECRAFTERS

719 MATTISON AVENUE

ASBURY PARK, NEW JERSEY 07712

THE HOUSE TO OWN"
**WAIST-AWAY™** reduces stomach bulge for men and women!

Relax into a Youthful Shape Without Exercise

Athletes don't exercise to lose weight or reduce midriff fat, they "sweat it off" with special rubber suits. You can now use their proved, fast method.

Trim inches from your waistline without any effort. A bulging waistline is off with special rubber suits. You can lose weight, regain your youthful figure now.

Based on the method athletes use to reduce fast, WAIST-AWAY is so simple, it's amazing how easy it works while you relax. WAIST-AWAY is a pliable wide belt of soft rubber-like composition that you wear next to your skin. It makes your body heat melt away excess "flab" while you do housework, jog, or just sit and watch TV. Contains no bulky, cumbersome weights!

The soothing massage effect relieves back and waist tensions. Posture improves, too. A wonderful aid to athletes, businessmen, housewives. Velcro adjustment keeps belt snug.

Specify man's or woman's model. Send order payable in U.S. dollars. Woos to reduce fast, WAIST-AWAY is a composition that you wear next to your skin. It makes your body heat melt away excess "flab" while you do housework, jog, or just sit and watch TV. Contains no bulky, cumbersome weights!

See advertising approval of over stained or trim, paneling—accents natural wood beauty.

Money-back guarantee.

**WAIST-AWAY Belt postpaid $11.95**

Add local sales tax. (NYC 6%).

**IBEM SALES COMPANY, Dept. HG-43, 509 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017**

---

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**BLACK ON WHITE**

Dramatize a drab wall with original silhouette prints of Early American objects. Spinning wheel, mill, bridge and farm bell set, $1.25; clock, sleigh, telephone and violin set, $1.25; book, $75.; horse and buggy, $2.75. Post on 5" by 7" fine-textured matte paper.


**FLYTES FORECAST**

Zigzag rubber soled Flytes predict a walking-on-the-clouds feeling. Bone/malt; navy/light blue; beige/orchid; all black or all white. 2% to 13 AAAA to EE (D and EE to 12 only) 2% to 10, $19.95; 10% to 12, $20.95; 12% and 13, $21.95. Add 50c post. Free catalogue.

Solty Bayes, HG9, 45 Winter St. Boston, Mass. 02108.

**MOVING MESSAGE**

Two-in-one Christmas cards let them get the message the whis­ical way—each of five original designs imprinted with your name and new address, with Christmas theme in their clever designs. Write for free color brochure to Current, Inc., Dept HG9, Box 2020, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

**SWEDISH STITCHING**


**CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS**

Sleek sugar set has practical built into its superb styling. Fine finish never tarnishes. 24 gold electroplate on heavy-duty stainless steel Golden sugar and creamer are the perfect adjunct to golden flatware. The smart set is just $6.95 ppd. Golden War Dept. E, 2426 Grand Ave., Elkwin, N. Y. 11510.

**SOARING SEAWARDS**

Nothing like the sight of a gull flight to recall the delights summer through woful winter weather. Aluminum gulls enable you to fly in a group. Gulls are 5" to 10" h. with 15" wingspan. Choose A, B, C, E, F or G. 2 gulls, $4.75; 5, $10.95. Add 50c post.

Clymer's of Bucks County, HG9, 80 Main St, Pleasant, Pa. 16950.
KEEP THIS IN VIEW
A look into this fascinating kaleidoscope enchants young and old alike. Fashioned of beautiful brass on a wooden antique base with pewter-like trim, its old world appearance makes a lovely accent piece. Stands 6" high, kaleidoscope 10 1/4" long, diameter base 6 1/4". From Italy $50 postpaid. Brentano's, HG9, 586 Fifth Ave., New York, 10036.

FILLING THE GAP
Ingenious development by a fellow who surely spent time occupying a sofa bed and coping with a pillow that slipped between mattress and headboard. Adds 4" of sleeping area, fits all sofa beds. Non-allergenic polyurethane foam. 48" or 60", $6.95; 72" or 84", $8.95 ppd. Tony Stern, HG9, 2323 Commonwealth, P.O. Chicago, Ill. 60646.

Dining Elegance
This beautiful crystal clear 8 pc. Crescent Salad Plate Set sparkles on your dining room table. Salads become more inviting when served on this elegant set. It's the perfect gift for friends.

Set of 8 $6.50
Add 6% sales tax for Penna. deliveries

REISENSTEIN'S
300-4th Avenue Bldg. Room 280-M
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

LEATHER
The Ranchero deserves an "Ole" for its rugged individualism. A man's chair, it is carved for comfort from heavy saddle leather, stained and rubbed by hand in these colors: olive; gold, natural, rust, black, walnut, mahogany or honey. Natural birch or walnut-finished frame. $135. Packing charge, $1. Express collect. No COD's. Leathercrafter (HG) MS E. 51 St., N.Y. 22.

CRAFTER
Silverware Repaired & Replated
We'll make your silver look brand-new again!
Send precious silver to us, as thousands do from all over America. We plate with .999 pure silver (no alloy used). Dents removed flawlessly. We also do Gold plating, Chromium and Brass plating, Pewter repaired and refinished. Stainless knife blades installed.

Suburbia, inc.
Mail Shopping Service
366 Wacouta, Dept. 9G, St. Paul, Minn. 55102

SIMMONS PLATING WORKS
409 Whitehall, Atlanta, Ga. 30303

A GAL'S BEST FRIEND
Sculpted nylon money cache is your best protection against purse snatchers. Snaps onto belt or shoe strap. Holds folding money or other valuables. Plastic lined with fold-over flap.

HIDE IT $1.49
Maritime 150

ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN
Look out disturbing noise that robs you of refreshing sleep. Ear-Drum Silencers designed by an experienced sound engineer. Medically accepted. Soft, pliable, with ear-plugs and safety flange.

EAR-DRUM SILENCERS $1.49
Maritime 150

The father (male) of this beautiful parent is one of the brightest stars shining in the heavens and the man-made gem is pure white brilliance. Each crystalline stone is cut and polished. Won't scratch, chip or discolor. $22 per carat. Free booklet includes styles for men and women. Vega Co., HG9, Box 55, Radio City Sta., New York, N.Y. 10019.

SHOPPING AROUND
LIVE PET SEAHORSES $2.50
FREE SEASHOWLS WITH CORAL
Collect-a free kit with shells of the world collections; actual coral for the bowl decoration, feed, and simple instructions for keeping these amazing pets in a simple bowl. See the father (male) of this beautiful parent. Live pet guaranteed. Send 25c for new catalog.

Suburbia, inc.
Mail Shopping Service
366 Wacouta, Dept. 9G, St. Paul, Minn. 55102

Make Rosettes!
Festive Scandinavian Cookies
Patterned irons, fitted to handles, are dipped from batter to fryer to make a crispy, thin delicacy which is sprinkled with powdered sugar. Easy to do, lots of fun, delightful to eat.
Boxed set: 9 lg. 3" aluminum molds, 8 small molds, 2 heatproof handles, recipes and instructions. Complete set, only $6.75 ppd. Send 25c for new catalog.

Suburbia, inc.
Mail Shopping Service
366 Wacouta, Dept. 9G, St. Paul, Minn. 55102

THE RANCHERO
Leathercrafter (HG) MS E. 51 St., N.Y. 22.

CRAFTER
Silverware Repaired & Replated
We'll make your silver look brand-new again!
Send precious silver to us, as thousands do from all over America. We plate with .999 pure silver (no alloy used). Dents removed flawlessly. We also do Gold plating, Chromium and Brass plating, Pewter repaired and refinished. Stainless knife blades installed.

Suburbia, inc.
Mail Shopping Service
366 Wacouta, Dept. 9G, St. Paul, Minn. 55102

CRAFTER
PROTECT CARPETS
from damaging dog stains with TRAIN-o-MAT®

Chemically odorized, sanitary mat attracts dog at "comfort" time. Instinct tells "this is the spot." Train-o-Mat housebreaks pet easily, surely, effortlessly. Attractive 18 x 18" washable holder. Kennel-tested. Money-back guarantee.

Holder with 2 mos. supply of mats . . . $4.98 ppd.
Holder with 6 mos. supply of mats . . . $6.98 ppd.
Attachable 12" pole for male dogs . . . add $1.00.

G & G RESEARCH
P. O. Box 8395-31 Dallas, Texas 75205

LOOSE 5 POUNDS OVERNIGHT

Discover the thrill of losing pounds and inches quickly, safely, with the new KWIK-VITA REDUCING & PROGRAM. Lose 5 pounds of ugly fat overnight. Normal and lose more pounds and inches regularly - you reach your desired weight. Improve your health and beauty. NO tiresome methods. For complete information on the KWIK-VITA PROGRAM write to:

HAPPINESS HOUSE

Write for FREE drapery book today!

If you can't leave home to work...

Learn to create beautiful drapes at home

If husband's pay check won't meet bills turn your sewing machine into a money-making machine! We show you how, at home, spare time. Create luxurious draperies, bedspread ensembles, slip-covers! Earn as you learn while you meet enormous demand from new homes, apartments, decorators, friends, neighbors. Helpful hobby tool! Save to $200 on your own drapes alone, buy fabrics wholesale. No experience needed. No age limit. APPROVED FOR VETS

Write for FREE drapery book today!

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS
Build this attractive Little Red Barn for work shop, garden tractor, tool storage, play house, dog kennel, motorcycle garage. 8 ft. x 12 ft. x 9 ft. h. Mounted on skids for portability. 4 ft. sliding door. Quick to build using 1/2" in. exterior plywood. No expensive tools needed. Simple step by step plans. Send $2.00 for barn plans and material list. Also available 6 ft. x 8 ft. for $1.50.

HAMMOND BARNs
DEPT. HG9 BOX 9607
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46229

IT'S THE NUTS!
And bolts too. They're both embedded within the 3" lucite cut-out. A natural for your favorite coon's office where he gets done to the nuts and bolts of business. Clearly an interesting addition any paperweight collection. $5.00 plus 95c postage. Order from Postamatic Co., HG9, 26 Scott City, Kans. 67671.
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HENRI MATISSE POSTER
Glorious poster from the Matisse Retrospective Exhibition in 1966 is 25 inches square. Colors are blue, green, red, orange and black on white. Magnificent in a newly created kitchen or any contemporary room. $20 plus 65c post. 25c post. for each additional poster. Poster Originals Ltd., HGF, 16 E. 78th St., New York, N.Y. 10021.

SHOW OFF
Magnifying mirror makes make-up easy. Magnifies without distortion. Mounts on most surfaces with rubber suction. $1.98 plus 50c post. Amtech, HG9, 3511 Lawson Blvd., Ocean-side, N.Y. 11572.

LITHE LEGS
There's just one trouble to looking wonderful in pants—heavy legs. You can easily acquire the slim shape; only 15 minutes daily will do it. Book, "How to Slenderize Heavy Legs" shows the way to pounds off hips, thighs, knees and legs. Pictures accompany text. $1.98 ppd. Nu-Find, HGF-9, 719 Matthew Ave., Asbury Park, N.J., N.Y. 10008.

TERRIFIC TIGERS
Erica Wilson's swishy-tailed tigers stamped on a jungle green cloth of rayon, cotton and flax, 14" by 10x 205, Church St. Sta., New York, N.Y. 10008.

PRESERVES
Glorious poster from the Matisse Retrospective Exhibition in 1966 is 25 inches square. Colors are blue, green, red, orange and black on white. Magnificent in a newly created kitchen or any contemporary room. $20 plus 65c post.
Learn Invisible Mending

Work at home and Make $2400 A Month

Learn to make cuts, burns, tears DISAPPEAR like magic from suits, coats, dresses and upholstery—all fabrics. Big demand and very few know how to do Invisible Mending. (Resewing). Work has to be sent to big cities with long delays and high cost. Learn in your own time. Fabric on order, store will send customers samples. Make 8.00 jobs can be done in a hour. The modern FGABRICK METHOD can be learned at home. Your income is all profit because there are no materials to buy. If you'd like to make good money in pleasant spare time work and earn on your own. We'll tell you what it takes to become an expert Invisible Mender and how business comes to you. Get answers to become an expert Invisible Mender. Get answers to all questions, FREE. No salesman will call.

FABRICON INC. 1555 Howard St.
Dept. 459, Chicago 60626
Published without obligation, send me complete details of the Fabricon Resewing opportunity.

Name
City
State
Zip

SPANISH TOLE COCKTAIL SET

Exact miniature replicas of Spanish Medieval swords from history-filled Spain. Swords and smartly styled holders are handcrafted of exquisite design, extravagantly detailed in decorative colors and rich laces. Sword makers have created this elegant party-perfect accessory for your table. Use these 3 steel sword picks for hors d'oeuvres, olives, snacks, etc. Get several for charming, original gifts. One Holder with 6 picks - $26.95. One Holder with 12 picks - $52.95. Satisfaction guaranteed. No C.O.D.'s.

GREAT LAKES TRADING CO.
529 S. 6th Ave., Dept. 159
West Bend, Wis. 53095

IT'S A SWINGER!

Set up a swing for the big kids. Adult-size swinger installs in doors or outdoors. Hangs hand somely from an old shade tree in the playground ceiling beam. Heavy iron chain secures it. Sturdy plastic seat and or use the natural one. 45" h. $39.99 exp. col. 

2 pack charge, Pier 16, Inc., HG99, Box 211, Central St.
Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

BUTTERFLY PLAQUES

Six circles, each a delicate and each outdifterrent with a real butterfly mounted under glass. Plaques are white with little lacquer frames. With silk cord for hanging. An artful arrangement as a group or hang with other mini- or main photographs. Six. City of six, $2.98 plus 50c post. Harriet Carter, HG9, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

WINDOW WINNERS

Just made for each other: Contains vintage unbleached muslin in your Empire furniture and antiques. 80" w. per pair, 45", 54" 63", 72" long. $10.50 per pair. $18" long. 90" $12.50 a pair. Valance 9" long plus 4" fringe by 80 inches wide. $3.25 Add 50c handling charge on order. Curtis, HG9, Stockbridge, Mass. 01262.

HAVE A BALL


PURELY PRIVATE

Kitty's litter is constantly dried by screen filtration and ventila
tion. To prevent odor and keep litter fresh give an occasion
touch with the generous supply of special spray included. 2 by 1/4" by 6" non-corrosive box is cleaned with wide scooper. $7.95 plus $1 post. Special Products Co., HG9, Box 861, Traverse City, Mich. 49684.

SHOPPING AROUND
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Just made for each other: Contains vintage unbleached muslin in your Empire furniture and antiques. 80" w. per pair, 45", 54" 63", 72" long. $10.50 per pair. $18" long. 90" $12.50 a pair. Valance 9" long plus 4" fringe by 80 inches wide. $3.25 Add 50c handling charge on order. Curtis, HG9, Stockbridge, Mass. 01262.
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PURELY PRIVATE

Kitty's litter is constantly dried by screen filtration and ventila
tion. To prevent odor and keep litter fresh give an occasion
touch with the generous supply of special spray included. 2 by 1/4" by 6" non-corrosive box is cleaned with wide scooper. $7.95 plus $1 post. Special Products Co., HG9, Box 861, Traverse City, Mich. 49684.
FUTURE HEIRLOOM
Put this sturdy Early American table and chair set to use in the nursery as a play or supper table. Solid maple with genuine birdseye maple table top and chair seat. Table top 28" by 22"; ht. 20%". Chair seat 12" by 14", ht. 13%; overall ht. 22%". Set, $36.85. Exp. chqs. cols. Butter's in Old Salem, HG9, Winston-Salem, N. C. 27108.

EAGLE AYE
Affirming the spirit of the Declaration of Independence, a clock whose eagle tells it like it is. Eagle and his American Allegiance message silk-screened on antique green background. 16%" by 9%", runs on one C-cell battery. $25 plus $1 post. Catalogue 25c. Preston's, HG9, Winston-Salem, N. C. 27108.

MAD YET MOD
Shoulsher paperweight wears Nehru suit, love beads. His arms move, he roars and at last loses his trousers revealing red and white shorts. At that Franklinstein's face changes from ghoulish blue to scarlet and the jig is up. 13" h. Operates on 2 standard batteries. 5.98 plus 50c post. S. Man's World, HG9, Lake Success, N. Y. 11040.

WHAT'S YOUR HANG-UP?
It's ironing the family finery at least you can relieve the problem of how to stow the board. Hang it safely and securely on your heavy metal holder. Slips over any door with ease or mount on a wall. Fits all "T" foot boards and can be used with their metal boards. 7%" I. $1 ppd. After Drake & Sons, HG50, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

OPS IN TABLES
you feel low about the look of your room, look at this table. Top's solid marble, marvelously white. ococo pedestal's aglow with Hello gold leaf. Wooden base comes in ivory/gold or copper/old. 24" by 18" dia. If you prefer, order an 18" square top. 45. FO. Catalogue 50c. Belloropp Studios, HG9, 421 W. Wisconsin Ave., Chicago, III. 60614.

FUTURE HEIRLOOM
Put this sturdy Early American table and chair set to use in the nursery as a play or supper table. Solid maple with genuine birdseye maple table top and chair seat. Table top 28" by 22"; ht. 20%". Chair seat 12" by 14", ht. 13%; overall ht. 22%". Set, $36.85. Exp. chqs. cols. Butter's in Old Salem, HG9, Winston-Salem, N. C. 27108.

EAGLE AYE
Affirming the spirit of the Declaration of Independence, a clock whose eagle tells it like it is. Eagle and his American Allegiance message silk-screened on antique green background. 16%" by 9%", runs on one C-cell battery. $25 plus $1 post. Catalogue 25c. Preston's, HG9, Winston-Salem, N. C. 27108.

MAD YET MOD
Shoulsher paperweight wears Nehru suit, love beads. His arms move, he roars and at last loses his trousers revealing red and white shorts. At that Franklinstein's face changes from ghoulish blue to scarlet and the jig is up. 13" h. Operates on 2 standard batteries. 5.98 plus 50c post. S. Man's World, HG9, Lake Success, N. Y. 11040.

WHAT'S YOUR HANG-UP?
It's ironing the family finery at least you can relieve the problem of how to stow the board. Hang it safely and securely on your heavy metal holder. Slips over any door with ease or mount on a wall. Fits all "T" foot boards and can be used with their metal boards. 7%" I. $1 ppd. After Drake & Sons, HG50, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

OPS IN TABLES
you feel low about the look of your room, look at this table. Top's solid marble, marvelously white. ococo pedestal's aglow with Hello gold leaf. Wooden base comes in ivory/gold or copper/old. 24" by 18" dia. If you prefer, order an 18" square top. 45. FO. Catalogue 50c. Belloropp Studios, HG9, 421 W. Wisconsin Ave., Chicago, III. 60614.
Treat your woods to the color and excitement of MINWAX
The finish is in the wood

MAIL FREE COUPON
MINWAX CO., INC., Dept. HG-99
72 Oak Street
Delawanna, N.J. 07014
Send FREE Minwax booklets on Wood Finishing
and Color Card. Also address of my nearest dealer.
Name
Address
City
State
Zip

GARDENER'S NOTES

HOW TO GROW PRIMROSES

These bright heralds of the pleasant season are tough, hardy, and rewardingly easy to grow by following a few simple rules.

You can have the sparkling color of early primroses like those on page 142 almost as easily as you can have spring daffodils. Fresh seed, planted in late summer in pots or flats, will produce husky rosettes of leaves by freeze-up time. Sheltered by a cold frame for the winter, these young plants will be ready to set out in their permanent places as soon as the ground thaws in spring and, nine times out of ten, will produce their first flowers almost immediately. If you can't be bothered growing your own—or don't have the facilities—commercial growers produce them in vast quantities and offer them for sale with flowers already open.

Planted out in a humusy soil that gets some shade during the hottest part of every day, the plants will grow and spread during the summer and fall and produce their finest bloom the following spring. After that the clumps tend to deteriorate as they become crowded and should be divided, or new plants should be started from seed.

Worst enemies of the hardy primroses are heat and drought. If the spot where you want to grow them tends to dry out during the summer, make sure to provide for frequent sprinkler irrigation. Slugs like to nibble at the plants, but these are pretty easy to control. Spider mites, the most serious primrose pest, can be automatically taken care of by sprinkling purpose fertilizer, applied at blooming time once or twice more during the growing season, will keep leaf and flower production high.

Strictly speaking, the name primrose is only one of the European species of Primula. This rule is honored in the breach, though all of the species are known interchanged primrose or primula. The winter-hardy range in size all the way from minuscule P. polyantha, also of the easiest and primrose most often sold by commercial growers, to 3-foot-high P. japonica (the lover, incidentally, flowers too late in the to be rated among our heralds of spring).

P. polyantha, the most varied in color and flower size, is also one of the easiest and primrose most often sold by commercial growers. Seed of special strains of P. polyantha are available from dealers and so is seed of most other species although some of the rarer are pretty hard to come by.
COMPACT STORAGE FOR GARDENERS
The familiar storage wall moves outdoors

How can you possibly store all your gardening equipment in a space 15 feet long, 3 feet wide and 6 feet high? This can one, and done handsomely, by following a Stow-it-All plan like the one below. Key to the success of this storage plan is the fact that each section has its own door, thus completely getting rid of the need for aisles. The inside of each tool storage area is wide enough to double as shelf and rack space, so you would really have to go hog-wild on gadgets even to begin to fill it up.

Construction begins with a simple concrete slab or as in the case of this one, with a 6-inch-deep bed of gravel. This should be wider than the building by enough to accommodate the swing of the doors, thus eliminating the need for grass edging at the building line. The sill on which the floor is laid and to which the side uprights are fastened is made up of 2 x 6's laid on the concrete slab or sunk into gravel and treated to prevent rot. Upright framing consists of 2-by-6's, and door framing of 2-by-2's and 1-by-2's. Siding is composed of 1-by-3 boards, spaced to provide ventilation, and the roof is built up with roofing paper and flashing on 1-by-3 boards. The fence at the rear is simply an extension of the back wall of the tool shed and may be lengthened or shortened as you or your neighbors desire.

Wood-slat benches wide enough to double as tables make useful living space of the whole tool shed area, and a post lamp, also made of wood, gives the final touch. Planting for the area is simple and easy to maintain—grass in wood-edged panels, gravel under benches.

Construction details for the Stow-it-All plan are available from the Western Wood Products Association, Yeon Building, Portland, Ore., 97204. Cost of materials is between $85 and $100.

Now Annoying Squeaky Hinges Can Be Sprayed Quiet.

One swoosh is all it takes to get rid of the nerve-wracking squeak of a stubborn hinge when you apply new 3-IN-ONE Oil Spray. Lubricates. Cleans. Polishes. Prevents rust and tarnish.

Get 3-IN-ONE can or new aerosol spray at all hardware stores.

3-IN-ONE HOUSEHOLD OIL

6 RHODODENDRON and 6 AZALEAS

MUSser T-G

HEARING AIDS

23% OFF DEALER PRICES
LARGEST SELECTION of tiny, all-in-the-ear, behind the ear, earbuds and pocket models. FREE HOME TRIAL. No obligation. Money back guarantee. No down payment. Easy terms. No salesmen or dealers. Order direct and save 65%. Write for free catalog:

PRESTIGE, Dept. D-13, Box 7067, Houston, Tex. 77018.

LIQUID WRENCH

NEW GROUND COVER
25 CROWS—covers 100 sq. ft. $3.95
50 CROWS—covers 200 sq. ft. $5.95
100 CROWS—covers 400 sq. ft. $9.95

CROWNVETCH—perennial ground cover—Flowers June to first frost. Beautiful, hardy, no mowing. Grows 12"-18" any climate, sun or partial shade. Resists droughts. Postpaid—No C.O.D. FREE COLOR CATALOG

MUSser T-G

BACCTO POTTING SOIL

CANADIAN HEMLOCK
These sturdy, well rooted 3-yr., 8" to 14" plants are ideal for background or hedge in sun or shade. Trim to desired height. Postpaid—No C.O.D. Write for FREE CATALOG

MUSser T-G

CATALOG FREE!

A Heart of America Nursery & Brother

New 3-IN-ONE Oil Spray for Hinges

Stark Bros' English Walnuts, 100 Varieties in FULL COLOR! The World's Largest Nursery! (All sizes) For over 50 years, the choice of professional home owners. The famous, home of American Hickory. Write for CATALOG.

STARK BROS, Dept. D-13, P.O. Box 7067, Kansas City, Mo.

Why gamble? Insist on BACCTO

West's Best Potting Soil

99c

Mail coupon for Catalog.

This is the only potting soil that the choice of professional home owners. From the nurseryman's perspective. BACCTO Potting Soil.

Stark Bros' English Walnuts, 100 Varieties in FULL COLOR! The World's Largest Nursery! For over 50 years, the choice of professional home owners. Write for CATALOG.

Stark Bros' English Walnuts, 100 Varieties in FULL COLOR! The World's Largest Nursery! For over 50 years, the choice of professional home owners. Write for CATALOG.

Stark Bros' English Walnuts, 100 Varieties in FULL COLOR! The World's Largest Nursery! For over 50 years, the choice of professional home owners. Write for CATALOG.

Stark Bros' English Walnuts, 100 Varieties in FULL COLOR! The World's Largest Nursery! For over 50 years, the choice of professional home owners. Write for CATALOG.
New windows that don’t need paint!
Nor putty, nor storm windows . . . that won’t warp, rust, dent, corrode nor need scraping, or repairing.

Get FREE Booklet
Andersen Corporation
Bayport, Minnesota 55008

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City ____________________________________________
State ____________________________________________
Zip __________________

New Andersen Perma-Shield Windows
Only the rich can afford poor windows

TREES 25
3–5 yr., select trees; 8”–16”
5 each: Scotch Pine, Norway Spruce, White Pine, Colorado Blue Spruce, Frazer Fir
No C.O.D. Postpaid at planting time. Write for FREE COLOR CATALOG.

FADE THEM OUT WITH ESOTÉRICA

Got FREE Booklet
Andersen Corporation
Bayport, Minnesota 55008

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City ____________________________________________
State ____________________________________________
Zip __________________

Carpenter’s Secret
Makes Hinge Screw Holes Vanish
(Mr. W. C. B., Norristown, Pa.)
Fill unsightly hinge screw holes like professional carpenters do with PLASTIC WOOD. Handles like putty. Hardens like wood. Plane it. Sandpaper it. Varnish or paint it for perfect finish. Get PLASTIC WOOD in tube or can. Walnut, oak, mahogany or natural color. At all hardware outlets.

ESOTÉRICA SOAP softens skin, helps clear surface blemishes. Combats dryness.
Merrimack Co., 610 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

GARDENER’S NOTES
continued from preceding page

This month, your roses may begin a flush of autumn blooming that could well rival their great display of last June. First requirement for such a late-season show is a batch of healthy and thriving plants, which means no let-up in care: Weeding, watering, spraying, or dusting should follow the same rigorous schedule as that of early summer, although feeding may be tapered off to prevent the development of soft new growth before freeze-up time.

Blackspot and mildew, the two fungus diseases that are prime enemies of roses, are rampant during this season of cool nights and lessening sunlight. The fact that fungus spores are spread by moisture is sometimes taken to mean that watering is bad for roses at this time of year—a mistaken conclusion because dry plants are more susceptible to infection than water-wetted ones. Sanitation is the first rule for preventing spread of rose diseases. This means picking up and burning all dead leaves and keeping the soil covered with a loose mulch of dry material. Irrigation should then be done by letting the water run directly onto the soil rather than sprinkling.

The basic rules for rose growing apply now, as always: day-long sunshine; ample moisture with good drainage; good circulation of air among uncrowded plants.

A rose-colored rose is the exact and only way to describe First Prize, the All-America Rose Selection for 1970. First Prize is also a rose-shaped rose, if you take the tea rose form as your ideal. The hybrid tea rose has been somewhat neglected in recent years while the spotlight was turned on the newer floribundas and grandifloras. But as a cut flower, the teas remain unequaled, and First Prize will certainly go a long way toward restoring their preeminence. This is one of the last products of the fertile pollinating brush of the late Eugene S. Boerner, and may well stand as the enduring monument to his work.

Reading notice. Most gardeners who have acquired any facility at their craft tend to forget there was once a time when they, too, did not know how to hold a trowel. The Know-Nothing Gardener’s Guide to Success by George F. Hull (Haworth, $5.95) is addressed to the tyro who is embarrassed to pester more knowledgeable gardeners with questions they would consider too simple to be worth answering. But it is written with such a good-humored flair for imparting essential information that even the expert will find it worth having.

A professional in golf course management, Paul N. Voykin is certainly in a position to know what it takes to keep a lawn in perfect condition with a minimum of trouble and expense. In his book, A Perfect Lawn the Easy Way (Rand McNally, clothbound, $3.95; paperback, $1.95), Mr. Voykin does not hesitate to share his knowledge in a readable manner that makes the whole business easy—well, as easy as possible.
NEWPORT AND PROVIDENCE continued from page 78

elegance. Maps are published by the Providence Preservation Society at 24 Meeting Street, off Benefit Street. Not many houses are open to the public, but, no matter, you can see and enjoy them from the streets. The four greatest mansions are all in a block-square area: The Nightingale-Brown House at 357 Benefit Street, one of the largest frame Colonial houses in existence; the Edward Carrington House at 66 Williams Street, a three-story Republican brick mansion with a charming cobbled interior courtyard at the back (approached from Power Street); the Thomas Porynton Ives House at 66 Power Street; and the John Brown House at 52 Power Street, which is the only house in this group of four that is open to the public, and run as a museum by the Rhode Island Historical Society. At present only one other house, furnished as such, is open to the public on a regular basis: the Stephen Hopkins House, on the corner of Hopkins and Benefit Streets, a lovely little early Colonial house with a pretty garden in tiers down the hillside. Open Wednesdays and Saturdays from 1 to 4 P.M. (Some of the other houses are open for a day each year but usually in the Spring.)

Other worthwhile sights: the First Unitarian Church, a fine, stone Federal building; Museum of Art and Pendleton House, part of the Rhode Island School of Design and displaying extensive collections of paintings as well as eighteenth-century furniture, fabrics, china. Mostly, at least to my mind, the enjoyment of this delightful area lies in finding your own favorites—the narrow, steep-pitched gable-roofed little house on Transit Street known as the Lightning Splitter; the block of trim Georgian beauties crowding the brick sidewalk on Benefit Street near Bowen; the curious half-timbered building at 7 Thomas Street with one end covered in fleur-de-lis designs done in stucco; the oriole window of the Eliza Ward House lined with bright geraniums. And much more.

THE HOUSE ON JOHN STREET continued from page 196

engineer found out I had been in school with Ian Fleming and reported the matter to his wife who was a James Bond fan. He gave me my instruments the very next day on her orders.

With an old house, I find, the owner is never through. I still need some old floorboards, for one thing. I have still made no proper use of the attics. But above all there is this: owning an old house is rather like owning a vintage car: it gives automatic membership of an exclusive club. Since I bought my house others have come on the scene and done likewise. The village beyond the harbor, so run down only five years ago, is returning to life as one by one the Colonial houses are bought up and restored.

We eye one another with a certain nourishing jealousy. You may have a handsomer newel post, I may think, but I have my Dutch oven. We all take it as a personal triumph when we can persuade another friend to join the community. We warn the newcomer that his restoration will cost him roughly twice what the experts calculate, but we ask him to remember how little the house cost in its pristine state. No, I do not regret Amagansett or Watermill. And the inhabitants of those happy villages, bless their hearts, if ever they think of Newport as a place to live in, feel the same.
Un-Modest
These Casa de Blanco tables stand immodestly other fine Gordon's groups. Send 50c for complete catalog on this and other fine Gordon's groups.

BEST IN BOOKLETS
Because H&G wishes to fill your booklet requests promptly, arrangements have been made for you to order directly from us. Please fill in the coupon below, circling the number of each booklet desired. If remittance is required other than the 25c charge for postage and handling that must accompany each coupon, it will be indicated next to the booklet number. Enclose remittance in the form of coin, check, or money order only. Please do not send stamps. H&G will do everything it can to see that your requests are filled as rapidly as possible.

BUILDING & REMODELING

1. HALF-BATHS ARE EASY to add, upstair, downstair, anywhere to increase the convenience and value of your home. Kohler's booklet has powder room ideas plus decorating hints with latest fixtures, 25c.

2. STAINLESS STEEL SINKS, that blend with every setting, eliminate hard scouring or bleach- ing. Are spotlighted in Elkay Manufacturing Co.'s booklet "Water Can Serve You Through- out Your Home." Sink controls and accessories can be arranged to your specifications.

3. THE TRUTH ABOUT TER- MITES. Where they come from, how they can make their way into your home. This complete guide from Velcor Chemical Corp. can save you time and money.

4. CEDAR CLOSET PLANS—Build an extra closet in attic, basement, or bedroom. Line existing closets with cedar for maximum convenience and moth pro- tection. George A. Brown Com- pany has how-to plans.

5. MODERN VACUUMING—Central Vac built-in vacuum system dispenses with noise and the need to move a motor around when cleaning. Flexible hose attached to wall area does the job. "Vacuum From the Wall" folder gives details.

6. IS YOUR HOME SAFE FROM INTRUDERS? Schlage Lock's booklet shows proper locks for front, back, or side doors. Also illustrates window locks, garage locks, wall safes, and a special closet for valuables.

DECORATING

7. CHOOSING THE RIGHT PIANO can be difficult. Kohler & Campbell's portfolio gives tips on selecting the proper size instrument and offers a wide choice of models and cabinet styles. 81c.

8. SPOT CLEANING CAR- PETS is easy with handy chart from Hercules Inc., makers of Herculon. Chart tells when to blot, rub, when to use detergent or cleaning fluid, how to get out problem stains.

9. LET'S TALK ABOUT NY- LON CARPET—Series of 3 booklets plus handy stain chart courtesy of E. I. DuPont Co. tells what to look for in terms of color, texture, and carpet size. Also gives complete care and cleaning information.

10. LOOKING FOR FURNI- TURE? If you like modern or Mediterranean motifs, these five booklets from United Furniture Corp. will interest you. Each shows a variety of pieces for every room in the house, 25c.

11. LENGTHEN THE LIFE OF YOUR CARPET—"Tips on the Care of Carpets with Kodel" from Eastman Chemical Products tells how to clean and care for your carpet. Includes advice on stair steps, heavy traffic areas, and keeping pile luxurious.

12. COVER YOUR WALLS in beautiful, practical vinyl. Choose from a wide variety of colors, patterns, and textures. All of them are handsomely illustrated in full col- or in this new Wal-Tex sample book, 25c.

13. TABLES, COMMODES, AND CHESTS in five popular styles, courtesy of Lee Crafts, Inc. Choose Early American, Spanish, Classic, French, or Queen Anne designs, 25c.

15. THE KAWAI FAMILY OF FINE PIANOS is illustrated in a lovely full color catalogue that includes in it every type and style of piano from compact upright all the way to full-size concert grand. 25c.

16. LEARN THE ABC'S OF EARLY AMERICAN FURNITURE. More than 100 pages of authentically styled pieces for every room from Tell City Chair Co. Full of handy decorating tips. Also includes graph paper and room-planning kit. 82.

17. UNCOVER THE TRUTH about carpeting before you buy. John's-Manville's booklet answers 9 vital questions that all prospective buyers should ask. It also compares natural and man-made fibers in terms of their durability, texture, resistance to fading, cleanability etc.

18. BEAUTIFUL AND UNUSUAL hand-printed wall murals can add warmth and vitality to any room. Bring anything from a rustic Spanish village to a New England seaport into your home. Choose from a collection created by Thibaut wall coverings. 15c.

19. UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE to suit every taste by Tomlinson. Beautifully photographed, detailed catalogue. $1.

20. CABINET FURNITURE from Tomlinson. Dining room, bedroom, and occasional pieces in a wide variety of styles and finishes. Complete catalogue, $1.

GARDENING

21. AUTOMATIC SPRINKLING. Learn all the facts about a complete, custom-designed underground system with Toro Manufacturing's colorful 23-page booklet. 25c.

POT POURRI

22. FOOD AND DRINK RECIPES with a Mexican flavor from the makers of Kahlua. Dinner, late supper, and picnic menus. Bake a Kahlua pie or present guests with a "Latin Lover" or "Iguana" cocktail.

23. HAWAII BECKONS. Find out about this beautiful vacation-land. Brochures tell where to stay, what to see, and things you can do throughout the islands.

ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS

September, 1969

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money order, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 25c for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery.

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #9
Box 3579, Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y., 10017

1 25c 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

I enclose:

$ for postage and handling of my request

for booklets

$ for booklets circled requiring payment

$ is my total remittance

Offer expires 11/15/69

Name

[PLEASE PRINT]

Address

City State Zip

White of Mebane

Impressive elegance in a choice of five lovely hand painted finishes. This secretary from our Adaptique II Collection provides a glowing showcase for your favorite books and objets d'art. Functional writing board and ample storage. Superbly handcrafted from solid Honduras mahogany and finest walnut veneers. To see all 52 pieces of the Adaptique II bedroom and dining room collection, send 50c for colorful brochure. White of Mebane/Dept. HG-1/ Mebane, North Carolina 27302.
idea that works almost too well [a light touch is needed on the button, it's that exuberant]. There are four, fresh clear-day colors all the way from Fair Beige to Bronze Glo. Also a Foam Blusher that you might use as a foundation if the colors particularly grab you—they are smooth and articulate, a soft amber, a soft peach, and a soft rose.

PLAY THE MAD SCIENTIST. Really quite a season for serious, fun-loving experimenters. This astonishment comes out of jars of totally improbable colors to make a new convincing complexion for you. You have to imagine a swirl of deliciously soupy, incense-y smelling cream that looks something like a Swedish fruit soup—blueberry, for instance—covering a pale, pale skin and making a peaches-and-cream impression. Confusing? Well conjure up a jade green whip firing up a tired olive skin into a rosy glow. An apricot sauce does strange work on sallow skins. All of these imaginative creams are under-make-up moisturizers that soften as well as dramatize. If you have an irresistible urge toward the impossible, this is the place to indulge it with Max Factor’s Under Make-up Moisturizing mysteries.

NEW THIS MONTH IN THE STORES

ELIZABETH ARDEN: Bye-Lines—a new under-make-up filming lotion for wrinkles. Two ounces, $10.

CHARLES OF THE RITZ: Three aerosol ideas from Miss Ritz: Miss Ritz Fizz for washing, two ounces, $3.50; Miss Ritz Fizz for moisturizing, two ounces, $5; Miss Ritz Fizz for creaming, two ounces, $3.50.

COTY ORIGINALS: Sheer Puffery Foam Foundation translucent make-up In an aerosol can. Sheer Beige, Medium Beige, Rose-like, Dreamy Peach, Golden Tan, and Bronze Glo. Two ounces, $2.50. . . . Sheer Puffery Foam Blusher in Soft Rose, Soft Peach, Soft Amber. Three-quarter ounce, $3.

MAX FACTOR: Geminesse Under Make-up Moisturizing Tint in Aqua (actually a dazzling green), Mauve, Apricot, and Natural. Two ounces, $5. . . . Geminesse Lashlets. A box that includes tweezers, a wide choice of shapes, and ideas with comforting instructions. $10. . . . Geminesse Petal Lashes. Upper and lower lashes on a silken thread, so spaced and set that they look individually applied. Upper and lower lashes black ash, and brown brown. $10.

KENNETH: Make-up Remover Potion, Formula 1, eight ounces, $10; Make-up Remover Potion, Formula 2, eight ounces, $10; Sudsing Facial Potion, Formula 1, seven ounces, $7.50; Sudsing Facial Potion, Formula 2, seven ounces, $7.50; Pore Refining Potion, Formula 1, four ounces, $7.50; Pore Refining Potion, Formula 2, four ounces, $7.50; Toning Potion, Formula 1, six ounces, $6; Toning Potion, Formula 2, six ounces, $6; Skin Drink Potion, two ounces, $15; Over 20 Potion, two ounces, $30; Special Area Oil, one ounce, $10; Under Make-up Lift, one ounce, $15; Luxury Liquid Make-up Base, one ounce, $15.

BE VON: Frost and Glow At Home Frosting Tippit Kit. $5.50 . . . Frost and Glow Powder Compact in five shades from pale to deep. Each $2. . . . The Signature Month Ultima II. Four shades of Ultra-creme make-up and four matching transparent Lip Blushers: Polo Pink, Status Red, Palm Beach Peach, Rich Rich Russet. $2.50 each.
Pauline Trigere takes a golden idea from Philadelphia’s pure wool “Resplendant” Carpet

The gorgeous golden tones of “Resplendant” inspired Pauline Trigere, internationally renowned couturier. And there are 22 other colors to enhance your decor! “Resplendent” is rich with textural interest — as enchanting to look at as it is to walk on. Proudly carries the Woolmark label, mark of the world’s best. Choose broadloom, or area rugs in various shapes with hand-knotted fringe optional.
Do-it-yourself was never like this

A fast, fun way to a new floor of lasting beauty. FLINTKOTE® Peel and Stick tile. Simply strip off the backing paper and put the tile in place. No special tools, no gooey adhesives. Just that easy.

FLINTKOTE® Peel and Stick vinyl asbestos floor tile. Just that quick. No waiting, enjoy it immediately.

Use this carefree tile anywhere in your home. Choose from a wide selection of handsome textures and fashion-right colors...ask for it.

...fun floors by Flintkote

FLOORING PRODUCTS DIVISION, E. Rutherford, N. J. 07073